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PREFACE

I began this study as a school superintendent and completed it

as a professor. The blend of practice with teaching and research at the

university simply reaffirms my deeply-held belief that worthOW knowledge

draws froN both worlds. Indeed, the separation of practice from theory,

of practitioners from researchers is, more often than not, a divorce that

is more symbolic rather than real. My quarter-century of experience in

public schools shuttling back and forth between teaching and administering

persuaded me that the daily realities of classrooms and schools

produced knowledge of much worth that required concepttr'l frameworks to

enlarge my understanding of what things I faced daily meant. The interplay

between knowledge derived from experience in schools and that which

researchers studied helped me greatly in grasping the meaning of both

organizational and individual behavior in public schools.

This study of classroom teaching over the last century is part of my

journey in trying to understand the complexity of schools and the process

of change. Recause I have taught for many years and served as a school

superintendent for seven years, I needed to find out some answers to

questions that had nagged at me for a long time about what happened in

schools that I taught in and had the chance to observe directly when 'I'

served as an administrator. The questions I ask and the answers I found

construct the boundaries of this study.

Any investigation that takes eighteen months to complete required the

help of many kind individuals who shared their time and advice. Historical

research often meaas time spent in libraries. In New York City, Pauline

Pincus who served in the school system's Professional Library located at

110 Livinston St eet was especially helpful in tracking down sources I could

ilf
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not find elsewhere. Robert Morris of Teachers College took time to introduce

me to their newly-acquired archives from the New York City Public Schools.

Lillian Weber gave me a morning to tell of her efforts in New York, her

views of the informal education movement in the late 1960s and early 197ns,

and some persistent issues in schooling. Her insights helped me revise a

number of assumptions.

In Denver, Ellengail Buehtel who directs the district's professional

library helped me locate a numbe" of sources that I had given up on ever

finding. John Rankin in Public Information was especially gracious in

arranging for me to use student yearbooks, clipping files, and photographs

stored in the basement of the administration building.

Researching the Washington, D.C. schools in two time periods was made

easier by the sources located in the District of Columbia Public Library's

Washingtonia Room. In the school system, Erika Robinson and Maggie Howard

of the Divisaon of Research were especially helpful in locating sources

and patient with my use of their space. Rill Webb in the Media Center

let me see photographs of classrooms taken since the mid-60s.

Gordon York, Assistant Superintendent of the Grand Forks, north Dakota

Public Schools and Fargo Assistant Superintendent of Instruction Glenn

Melvey arranged for me visits to each of the schools I had requested. The

principals and teachers who put up with my note-taking and questions, T

cannot name but appreciated their patience nonetheless.

Reviewers of the manuscript followed my instructions to give it a

tough, close reading. I appreciated the prompt and full responses from

Elisabeth Marmot, Carl Kaestle, Joseph Kett, Marvin Lezerson, Kim Marshall,

and David Tyack. They are absolved of responsibility for any errors in

fact or judgment that persist in the final study.

I particularly want to acknowledge the help of Charles Missar, Librarian

Jv
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for the National Institute of Education. He was especially gracious and

patient with an ex-superintendent unlimbering rusty research muscles. I

appreciated his help a great deal. And HIE itself deserves a brief

acknowledgment. I feel awkward thanking an organization for taking a

risk in betting that a school superintendent could carry off a complex

historical investigation. Usually, I thank individuals out a large number

of people were involved in making the decision to fund this research.T

thank them for having confidence in this practitioner-researcher.

Finally, as in every single writing venture I have undertaken, my wife

Barbara has helped at some stage with either the mechanics, proof-reading,

or providing support. Thanks.

I have written a great deal over the last twenty years about education.

I cannot say what it has amounted to but, for this study, I can say it was

the most satisfying. It scratched an itch that had been bothering me for

a number of years.



INTRODUCTION

I have worked as a public school teacher, administrator, and researcher

in four school systems for a quarter-century. Over the years

basic questions on schooling arose that seemed unanswerable or, for

me, had no persuasive response either in my experience or in the research

literature. Let me share a few of these questions that have troubled me.

I have been in many classrooms in the last decade. When I watched

teachers in secondary schools a flash of recognition jumped out of

my memory and swept over me. What I saw was almost exactly what I remem-

bered of the junior and senior high classrooms that T sat in as a student

and what I can evoke of my teaching in the mid-1950s. This acute sense of

recall about how teachers were teaching occurred in many different

schools. How, I asked myself, could teaching over a forty year period

seem, and I mean to underline the word, almost the same?

Longtime union leader Albert Shenker made a similar observation that

only gave further weight to my question.

Ten thousand new teachers each year enter the New York City
school system as a result of retirement, death, job turnover,
and attrition. These new teachers come from all over the country.
They represent all religions, races, political persuasions, and
educational institutions. Rut the amazing thing is that, after
three weeks in the classroom you can't tell them from the
teachers they replaced.1

gis observation, while sharply drawn, underscored the puzzling

question of apparent uniformity in instruction over time.

During the last decade, serving as a decision-maker in two local school

districts I have had to deal with another question that puzzled

me: in institutions so apparently vulnerable to change as
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schools why do so few instructional reforms get past the class-

room door? These questions, T believe, are linked together. The apparent

uniformity in instruction regardless of time and place is related to the

apparent invulnerability of classrooms to change.

In a paper commissioned by the National Institute of Education

(NTE), I sought answers to these questions through a study
2

of curriculum change and stability since 1970. In examining how

various forces shaped the curriculum and their consequences for

classrooms over the last century, I used the metaphor of a hurricane

to distinguish between curriculum theory, courses of study,

materials, and classroom instruction. Hurricane winds sweep across

the sea tossing up twenty foot waves: a fathom below the

surface turbulent waters swirl while on the ocean floor there is un-

ruffled calm.

As tricky as metaphors can be, I compared that hurricane to any

newly-trumpeted curriculum theory. Professional journals, for example, echo

prb and con arguments on that theory. Letters to editors and sharp

rebuttals yet add to the flurry. Rooks are written and reputations are

made. Conferences host skeptics of the theory and replies from

advocates. professors of education teach the new wisdom to students. Yet most

publishers continue producing texts untouched by that theory. Meanwhile most

teachers use methods unmarked by controversy, slogans, and journal

articles or convention programs. I used this metaphor for its utility in

illustrating distinctions between theory, content, materials, and, most

important, impact upon teaching behavior.

In this NIE paper I found that curriculum theories did influence

professional ideologies and vocabularies, courses of study, and some textbook

content. Rut I did not find much evidence of significant change in teaching



practices. However, I did not systematically or comprehensively

examine primary sources or research any school districts. I used

secondary sources for the most part and a few primary documents that

were available. Based upon this initial review I found evidence of a

seemingly stubborn continuity in teacher-centered instruction despite

intense reform efforts to move classroom practices toward instruction that

was more student-centered.

Deepening the paradox further, the limited evidence suggested that

teacher-centered instruction seemed uncommonly stable at all levels

of schooling touching students of diverse abilities In different settings

over many decades in spite of extensive teacher education. In dealing with

this paradox researchers have tied more knots than they loosened.

Some writers assert that progressive teaching practices were embraced by

teachers, while others argue that such classroom changes are seldom

institutionalized. Common to all the various writers is the severely
3

limited evidence about what teachers have done in classrooms.

Scanty evidence about the stability of teacher-centered instruction drove

me toward asking a fundamental question: how did teachers teach/

The fragments of knowledge about what teachers did in their classrooms

need to be brought together to give a cumulative clarity albeit at still
4

tentative stage of generalization. This study begins work on that task.

Before proceeding further, let me state plainly what I mean by teacher-

and student-centered instruction. Teacher-centered instruction means that

a teacher controls what is taught, when, and under what conditions within

his or her classroom. Observable measures of teacher-centered instruction



are:

.Teacher talk exceeds student talk during instruction,

.Instruction occurs frequently with the whole class: small

group or individual instruction occu-s less frequently.

.Use of class time is determined by the teacher,

,Teachers often use textbooks: there is less use of films, tapes,

records, television, or other technology,

.Tests usually concentrate upon factual recall of information,

.The classroom is usually arranged into rows of desks or chairs

facing a blackboard with a teacher's desk nearby.

Student-centered instruction means that students exercise a substantial

degree of direction and responsibility for what is taught, for how it is

learned, and for any movement within the classroom. Observable measures of

student-centered instruction are:

.Student talk on learning tasks is at least equal to, if not more

than, teacher talk,

.Most instection occurs either individufffiv, in small (two to six

students) or moderately-4ized (seven to twelve) groups rather than

the whole class,

.Students help choose and organize the content to be learned;

.Teacher permits students to determine, partially or wholly, rules

of behavior and penalties in classroom and how

.Varild instructional materials are available in

they are enforced,

the classroom so



that stud_As can use them independently or in small groups,e.g.

interest centers, teaching stations, activity centers,etc.,

Use of these materials is either scheduled by the teacher or deter-

mined.by students for at least half of the academic time

available.

.Tests are designed to assess student opinions, creativity, thinking

skills, and content.
a

.Classroom is usually arranged in a manner that permits students

to work together or separately in small groups or in individual

s'ori space; no dominant pattern exists and much movement of

des'os, tables, and chairs occurs in realigning furniture and

-space.

These concepts of teacher- and student - centered instruction should be

vieyed as constructs to help in determining what happened in classroCms.

As constructs they are limited because they are arbitrary; they often lack

precision. At differont times, for example, student-centered instruction

is used as a synonym for progressive practices or the open classroom.

Moreover, they simplify complex classroom events. Even with these

shortcomings, these concepts can help sort out, however crudely, various

teaching patterns, especially when these patterns are arrayed on a

continuum. Of even greater importance, I believe, is to weigh these

shortcomings against the simple fact that there are so few studies that

have captured concretely what teachers have done in classrooms over time.

In using these constructs, I do not assume that actual change in practice

moved only from teacher- to student-centered; traffic flowed both ways

regardless of reformers' intentions. Individual teach s supped

at .various places along the way. Nor do I assume that changes in



teaching behavior were an all -or- nothing esibraoe of an entire

approach. Quite often, as this study will show, teachers incorporated

into their repertoires partiOular practices thillfound useful: in element-

Lary teacherin 1929, for simple, whose only classroom change in years was

to divide her class into two groups for reading, teaching one intheyfront of

the room while the rest worked at their desks on an assignment, had added

a new practice to her arsenal of teaching methods. nor take a high eckool

story teacher in 1933 who began using examples from oonteporary political

life to freshen up his students' study of the French Revolution.

While pedagogical progressives of the time might have winced at my

wording and labeled such changes as trivial, these teachers had adopted

progressive practices, albeit selectively. On a continuum there needs to

be space for progressive teacheraentered instruction as there would be

space for the- various types.o student-centered instruction more familiar

to progressive reformers.

/.

The various adaptations of progressive pedagogy7that teachers incor-
.

porated into their practice are just as puzzling, $f not interesting, as

what was ignored:The range of teaching praotioe contained in this study
5

tries to describe a variety of,eaching behavior.

Despite individual teaching differences, obaervers can, 1 believe, still

categorize instructional patterns by careful attention to at least five

visible areas of classroom decisioamaking ove7L which teachers have direct

-
influence.These classroom indicators can sugfest dominant forms of instruct-

ion, especially when They combine to create patterns.

1. Arrangemedt of classroom space

2. Ratio of teacher to student talk

3. Whether most instruction occurs fndividuallyen small
groups, or with the entire class;

a

a.



4. The presence of learning or interest centers that are
used by students as part of the normal school day;

5.. The degree of movement students are permitted without
asking the teacher.6

In seeking to describe classroom practices I had to narrow my scope.

No judgments will be made about the effectiveness of teacher-or student-

centered instruction. Nor will comparisons be made between teaching

practices. Nor will this study deal with the emotional climate of the

classroom or the relationship between adults and children--ps important

as these issues are. The central research issue for me is to determine how

stable certain teaching behaviors were decade after decade in the face of

mighty efforts to move it toward student-centered instruction--not the

relative value of teacher-centered instruction in achieving student out-

Comes. However, there is Ifttle point in determining which teaching

behaviors produce improved student performance until researchers find out

which teaching acts persist over time, which have changed, and why.

riven these limits, an obvious question arises: if this research will

not r4veal what is "good" or "poor" teaching or how some teachers are better

than others at creating positive classroom climates, then, of what practical

use will the research be? This is a fair question because it raises the

issue of the intersection between research and practice. Without getting

into the merits of applied or basic research, the value of incremental

knowledge, or the particular uses of this study that I lay out in my final

section, let me now mention one point concerning the significance of

constructing historical maps of teaching practices.

Powerful metaphors dominate the thinking of practitioners, policyeakers,

and scholars on schools. In The Process of Schooling, J.M. Stephens writes

that the common metaphor for schools is the factory. This image, likethat

of a machine, reinforces rational deoisionmaking, suggesting that every

O
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facet of schooling is a candidate for planned change. Switch the metaphor

to farming, he says, and schooling looks very different. In agriculture you

start with an ancient, stable process and build your efforts around the sun,

climate,seeds, plants,ana what insects are likely to do.By understanding the

durability and limits to the process you can improve production, he argues.

But you cannot, he continues, ignore these "older organic forces you have

little control over." You have to work through them. This is a fundament-

ally different way of viewing teaching and has tangible consequences for
7

what can and cannot be done with and for classroom teachers.

I believe that many school officials, policymakers,and researchers

carry these or similar images in their beads. such pictures shape their

decisions. Historical maps of teaching practices over the last century

carry, at the least, potential for determining the accuracy of these

metaphors and, in turn, suggest directions for the persistent reforms under-

taken by citizens and professionals alike. I take up this point again and

other ones in the final section.

Two specific questions guide this study:

.Did teacher-centered instruction perservere in public scholls during

and after reform movements that had as one of their targets in-

stalling student-centered instruction?

.If the answer is yes, to what extent did it persist and why* Tf the

\

\

answer is no, to what extent did instruction change and why?

In order to answer these questions I have drawn historical maps of

\teacher classroom practices in three cities and many rural districts during

the 1920s and 1930s; in two cities and one state for the decade between

19 5-1975; and one middle-size school district in a metropolitan area be-

twe n 1975-1991. The two periods when reformers tried vigorously

to install student-centered teaching practices were the progressive

1t:)



years in the early decades of this century and the more recent, albeit

briefer, period when informal learning and open classrooms captured the

enthusiasm of both professionals and citizens.

To determine how teachers taught, I have used a variety of

sources:

. photographs of teachers and students in class,

. textbooks and tests teachers used,

. student, recollections of their experiences in classrooms,

. teacher reports of how they taught,

. reports from persons who visited classrooms,e.g. journalists,

parents, and administrators,etc.,

. student writings in school newspapers and yearbooks,

. research studies of teacher behavior in classrooms.

.descriptions of classroom architecture, size of rooms, desk design

and placement, building plans, etc.

From these sources I have gathered descriptions of over inn

classrooms for the years isgn to lom0. These descriptions will be embedded

within a larger set of data from each district including studies

of teachers, and other sources that indirectly reveal classroom

practices. In addition, I included national data on how teachers taught

in order to give a context for the local practices that I describe.

The patterns of teaching practice described in this study, the

historical maps I mentioned earlier, only represent a tiny fraction of

what teachers did in classrooms. Anyone passingly familiar with a classroom

knows the kaleidoscopic whirl that it is although its pace, intensity

and complexity are often obscured by student compliance and by

routines that the teacher establishes. To the infrequent observer, the

classroom, after thirty minutes, may seem humdrum, even tedious. How, then,
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can I capture only one slice of this whirl after it has disappeared?

The historian of classroom teaching is in the same bind as the

paleanthropologist who carefully and softly brushes away the

dust from a jaw fragment of an apparent human ancestor. The bone is an

infinitesimally small fragment of the skeleton; the skeleton an even tinier

fraction of the population that the scientist wants to describe.

The "bones" I have had to deal with are photographs and written accounts

of various participants. Capturing what happened in a classroom after it

occurred is similar, but not identical to the paleanthropolgist 's search
R

for relevant evidence.

Historian David Fischer suggests another metaphor. History is like

r7
trying to complete unconventional puzzle.Take a Jackson Pollock

painting, cut it nto a puzzle with thousands of parts. Throw out the

corner pieces, most of the edges,

it all together approximates what

and half of the rest. The task of putting
9

historians do.

The study is divided into three sections. Section I covering 1900-1'40

includes three chapters. Chapter 1 opens with a description of teaching in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries taken from both primary

and secondary sources. The progressive reforms of these years are included.

This description is followed by a chapter of case studies on New York City,

Denver, Colorado, and Washington,D.C., during the 1020s and 191ns. Chapter

surveys teaching practices nationally during theee two decades, including

rural scho'ls. Section II treats the one decade between 1965-1075. In it,

case studies of Washington,n.C., New York City, and North nekota are

summarized. The final section on classroom practices since 1975 offers

an intensive look at classroom teaching in one school district

employing over one thcusand teachers. The concluding chapter in this section

is an essay on continuity and change in teaching during this century.
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Earlier T compared my task to that of fossil seekers. Let me shift

crafts to that of the thirteenth century cartographer trying to map

a new world on the basis of what information seafarers brought back, what

had been written in books, and what informed guesses revealed. The maps he

produced contained plenty of mistakes yet sea captains who used them

explored the seas and returned with new information that reshaped

subsequent maps. This study is in the tradition of that thirteenth century

mapmaker.

NOTES

1

"Interview with Albert Shanker,"Principal,Vol. 53, No. 3, March/April,
1974, p.48.

2

Larry Cuban, "neterminants of Curriculum Change and Stability, 1970-1970,"
in Jon Schaffarziok and Gary Sykes (eds.) Value Conflicts and Curriculum
Issues (Berkeley,Calif.: MoCutchan Publishers, 1979.

3

The writers who argue for stability often cite John Goodlad's study.
These researchers drew conclusions based upon observations in the late
1960s of 158 classrooms in 67 schools across the nation. See Looking
Behind the Classroom Door (Worthington,Ohio: Charles A. Jones, 1974).
Writers who assert that progressive theories have penetrated the classroom
include Lawrence Cremin, Transformation of the School (New York: vintage
1961) and Charles Silberrian, Crisis in the Classroom (New York: Random
House, 1971). Other investigators have asserted that the instructional prac-
tices proposed by reformers did not get past the classroom door. See David
Tyack, The One Best System (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974) and
Theodore Sizer, Places for Learning, Places for Joy (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1973). nhe writer who did investigate what happened
in schools during the 193ft was Arthur !ilversmit, "The Failure of Progress-
ive Education, 1920-1940," in Lawrence Stone,(ed.) Schooling and Society
(Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1975), pp. 252-261.-17 Chapter 1, what
historians have written about student-centered classrooms penetrating class-
roorl is taken up in more detail.

For the nineteenth century Barbara Finklstein has done a signal service
by researching teacher autobiographies, student recollections, textmoks,
teaching manuals, and the like for primary school instrultion. Ouhe than
journal articles she has published based upon her doctor,1 research this
line of investigation has interested few researchers. See Barbara
Finkelstein,"Governing the Young: Teacher Behavior in American Primary
Schools, 1820 -1880,"Nnpublished Ed.D Dissertation, Teachers College
Columbia University,1970
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I cannot fully explain why so few researchers have tried to recapture
what happened in classrooms other than the difficulty or the tediousness of
the task, which, I suspect, is a partial explanation.The typical researcher,
as Dan Lortie has pointed out, "has concentrated on learning rather than
teaching and has generally employed models and techniques at some distance
removed from the realities of the classroom." Dan Lortie, Schoolteacher
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1Q75) p. 70.

Consider that the major policy. study of the mid-100s concentrated upon
facilities available to students and used standardized test results as the
basis for determining whether schools were effective. Far removed from
classrooms, the Coleman Report, nonetheless, had profound consequences for
both the public view of schooling, practitioners' aspiration for their
students, and channeling research initially away from classrooms.

Where research has dwelt on teaching, it has been more fascinated with
proving one method better than anotherto no avail; or promoting one
observational instrument over another. While those traditions of research
are undergoing important changes now few investigators have examined exactly
that teachers have done in classrooms. David Berliner in a thoughtful
comprehensive review of problems researchers need to be aware of in
inves.igating elementary classrooms stressed that "until we know more about
what teacher behavior fluctuates and how and ... why it fluctuates over time
relating teaching behavior to student outcomes must remain primitive."
David Berliner, "Studying Instruction in the Elementary Classroom," in
Robert Dreeben and Alan Thomas (eds.) The Analysis of Fducational. Pro-
ductivity (Cambridge: Ballinger Publishing Co., 19S')), p.?02.
There is also a growing body of ethnographic literature on what happens in
classrooms that has appeared over the last decade. I will cite some of these
sources when I deal with the post-1065 years.

5
I can illustrate this important point by a personal note. In the late 105ns

when I began teaching social studies, an observer could have easily
categorized me as wholly teacher-centered. Each week in class my students sat
in rows of movable chairs with tablet arms: we carried on, more often than
not, teacher-led discussions interspersed with mini - lectures from me, student
reports, an occasional debate or class game to break the routine. Over

ninety percent of the instructional time with students was soent with the
whole group.

Ry the early 106Os I had begun to incorporate into my teaching practices
such techniques as using student-led discussions, dividing the class into
groups for varied tasks, preparing instructional materials
to replace the textbook, and other approaches that could be summed up loosely
ai being part of the "new social studies."

By the early 1070s one class of the five I taught daily would spen4 the
entire fifty minute period going from one teaching station to another.
used these stations at least once a week, sometimes more, depending on how
much material I had developed for the teaching stations. Most of the
week, however, was spent in teacher-led discussions, supervised study
periods, group meetings for particular projects, student reports, mini-
lectures, and other approaches. Students sat in a horseshoe arrangement
of desks and chairs with the open end of the shoe facing my desk and the
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blackboard. What was studied, the methods used, how time and classroom
space was allocated, I decided.

Again, if required to make a judgment about how I taught,
my dominant pattern of instruction remained teacher-centered yet I had
incorporated into my instruction certain practices not there a decade
earlier.

I offer this personal reference to illustrate the point of how at least
one teacher changed some practices, yet did not necessarily substantially
alter a basic teaching pattern.

6

The rationale for using these indicators is taken up in more detail
in the Appendix.

7

J.M. Stephens The Process of Schooling(New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1967), p.11. David Tyack pointed out to me that progressives
Ellwood Cubberley and Franklin Babbitt used both metaphors.

A

Donald C. Johanson and Maitland A. Edey, Lucy: The Re&innings of Human-
kind (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1981), p. 120.

9

David H. Fischer, Historians' Fallacies (New York: Harper and Row, 1470)
p. 134,
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Chapter 1

TEACHING PRACTICE AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY

At P.S. 8 in New York City, William Chatfield taught the sixth

grade. While he taught many subjects, he enjoyed the teaching of history

enough to submit an article to New York Teachers' Monographs, a journal

that printed contributions from city teachers. A glimpse of how Chatfield

taught his sixth graders history in 1900 emerges from his description. He

wrote that the course of study for the second semester of the sixth grade

covered the French and Indian War through the end of the War of 1812.

Chatfield described how he included the main points of this half-century of

American history and how he taught the subject matter.

The general (method has been to first furnish the pupils with an
outline of the work to be covered and to assign lessons from the
text in conformity with this, and then to lead them by conversations
to d:.scover the reasons and think out the results.

A part of the time each week is given to oral instruction and at the
end of the week a written exercise is required of each pupil. In this
he attempts to show what he has gatherec from the oral work, his
reading and the text book.

Maps and pictures are freely used to illustrate the work, the former
being drawn upon the blackboard and copied by the pupil. Upon these
maps are indicated the movements of the opposing forces; and brief
statements are made of events which have made certain places and
localities noted. The pictures are gathered from many sources and are
distributed in the class....

Chatfield pointed out how he connected the climate and geography

to "causes aiding or preventing certain results," and what people did for

a living. rinally, to "leave a lasting impression, the principal events are
1

memorized in chronologizal order."

I know little else about William Chatfield. Or, for that matter,

his thousands of colleagues across the city. Few historians know what

happened in those classrooms.Much is ;mown about school district governance,

squabbles over schools, who taught and what was taught, yet very little is
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known of what teachers did in classrooms. The few historians who have re-

searched practice prior to progressive reformers' involvement with public

schools have reconstructed a partial picture of classroom activities from

teacher biographies, student recollections, popular textbooks on methods,

visitors' impressions. and the context within which teachers worked, i.e.

class size, room arrangement, school organization, courses of study, or

sch.Fol board rules.

Public schools near the turn of the century were diverse. For example,

in 1890 there were 224,526 school buildings housing almost 11 million

students in elementary (including grades seven and eight) schools, and

222,000 in high schools. Together these students constituted 64% of the

age 5-17 population. Over 77', of the children attended schoolhouses in rural

areas, then defined as districts outside of towns and cities of unon or more

3

people.

By the 1890s over a half-century had already passed since the cnmmon

school movement had begun its spread across the growing nation. Public

schools, particularly in cities, had established organizations and practices

that would he familiar to observers a century later. Schools were graded.

School was in session nine months out of each year. Teacners were expected

to have hid some formal training beyond a grammar or high school education.

Each teacher had a classrnm to herself (by 1a4n, Act of all primary end

grammar school teachers were female; 60% of high school staffs were

female). Rows of desks bolted to the floor faced a teacher's

desk and blackboard. (Movable desks were introduced in the early
4

19002 but did not become commonplace until the mid-1910s.) Courses of study

Distinctions between primary (grades 1-4) snd grammar (grades 5-8)
schools were common at this time. I will use the word elementary to in-
clude both types of schools and those with grades 1-8.
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set the boundaries and expectations for what had to be taught and when.

Report cards and homework had already become standard features of the urban

classroom in the 11190s. In brief, a terrain familiar to teachers and /
d

students today had been constructed a century earlier in urban classrooms.

But rural schools differed. By 1890, rural school boards spentt1.21

per pupil while city boards spent
AP28.87. In particular, one-room

schoolhouses received leas of everything. They were housed in older,

make-shift facilities with insufficient books, supplies, and equipment. In

ungraded schools, teachers with little formal education themselves copti

with five year olds and young adults simultaneously. Students attended

school fewer weeks a year than their urban cousins. These schools, soon

to become the object of a vigorous campaign for improvement through

consolidation, were the sites where most Americans were taught; the basics.

By 1910 rural schools still enrolled 67% of all children: per pupil expendi-

ture had increased te-26.13, but remained well below the 45.74 that city
5

systems spent.

What did teachers do in these urban and rural classrooms? Did teaching

differ by setting' According to Barbara Finkelstein who examined almost one

thousand descriptions of elementary school classrooms between 18?0-1880

teachers talked a great deal. Students either recited passages from text-

bodl: worked at their desks on assignments, or listened to the teacher and

classmates during the time set aside for instruction. Teachers assigned

work and expected uniformity from students both in behavior and classwork.

Teachers told students "when they should sit, when

they should stand, when they should hang their coats, when they should

turn their heads...." Students often entered and exited the room,

rose and sat, wrote any' spoke-as one. "North and south, east and west, in

rural schools as well as urban schools," she conclulood-,

...teachers assigned lessons, asked questions and created

I

24
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standards of achievement designed to compel students to
assimilate knowledge and practice skills in a particular
fashion. IL was a fashion dictated by the textbooks usually, -
and often with dogmatic determination.6

Finkelstein found three patterns of teaching in these elementary

schools. The "intellectual Overseer" assigned work, punished errors

and had students memorize. The "Drillmaster" led students in unison through

lessons requiring them to repeat content aloud. A third pattern, "Interpre-

ter of Culture," she found only occasionally. Here the teacher would clarify

ideas and explain content to children. She found less than a half-dozen
7

descriptions of this instructional pattern.

Documenting these patterns, she provides richly detailed accounts of

monitorial schools established in cities by Joseph.Lancaster and his

followers in the 1820s, where group recitations and standarized behavior

were routine and rural one-room schools, where individual students sat

before the teacher on the recitation bench and raced through their memorized

text selections in the few minutes they had with the teacher.

Consistently, Finkelstein stresses that the regularities in teaching

behavior she found crossed geographical and organizational boundaries.

The settings, she concluded, had little to do with what teachers did in

their classrooms. Nor could she find much change over time. "One gets

the impression," she writes, "that there was little linear change in the

conduct of classrooms in the period from 1R20 to 1P10." Carl Kaestle,

however, noted that there was less corporal punishment, more uniformity

in texts, some grouping by ability, and more grading of levels in these
9

decades.

Other primary sources not included in her study support the existence

of the Overseer and Drillmaster patterns. As with Finkelstein's study,

identification and frequency of occurrence in these types cannot be

determined. Articles written by New York City grammar school teachers in

25
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1900, for example, describe how they taught composition, science, geography,

and arithmetic. These accounts reveal reliance upon whole group instruction,

drill, and recitation; uniformity in practice turns up

repeatedly in the teachers' descriptions. There were, however, a sizable

number of teachers who told how they used various materials in addition

to the text, modified lessons to fit childrens' interests, and developed

special topics for students to pursue, providing evidence for the Inter-

pretator of Culture type though this is two decades after the period Finkel-
9

stein studied.

Photographs of elementary school classrooms were posed since camera

technology of the period required subjects to remain immobile tWenty .ors more

more seconds while film was exposed. Typically, they show rows of children

with hands folded atop their desks staring into the camera with a teacher

standing nearby. Activities appear occasionally. One Washington,D.C. photo

shows twenty-seven children sitting at their desks, cheeks puffed up,

ready for the teacher's command to blow on the pinwheeel that they are

holding in both hands. In the vast majority of these photos the teacher

is often the center of attention; sometimes a student under the

watchful gaze of the teacher, demonstrates a point at the blackboard,

recites a passage, or reads to the class. Exceptions could he

seen, however, in a sprier of posed photos taken in 1,Q99 in Washington,fl,1%

classrooms to portray the "New Education." In almost 300 prints of elemen-

tary teachers, nearly thirty show groups of students working with relief

maps in geography, rabbits and squirrels for a lesson on rodents, watching

a teacher carve into a cow's heart to show the parts of an organ, taking a

trip to the zoo, and similar activities. The remaining 90 of the prints

show students sitting in rows at their desks doing tas'cs uniformly at the
10

teacher's direction.
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Corroborating photographs and teacher descriptions further are the pen

portraits of elementary classrooms drawn by Joseph Rice, the pediatrician-

journalist who observed 1200 teachers in thirty-six cWes during a six

month period in 1892. Rice's articles in a popular magazine painted teaching

in urban schools as grim, dreary, and mechanical, a favorite epithet of his.

Instruction was married to drill and sing-song recitations, lacking
11

sensitivity to children as individuals, Rice said.

As a self-proclaimed reformer, he described in cldmr, if not painful

detail, the deadening drill, memorization, and "busywork" students

mindlessly pursued at the teacher's order. In Roston, Rice witnessed a

teacher beginning the lesson with a question:

'With how many senses do we study geography?'
'With three senses: sight, hearing, and touch,' answered the pupils.

The children were now told to turn to the map of North America
in their v-ographies, and to begin with the capes on the eastern
coast. When the map had been found each pupil placed his forefinger

upon 'Cape Farewell,' and when the teacher said 'Start,' the

pupils said in concert,'Cape Farewell,' and then ran their fingers
down the map, calling out the names of each cape as it was
touched.... After the pupils had named all the capes on the eastern
coast of North America, beginning at the north and ending at the
south, they were told to close their books. When the books had been
closed, they ran their fingers down the cover and named from memory
the capes in 'their order from north to south.

'Row many senses are you using now?' the teacher asked.
'Two senses--touch and hearing,' answered the children. 1?

In New York, Rice spoke with a principal about unquestioned obedience

to the teacher's direction for order. Asking her whether the children in

one classroom were allowed to turn their heads, the principal told

Rice: "Why should they look behind them when the teacher is in front of

13.
them."

In six months of school visits Rice found untrained teachers, un-

imaginative methods, and textbook-bound instruction in most classrooms

except for a few cities that he extolled. I will return to these exceptions

-later in this chapter.

31
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Other sources that support the existence of the teaching types

that Finkelstein found are surveys of school conditions conducted

by the educational experts of the day. Take, for example, the 1913

Portland, Oregon survey directed by Stanford professor Ellwood P.Cubberley.

The survey team visited fifty elementary classes in nine schools. Except

for teachers in the primary grades, the observers were highly critical of

the instruction they viewed. Some excerpts:

.geography: "All the work observed ... was abstract and
bookish in the extreme.... The assignment for study and the
questions, almost without exception, called for unreasoning
memorization of the statements of the book."

.arithmetic and grammar: "... the teaching of these subjects'
seemed on the whole, to be the best teaching observed. It is
true that much of the technical grammar had little meaning for
most of the children

.history: "There was not the slightest evidence of active interest
in the subject; the one purpose seemed to be to acquire, by sheer
force of memory, the statements of the assigned text...." 14

Newton, (Mass.) Superintendent Frank Spaulding drafted the report

on elementary instruction. "Passive, routine, clerical," he wrote, "are the

terms that most fittingly describe the attitude of principals and grammar

grade teachers toward their work." Except for one lesson "in

all my visit! to grammar-grade rooms, I heard not a single question asked

by a pupil, not a single remark or comment made to indicate that the pupil
15

had any really vital interest in the subject matter.

While the survey report blamed a "mechanical system" of courses of study

and quarterly examinations for suffocating imaginative teaching, there is

a persistent problem in interpreting these survey conclusions. Often it is

impossible to gauge precisely whether conclusions apply to all, the over-

whelming majority, or most of the clasirooms. Even more difficult is to
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disentangle the observers' desires for improvement from what they see.

Additional data buttressing Finkelstein' reconstruction of teaching

practice comes from evidence found in various articles and books

by educators of the period about teaching methods. Take, for example,

Vivian Thayer's The Passing of the Recitation. A professor

involved in efforts to make curriculum child-centered, his book

traces the history of the recitation - -a reform introduced initially to im-

prove instruction--to its use in 1928 when the book was published.

Thayer pointed out how the child-centered ideas of Pestalozzi, as

translated by his followers st places like the Oswego (g.Y.) Training School

in the 1860s0 were disseminated throughout the country. Yet within decades

adherents of "object teaching" were being accused of "mechanizing instruct-

ion." Similarly, enthusiastic American followers of Johann Frederich

Herbert took his description of how the child's mind worked and

by the 1890s, according to Thayer, had converted these ideas into a

"method of instruction which requires that children, in the acquisition

of new knowledge, move in lock-step fashion through five steps in learning."

Detailed lesson plans included precise actions to be taken by

the teacher, devices for holding the class's attention and carefully crafted

assignments. These planning techniques resulted from implementing

Herbert's theories into classroom practice, Thayer observed; in classrooms

such techniques centered even more attention, if not influence, upon the
16

teacher.

After summarizing the ideas of major nineteenth century pedagogical

thinkers and their-impact upon practice, particularly the recitation,

Thayer concluded, that by the 1920s,

...the developments since Lancaster have led to little more than
pouring of new wine into old bottles. We teach different subjects
and we have altered the content of old subjects. We have originated
more economical devices for learning and we have profited from careful
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studies in the technique of acquiring skill and information. We
classify and grade our pupils more skillfully. Put withal we have
not fundamentally reconstructed the recitation system which Lancaster
devised a little more than a century ago. 17

Different evidence drawn from the conditions within which

teachers worked and their training is oblique and offers less direct

support for the classroom practices that Finkelstein outlined. I enter these

points now into the discussion in order to highlight linkages between what

teachers do, the conditions under which they teach, and their training. I

will return to these connections between context and practice later.

Urban classrooms had between 40 to 413 desks per room. These classrooms

were constructed to house 40 to 60 students. Estimates of class

size at the turn of the century are rough but suggest that few desks were

long empty, especially in the rapidly growing cities of the northeast and

midwest.To staff these crowded classrooms, teachers had to be found who would

survive and stay. Yet teaching was an insecure job. Trustees decided each

year whether or not the teacher- would be rehired. Political and family ties

played a large role in appointments. Moreover, the jobs demanded a great

deal from applicants who often lacked advanced education.

Teachers, expected to cover up to ten subjects daily, often had limited

training beyond their own grammar or high school education.

With a largely untrained corps of teachers expected to teach a variety

of subjects and skills it come.; as no surprise that textbooks

flourished. By the 18805 textbooks had already become the teacher's primary

tool and the student's main source of knowledge. Also published courses of

study determined for teachers what had to be taught and when.These syllabi
1Q

were often studded with page listings from textbooks for each subject.
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Exactly how powerful these working conditions were in shaping how teach-

ers organized their classrooms for instruction is difficult to estimate.

That class size, prescribed texts and curriculum, and lack of training had

some influence, however, is obvious in teachers pointing to these conditions

as factors affecting their performance.

Were high school classrooms at the beginning of the twentieth century

similar to those in elementary schools? To set a framework for answering

the question some demographic information might help.

High School Classrooms

In 1990, just over 220,000 students attended 2526 high schools in the

country for an average of 46 days a year although attendance varied by

section of the country,. A decade later, enrollment had increased sharply

to 519,251 students in just over 600n high schools. New schools were

appearing at the average rate of one a day. Uncommon as it was for a

seventeen year old to attend a high school, it was even more

unusual for that teenager to graduate. Of the 200,000 who went to

high school in MO, representing one oernent of the cotal population

only 11% graduated. And lqf ~.hose who welt to school and received
21

diplomas, females consistently outnumbered males.

High school teachers had more training and education than

their grammar school colleagues. In New England, for example, where

high schools began, 56R of the teachers were college graduates and

21% had done some work beyond high school. In Buffalo (N.Y.) of the 1R2

high school teachers in 1914, 72S had either graduated from college or a
22

formal teacher training school.

Additional schooling beyond high school was often necessary since

teachers were called upon to teach many subjects.

Since half of the high schools enrolled less than one hundred students,
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often one or two teachers taught the entire curriculum. Twenty- three

of fifty-nine Connecticut high schools had one or two instructors to

teach the complete course of study. Henry King of Albany, Missouri, to cite

one case, was responsible for teaching botany, zoology, Latin, history,

English, etymcdogy, and arithmetic. Tn city high schools, enrollments'

were larger and faculties were organized into departments by the early

23
twentieth century.

The curriculum was geared to prepare students for college in ,the

late nineteenth century. In 11193, 44% of high school students took Latin;

56% took Algebra. In 1900, most students enrolled in English, U.S. and

English history, algebra, geometry, Latin, earth science, and physiology.

College entrance exams shaped the course of study and activities

As much as the rhythm of the school year.

And teaching?'If few historians studied elementary classrooms at this

time, none has yet examined secondary ones. Clues do appear in pictures

of classrooms with row after row of bolted-down desks; rooms in

rooms in newly-built schools set aside for "recitation:" and magter

schedules with the major portion of time allotted to this formal activity.

Beyond these contextual clues, little is known about what happened in these

classrooms. Since the the major focus of this study is in the period after

1420 I can only .offer a few fragments of evidence that may suggest

a partial picture of practice. The subject deserves a full study.

Consider Steele High School in Dayton, Ohio in 1896. The city's only

high school or "people's college" was the subject of a detailed report by

Malcolm Booth at the end of his first year as principal. Submitted to

Superintendent W.J. White, Booth's report sketches out the teaching
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conditions at Steele andiwhat teachers reported they did in classrooms.

Steele High School enrolled 846 students (60% female) in 1895-1806,

an academic year lasting thirty-six weeks, a month shorter than the

previous year. The 1R96 graduating class had 92 students (71% female).

For the first time the high school was open from 8:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

insteac of two daily sessions. The school day was divided into six periods

of forty-one minutes each, running back-to-back except for a fifteen minute
25

recess between 11:18-11:33.

The curriculum contained four courses of study (Classical, Scientific,

English and Commercial) covering four years. The content of each course was

outlined in the principal's report including the textbooks used, assignments,

and what was expected of the students. To teach over twenty-five required

courses to overl'1400 students there were twenty-six teachers (3R% female).

They taught six periods daily (with about thirty students in each class). )1k14,

These six classes seldom meant teachOhg the same lesson six times. While

Mr. Kincaid in the Classical Department, for example, taught only

two subjects- Latin and Greek, he probably had five different lessons to

teach daily: Senior Latin, Junior Latin, Second Year Greek, First Year Latin,

and Junior Greek. Each class had different texts and requirements. Also each

class -take Junior Greek included in the "Outline of Courses of Study" the

notation "(5)" which meant that.Mr. Kincaid was expected to hold five
26

"recitations per week."

ie-4
To teach botany, physiology, geometry, Latin, Greek, and advanced German

demanded'schooling beyond the grammar grades. Fifty-four percent of Steele's

faculty had graduated f om college:fifteen percent had attended either normal
27

schopA or college; the est had finished high school.

Turning to'the classroom, some hints of what occurred during the

forty-one minute period surfaced in course descriptions that teachers
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submitted to the principal. English teacher Charles Loos, an 1860 graduate

of Bethany (W.Va) college, eight year veteran at Steele, end one of the

three highest paid staff eN500 a year) described the methods English

teachers used to teach mythology to third and fourth year students:

The myths are to be studied at home and recited topically,
none being omitted or left to careless reading.... The myths
must be reproduced as exercises in narration, comparison, and
description.... This study is to be accompanied by constant
exercise in'composition, both written and oral, with special
emphasis upon good sentence structure and p?bnunciation. 28

In teaching the novel, Loos and other English teachers planned

the following:

In recitation the class must be prepared to give an outline of
the part studied and show its connection with what has preceded;
to discuss the characters as they appe show Sow they affect
other characters and the plot in general.

The recitation should cover oral and written reports, rapid
questioning, informal discussion and t ading aloud of certain

illustrative passages. 29

'Physics and botany teacher August Foerste, Harvard Ph.1) (1800), and

appointed to'Steele in 1893, wrote Booth that science instruction had

improved with the Board of Education's recent purchase of equipment.
'00

With this apparatus.it was possible for the teacher to perform,
in the presence of the class, most of the exptriments mentioned
in the book. The pupils were required to make notes during the
the experiment, and then to describe it at length in their note
book. 30

Foerste urged the purchase of more equipment so that students could

do work individually and create projects such as "an electric bell and
.40

burglar alarm, a telegraph sounder and relay, and a telephone" so that

students do "practical application of physical laws." These ideas,

he said, "are not wild." It is not essential for the "pupil to be a

skilled mechanic in order to make them a success educationally (original

emphasis). This teacher's concern for practtcal application of knowledge

and projects worked on by individual students was unique in the reports
31

submitted to the principal.
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Although Marie Durst, at Steele for eight years,

included in her report on French and German a concern for daily usuage of

language she said that "most of the classes in modern languages are too

large. The teacher has no opportunity, for giving any individual attention."

As to method, instruction is give in the language to be taught and

"the pupils are led to express themselves in that language as soon as

they have acquired a sufficient vocabulary." For grammar and

translation, tWrst used dictation frequently since "they train the ear to

the strange sounds and require the strictest attention. " Also, she

added, students learn correct pronunciation and fluent speech by "memori-
32

zing and reciting selections of high literary merit."

Such reports reveal teacher intentions and, in various portions,

describe practice. No verification of what happened in their classes is

available. A decade later, inn another city, however, a professor did sit

in classes and reported what she saw and heard. Romiett Stevens

visited an unspecified number, of schools in and around New York City

between 1907-1911 to study the use of questions in classrooms.

Using a stopwatch and a stenographer she observed 100 English, history,

math, foreign language, and -science Irchers that principals had identified

as superior. She recorded the4umber of questions that they asked. In a

related study, she followed ten classes through each period of the day

'
31

to get a sense of the aggregate impact of teacher quad .toning.

Stevens found that teachers' asked an average of two *.o three questions

per minute; the average number of questions that students faced daily

totaled 395. The lowest number of questions she found in her observations

of 100 classrooms was twenty-five; the highest, 200.-"The teacher," she
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commented, "who has acquired the habit of conducting recitations at the

rate of from one hundred to two hundred qustions and answers per classroom

period of forty-five minutes has truly assumed the pace that kills." Of
34

the 100 teachers she visited, twenty-eight asked questions &t that pace.

With teacher questioning dominant, Stevens calculated exactly how much

time during a lesson was devoted to teacher and student talk. Using twenty°

stenographic reports, she found that teachers were talking 64% of the

time. Of the 36% of talk that belonged to students, much of it was briet,

usually one word responses or short sentences. There were exceptions.

Stevens found tic of the one hundred classrooms she observed unusual. Of

the 34 questions asked in one science class, 25 came from students. In a

history lesson, the teacher let the students use the textbook while the

class answered questions. General practice, according to Stevens, was to
35

close the text and put it away once the teacher began asking questions.

Stevens' writing reveals a distaste for rapid-fire teacher questioning

the "pupils follow as a body, or drop by the wayside." To ask betWeen

two to hree questions a minute, "we commit ourselves as 'drivers' of youth

instead of 'leaders,'" she wrote. With teachers assigning lessons for the

next day, students taking the book home to memorize the lesson, and the

next day teachers telling students to close their books and recite answers

from the the pages read--Stevens concluded that teachers were "drillmasters
36

instead of educators."

Three years after Stevens' study was published, a survey of Buffalo

(N.Y.)schools was completed by the New York State Commissioner of

Education's staff at the request of the city superintendent. A portion

of that report deals with high schools.

In 1914, Buffalo had four high schools with 182 teachers."Inspectors,"

as the members of the survey team were called, visited classrooms of all

41
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teachers and reported their conclusions in narrative form. Some excerpts

suggest patterns although specific figures are missing in the

report. Of the twenty-five English teachers who were each visited three
L

times f9 at least fifteen minutes on each occasion, the inspectors

reported on the teaching of grimmer.

Instruction,in grammar is usually much too detailed and formal.
It is composed largely of such work as copying, composing, and
correcting short illustrative sentences, selecting single types of

.constructions from sentences frequently too easy for the pupil,
completing elliptical sentences, memorizing terms and definitions,
diagramming and parsing in routine fashion. 37

For the twenty-three modern language teachers (Spanish, French, and

German), the inspectors observed that "the usual method was to have one

pupil read a paragraph, then to put a few simple questions to him'about

the part read, then to ask for forms and explanations of syntax."

The survey team concluded that assignments were often ambiguous and

recitations were poorly delivered, except for four teachers whom they

praised. "Usually the teacher sat uncomfortably behind her desk and let
38

the pupils answer the questions."

State Department offioials observed thirty-two math teachers. Recita-

tion, again, was the primary teaching method. Most math teachers, the

report stated, "called on most of the pupils for some part of the

recitation." Inspectors criticized math instruction in the four high

schools for giving insufficient attention to preparing students for the
3Q

new work of the next day.

Science teaching impressed the inspectors. Student time in the classes

of the fifteen teachers was divided between laboratory and recitations. In

labs, students worked on completing exercises using equipment and facilities

that the observers felt were adequate. "There was little evidence," their

,report said, "of slavish following of directions...." For recitations,

the "questioning was well calculated to test bath the memory of a statement
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student reports consumed the lesson. "This appeared to be the habitual

practice," they reported. In other classes student responsibility was

less defined "with the result that the recitation became a lecture punctua-

ted by occasional questions." In a number of classes the work was
40

carried on with "splendid enthusiasm."

History instruction was also viewed favorably by the team of observers.

Except for the minority (number unspecified) whose teaching is "formatiand

mechanical" because they limit themselves to the text, required

readings and notebook work, the majority of "skillful" teachers use maps,

field trips, discussions, debates, and other subjects in the curriculum

to make history "vivid and interesting."

Such evidence drawn from surveys, reports, visitors' impressions, and

photographs is piecemeal. It is suggestive, not comprehensive. A complete

study of high school instruction would, T believe, fill in the gaps and

include the finer lines that go into a full portrait of teaching. Yet even

with this broad outline teaching patterns emerge from the unorderly jigsaw

pieces presented here.

When elementary and high school instruction are taken together, simi-

larities appear. Generally, classes were taught as a group. Teacher talk

dominated verbal expression during class time. Student movement during

instruction occurred only with the teacher's permission. Classroom

activities clustered around teacher questions and explanations, student

recitation, and the class working on text'.00k assignments. Uniformity

in behavior was sought and reflected in classroom after classroom wAh

rows of bolted-down desks facing the blackboard and the teacher's desk.

There were also differences between the two levels of . nstruction at the

turn of the century as today. Subject matter was stressed far more in the
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higher than in lower grades. Teaching was splintered in high schools, that

is,students traveled from class to class to meet with different teachers for

about an hour at a time. Not so at the elementary school where the teacher

generally would spend the day with the same students. Classes in high

schools were smaller than in elementary schools and high school teachers

had more schooling than their colleagues in the lower grades.

Taking the similarities and differences together, teacher-centered in-

struction, as defined by the categories listed above, clearly dominated the

instances of instruction that appear in the evidence I offered here.

Student-centered Tnstruction

Where were the concepts of student-centered instruction practiced in the

public schools at the turn of the century? Two forms existed.A common-sense,

atheoretical, practical version appeared in rural one-room schools due, in

large part, to the conditions existing in those settings. The lack of

materials, isolation, group feeling engendered by an intuitively flexible

teacher produced classrooms that permitted cooperative work, individual

attention, use of content drawn from the community, and tolerance of student

movement. The other more prominent and theoretical form were the innovative

efforts tried in small, mostly private, schools.

The origins of this latter form can be traced hack to Rousseau's

Emile as elaborated further by educational reformers FrOebel and

Pestalozzi. In America the conversion of these reformers' ideas

into schools that viewed the child, not the teacher or subject, as the

proper focus for instruction, can be found in the work of Edward Sheldon,

Francis Parker, John Dewey, and their earnest disciples who spread inter-

pre,:ations of each man's work throughout the country. No one definition of

student-centered instruction or the "New Education" nor progressiv4sm bound

44
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these men together other than the conviction that schools could do a far

better job of linking a child's life inside the classroom to the world

outside the schoolhouse door.

The point of reviewing, however briefly, the work of Sheldon, Parker,

and Dewey is to establish that varied concepts of student-centered

instruction were practiced in schools operated by these men and their

followers throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Edward Sheldon, teacher of orphans in ragged" schools, secretary and

organizer of a public school system, fervently embraced Pestalozzi's

ideas, as translated by the English Home and Colonial Infant Society.

"Object teaching," as Pestalozzian principles in the hands of Sheldon

and others came to be labeled, concentrated upon the experience of

children, their perceptions, and language in order to develop in

an orderly manner their powers of reasoning. A child's experienne was

supposed to replace books; how a child developed was to replace courses

of study; and the teacher's careful direction of instruction was to replace
42

recitation.

Object teaching, according to two writers, penetrated magazines, hooks,

conferences on teaching, reports and courses of study at the elementary

level, especially in arithmetic, oral instruction, geography, and natural.

science. In classrooms, however, object teaching became in Thayer's phrase,

"dismal formalism." Reprints of actual lessons reveal teachers asking

questions about objects, adding little knowledge to the students, and

controlling the entire pace, structure, and outcomes of the lesson. Examples

of lessons used as the Oswego State Normal and Training School contained

specific points that teachers were expected to make with classes, clear

instructions of how to lead students to correct observations. If anything,
43

these instructions resemble scripts.
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While object teaching was still in evidence by 1400, it was often

indistinguishable from the dreary, tedious recitations

other school critics condemned. Nonetheless, the ideas

that Rice and

about children's

development and expression underlying object teaching had had an impact.

Perhaps that may explain the letter Sheldon received in 18R6 from the

principal of the Cook County Normal School. Francis Wayland Parker.

"You," Parker wrote, "touched every child in America." Strong praise,

indeed, from the person John Dewey called the "Father of Progressivism."

Parker had. taught in country schools. During the Civil.War he served in the

Union Army, was seriously wounded in the throat, and rose to rank of
44

Colonel.

Returning to teaching he soon became principal of a Normal School in

Ohio. Hi, wife died shortly thereafter. Using a trust fund that a

relative had left him, he went to Europe to study.both,philosophy

and pedagogy. Coming back to America he could not find a position until

School Board President' harles Francis Adams invited him to Quincy ( Mass.).

In the years he served Quincy, a school system with forty teachers and

1600 students in seven schools including a high school, Parker rapidly

changed the, curriculum, methods of instruction, and materials. Within

a few years Quincy became a Mecca for educators interested in the

"New Education," as one admirer of Parker called it. Parker disclaimed any

innovation saying:

I repeat that I am simply trying to apply well established principles,
principles derived directly from the laws of the mind. The methods
springing from them are found in the development of every child. They
are used everywhere except in school. I have introduced no new method
or detail. No experiments have been tried, and there is no peculiar
'Quincy System.' 45

Perhaps. But John Dewey in a speech on Parker's work in Quincy asked:

"Did you ever hear of a man, who starting as superintendent of schools tied

reached a point in his career twenty-five years later where the annivers-



ary of that beginning was an event to be marked by the educators of the
46

nation?"

Parker went on to serve as principal of the Cook County Normal School

which eventually became part of the University of Chicago. He served as

principal and director for almost two decades before he died in 1902. In the

"Practice School" Parker and his staff, many of whom were graduates of

the Oswego Normal School, developed further ideas and instructional and

curricular techniques that implemented the Colonel'r often quoted sentence:
47

"The child is the center of all education."

In the 1880s the eight grade school had a kindergarten, library, printing

plant to provide classroom materials and to publish teacher- written units,

physical education equipment, manual training, and twenty acres of nearby

land that became a center for nature study. Parker believed in integrating

("correlation" was the word used then) the various subject areas. Children

seeing connections between science. art, math, geography and being able to

express these connections became one of the primary aims and achievements of

the school. Beyond linking subjects,teaching basic skills through integrated

content, and heavy reliance upon expression through art, music, and drama- -

the school also taught cooking, sewing, pottery- making, weaving, gardening
48

and bookbinding.

When a veteran school suoerintendent visited classrooms in the Normal

School in 1892 he went away impressed by how easily and without any overt

coercion students did what practitioners called "busywork" in public

schools. Superintendent J. W. Greenwood of Kansas City saw

no fear of the teacher in children. No copying occurred. The work

was done rapidly, without any apparent order. Each student "goes at it in

a hurry and rushes 'his job' along. It is the kindergarten idea carried

up through the grades." In the upper grades, Greenwood observed practices
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that were similar to laboratory work, "each keeping a record of his own

experiments." The grim uniform recitation with which the Kansas

City school chief was familiar was absent from Parker's school. He, like

thousands of visitors incl uding the peripatetic pediatrician Joseph Rice,
49

went away quite taken with the Colonel'a achievements.

When Parker died in 1902 memorial services were held at the University .

of Chicago. John Dewey spoke.

Twenty-five years ago, in Quincy, Massachusetts the work he undertook
was the object of derision....To many he seemed a faddist, a fanatic.
It was only twenty-five years ago; and yet the things for which he then
stood are taken today almost as a matter of course, without debate, in
all the best schools of the country.

Dewey knew Parker well. When Dewey moved his family to Chicago in 1R94, he

enrolled his son; Fred, in the first grade of the Practice School. The next

year, Fred's sister Evelyn attended the school. When Dewey and his

wife began an experimental school, they took their children out of

Parker's school and entered them into their new Laboratory School at the
50

University of Chicago.

Far more has been written about Dewey than Sheldon and Parker. Rather

than trying to recapture the essence of his Dewey's career as 3n

influential theorist and practitioner, a task others have done,

I will mention briefly the years 1896-1903 when he served as Director

of the experimental school. In the Laboratory School he worked directly

with children, teachers, and parents implementing his ideas of learning

and child development into classroom practice.

In reading through teacher recollections, courses of study, teacher

reports, students' remembrances it is easy. to conclude that the Laboratory

School with its curriculum centered upon Man's occupation rather than separ-

ate subjects; upon reading and writing learned through activities rather

than through isolated tasks, and group activities guided rather than
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directed by teachers were simply features of just another progressive

school. That would be a mistake since in the 1890s

there were few schools in the country, public or private, that risked

shaping an entirely new curriculum( around children's interest in adult work,

family and community ties, group cooperation, and democratic practices--

not for its own sake but toward larger goals. As a private school of 14n

children (1900) and twenty-three teachers including Ella Flagg Young as

Supervisor of Instruction, and later Chicago Superintendent of Schools, the

Laboratory School was openly experimental, advancing ideas and trying

innovations that would become familiar, if not cliches, a generation later.

Consider the first few months of school for Group III, the six year olds.

Daily the class would gather and review the previous day's work and plan

for the day, "each child being encburaged to contribute." The plans for the

day's work were decided upon and delegated by the pupils:At the end of the

period, another group meeting summarized the results of the work and

suggested new plans. Projects determined and built by the children included

miniature "arm house, barn and cultivated land made out of large blocks,

twigs and soil. Plans were discussed and drawn up using rulers to make the

model to scale. This group also cleaned up a five by ten foot space in the

school yard to plant winter wheat. As they proceeded through the school

year, the class discussed plowing, what seeds to plant, how to plant, har-

vesting and using the grain to make flour, and then making bread. "When

they talked about grains in the classroom," a teacher wrote, "they cooked

cereals in the kitchen." Measuring and other uses of numbers were easily
51

incorporated into building the farm model and producing the winter wheat.

During these first few,lkonths of school "an interest in reading also

developed."

All the things they had found in their outdoor excursions were placed
on a table. Sentences were written on the board, such as:'Find a cocoon,'
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and the child who could read it was allowed to run and get the cocoon.
After playing this game a few times, the same sentences were shown
printed in large type, so that they would get the printed norm simul-
taneously with the script. They seemed very eager to read and decided
themselves to make a weekly record of their work. 52

For older students, the same focus upon active involvement, occupations,

group discussion and decision-making with the teacher acting as a helper

prevailed. The typical program for nine to twelve year olds was:

SUBJECT HOURS A DAY HOURS A WEEK

histor/ and geography 1 5
techniques (reading,

writing, numbers) 1/2 2 1/2
science or 1 1/2 2 or 2. 1/2
cooking or 1 1/2

textile or shop 2

art 1 1/2

music 1 or 1/2 1 1/2
gymnasium 2 1/2
modern languages 1/2 2 1/2

4 1/2 21 1/2

Opportunities to make decisions, use manual skills learned in

classrooms, and to work cooperatively presented themselves. for example, in

*a schoolwide project of building a clubhouse where students in the Camera

and Dewey (for debating and discussion) clubs could meet. Mayhew wrote that

this "enterprise was the most thoroughly considered one ever undertaken

by the school." Because it provided a home for clubs away from the main

building "it drew together many groups and ages and performed a distinctly
53

ethical and social service."

Writing in 1930, former student Josephine Crane recalled what she learned

at the Laboratory School.

First as to the Sciences, no matter how young we were--too young to
understand very much--we were given a chance to use our eyes, to observe
facts of nature more closely....
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Secondly-the activities-carpentry, cooking, weaving, sewing, art -.-all

trained our hands and fingers to be useful.... People have often asked
me where I learned to use my hands, and how it is I so easily learn to
do new things with my hands. I tell them it is because I was trained to
use my mind and hands and eyes together. I was trained to observe and
given a chance to use what I observed in what 'I did. -44N

Third, the building of the clubhouse--the real and practical work- -
helped us to see what architecture really is. We got far more out of that
than out of books.

Fourth, I learned responsibility. When I was quite young, I was asked
to teach art for two months to a younger class.... When I went into the
room for the first time I had to realize that I must do something! T
learned how to teach that way and this is responsibility finally
realized. 54 , 0

For teachers as well as students it was an exciting place to he. Grace

Fulmer, a teacher at the Laboratory School who left to direct a similar

school in Los Angeles, recalled her two years (1800 -19n2) working under

John Dewey.

It was Mr. Dewey's idea that each child should be free to develop his
own powers to some ultimate purpose through the guidance of one whose
experience was richer. Such also was his own relation to the teachers
in his school. I know there were thin in my own work of which he did

7:3

not approve and yet I always felt fr to work in my own

The Dewey School, as it was often called by teachers and friends, lost

its namesake in 1914 when he accepted an appointment at Teachers College,

55
Columbia University.

Beyond the direct efforts of these men, there were public schools that

partially or thoroughly implemented the "New Education" or "scientific peda-

gogy" as Rice and other enthusiasts labeled it. Writers who cite Rice for

his description of mindless instruction often ignore his warm portraits

of schools where the curriculum was correlated and where teachers introduced

science work, encouraged children's expression in writing and art, and
56

practiced manual training in the eleinentary school.

From St. Paul,Minneapolis, Indianapolis, and La Porte (Indiana) Rice

quoted liberally'from student work and described teacher activities that

unified the curriculum. In La Porte, for example, he found instances
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of the "perfect lesson." It is "one that not only interests the child, but

one that uses his energies to the best advantage."

From the start the pupils are encouraged to be helpful to each other.
Already in the first school year the children begin to work together in
groups and to assist CIO other in making and recording observations of

plants and animals, of the wind and the weather.... In the classrooms are
found small square tables around which the pupils sit. particularly
when doing busy work, performing tasks in which all the members of the

group take part....

At the group tables things are made with which the rooms are decorated
at the bi- monthly festivals which have become a custom at La Porte. Much

of the number work is done at the group tables....

Rice conceded that such school.districts were a minority in 1Ro2. He found

Sour school systems of the thirty-six he visited implementing the prin-

ciples he advocated. Far more teachers stood and students sat in
57

conventional recitation-bound classrooms, according to Rice.

Just over two decades later John Dewey and his daughter Evelyn visited

schools embracing progressive practices. In Schools of Tomorrow, the

Deweys documented the spread of schools with "tendencies toward greater

freedom and an identification of the child's school life with his en-

vironment and outlook, 41114 even more important, the recognition of the role

education must play in a democracy." While most of the schools

they describe are private, the Deweys devote much space to the nary

(Indiana) schools under Superintendent William Wirt, ore public school

The Gary Schools during Wirt's tenure became a showplace of pre-liorld
War I progressivism: Merging the impulse toward economy with the child-
centered school impulse, Wirt created student communities out of schools
through scheduling students into different spaces and activities within a
building. Called platoon schools, Wirt's innovations, promoted by
journalists and reformers, swept across the nation in the decade following
its introduction in Gary.'Because of the political controversy triggered
by its abortive implementation in New York City. in 1917, the Gary School
Hoard and Superintendent asked a foundation to conduct an impartial survey
of its schools. Directed by Abraham Flexner, the survey team inspected each
of the innovations including classroom instruction and produced an eight
volume report. The investigators visited lon of the 121 classrooms in the
system's nine schools. They spent at least one hour in about half of the
classrooms and between two and three hours in the rest.
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Finding much merit in the Mary Plan, Flexner did conclude, however,
that classroom. instruction in the academic subjects, primary grades through
high school, was mechanical and, if anything, conventional. He singled out
those teachers who correlated subjects student activities, and assignments
in their teaching. Repeatedly, he stressed that such teachers were few.

Primary instruction too rarely radiated from a central topic, from
which were derived the materials for reading, spelling, language,
arithmetic, handwork, dramatization,'and even science and music....
it was more apt to be handled in separate compartments ... with the result
that much of the primary teaching was mechanicdl and slow.

Elsewhere he observed that primary students were, "as a rule," divided into
two groups, one reciting while the other wdrked, at their desk, or at the
blackboard. The children working with the teacher gathered around her, as
Flexner wrote, the "work was too frequently characterized by listlessness
and indifference."

In arithmetic, few signs of the new methods were seen. For history and
geography clasp time was split between silent reading and recitation.
Lessons were als.igned. Students read the pages silently. Recitation began
with teacher. lboot in hand," asking questions at the end of the textbook
chapter or related ones. "Thiteacher usually added very little," Flexner

4* commented, "there was little r no class discussion, outside reading was
seldom required." While praising many portions of the Gary innovations,
Flexner found classroom instruction "generally meaget and formal." 5R

\ 53
be,
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in Chicago (Howland) and two Indianapolis public schools, ye of which

served black students. Concentrating on themes where teachers encourage

student expression, group work, and a close fit between the content studied
\

and the immediate environment, the Deweys described a movement they believed

was spreading across the nation., Mbre and more, " JohnDewey wrote,
1

"schools are growing up all oveethe country that are trying to work out

59 :

definite educational ideas.

I

Thus, various versions of telcher-oentered and student-centered

instruction existed at the turnlof the century. The extent of each, their
v

variations, and what impulses g erated them cannot easily be determined

although it would be reasonableito conclude that by 1915 when the Deweys'

book appeared, the dominant pratice in most public schools continuea ':o

cluster around teacher-centered patterns in furniture arrangment, grouping,

instructional talk, student' movement, and class activities. Variations of

student-centered patterns appeared most often in small (less that 3on

students), private (although public schools implementing these approaches

did exist). elementary-schools--few, if any, high schools were described.

Yet within a decade at different times and in different places, the

vocabulary of student-centered instruction as put forward by diverse groups
ih

of pedagogical progressives rapidly turned into the conventional educational

wisdom of the times as expressed by both teachers and administrators:

'The nextchapter explores how conventional that wisdom had become in the

the classrooms of urban and rural school districts in the 1920s and lolls.

54
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CHAPTER 2

BEHIND THE CLASSROOM DOOR IN THREE CITIES: 1920-1941

It was a large sunny room with ample windows letting in light to the rear

and left. The window sill held potted plants, some of which had begun to

flower. Just above the sill pasted to the window glass were drawings made

by the children. Doors and the ledges above the blackboards held placards:

"factors," "numerator," "denominator." Above the front blackboard in

careful, neat script was written: SELF-CONTROL. On one door was posted the

Declaration of Independence; on another one was the membership of the Ameri-

can Junior Red Cross, 1924.

This was Mrs. Spencer's fourth grade class. Forty-two children sat

in rows, facing the teacher's desk and SELF-CONTROL, awaiting the teacher's

direction. Fifteen bright children from 4A and 27 dull ones frm 49, accord-

ing to Mrs. Spencer, made up her class. An arithmetic lesson was underway.

"Little helpers to the board," Mrs. Spencer directed. "George, Edith,

Fred, Gertrude, each take two children who need helping." A dozen children

arrayed themselves in groups of three around the room. "Begin at page 101

in your book and start with the firstlexample. You others, in your seats,

begin at page 115, example 4. Yes, you may talk to one another about your

work." A quiet hum arose.

The teacher moved around the room helping individual students. After

awhile she looked at her watch and announced: "The coaching period is over.

To your seats." As the children scurried back to their seats and settled

back, Mrs. Spencer went to the board and wrote 17 1/2
-25 1/2

"Who can give me the least common denominator? Fariy? I called on you

because you weren't paying attention. Well, then, Sam, you tell us. Ten,

that's right. Now, then, Sam, what do we--oh, I hope you know is7-what
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do we do next?" A long pause. A girl answers. "Oh, dear," says mrs. Spencer,

"there's a girl named Sam." A long pause. Finally the teacher accepted an

answer from another student.

"The arithmetic period is over," she announced. "Keep your papers in

your books. Your homework is example 2 on page 114: 117,7(19 divided by

3,648." Stephen, the nine year old sitting directly in front of the

teacher's desk for reasons that the entire class knows, fidgeted in his

seat. Mrs. Spencer asked him what is wrong.

"She keeps sticking her feet into my back," he says.

"Oh, dear, how dreadful! Such little tiny feet going right through a

big thick bench right into your big strong back. I suppose yoU are too

seriously hurt to go to Mr. Hazen's room and fetch me the map of Asia.

You're not? Well, and you David, go and get the map of Europe from Miss

Flynn." As if launched by a sling shot both boys were at the door. "Remem-

ber to say 'Please,'Mrs. Spencer said and turned to the class, "Always he---

"Polite,"they responded.

"Yes, lways he polite, it's worthwhile, you'll find."

Looking around the room, she said: "Stretch up-deep breath-out-that's

better."

"Take out your geographies and turn to the map of Asia. Page 1PS."

"Henry, what is Asia?"

"Asia-Asia--, "Henry grasped for an answer.

"Class?"

"Asia is a continent," they chorused.

"Well, what is the meaning of continent,Elsie,?"

"A continent is the largest division of land."

"Right, when I talk about a continent,what do I mean? I mean land."

Stephen came back with the map of Asia in hand and placed it expertly
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atop the ledge above the blackboard. "Thank you, Stephen, it looks fine."

Question followed question with occasional children going to the map

to use a pointer. Recess came and went.

"Time for writing," Mrs. Spencer said. "Monitors pass the papers.

Everyone up and straight and tall and do ill-tour very best. Write your names.

Don't forget to end with the upstroke. Two or three forgot about the upward

stroke last time. It's just as bad as coming to school with your clothes

unbuttoned or your necktie off. Write these words." On the 1,oard, she

wrote: mountain,camp, August, glove, song, thumb, itself. "Do your very

best. We have only a week or two more before promotion day." Three girls

sighed and covered their faces.

Pens scratched. Feet shuffled. Paper crumpled. Mrs. Spencer reviewed

the words, asking certain students to spell the words without looking at

their papers.

"Time for reading. And we are going to exchange readers with Miss

Flynn's class. We shan't use our own readers today, but instead let's act

out one of the stories. Let's do the Mad Tea Party. Who remembers it best?"

The teacher chose four children. They knew the lines by heart and acted out

the parts as only enthusiastic nine year olds could. "Fine. You were all

good,"Mrs. Spencer said.

"How we'll have a drill game on the word 'bring,'" Mrs. Spencer told
1

the class. The game brought the morning to a close.

The school in which Mrs. Spencer taught in 1924 had received city-wide

notice and praise as a progressive school. Her principal believed her to

be an exemplar of progressive teaching in his building. Although Agnes

fleLima, the journalist who observed this class was a passionate advocate

of child-centered schools similar to ones operated by Elizabeth Irwin,

Felix Adler, and others, she described this fourth grade teacher sympatheti-
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cally. Yet she felt that Mrs. Spencer and other teachers like her conducted

sincere but colorless imitations of the private experimental schools. She

believed that progressive classes in experimental schools would die if

placed within public schools. Large class size, administrative

indifference or hostility, and a generally negative attitude toward

child-centered classrooms would kill such efforts. Who, then, were

the progressives? Mrs. Spencer? Her building principal? Staff in the ex-

perimental schools? The problem, of course, is in the word itself. The ideas

nested in "progressivism" were diverse and ambiguous, appealing strongly

to dissimilar reformers in the decades bracketing World War T.

Historians Lawrence Cremin, Michael Katz, and David Tyack distinguished

between various educational streams within the larger political movement.

Among the educational reformers, for example, Tyack described the admini-

strative progressives (e.g. Teachers College George Strayer, Stanfors

Ellwood Cubberley, Superintendent Frank Spaulding) who used the latest

concepts in scientific management to streamline the school district's

:.-rganizational and instructionAmachinery. He distinguished these

progressives from social reformers (e.g. George Counts, John Childs,

Willard Beatty) who advocated using the schools as an instrument for

national regeneration, and the pedagogical progressives (e.g. Francis Parker

Flora Cooke, Hilliam Uirt, William H. Kilpatrick) 'rho saw the child

central to the school experience. Although substantial differences existed

between, and among, the pedagogical reformers they all drew deeply from
2

the well of John Dewey's ideas.

I will concentrate on the changes in the classroom in the interwar
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period and the efforts of the pedagodical reformers. I shall not deal with

administrative progressives, reconstructionists, and other reformers

except to the extent that they tried to modify existing classroom instruct-

ion.

No uniformity marked these pedagogical reformers except for ,a

common antipathy tcrlifixed grades in the schools, fixed rules for the

children, and fixed furniture in the classroom." Retween these child-

centered school advocates deep and sharp differences surfaced in

curriculum, instruction, degrees of choice open to children, the role and

3

extent of art and play in the classroom, and a host of other issues.

Given their strong, negative views of the public schools and despite the

diverly of doctrines implicit in the practices they advocated, there re-

mained a core consensus on what constituted a school focused upon children.

For the most part pedagogical reformers wanted instruction and curriculum

tailored to chlidren's interests; they wanted instruction to occur as often

as possible in small groups or individually; they wanted programs that

permitted children more freedom and creativity than existed in schools;

they wanted school experiences connected to activities outside the

classroom; and they wanted children to help shape the direction of their

learning. The tangible signs of these impulses that bound philosophers,

curriculum theorists, psychologists, and practitioners together were class-

rooms with movable furniture, provisioned with abundant instructional

materials, active with children involved in projects, and traffic between

the classroom and the larger community. These commonalities leave untouched

cleavages over the project method, how much freedom a child should have in

school, the teacher's role in setting goals, the amount of time spent on

basic skills,etc. The commonalities, nonetheless, do suggest where in the

classroom to look for changes in practice.
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Between the hundreds of thousands of students these professors taught

and the readers of their books, the thousands of newspaper and magazine

articles written about the schools tiles, or their followers directed, the

hundreds of courses of study and textbooks that incorporated these ideas,

and the scores of school systems that bought movable desks and chairs, their

ideas seemed to touch schools across the nation. Time pronounced it to

be so in 1938. "No classroom," the anonymous writer declared, "escaped its

5
influence."

Historians, however, disagree upon the degree of impact of those

progressive ideas targeted upon the classroom. Of the dozen historians who

have written about progressivism and schools at least six have dealt with

the issue of changes in teaching practice. Lawrence Cremin and Joel Spring

assert, for very different reasons, that teaching behavior changed.

Cremin cites the "Middletown" studies in 1925 and 1935 to illustrate

how a conservative strain of progressivism in Muncie (Indiana) classrooms

might have been typical of schools in the "pedagogical mainstream."

Noting that for every Winuetka there were probably schools "that

must have taught McGuffey and little else well into the thirties," he goes

on to state that the reformers leftunmistakable footprints in classrooms.

The character of the classroom changed markedly, especially at
the elementary level, as projects began to nompete with recitations as
standard pedagogical procedure. Students and teachers alike tended to
be more active, more mobile, and more informal in their relationships
with one another. 6

Tn Education and the Rise of the Corporate State, Joel Spring takes

the ideas of Dewey, Kilpatrick and Colin Scott on group work and traces

their direct path.into classrooms. Spring isolates specific teaching

methods: the "socialized recitation" where students assume the

role of teacher and review the lesson by either leading the recitation,

developing a group discussion or variations of each: the "project method"
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put forth by Kilpatrick as an intentional group activity that has a socially

useful end; and other methods that generated student group activities

in the classroom. To demonstrate impact upon the classroom, Spring cites

the abundance of articles on these methods, the books written by advocates

of each, and the appearance of courses on these topics in teacher-education

curricula. "Ltpmf%earning experiences in the form of cooperative projects

and socialized recitations," he concluded, "prepared the individual to be
7

what David Rieaman called in later years 'other directed.'"

Dissent from these views of reformers' impact upon teaching practice

comes from economists Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, and historians

Michael Katz, David Tyack and Arthur Zilversmit. In Sphooling in

Capitalist America, Bowles and Gintis argue that a coalition of business

leaders and liberal professionals spearheaded successful reforms that

changed the oublic schools' administration and curriculum, for example, the

comprehensive high school, standardized testing, ability grouping, vocation-

al education, and the concentrating of authority in school professionals.

However, they say, "the schools have changed little in substance" in the

exchange between teachers and students. Because pedagogical reformers lacked

popular support and avoided criticizing corporate capitalism, Bowles and

Gintis argue, they "worked in vain for a humanistic and egalitarian

education." No direct evidence of classroom instructioL is offered
8

except for what other researchers cited.

Michael Katz argues in Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools that instruct-

ional reform stopped at the classroom door because the movement itself was

essentially conservative in outlook and aimed at bureaucratic changes. Katz

refers also to Middletown to support his arguments. He does acknowledge

that historians cannot learn what happened in schools by studying

what leading theorists wrote and said. Whether teaching changed
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during the progressive years, he said in 1971, cannot yet be answered by

historians.

David Tyack shares a similar perspective on the importance of

bureaucracy in explaining the lack of change in teaching practice is. He

surveyed progressive reform and its consequences, both anticipated and

unanticipated, between 1890-1940. Distinguishing between the varied

strains of progressivism, Tyack described the success administrative pro-

gressives had in changing the structure and governance of public schools.

Coalitions of professors, superintendents, foundation executives, and lay

reformers,possessing a vision of a None best system" based upon scientific

school management, changed the landscape of American schooling through the

strategic use of formal surveys of school systems, writings, conferences,

and close contact with different networks of influential educators. Reformers

did seek to eliminate inefficient classroom practices such as a uniform

course of studyvhole group instruction,and formal recitation, according
10

to Tyack.

Using more primary sources on schools and classrooms than other

researchers of.this period, Tyack drew from city school surveys, teacher

writings, newspaper articles, and autobiographies to conclude that the

dreams of Dewey and his followers about exciting classrooms for children

foundered on the very SUC.1433Se3 of the administrative progressives, es-
(

pecially in the cities.

A gifted teacher in a one-room school house might alone turn her
class into Dewey's model of social learning, but changing a large
city system was more difficult for Dewey's ideas of democratic
education demanded substantial autonomy on the part of teachers
and children--an autonomy which ... teachers commonly lacked. Predict-
ably, the call for a 'new education' in ufban school systems often
brought more, not less red tape and administration, more forms to fill
out and committees to attend, more supervisors, new tests for children
to take, new jargon for old ideas. The full expression of Dewey's
ideal of democratic education required fundamental change in the
hierarchial structure of .schools--and that was hardly the wish of
those administrative progressives and their allies who controlled urban
education. 11
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Arthur Zilveramit is the only historian thus far to focus upon

classroom changes in order to determine how widespread progressive
12

practices were in American elementary schools. His verdict: very little.

Zilversmit relied upon three indicators of the acceptance of progressive

pedagogy. First, he argued, the curriculum of pre-194n teacher-training

institutions should reasonably mirror the extent of instructional

reform since a skilled, alert and knowledgable teacher is essential

to a progressive classroom. Instead, he found in three national

surveys of teacher-education curricula that progressive ideas had spread

minimally through both normal and college training courses of study.

Second, Zilversmit investigated classroom furniture. Progressive educa-

tors took as a given the importance of movable desks and chairs for flexible

seating and work space in classrooms, yet Zilveramit pointed out that

in 1934 stationary school desks still accounted for almost forty percent

of new desks sold, not to mention those millions of old desks firmly

bolted to the floor.

A third sign of weak influence on school practice, according to Zilver-

smit, were the few specialists hired by school systems to promote mental

health, i.e. social workers and school psychologists. Mental health of

children, the commitment to the whole child, he argues, was a serious

concern of progressive educators.

For the classroom itself, Zilveramit relied upon the Regents' Inquiry,

an intensive evaluation of New York state schools between 1935-1938. Re-

ferring to two of the twelve volumes, he quotes extensively from each one's

conclusions on the traditional instruction that evaluators found in urban,

rural and subl4rban classrooms across the state. He concludes finally that

progressive ideas of the child-centered school left few marks on elementary
13

schools.
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For those who have written about these years when progressive vocabulary

became the accepted language in educational discourse, opinion is divided

on the question of impact of progressive ideas on the classroom. The evidence

used is, sparse,leans heavily upon the Middletown research, and refers

infrequently to classrooms and schools. Despite the paucity of data on

classrooms, historians trying to assess the spread of progressive practices

in classrooms often take an all-or-nothing approach, and, except for

Zilversmit, ignore the critical point of the cxtent of penetration. A

systematic look at particular districts' schools and classrooms might

confirm or refute some of the arguments advanced thus far while suggesting

new lines of research and providing a more solid base of knowledge of what

teachers did do in classrooms.

This chapter contains case studies of three large school systems.

All three districts had superintendents who made national reputations

as strong leaders dedicated to improving schools. New York City

and Denver were known for their progressive practices during the two decades

between the wars. Although Washington,D.C. had a superintendent noted

as an administrative progressive whose tenure spanned the entire

period, the racially segregated school system was not noted for

its pedagogical reforms. pyexamining evidence of teaching practice during

a two-decade period of peak interest in and acceptance of progressive ideas.

a sense of how much classrooms in school systems renowned for their admini-

strative and instructional reforms may emerge.
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NEW TORN CITY SCHOOLS

The numbers stagger the imagination; they intimidate. Imagining 683

schools, 36,000 teachers, and 1,000,000 children (1930) in one school dis-

trict boggles the mind of anyone west of the HOdson River. Glossy annual

reports of the system tried to capture the massiveness of the school

operation with comparisons: the increase in children attending school be-

tween 1920 and 1921 equaled the number of students going to school in

Nashville, Tennessee. If you lined up all the children,

arms apart, they would stretch from New York to Toledo,Ohio.

Or if the superintendent visited classrooms for ten minutes each,

eight hours a day, five days a week, he would have done nothing else but
14

observe each teacher once in three years.

Size alone made New York's schools unique. Yet the school district's

size should not obscure the rich history of tensions and resolutions of

ethnic, religious, political, and class issues that were mirrored on a

smaller scale in cities across the nation in the first half of the twentieth

century. These varied issues in the school system's history have been des-

cribed by a number of historians. I will not cover the same ground. My

attention is on whattteachers did in classrooms, a topic to which these

researchers devoted little space.

Some narrative,however,is neceqsary to set the stage for what Sol Cohen

called the "ultimate triumph" in 1934 when the Public Education Association

(PEA), a reformist cadre dedicated to transforming schools into child

welfare institutions, saw "its conception of progressivism in school
16

principles and procedures capture New York City school officialdom."
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Between 1898 -1940, the largest public school system in the country had

four superintendents to cope with social changes that schools could only

adjust to, not alter: massive growth in school enrollment; sharply increased

ethnic diversity; and, after 1930, cutbacks in salaries, positions,

and programs resulting from the Depression and World War II.

Enrollment growth and diversity taxed the ingenuity, :kills, and stamina

of William Maxwell who served as the first superintendent of the consoli-

dated five borough district for twenty years. As a pragmatic school reformer

who organized a bureaucracy while retaining interest in the "New

Education" he had to cope with such basic needs as providing a seat for

every student so that the schools could reach out, through the child,

to improve the community. His adroit tenacity, vigor, and persistence

left a string of accomplishments that contemporaries recognized: more

uniformity in curriculum and instruction than had existed ever before; more

schools to house students, expanded social services, after school and summer

programs, broader curriculum, and key administrative initiatives (e.g.

Board of Examiners) that indelibly marked organizational routines

for years to come. Combining the administrative progressives' passion

for uniformity with concern for classroom practice, Maxwell cast a long

shadow that few of his successors could escape, even if they were so
17

inclinedand none seemed to be.

The three superintendents who followed Maxwell came up through the

rcoks as teacher, principal, district superintendent and associate super-

intendent. In the latter position, each became a member of the Hoard of

Superintendents, a body that advised the Superintendent on personnel

and program recommendations to the Board of Education. Each person that
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assumed the top post had sat in every key chair in the system as he rose

through the ranks.

William Ettinger served as superintendent for six years (1918 -1924). A

teacher and principal for over a quarter-century before being elevated to

a district superintendency, he worked for another decade in that position

before joining fellow associate superintendents. Shortly after, at the age

of fifty-six, the Board of Education chose him to succeed Maxwell -a hard

act to follow. Interested in vocational training in elmentary schools,

Ettinger developed programs in the upper grades while consolidating and

polishing initiatives that Maxwell had installed. He demonstrated interest

in progressive practice, as had hia predecessor, by personally approving

the use of a public school by the PEA for a school-within-a-school pro-

gressive experiment under the direction of Elizabeth Irwin in 1922.

Much of Ettinger's attention, however, was directed toward securing

sufficient funds to decrease class size and provide adequate housing for

overcrowded, old, and outmoded schools. Intense and prolonged quarrels with

the Board of Estimate over adequate resources for the schools and constant

bickering with the Mayor over keeping top school posts free from partisan
lA

taint led to his contract not being renewed in 1924.

Like Ettinger, William O'Shea's career, began and ended in New York.

Having taught for almost twenty years, he was named principal in 1906. Grad-

ually, he moved through the necessary offices on the trek to the superin-

tendency. At the age of sixty, he was selected from among the Associates on

the Board of Superintendents to follow Ettinger. The initial five years of

his tenure continued the pattern laid down by his predecessors: more build-

ings with larger capacities to house students; adequately trained teachers
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impartially selected; curriculum expanded and revised to lope with

differences among children.

Using the vocabulary of voguish reformers, O'Shea produced annual

reports of the school system's achievements that reflected exactly the

institutionalization of changes made over a quarter-century earlier. "These

schools," O'Shea wrote about elementary schools, "are the front line

trenches in the battle for health, for social well-being, and for moral
1g

advancement."

District superintendents were required to submit reports with a

section labeled "Progressive Steps." Occasionally these reports would in-

clude references to classroom activities or projects, flexible schedules,

and new curriculum materials. More often, though, "Progressive Steps"

for the districts listed new testing procedures, how children were grouped,
20

new services for children, and changes in rules.

If Ettinger left his mark on the system by expanding vocational educa-

tion, O'Shea left his imprint on cov-ses of study and new programs stressing

thrift, citizenship training and character development. He appeared less

interested in importing classroom practices recommended by the Progressive

Education Association into city classrooms although he would often borrow

reformers' language for his reports. The stormy relationship between the

public schools and PEA over Elizabeth Irwin's experimental school at P.S.

41, for example, produced a demand for a formal evaluation of the

program. O'Shea's lack of support was evident. The evaluation

committee, made up of school staff and PEA appointees recommended

more formal and conventional instruction in basic skills. The PEA pulled

out its financial support and eventually the experiment became a private
21

school in Greenwich Village,"The Little Red School House."

This departure of the only formal progressive experiment in the public
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schools occurred in the midst of the Depression, years which saw retrench-

ment measures rippling throughout the school system. Class size increased.

Fewer teachers were allocated to schools. After school and summer

programs were cut back. The last five years of O'Shea's tenure were marked

by earnest efforts to preserve what had been done in earlier years. At the

age of seventy, O'Shea retired. The Board of Education again turned to the

cabinet of associate superintendents for O'Shea's successor.

Harold Campbell had graduated from the Maxwell Training School for

teachers in 1902 and began a career as a teacher at both elementary and

high schools, receiving his first appointment as high school principal in

1920. Four years later he was promoted to Associate Superintendent for

High Schools and served in that position and Deputy Superintendent until

the Board of Education again dipped into the pool of associate superin-

tendents for their next school chief. After thirty-two years in the system,

at the age of fifty, Campbell succeeded O'Shea in 1934 in the midst of the

worst depression ever facing the city and nation.

Characterized as a "conservative educator" by both newspaper and prof-

essional journal, Campbell followed his predecessors' policies insofar as

funds permitted in trying to reduce overcrowded schools, expand and increase

services to children, and differentiate programs for handicapped and gifted

students. The pattern laid out by Maxwell persisted. Except for one area.

Campbell launched a "pedagogical revolution" that became a "key landmark

in the triumph of progressivism," according to one historian.

In 1934, just a few months after becoming superintendent, he approved the

largest experiment ever aimed at determining if progressive teaching

practices could be installed in a major urban school system: the Activity
22

Program.

Besides the PEA's support, there was little public reaction to the
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Superintendent's decision.Few citizens or school professionals knew Campbell

personally or anything substantial about the decision he had made. After all,

most New York City teachers seldom saw Campbell, O'Shea, Ettinger, or

Maxwell other than in an occasional newspaper photo or a small, distant

figure on a stage speaking to thousands of teachers. Few teachers could have

recognized any of them had they visited their classrooms. What teachers

did know of their superintendents' presence came indirectly from

headquarter's decisions establishing working conditions within which

they taught, e.g. class size, double-session schools, revised courses of

study, personnel transfers, evaluation ratings--all of which influenced,

to some degree, what happened in their classrooms.

Context for Classroom Teaching

Consider the classroom as a workplace. Tt should come as no surprise

that the nineteenth century uniformity, so highly prized by the first genera-

tion of progressives, including Maxwell, became embedded in the design of

classroom space. C.B.J. Snyder, architect for the New York City Board of

Education between the 1890s and the 1920s, created the standardized class-

room plan that was used throughout the first half of the twentieth century.

Each classroom was built around the seats and desks of students and teacher:

forty-eight permanent desks for grades 1-4; forty-five desks for grades
23

5-6; and 40 for grades 7-8.

Rows of desks bolted to the floor facing the blackboard and teacher's

desk made it easier for the teacher to scan the classroom for actual or

potential disorder and have students work on tasks uniformly. The arrange-

ment of space discouraged student movement, small group work

or project activitiesstaple items on the progressives' agenda

to modernize instruction. Reformers viewed movable furniture as a

basic item, after light and heat, to activity-centered classrooms.
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Few educators argued that it was impossible to implement progressive

methods in rooms with rows of immovable desks, but such seating

arrangements proved cumbersome, taxing the ingenuity of teachers in

figuring out ways of outflanking this structural obstacle. The problem, of

course, was money. Replacing stationary desks with movable ones was

prohibitively costly.

The official position of the Board of Superintendents was stated in the

New York Times in an article written by then Associate Superintendent

Campbell in 1930 detailing all the progressive practices then current in

the school system.

As for the movable furniture idea and the substitution of comfort-
able chairs for the traditional rows of seats, we adopted it long ago
in kindergarten and special classes. In most classes, however, par-
ticularly when there are thirty to forty pupils, the scheme is not
practical. The moving of furniture is creative of noise and confusion.
One teacher might want the chairs arranged one way, another teacher
another way. Ease is not always productive of attention and concentra-
tion.

The clincher argument he cited was the danger of fire. A'building in which

students were obedient to order and marched in straight lines could be

emptied in three minutes.

Suppose the children were all reclining in easy chairs or wandering
about a room filled with movable tables. Could it be done?

24

Campbell's answer: "Never."

The cost of desk replacement was never mentioned publicly. In the midst of

the depression, the capital investment in stationary desks for over 600

buildings was staggering. Yet the issue persisted because it was central to

the reform of teaching practices. Compromises were struck. Beginning in

1935-1936, a year after Campbell moved into his new office, the Board of

Education approved the Superintendent's recommendation that all new

elementary school buildings will have 35 fixed seats in rows with additional

movable tables and chairs and one or more workbenches to supplement the
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fixed desks. In 1942, the Board authorized more space in the standard

classroom, movable furniture, equipment for library and science corners,

and storage space for displays in new school buildings.

The Board of Education has recognized that the standard classroom
is no longer just a place to study and recite. It is now regarded as

a workshop, a laboratory, a studio, and a place to practice gracious
living.

Keep in mind that few buildings met the above standard in 1942. Teachers
7C

worked with children filling up row after row of desks in crowded rooms.

While classes of fifty or more students were common around World War

I, class size had been dropping since. In 1930, average class size in

elementary schools hovered above 38 students. This figure, however, masked

si' :,ificant differences. For example, 17% of all elementary classes still

had forty-five or more students. Within a school, the range varied dramati-

cally. Special classes for "dull" students or handicapped ones were

kept around twenty-five while other classes in the same building would be

well over forty-five. To a teacher in the 1A90s facing seventy-five students

daily, the prospect of having only forty in a class would have been a

delight. Ay the 1930s, however, there was a public commitment and philosophy
26

that expected teachers to provide individual attention to each child.

Given this tenet of progressive belief, how large a class was too large,

Harold Campbell offered one answer in 1935. "It seems," he said, " almost

inevitable that with more than 35 pupils of varying personality and

capability a teacher can give but scant attention tc the inuividual child."

The ideal size for elementary classrooms of "normal children" where one

teacher covers all subjects is, he wrote, about thirty children. When the

Activity Program for elementary schools began (1934) average class size was

37.8 students. A large class at that time was defined as being over forty

students; of all elementary classrooms forty-one percent were large by that

standard. By 1942, the Activity Program had been declared a success and ex-
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tended to all schools. Average class size was 34.4 children with 1R% of all

classes labeled large. In high schools, average class size was 35.4 al-

though the range ran from 30.9 at Benjamin Franklin to 39.8 at Brooklyn
27

Tech.

Space and numbers of children defined critical dimensions of the

teacher's daily world. So did the course of study. The Board of Education

expected teachers and their supervisor, the principal to use in classrooms

ten syllabi initially printed in the 1896 by-laws of the Board of

Education, thereby explicitly telling teachers and principals how important

particular content and its organization were. By 1924, there were twenty-six

curricular bulletins and syllabi directing teachers' attention to what should
28

be taught and why.

A district-wide survey of school operations by a group of outside

evaluators in 1924 included a report by Massachusetts Commissioner of

Education Payson Smith on elementary school curriculum. Smith's report

scored the curriculum for its inflexibility and lack of overall aims, its

growth by "accretion," without concern for correlation of subjects. The

curriculum was overcrowded, he wrote. Too much time was spent on "obsolete

and often trifling material;" no guidelines for principals and teachers

existed to determine how much content should be taught at
29

each grade level.

The formal responses by District Superintendents varied from passionate

defenses of current courses of study to cautious agreement with Smith's

conclusions. District Superintendent Taylor attacked Smith's assertions

about the supposed inflexible course of study shrinking a classroom

teacher's freedom.

...a school with fifty or a hundred teachers- -many of them in -

experienced --cannot afford to permit each teacher to interpret the
course of study in a single school. The principal is there to organize,
unify, and inspire the teachers in such a way as to realize the aims
which she sets up for the school as a whole....
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Yet District Superintendent Stephen Rayne who would become Associate Super-

intendent for elementary schools years later, agreed, albeit guardedly, with

Smith's assessment that the curriculum omitted important objectives, grew
30

haphazardly, lacked coherence, and needed periodic revision.

Even though the 1924 survey results and rebuttals from school employees

were not published until 1929, Smith's critique triggered O'Shea's appoint-

ment of a Committee on the Revision of Courses of Study and Methodology.

Copying to some extent what Denver, Colorado had done earlier in the decade,

the staff wrote over a five year period (1925-1910) nineteen new courses of

study complete with the phrasing and vocabulary of progressive reformers
31

on project methods, individual attention, and pursuing children's interests.

Care, however, should be exercised in predicting classroom practice, as

Bayne observed, "by the wording of a course of study," revised or not.

Diversity in practice is assumed with almost 30,000 teachers. Once the

the classroom door closed few principals and supervisors saw what happened

or could determine how much teachers used syllabi they knew little about.

Did these revised syllabi produce changes in classrooms? Clues to an answer

appear in the tests students were given, the report cards they received, the

rating sheets used to judge teachers, and the character of supervision that

teachers received.

In 1925 for the first time O'Shea ordered the annual testing of element-

ary and junior high students in composition, arithmetic, spelling, silent

reading, and vocabulary. These achievement tests included a great deal of

factual knowledge and were linked closely to the revised courses of study.

In high schools the state Regents' academic examinations had been given

since 1878. By the 1930s city educators' views conflicted over

classroom impact of these annual exams. At least half of the high school

teachers and department chairmen saw these annual exams as hardening
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certain topics in courses of study, reinforcing drill, memorization

and cramming, and having a generally negative impact on what teachers
32

did in their classrooms.

While complaining that in his visits to classrooms he "hears entirely

too frequent reference to these exase.ations," Associate Superintendent of

High School, John Tildsley in 1425 stated bluntly that these tests "seem

to be necessary as a means of checking upon the work of the schools...."

These exams took the place of school inspection since with "the force
33

at the disposal of this Division, it is impossible to give."

Items on report cards also produce clues of ineetuctional practice.

Percentage grades and letters were given to students in subjects-411:

Citizenship marks were also given. The junior high report cards in

the 1920s, for example, listed the required subjects of reading,

grammar, spelling, composition, arithmetic, history and civics, geography

with spaces set aside for the final grade, mid-term and final exam marks.

Space, was provided for grades on effort, conduct, and personal habits.

On the high school report card,, letter marks were given up to six

times a year, three a semester. One high school handbook for students

prescribed fifth and tenth week marks; at the end of the fourteenth week
0 34

exams were given and a week later the final mark was to be entered.

A similar system of letter grades in subjects based upon teacher's

judgment of a student's proficiency prevailed in elementary schools until

1935 when the report card was revised to include a number of student be-

haviors and attitudes (e.g. whether the child works well with9t4rs,

obeys courteously, is reliable, plays well with others,etc.) .This was con-

sistent with revisions then underway in the elementary school program.

In addition to tests and repot& cards Iftnaling that content,

achievement, and fidelity to teacher directions registered strongly,
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explicit and formal rules also hinted at classroom behavior. During the

interwar period _principals and supervisors circulated to teachers

rules for managing classes and executing lea4s. These rules did not

describe what ocoured in classrooms but they surely defined what supervisors

believed "good" teaching practices were.

For elementary and secondary school teachers in diverse subjects, re-

gulations had a similar ring. A sampling:

. 1921 -Evander Childs High School: "For oral work insist on clear
speaking. The student should stand erect, with head up, and
speak with sufficient clearness to be heard in all parts of
of the room."

. 192U- .Julia Richman High School: "Organize classes according to

regulations.
Do not allow any interruptions of a recitation."

.1926-for all elementary and secondary teachers in the Bronx:
"size the children and assign seats....
make a seating plan of the class. It helps discipline....
drill on standing and sitting: on putting the benches and
desks up and down noiselessly....
place your daily plan, your time schedule 9* the desk where you
can refer to them frequently....

keep a strict account of tests, oral work, and other data that
will aid in giving the child a just mark on the report card. "

. 1030 -Bushwick HighSchool, Math Department:
"Plan for Geometry Period

1. Assignment of new homework
2. Presentation, development, and application of the, new lesson
3.Blackboard recitations on review of theorems...."

. 1932-John Adams High School, Latin Department
"Recitation by pupils should be clear and it heard in all

parts of the room. Remember the placard posted in alt-rooms,
'Stand Straight! Face the Class! Speak Up!' Don't let pupils
talk directly to you; get the audience situation."

. 1939-all foreign language teachers:
"Economy in routine demands uniformity. This is particularly true

of rising when reciting, going to the front of the room to give
an oral report,etc. Pupils should know what is expected of

them....
Other activities should be carried on by pupils at their seats

' while board work is being done....
A few minutes of testing, either oral or written, should reveal
whether the aims of the lei have been achieved...." 35

One of the strongest signals to teachers on what they were to do in
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class is the evaluation rating and the manner that supervision was

implemented by principals, first assistants, district superintendents and

department chairmen. A new rating form was introduced in 19?1 to eliminate

the many complaints raised by both teachers and principals over the lack

of uniformity in ratings and the abuses stemming from "secret reports"

on teackers from principals that were used by the Board of Examiners in
36

determining promotions.

William O'Shea, then Associate Superintendent, chaired the task force

that drafted the revised form. Eliminated were the letters A,B,C,D to

label performance and in its place a two-point scale of Satisfactory or

Unsatisfactory was introduced. Space was provided for the supervisor to

describe instances of exceptional service and weaknesses. Five teaching

areas were identified.

O'Shea wrote the explanation in the handbook fdP each of the five

areas to be rated; teachers received copies of the handbook explaining

how evaluation would occur. O'Shea's language resonated with the "New

Education." Project methods and pupil activity ran as themes throughout his

discourse on appropriate instruction. "We learn to do by doing," O'Shea

wrote. "The greatest possible participation of all the children is the real

measure of success, and such success," he said" cannot be attained where

the old type of individual question and answer recitation is used too
37

largely."

Among educators, supervision meant more than filling out a form.The essence

of supervision, according to New York City officials, was to improve

instruction. But supervisors were also required to judge a teacher's per-

formance. The two expectations,then as now, clashed, creating a dilemma each

time a supervisor entered a classroom.Dr. Alfred Hartwell, Buffalo super-

intendent and one of the investigators hired to survey the schools in 19?4,
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saw the dilemma clearly on his visits with principals and district super-

tendenta as they supervised and rated teachers in sixteen schools and fifty
38

classrooms.

Hartwell saw that too often supervision and inspection became indis-

tinguishable. He described one visit to a classroom where the district

superintendent questioned th, teacher in front of the class on her pupils'

attendance and what professional courses she had taken. He asked her for

the lesson plan book which he examined and found in good order. She was then

told to conduct the lesson for the visitors. The superintendent took notes

and promised the teacher to discuss them with her the next time hejisited.

Teachers observed by Hartwell and supervisors were rated on "personality,

control of class, self-control, discipline, and scholarship." While he found

uniformity in the "recording of ratings" he saw much variation in

styles and quantity of supervision. Too many principals and district

superintendents practiced supervision, he believed, in a manner

that created fear among teachers at the very rumor of a supervisor

coming to their rooms. Moreover, too little time was available. Dist-

rict superintendents supervised aboutt1000 teachers in twenty to forty

schools, depending upon the district. Two officials that he cited spent

twenty minutes to a half hour Li each class; they made 400 to 600 visits the

previous school year. Principals told him they spent between twenty to

39
twenty-five percent of their time in classrooms.

Over ten years later n Brooklyn high school teacher wrote that his

colleagues often fear. ..rincipal or supervisor, as "someone to whom to

cater so as to avoid his vanity." He scored principals for failing to reach

the ideal: "the supervisor is superior,a sort of expert in the educational

process and therefore can help teachers in the dilemnas 1:Nit confront chem."

Citing instances of principals with particular instructional passions, e.g.
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good penmanship, following the time schedule to the minute, poetry and

spelling, using flashcards, he describes how these peculiar notions about

teaching infect supervision and make teachers, the writer declared, "timid,

easily frightened, scared to have an opinion of their own." The accuracy

of the cases the teacher describes is less important than his rendering
40

of the beliefs that teachers held about supervisors.

By describing classrooms, syllabi, class size, report cards, written

rules, teacher ratings, and supervisory practices in the interwar years I

assume that working conditions, the tools available to teachers, and the

explicit expectations of their supervisors describe a context that is re-

lated to what teachers do daily. Surely something can be learned about how

people drive if we have some knowledge of traffic signals, driving condi-

tions, and what good drivers are expected to do on the road because a

linkage exists between how people drive, traffic rules and road conditions.

Certain contextual conditions, I believe, helped shape the patterns

of instruction, perhaps even reinforcing certain ones, that prevailed in

classrooms across the city since the turn of the century. Ry the early

1930s, what had occurred in New York were changes in syllabi that incor-

porated progressives' vocabulary and suggested activities for teachers. But

the connectiv tissue of instructionclassroom architecture, class size,

report cards, rules, evaluation process, and supervision- -hewed closely to
41

prevailing teacher-centered practices.

The Activity Program

Return now to 1934 when newly-appointed Superintendent Harold Campbell

approved the largest effort to try out progressive practices in the nation.

In describing this six year experiment a direct examination of teaching

across the city will unfold.
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Called the Activity Program, the experiment was initially proposed by

the Principal's Association to Stephen Bayne, who had just been appointed

to head the Division of Elementary Schools. Going up the hierarchy, the

experiment was approved at every step. Assistant Superintendent John Loftus,

a former elementary principal with a city-wide reputation for installing

innovative programs, was tapped to direct the program. Ten percent of all

elementary schools (69)were chosen on the basis of being typical for their

district and for having positive attitudes toward progressive practices.

Over 75,000 students and 2200 teachers in the 69 schools participated in

the Activity Program for almost six years. Note, however, that not all

classes in a school designated as experimental were involved; the total

number of students and teachers in these 69 schools were 90.000 and 2700,
42

respectively.

What was the Activity Program? While the definition shifted over the

course of the experiment, the essence of the massive effort was distilled

in a 1940 memo from Loftus and J. Wayne Wrightstone to J. Cayce Morrison,

New York State Assistant Commissioner of Education and head of the team that

the Board of Education hired to evaluate the experiment. According to the

memo. major concepts in the Activity Program were:

."Children and teachers participate in selecting subject matter and
in planning activities.

.The program centers on the needs andlinterests of individuals and
groups.

.Time schedules are flexible, except for certain activities ... which
may have fixed periods.

.Learning is largely experimental.

.The formal recitation is modified by conferences, excursions,
research, dramatization, construction and sharing, interpreting
and evaluating activfties.

.Discipline is self - control rather than imposed control

.The teacher is encouraged to exercise initiative and to assume re-
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sponsibility; she enjoys considerable freedom in connection with
the course of study, time schedules, and procedure.

.Emphasis is placed on instruction and creative expression in the
arts and crafts." 43

In a less sedate description, Loftus, speaking to teachers, said the

Activity Program was a "revolt against verbalism, so-called 'textbook

mastery' and literal 'recitation.'" Teaching was tailored to each child.

The "congenial group" or committee was typical of activitY methods as was

the "integrated curriculum" (correlated or unified curriculum to an earlier

generation of reformers).

The six year experiment stimulated staff development for teachers.

In both regular and activity schools, teachers took courses offered by

local universities, the Board of Education, and the Principals' Association.

Elaborate directions, syllabi, classroom suggestions, and community

resources were c=piled, published, and distributed to teachers who

expressed interest in the Activity Program.

During the life of the experiment students in matched pairs of activity

and regular elementary schools took batteries of test. Children, teachers,

and administrators answered questionnaires about various aspects of the

program. Teams of trained observers using specially designed instruments

visited regular and Activity Program classrooms to record student and

teacher behaviors.

When the experiment was over in 1Q41, Loftus's office was, inundated

with final reports from Activity Schools. Scrapbooks, reports, photos

spilled over tables and chairs, nearly filling his office. One school sent

forty-six illustrated reports of projects, each weighing about ten pounds.

Poetry, art, songs, weavings, vases, and hundreds of othera examples of
45

student work accompanied the reports.

Before turning to classroom practice, keep in mind that the teachers most
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committed to the informal curriculum (another phrase for Activity

Program) did not follow an activity schedule the entire day. Teachers set

aside, at most, three hours daily. Another compromise struck early in

the experiment was spending one hour daily for "drills and skills"
46

because of the high mobility of students between schools.

Beginning in the first year of the Activity Program observers went to

classrooms and described what they saw both in the experimental and re-

gular classrooms. In a 1941 study of twenty-four classes in both types of

schools, the investigators found that pupils in activity classrooms "spend

somewhat less time on the conventional academic subjects and devote more

time to and Certain other enteil,eiSe,. C'showand-tell

discussion, student dramatics,etc.)." Yet the researchers also noted that

the amount of time spent on formal subjects such as arithmetic, reading,

spelling, and what today would be called social studies "is nearly the
47

same in activity and control classes."

The observers recorded whether students worked on tasks in small groups

or together as an entire class. They found that the regular classes spent

43% of their time in the whole group working on tasks while the

activity classes spent 84% in the same manner. A paragraph follows these

figures trying to explain why the difference "is not as large as one

might expect in view of the fact that the programs presumably are quite
8

different."

A related study funded by the Works Progress Administration (WPA)

through Teachers College researched, among other things, what happened in

classrooms by observing almost fifty classes and over 2000 children in

sixteen schools (eight activity and eight regular) between 1937-1439. While

expressing some dismay over how their instruments failed to capture fully

the sharp distinctions between classrooms that they saw, they did find that
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the "average" activity class was different from the "average" control one

by:

."more outward appearance of pupil self-direction,

.more diversity and a larger range of (tasks) , especially during
certain periods of the day,

.more projects of the sort that correlate various enterprises and
skills as distinguished from the study of isolated subject matter,

49

.a considerably larger display of the pupil's handiwork."

The major evaluation of the entire six years occurred in 1940. Commiss-

ioned by the New York City Board of Education, national experts in testing,

evaluation, and curriculum spent a year interviewing teachers, principals,

and headquarter staff. They also tested children. The conclusions of

the study were based upon an intensive investigation of 194 classrooms in

twenty-eight schools (fourteen activity; fourteen regular) of which ten

pairs had not been part of any previous evaluations.

Using an Activity Scale that the survey team had constructed from program

descriptions that the school staff had given them,and from a review

of the entire literature on project methods and progressive practices,

investigators rated classrooms they observed for each one of fifty-six items

on the scale covering the primary elements of the activity movement. Oh this

five-point scale a score of less than 1.5 meant that the classroom had

little or no activity program. A score of 4.5 or above registered

a classroom with an activity program in place and operating

effectively, according to the raters.

The team found that 100 activity classrooms rated 3 mean score of 3.2

which fell into the following categolf:

Between 2.5-3.4 means that most of the elements of the activity
program are observable and that the total pattern of the activity
program is beginning to take shape, but thLit many elements of the
regular program, inconsistent withactivity concepts. are still
practiced, and that much help is needed in improving the activity
procedure. 50
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In analyzing the degree of implementation in 100 activity classrooms,

the staff found:

.20% of classrooms where activity procedure Was confused and
ineffective (below 2.5 on Activity Scalq).

.38% of classrooms made substantial progress in developing an
activity program but still required assistance.

.42% of classrooms had a well-developed activity program between
3.5 and 4.R on Activity Scale. 51

In 94 classrooms in regular schools, the mean score registered 1.6.

Between 1.5-2.4 means that many elements of the activity procedure
are observable but poorly practiced due to lack of understanding
of objectives or uncertainty as to means. Occasionally, some elements
of the activity procedure may well be developed but be so intermin-
gled with the regular procedure as to be disturbing or ineffective.

52

For regular classrooms, no item on the Activity Scale reached 3.0.

The study confirmed top administrators' beliefs that New York teachers

could implement the best of progressive practices, as defined by these

evaluators, since 23% of the teachers had classrooms rated at 4.0 or above

(included in the 42% mentioned above).

Finally, the survey staff concluded that activity schools had been most

successful it gettinl students to participate and cooperate in groups,

encouraging student movement in classrooms, developing positive student

attitudes toward school, teachers, and peer as well as "purposeful,

orderly, courteous behavior." Teachers were less successful in

developing flexible use of classroom furniture, use of work benches and
53

tools,and reporting to parents.

What also materialized from the study was the realization that the

Activity Program penetrated regular schools unintentionally. "One regular

school,1 the final report observed, "had nearly as much of the activity

program as two of the activity schools selected for intensive study. The

evaluators found 10% of regular classrooms rated 2.5 or above on the Activity

Scale, meaning that they had made "appreciable progress in translating
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the activity concepts into practice."

The state team concluded that in teaching knowledge and skills, creative

work, attitudes, and behavior the Activity Program proved to be as effective

as the use of conventional methods of teaching and superior in "educating

children to think, improving pupils' attitudes and social behavior."

Pronouncing the experiment a success, Morrison recommended that the Activity

Program be extended throughout the school system gradually and on a
55

voluntary basis.

An experiment involving over 70,000 students from diverse settings was

launched in the midst of the worst economic depression to hit the nation.

It received no additional funds for equipment, furniture, or instructional

materials and experienced cutbacks in special teachers, while class

size increased. A high annual turnover of students, teachers, and supervisors

occurred--principals changed in forty-five of the sixty-nine schools. If

school officials felt some justifiable pride in carrying out the effort, of

making chicken salad out of chicken feathers, it seems, in retrospect,

a sensible feeling given all the difficulties facing them.

On January 20, 1942, six weeks after the U.S. entered World War IT,

Harold Campbell approved the gradual extension of the Activity Program to

all elementary schools.

Determining the extent that progressive practices, including the

Activity Program, were implemented in over 35,000 classrooms by 1940 is

difficult. A few years earlier,then Associate Superintendent Campbell, asked

the question:"To what extent has the New York City school system made use

of the so-called 'new' educational techniques and ideas of the progressive

educationists as exemplified by the child-centered school?"
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His answer: A great deal.

His evidence:

.pupils managed clubs in high schools,

.students revised civics textbooks in eighteen schools,

.some elementary schools had miniature municipal governments and
officials,

.the socialized recitation was practically universal; pupils take charge
of the class and conduct recitations,

.more and more project work was being done every year,

.500 schools had savings banks,

.100,000 children enrolled in homemaking, cooking meals and acquiring
housekeeping skills. 56

Except for two items that dealt with instruction in the classroom, the other

items were organizational and curricular changes engineered by central ad-

ministration and implemented by principals, all of which were easily

monitored since they were observable. Not so for socialized recitation and

projects.

A decade later,Joseph Loftus estimated that activity methods were used

in 25% of all city elementary schools "in some degree," he said. The esti-

mate was no more than an informed guess since one had visited

all teachers to ascertain whether such methods were, indeed,

practiced and to what extent. Furthermore, many concepts about

child -centired classrooms, project methods, and just the word "progressive"

were interpreted differently by both professionals and laymen.

Left to the teacher was a great deal of discretion for selective

implementation, e.g. one teacher lets a class elect officers without changing

any portion of her instructional repertoire; another teacher sets aside

2:30-3:00 each day for students to work on anything they please and calls
57

that an activity program,etc.

Given these obstacles, one can only pursue hints or occasional indicators
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of larger impact over a two decade period.

Some schools, like islands in the midst of an enormous lake,

remained untouched by the ideology of the progressive movement and the

Activity Program. In 1942, for example, three Harlem schools with 6000 pu-

pils became the site for a project to improve both instruction and curriculum

in the first grade. When the support team from central headquarters arrived,

they found classrooms, curriculum, and time schedules for each subject.

Teaching practices were unmarked by any of the ferment occurring elsewhere in

the city. First grade teachers were familiar with progressive langilage

but demonstrated no evidence of modified classroom practice. Over a two

year period, the Research Bureau's attention, modest resources, and staff

development altered the traditional classroom, curriculum, use of time,

and instructional practice sufficiently to make the target primary class-

rooms activity-oriented. How many of the other 700 elementary schools in
SR

the city were like these three in 1942, I cannot say. But exist, they did.

Consider also the sizable number of teachers who were opposed for either

philosophical or other reasons (a common argument given by many teachers was

the great amount of extra work it took) to the activity program. The

Morrison evaluation of activity and regular schools sampled teacher opinion

after six years of the experiment. They found that 36% of teachers in the

activity schools preferred the regular program; in regular schools

93%, unsurprisingly, favored the conventional program. A considerable

number of teachers, then, found the experiment lacking because they believed

that classroom activities concentrating on whole group instruction, little

student movement, and question-answer fOrmat were better for them and their

children. In comparing the supposed benefits of the Activity Program, these

teachers remained convinced of the rationality, if not effectiveness, of
59

conventional instruction.
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High Schools

Turning to the high school. there is evidence that some schools initiated

contract teaching (the Dalton Plan). As early as 1924, eleven high schools

reported that some teachers in each school were using individual contracts

with students as a way of diversifying the course of study. Teachers

submitted articles to High Points, the journal written by and for high

school teachers in the system, on how tilt/ modified the Dalton Plan for
60

their classrooms. But these references number less than a handful.

In 1935, Teachers College professor Thomas Briggs sent a graduate

student into twenty-one New York City and suburban high schools to "observe

the work of the best teachers of any subject." Principals selected the

104 teachers the observer visited. I report the results because Briggs
61

found no difference between city and suburban teaching practice.

Based upon these narrative descriptions. Briggs found R0% of the

teachers "teaching from the textbook." The remainder had classrooms where

pupil participation in discussions and panels occurred and substantial

linkage between current events and subject matter were made. About 65%

of the classes used "conventional procedure of questions by the teacher

on an assignment with answers by the pupils or of specific directions

followed by board or seat work." In the use of traditional recitation,
62

80% of the teachers were observed practicing it.

Another example of high school instruction is an actual transcript

of a demonstration lesson in an American History class at Washington Irving

High School in 1940, witnessed by a teacher, principal, and department

chairman from three other high schools. The subject of the forty minute

lesson was the railways of the nation. The thirty-five students had been

assigned two pages in the text and excerpts from the American Observer,
63

a newspaper published for high school students.
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The transcript carries 96 entries, 31 for the teacher and 65 for

students. Of the 31 teacher entries, 26 were questions, many married to long

explanations. The 65 student responses were paragraph length in the trans-

script indicating that ample time for expression was permitted. The lesson

included a discussion of a graph on railroad statistics, one student who
4.

copied the class's responses to a question on the chalkboard, and the
614

teacher writing other las on the board.

The three observers agreed that it was an excellent lesson and that the

teaching was first rate. They viewed it as an excel;tionaljwAnstanoe of a

socialized recitation, with student participation dominating discourse.

The teacher channeled content into leading questions and periodic ,--

summaries,revealing the deft touch ore solid professionaI,accorAng to the

observers. They were impressed with the way students rose from their seats

to answer questions, the extent of student talk, the teacher calling on each

student by "Miss" rather than the first name, and the comfort students
65

and teacher felt with one another.

Such individual cases help. Yet more descriptions of what teachers dirt

would add much to what is currently available. In a small effort to increase

data on teacher practice, I located 152 descriptions and photos of class-

rooms during the interwar period. The Appendix contains my rationale for

looking at classrooms the way T de and the methods I used to categorize

data. Included there are also some cautions on using this data. Table 1

describes the specific categories that were included for each teaching

pattern. Two graphs consolidate the data for patterns of instrwAional

practice in New York City.

The data I collected from 152 classrooms support the survey results,

evidence drawn from contextual conditions, and evaluations of the Activity

Program. A substantial minority, no.more than an estimated 3ne of

94



Table 1. PATTERNS OF TEACHING: DIMENSIONS=

'PA

Classroom instruction was divided i9to five categories: classroom arrangements, group instruction,
classroom talk, classroom activities, Aild student movement.4br each category, there were specific
behaviors that could be located in descriptions and photographs. If found, t1uy were coded and counted.
The patterns, categories, and specific behaviors follow:

Teacher-Centered

CLASS .movable desks and chairs in
ARRANGEMENT rows facing teacher's desk

and/or blackboard

GROUP .whole class
INSTRUCTION. . teacher works with individual

students while rest of class
works at desks.

CLASSROOM
TALK .no one in class talking.

.teacher talking

.teacher-led recitation
or discussion.

CLASS
ACTIVITIES .students working at desks.

.teacher talkiRg(lecture,
explaining, gaming directions,
.reading to clas, etc.)
.teacher checking work
;students taking test, watching
film, listening to radio,etc.
.teacher-led recitation or
discussion.

9i

STUDENT
MOVEMENT

.no movement at all.

.student needs permission to
leave seat.

Mixed Pattern Student-Centered

.movable desks and chairs in
hollow-square, horseshoe,etc.
.up to half the class arranged
at desks 'and chairs facing
one another.

.teacher works with small groups.

.teacher varies grouping: whole,
small, and individual.

.student reports, debates,
panels, etc.
.high frequency of both teacher
and student instructional talk.

.high frequency of activities that
indicate both teacher- and
student-centered behaviors.

Jess than five studOnts away'
from desk

.`students sit at tables or clusters
of desks facing one another.
no rows

.class divided into groups.

.students eggaged in individual
and small g'oup activities.

.student-led discussion or
recitation.
.students talking in groups

.class in

.students
in small

.students
Lion.

.students
cetera.

small groups
work individually and
groups.
lead discussion or recite-

working on projects or at

di:

.six or more students away from
seats at one time.

.students move freely without
teacher's permission.
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four elementary and even a lesser fraction of, high school teachers adopted

progressive teaching practices, defined broadly, used them in varying

degrees in their classrooms. The dominant mode of instruction remained a

combination of teacher-centered and mixed patterns. Nonetheless, there is

considerable evidence that teachers incorporated student - centered practices

into their repertoires,, particularly in elementary classrooms.

From the largest public school system in the world, I turn now to Denver,

a school district, two thousand miles away with less than two percent as many

students as New York's.



When Kira Scott Frank's children went to school and moved through the

gradeseshebaked cookiesewrote letters, net with teachers and principals,

chaired parent meetings, and worked at a score of tasks that active PTA

mothers do as they serve in local and district leadership posts. in 1939

Frank was elected to the Board of Education and served twelve years.Since

the 1920s, she had worked with parents and school professionals. At the

Valverde School dedication-in the Spring of 1951 she spoWpassionately
N.

about a school system that had come under attack from groups outside

Denver for its progressive practices.

Over the years, because Denver's system had been recognized as an
outstanding one, it has been chosen as one of the few cities to
participate in national studies for the improvement of education.
There has been much criticism of late leveled at so-called 'pro-
gressive education.' This has been a form of propaganda. Denver's
educational system is its own. It has never been,an Importation
from outside. True, in 1934, we participated in the Eight Year
Study,. sponsored by the Progressive Education Asdboiation...: Out
everything done in that study was originated in Denver. What was
good we retained: what was unsatisfactory was discarded some years
ago. 66

Board member Frank's defense of Denver's progressive practices was

accurate: no school programs and directions were forcibly or even subtly

grafted onto an unwilling or unaware school district. Even before Frank's

tenure on the Board. Denver welcomed with gusto progressive'practices,

broug7p by former high school principal Jesse Newlon and the young men

he hired after he became Denver's superintendent in 1920.

In the years after Newlon moved into his offices at Fourteenth and

Tremont, Denver newspnpers, businessmen. and city officials boosted the

school system's growth's, national r stion.' A !minim from a.locial

nOwspeper, *Denver Leads Way inJ ogressive Education," would cousin*

historian to blink twice since such articles were common in the Not



Mountain News and the Denver Post. But to see such an article in the

Taxpayers' Review complete with three photographs, was a surprise. Its

appearance suggests that the ideas of Jesse Revlon and his successors

found an enthusiastic response even among citizens normally vigilant about

anything that might increase school expenditures.Progressive ideas in-
67

troduced by Newlon were adopted quickly as a local product.

Frank's memory of the Eight-Year Study was also accurate in linking the

experiment in five Denver high schools to the cycle of curriculum revis-

ion that, again, Newlon had introduced in his first tern as school chief.

o What Frank neglected to mention, and there was no reason for her to do

so, was how fortunate Denver was in its continuity in top leadership.

Between 1920-1940, four superintendents served the Denver schools: Jesse

Newlon, A.L. Threlkeld, Alexander Stoddard,end Charles Greene. Except for

Stoddard who served less than two years, Revlon's influence extended over

the entire period since he hired Threlkeld as assistant superintendent

in 1921 and Greene as the first Director of Research in 1923. Threlkeld

succeeded Revlon and served a decade; after Stoddard's brief terra. Greene

who had been Threlkeld's assistant superintendent since 1933 and who had

headed up the Eight-Year Study in the Denver schoolseassumed the superin-

tendency in 1939, holding the post until 1947. The chronology is useful

in underscoring a continuity in

as it moved through two decades

leadership that the city schools enjoyed

of boom, depression, and a second

world war.

Superintendent Jesse Newlon was en outsider. Born, reared, and

educated in Indiena,Newlon taught high school and began his career,as en

administrator in 1905 when he bottom* principal or the Charlestownandians

high school. Moving through principalsliips. in Illinois and Nebraska with

time out to earn a masters' degree (1914) from Teenhers College he became

107



superintendent of the Lincoln,Nebraska schools in 1917. After three years

there he was appointed to Denver's top post.

Threlkeld, who served as Newton's assistant and deputy worked as

superintendent in three small Missouri towns for a decade before Newton'

asked him to come to Denver. While assistant superintendent, Threlkeld

mtso earned a masters degree at Teachers College in 1923 . After Newlon's

departure to head Teachers College's Lincoln School, Threlkeld maintained

the directions laid down by his colleague, elaborating and amplifying

certain elements as the Depression buffeted the Denver schools. His ten

year superintendency was the longest since Aaron Gove's thirty year stint

that spanned the turn of the century.

Both Newlon and Threlkeld believed in the progressive doctrine of

social efficiency and scientific management. They blended administrative

progressivism with clear pedagogical views on the pivotal role of the

teacher in instructional and curricular decislommaking and the importance

of having flexible, activity-centered schools that linked daily life to

what students learn100For two decades these two men built both physically

and organizationally a school system that grew from almost 13,000

students in 1920 to over 45,000 in 1937 but of more importance they helped

make Denver a national pacesetter for city school systems in curriculum

revision and teacher participation in making instructional decisions.

Their stature as school leaders who not only used the buys words of the

day but also implemented efficient school management, continuous revision

of the curriculumeand progressive school praotioes was noted by their

per Newton was elected National Education Association President in

1925 6.. .glen Threlkeld became President of the Department of Supprint-
611

endence in 1936.

Continuity in top leadership is one thing; what happened in classrooms
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es a result of decisions aimed at improving instruction and curriculum is

another.The usual help that historians get from previous studies of a

school system is limited in Denver. If New York City schools intimidate

'1

rese-chers with its size and complexity, at least it was surveyed and

evaluated repeatedly. Rut not Denver where the scale, a city of 250,000;

is well within the graspsof most historians. In 1916 Franklin bobbitt,

Charles Judd, Elwood Cubberley,pand a flock of professors, graduate'

students and practitioners studied the schools. A quarter-century later

when the Eight Year Study's results were released, all Denver secondary

schocts were included because they had joined the experiment as a group.

Nothing else.This restriots the evidence that can be gained from external

sources on teacher practice.

In order to determine what occurred in classrooms, I will review the

contextual conditions within which teachers worked, describe two major

interlocking experiments that stretched over the entire interwar period,

and analyze the data I collected from 133 Denver classrooms.

The Setting

Newlon cane to Denver less than two years after the Armistice and

four years after the 1916 survey. That survey revealed old, overcrowded

schools with cramped, dimly lit classrooms. %cause of the war, few

expenditures for new buildings or renovations were authorized. Sy 1922 a

concerted campaign to pass a major bond referendum succeeded. With these

funds and judicious use of money in the annual operating budget,seventeen

elementary, five junior high and three senior Ugh schools had been built

by the time. Newton left for New York City. Before the full force of the

Depression hit, Threlkeld saw twelve more elementary and,two,junior high

buildings go up. So between 1920-1931 over half of the elementary, seven

of eight junior high schools and three of five senior highs were con-

t.
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strutted. This massive construction of new buildings and expansion of the

junior high program over a decade also brought movable furniture,

lunchrooms-libraries, gymnasiums, and ample outdoor recreation apace fot
69

both elementary and secondary sohOols.

New classrooms were built to hold thirty-eight students although by

1923 a definition of classes that were amall(below thirty), medium(thirty

to forty), and large (over forty) had emerged. By that year, 60% of all
ef*

elementary classes were between thirty and forty students; 13% had over

forty indssurprisingly,27% of all elementary classes had less than thirty

students. But by 193,, large classes had jumped from 13% to 33% and element-

airy classes below thirty students had shrunk from Tr% to 3%. Thus 64% of all

classes were between thirty and forty students. At the junior and senior

high school, headquarter administrators tried to keep alass size in the

middle range. The succeeded end even saw one of everyithree high school

classes with less than thirty students; 20% of the 4sses mostly in non-

academic areas (e.g. music, art, physical educationy had more than forty

70
students.

That few administrators and teachers complained/publicly about class

size may be due to Denver's position in having alialler classes at all

levels than comparably -sized systems elsewhere.; Class size which

was a perennial issue in New York City, failed to eurface in Denver as
71

an abrasive item between school officials, paents, and teachers.

Nor were courses of study a target for disoonteint. The ideas Jesse

Newlon brought to Denver and translated into an on-going program were

simple, clear, and potentially effective in altering teacher behavior. In

a 1916 paper re wrote when he was serving so a principal, he laid out
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concepts he executed five years later in Denver.

When a group of teachers has worked upon this problem (making
curriculum) during a period of two or three years, has carried on a
series of investigations, has debated the issues pro and con in de-
partmental meetings, in committee, and in faculty meetings, and has
finally evolved and adopted a set of curriculums, and has determined
upon the chareeter of courses to be offered, that group of teaehers
will teach better and with more understanding and sympeth* than they
could ever otherwise teach. 72

Teacher participation in curriculum revision was uncommon.The practice

in New York City and elsewhere was to state goals, include guidelines

for content selection or actual sub:sect matter designed by central office

administrators with some help from a few carefully chosen teachers. After

the course of study was completed, perhaps even reviewed by a handful of

carefully chosen teachers, the document was revised, printed, and

delivered to each principal for use in the schoel. Supervisors might meet

with principals to explain the new arithmetic or geography course; there-

after the principal was expected to see that teachers used the new

documents. Sometimes, after a number of years, the syllabuivould be

reviewed and updated. Sometimes not.

Revlon proceeded differently. Hi wanted widespread, active teacher

involvement in determining what should be taught because he believed that

such participation produced better trained teachers far more able and

enthusiastic to oonduct a classroom that is "more natural, more vital,

and more meaningful' to the students than it has ever been." Alsothe might
73

have added: more progressive.

The process that teachers went through, he believed, was just as, if

not more, important as the course of study in its final version.°Anyway,

Denver administrators reasoned, q teachers and the specialists they

hired designed an inadequate syllabus it would be quickly identified as

such and within a short time revised again, since both Novice and

Threlkeld directed that, urriculum revision be a continuoust not a one -time,
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process. That the process had a fair chance of succeeding, apart from the

novelty of letting teachers participate in developing ideas they, were

expected to teach,was due to a factor that neither top executive ment-

ioned in their effort to upgrade teacher performance through

curriculum revision: the high level of education among Denver teachers.

By 1931,54% of Denver elementary staffs had four or more years of college

education; in comparable size cities elsewhere only 22% had a similar level

of schooling. For signior high school teachers 95% were college graduates;
74

in New York City, only 69% had earned their bachelor's degree.

Between 1920 anu 1930, Newion and Threlkeld supervised the work of over

700 teachers and principals organized into thirty -seven committees led

by teachers. These committees revised thirty-five courses of study at all

school levels. In Newlon's words, curriculums and instruction "must grow

from the inside out.! By 1927, a novel, widescale involvement of teachers
75

making curriculum ket the promise Newton made.

For those teachers yhO revf.sed courses of study in the large, airy

rooms set aside for them in the new downtown administration building,

more than miles ttill separated what they produced from the classrooms of

their fellow teachars.Unlike their colleagues in other districts however,

top Denver officials gave an unusual amount of thought to implementa-

tion of teacher-designed syllabl.They were especially k'en on developing

organizational mechanisms that would turn curriculum revision into

tool for changing teacher practices. Newton and Threlkeld felt that the

fanning of syllabi by teachers was an effective, inexpensive way of

remising their knowledge and bringing them in touch with the current

1



,thinking of the profession,i.e. progressive practice. Looking back over a

half.acentur/.0 present-day superintendent would applaud the Denver school

chiefs for initiating shrewd implementation procedures to spread new

ideas throughout a school system.

The applause would be due for two reasons. Some superintendemts seek

both broad and intense teacher involvement,as Denver's school chiefs did,

but seldom can mobilise the resources to transform the intention into a

carefully designed framework that gives teachers time, sid, and

independence. Second, Denver's leadership avoided symbolic or token

participation. Take teacher involvement.

In 1927-1928 there were 1400 Denver teachers, of Whom 27!t (376 teachers)

served on curriculum committees. They were distributed as follows:

10% of all elementary teachers

.42% of junior high school teachers
76

--411% pf senior high school teachers

Consider the process. Each school had at least one teacher on a committee.

All secondary principals and one-third of elementary principals were in

these groups. Also, by 1927, five years after the entire effort had begun,

626 teachers had served on committees. Assuming that a number of teachers had

retired, died, or left the system, a rough estimate of between thirty to

forty percent of the entire instructional staff had participated in

curriculum revision.

And that process included the following:

--teachers chaired subject-matter committees on which principals

and central °Mai administrators served.

-.teachers melted- during the day; sebstitutes were hired to replace
them on the days they were at the-administration building.

university ourriculum specialists worked with teachers; over 30
scholars and practitioners, at thecenter of a national network
of progressive reformers, came toDenver to work with teachers.
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--each committee prepared objectives, selected content, designed
instructional methods, iaoluding questions to itek,and suggested
varied projects and materials that their colleagues might wish
to use.

-- committees revised syllabi sifter initial classroom trials,further
comments from teachers, and extended use in classrooms.

'-- committees reviewed curriculum test items that were developed by
the Department of MWasurements for each course of study. 77

In addition, there wereS number of specific procedures targeted on

involving teachers who were not on committees.' Committee members were

expected to report to their principal and staff on the revised course

of study. Teachers Mere asked to complete an smosesament form after they

used the syllabus to critique it. Committees used these replies to revise

their course of study.After giving students the curriculum testseteschers

submitted suggestions and concerns over specific items to the Department

of Measurements.

Coordinating this complex implementatla was the newly established

(1925) Department of Curriculum Revision. Male all of this sounds as

cumbersome as changing clothes under water, the various procedures

produced overlapping networks of staff members who saw .spoke, and

exchanged information with one another, thereby, increasing professional

contacts and a sense of collegiality while reducing greatly the isolation

common to a large school system.

Finally, principals were charged to install the new course of study.

Each committee and Its specialists briefed principals on the revised

course and then principals held meetings with their faculties, gradually

introducing the syllabus to the school. The message froi headquarteriwas

direct.

In the installation of new courses the principal lust be the
leader in his school.... The principal must conduct a program of
of study and discussion of the new course before it is ready to
go into the classrooms of his school.... It is assumed that if s

.principal takes an mussily long time to get a new course into
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classroom use he will be able to give good reasons for such
delay. 78

Seldom made explicit in the4intire process was a formal pommitment.to

progressive beliefs end teaching practices. Yet the ideas and pedagogy were

never far from the directions and suggestions that top administritors made

to staff. Content for courses of study were chosen, for example,

on the basis of relevance to "life situations," en ambiguous phrase that,'

produced many tortuous discussions among teachers. In home economics, the

committee studied the activities girls did at home and chose content and

teaching techniques linked to those activities. Similarly, in each of the

academic areas, content was selected that teachers believed were both

critical and connected to what students experienced or would face. Latin,

for example, a difficult subject at first glance to link to "life situat

ions," made the leap in the 1929 Senior High School Courses of Study:

It gives power in getting the meaning of new words; aids in
spelling; and gives a clearer understanding of much in newspapers,
magazines, and literature in general. 79

Newton Threlkeld and advocates of progressivism believed that if

content was connected to current and future.situations pupils would face

and if students saw those links, their interest would be captured and

channeled into productive imaginative, school work. A later generation
80

would call it relevance.

Another progressive approach embraced implicitly in curriculum making

was the activity and project method. For content and method, this approach

included secondary social science ocirses, so labeled as early as-1919,

many elementary school subjects, and literature courses of study.

I say "implicitly" because the charge given to 111, of the Subject

matter committees contained no explicit directions as to

what goals or methods to pursue. But one didn't have to be an educational

weatherman to know' what was in the air those years
11

14.5
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. By 1927, the Denver curriculum revision effor t had gained national

attention. Requests for the new*couimses 12;, study poured in. Newton and

Threlkeld spoke to national groups of professionals describing the Denver

experienoe.City after city,including New Yolk and Washington,D.C. copied,

in their own'fashion, what Denver did. "A scientific masterpiece," A.E.

Winship, editor of the Journal of Education, 'called the new syllabi,

comparing thew 'to Horace Mann's Fifth Annual Report. Teachers College

professor George Strayer, nationally known expert constantly in demand

to direct surveys of school systems,(he studied New York and Washington,

D.C. in the 1940s) declared that "Denver has made one of the outstanding

contributions to education in America through the development of its
82

curriculum.

Threlkeld succeeded Revlon in 1927 and pursued the same practices in

cluding curriculum revisionan 1932 the Progressive Education Associa

tion's Commission on the Relation of School and College requested

that Denver join their national experiment to reform cyhrioule. The

Superintendent and Board readily agreed since it fit neatly into their

continuous revision effort. To the request for one high school, Denver

asked the Commission to include all five high schools in the
83

experiment. The Commission agreed.

The Eight Year Study

In September, 1933 the Eight'Year Study began in each of the five

high schools with one class of forty students who volunteered (parental

- consent was fequired), were average or above average in aftievement,-and,

according to their junior high counselorsehad the capacity to profit from

such an experiment,Each succeeding year another class was added. Over the

life of the experiment no school had over 30 percent of the student body

enrolled in the program. A later generation would call still4i6 innovation

e
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a mini- school.

To teach the experim,fltal classes, principals chose two teachers (one

English; one social studies) who-also served as counselors for the group.

Although the program differed in each high school, the "progressive

$64ncation" classes,as they were labeled, remained together between one to

three hours a day depending on what year of the program they were in.-For

the rest of their daily schedule, students took subjects with their
84

clipmates elsewhere in the school.

The schedule for the handful of classes, usually located in a wing of

each high school, provided time for key pieces of the experiment. While

no two high schools had identical programs, East High School's schedule

for 1938 represented the general format and sequence of activities for

sophomores enrolled in these anises.

.PERIOD MONDAY 'TIESDAY WEDRESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1

2 (classes in rest of school)
3
4 ,N.MIN1,01m11.41,MMMMIIIM.MM,M

5 special free special group special
interest reading interest counsel- interest

groups* groups ing groups

6 CORE COURSES**

7 pupils lab lab individual lab***
dismitsed; oounsel-
teaoherie ing

conference'

f

Based upon students' interests in core content, he or she can
pursue reading, music, crafts, art, current even* science,
dramatics,writing.

se

core courses. initially were English and social studies teach-
ere joined later by artescience, home economics, and indust-

rial arts teachers.
fee

Laboratories set up in each room offered individuals or small
groups time tomtit with the core teacheri best qualified to
help thus. For simple, a student working on s project could

go to science, art, taillike or social studios labs. N5



The number of teachers directly involved with the experiment remained

a minority,but an important onemnthe faculty. In 1939,for example,there

were twelve out of forty-two (29%) teachers at Minual Training in the

program; at North High there were also twelve teachers but this staff

we larger (80) and that meant only 15% perticipated. Also, a number of
R6

these teachers had also taken part in previous curriculum revision work.

What was the purpose of this experiment? The Commission established

by the PEA sought to enliven the high school curriculum and stir in-

dependence and imagination despite the strictures that college

requirements placed upon the existing curriculum. With the endorsement

of most major universities, the Commission chose thirty public end

private secondary schools in which Denver, DesMoines, and TUlsa high

schools were included. Participating schools were told: forget college

requirements: reconstruct your curriculum and tap the imagitation and

ingenuity of your students and staff.

£cause no central direction was given to the five Denver high schools

(and the ten junior highs that joined the experiment in 1938) on what to

revise or whet methods to use, the first three years saw small groups of

students and teachers. in each school stumble, innovategand catch themselves.

By 1936,the instructional staff began the task of coordinating best: connects

that were believed to be held in common for high schools. A handbook cir-

culated to staff in that year listed the operating principles and

methods to be used by teachers.

.Core teachers are expected to teach the basic knowledge and skills
of their fields "insofar as (they) are consistent with teacher -
pupil goals;"

.Core teachers are responsible for expanding student interests !and
for helping them see relationships in all their work."

.Teachers must replace the existing system of grades and punishment
with "new drives for learning."
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.In choosing subject mattersonly oontentithat "assists in the
solving of problems-and in the meet* of the needs of *spits" 14
appropriate.

.Pupils and teachers together plan the work.

.Usual subject matter.lines "may be ignored."

Teas planning, free time for students to pursue interests, study and

work in the community, no letter trades, and more operating

principles in the Windhoek .gave guide:toe to new and experienced teachers
87

in the experiment.

Courses taken by the experimental classes varied.

Many were jointly planned; some were not. Some new courses were trendy

shifts in title; most were not. After eibiut years there was little

doubt that substantial curriculum revision in content had occurred.

Consider the core program at East High School. Gone were the separate

courses in English, Aserloan and World Ristoryeetc. Instesd the-teachers

chose four areas to concentrate upon:

.personal living

.immediate personal-social relationships

.social-civic relationships

.economic relationships

A sampling of units planned and previously developed by both teachers and

pupils teat were suggested for use at tenth through twelfth grades were:

orientation to the school; understanding one's self; becoming aware of

current seene:exploring vocational interests:studying Denver:understand-

ing democracy and the American heritage; studying problems of employment;
88

exploring problems of living in the modern family.

, in 1940, the first evaluation report of the light Year Study siOpeared:

the experiment wee declared a success. Students in these clammy_

the report statede.did as well in college, and often better

than a matched set of students who had completed a conventional program.

As intended, curriculum had been revised; students helped reshape
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courses and their interests were used to explore non-traditional content

closely linked to-issues that they would twee as adults.

Returning to the hurricane metaphor, there is notable evidence of

' conspicuous, widespread activity occurring at headquarters producing

impressive changes in educators' use of language, content in courses of

study, teacher professional growth, and the creation of experimment.

al programs within five high schools between 1933-1940. The educational

hurricane whipped up the surface and stirred the Niters deeply. Did the

turbulence touch the ocean floor?

The Classroom

The data are limited for Denver. I located 133 classroom photos and

written descriptions for the period. For elementary schools there are 34

classes of which only certain ones provided information for the cate-

gories. The graph shows the number of classes for each category. (To review

categories, see Table 1 following p. 81): Because the direction of Denver's

curriculum revision and experimentation in the interwar period tilted toward
ft

the secondary level, I will concentrate on what teachers did in high

schools. Data on R3 high school classes will be supplemented by an exam-

ination of specific schools.

The dominant teaching pattern within high school was a teacher, more

often than not, instructing the whole group with his or her explanations

and questions (entreating most of the verbal exchanges with students and

classroom activities. Even though classrooms contained movable desks and

chairs.the furniture was often arranged in rows facing the teacher's desk

and blackboard.Also, there were classes, less than MS of the total, that

had extensive student involvement in group work, pupil choice of tasks

and projects, and freedom of movement.

II Recall that gewlon and Threlkeld were high school teachers; Revlon was
a high school principal prior to Denver; also the bulk of curriculum
revision occurred at the secondary level.
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Compered to the oladsroom pOrtralt drawn at the turn of the century,

drift away from a strict tescher-eemtfred approaoh is 'evident in a

substantial percentage of classes where student movement occurred. Also

in the Nixed Pattern of instruction particular categories.reveal

teachers using practices that involved students actively in classroom

N... work. Limited as the comparison is note also, that in all the categories

high school classes 'bow higher percentages of teacher - centered and lower

percentages Of student-centered behavior than elementary classroomse.pre-

cisely the some pattern as New York City.

By examining particular high schools using the available classroom..

descriptions, student accounts, and teacher reports a more complete

map of teaching behavior can be drawn. Recall that in no Denver High

School were more than one-third of the staff involved in the Eight Year

Study., Hence, what "progressive education" teachers did in tteir classes

located in one wing of the building may or may not be what their peers did

elsewhere in the high school. I located twenty:written descriptions and

photos of experimental classes in the five schools between 1934-1939.

I estimate that these twenty classes represent about. one-quarter of the

teachers who taught experimental classes during these years. Fourteen

teachers (701) reported or were.shown using panel discussions, debates,)/

pupil-teacher planning, and other techniques associated with.student-'

centered patterns of instruction implied in the Eight Year Study. the

rest discloses little movement away from the familiar teacher-obotered

configuration even though they were part of the experimental classes.

Read, fOr example, what Ralph Putnam, East High Latin teacher wrote

in an article for Denver teachers in the initial year of the experiment:
I wish to emphasise .... that nothing very radical is being or

will be attempted. We are here to learn Latin and the mastery of
Latin will always be our prime objective.

41 Based upon actual cants taken in yearbooks and master schedule of
three high schools.



How, then, he imbed, did work with forty "progressive education" students

differ from other Latin *lasses he taught. In reading Caesar's works

on the Helvetian War, Putnam said, "the more rapid reading, possible in a

special groupeenables the pupils to follow more readily the thread of the

story and thus to feel the vitality and vigor of the narrative."Moreover,

far more attention can be given to the study of English derivatives and

eNtri reading because the class of forty had "extra time," i.e. larger
89

blocks of time in class. Putnam seemed to have been in the minority.

Another view of the core program at Bast, comes frosts 1938 report

written by tenth graders during :the first two semesters they moved

through the core classes, labsf-ipecial interest groups, etc: A project

planned and written-Weight students in diary form, they described

what it was like to be in a program with 235 stpdents, six teachers

three periods a day. As the 235 students moved through the daily schedule

they described how they and their teachers planned units, how

doss members chose activities, pursued their interests independently

in core labs, worked in groilps on projects ,and went into the communi-
.

ty on numerous field trips.
6

4.

October 3, 1938(second semester of first year in wore program) .

We still consider our class very interesting: but we have, discovered
that it is also quite a bit of work. Wel must find our references by our-
selves, outlines our own methods add means of study; use our own initia-
.tive throughout our work

The sixth hour is our regular core period during which we have lectures,
reports, motion pictures, or discussions of.toplos related to our
community study. or eraTepte, during our study of crime and juvenile
delinquency, two films were shown in our classroom. One was a out from
the picture''SigMouse,' and the other was a picture of gang life among
boys. After the pictures, we had a class disousSion on topics
concerning the films....

On Thursday the seventh hour is used as a laboratory period. hoer of
the work on our projeots is now doge in these periods. lbws are Nix
of them, covering art, yehuman relationeesocial studies,Eaglish,
and science and los....One girl selected a subject which required
interpret o long tables of statistics. She used several periods
in getting-help frosthe math laboratory on interpretation of these

126.
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tables.

Ilse photos of students,working At different ilassrmsa activities,flegh
90

out the student - written narrative. No teachers appear in the photos.

Another piece of evidence on teaching behavior of those participating

in the Eight Year Study comes from surveys in two high schools cOmpleted

in 1933 and 1940.1n the1933 survey,the first year of the experiment, 16%

of the participating teachers chose the word "much"(as opposed to "not at

,all" or "some") to describe the degree of joint planning they did with

students in selecting what to study,classiectivitieseindividual projects,

and evaluation. By 1940, 53% checked "much," although it is likelythat

there was turnover among the teachers in the experiment over the eight

91
years.

Finally, in early 1938, Wilford Aiken, Director of the Eight Year Study,

visited each of the innovative programs in Denver's five high schools. He

met teachers, students, and headquarter administrators. His report concluded

that "a real break with th*traditional subject-matter" had occurred.Sub.

stantial pupil-teacher planning took place. Life in the community had

increasingly became a subject of investigation in core classrooms.

Mbreover,ftany of the old recitation techniques are disappearing from the

classroom." In some cases, however, the report said that "the Socialized

discussion that had been substituted for the recitation is being conducted

without proper regard for study and research." Bluntly put: "in some classes

discussion consists primarily of the pooling of misinformation."Ganerally

complimentary toward the programothe report confirmed that curricular and

92
teaching practices had, indeed, changed.

7hese fragments of evidence suggmst that a majority of teachers partici.
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pating.in the Eight Year Study taught in a manner consistent with the

aims of the effort. it not all could drop the baggage of teacher-

centered practices, a situation similar to the results disclosed in the

formal evaluation of Raw York City's Activity Program.

Recall now that the gr showed 15% of the teachers intro-
:

duced student-oentered practi es into their classroom. Why isn't

the figure largeregiven, the ,. statement on teachers in the Eight Year

Study? First the program in each high school represented,at most, one out

of every four tettohers.lecond, some of the project teachers ( e.g. Latin

instructor Ralph Putnam) stood firm in continuing hautboy taught, even

finding it attractive since more time was available and students were

bright. Third, the 15% is for, the entire set of high school classrooms

(83) for the two decades.

,When only those classrooms between 1933-1940 are examined (SO), the

percentage of teachers using student-centered activities increases to

26%, some of salmon the evaluation of New York's experiment also showed,

were teachers outside of the experimental program. Although the dominant

teaching pattern remained the same, the extent of student-centered

teaching practices increased.'

As mentioned earlier, the concept of a core program devoted to ex-

ploring yOuth's interests in the contest of problems. they would face was

extended to tan junior highs in 1938. After the Eight Year Study final

evaluation appeared in 1941, Superintendent Charles.Oeene, who had led the

study as Assistant Superintendent, approved the expansion of the core pro-

gram to all junior and senior high schools by mandating a three year course

of study, and two years of General Education as a requirement for graduation.

Using instructional unit's that had been developed and polished by high school

teachers over the previous eight years, high school sophomores
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spent one-third of their time in General Education classes; the amount of

student time in.these classes degreased to one period a day when they

93
*tie seniors.

By 1943, ,the graduation requirement was reduee4 to one year, with

the five high schools given an option'to design their programs. Shortly

after, General Education was transformed into counseling programs. North.

High School, for instance, had between 15-26 teachers out of a faculty of

80. assigned to General Education classes between 1940..1943;. by 1944 when

local option wee permitted, General Eduoatton as a class assignment for

teachers disappeared from the master schedule, replaced by such classes

as: Diagnostic English, Instructional CommunicationeSodial Living, eta.

At East High School, General-Education became a tenth grade course

required of all studente.The close stressed school and vocational
94

guidance. The General Education teacher wee also the counselor.

Following the volatile controversy over progressivism in the schools

in the late 1940s and early 1950s, a furor that angered Mire Scott Frank,

Board of Education member whom I quoted at the beginning of this section,

General Education as a course was abandoned three years after Scott left the
95

Board.
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insangtion. D.C.

When the present superintendent of schoolitook office
on July 1, 1920, he knew that the administration of the school'

system involved many difficulties. Superintendents grottier
cities told him that it pas considered by .schoolmen one of
the most difficult superinteidencies in thellnited States....

Educational progress in Washington is slow because under
the present system of educational control aid financial -
support the needs of the school system. are allowed to bey
comb acute befOre consideration is given to improvement and
relief then comes altogether too slowly....

Failure on the part of the appropriation power to provide
money for progressive iduostiOnal activities iudges an educa-
tional system unprogressive Failure to provide money for
adequate salaries means mediocre teachers and ineffective.
education. Failure to build enoteh schoolhouses memo over-
crowded classes, portables, and poorly adapted rented ammo- 96

dations, and each conditions make impossible the ,best teaching:.

These statements were made to the District of Columbia Board of

Education by their new Superintendent, Frank V. Balm. Within two years

of his appointment Ballot' bluntly and concisely scored the divided authority

of a Board of Education, District Ommaissioners, and two Houses of Congress

that produced the city's reputation as a graveyard for'superintendents.

Ballou went on to serve almost a quarter-century (1920-1443), the longest

tenure of any Washington superintendent before or since.

Born in 1879 and raised in rural up -state Mew York, Bellou graduated

from a state teacher - training school and taught in rural schools between

1897-1899. By 1904 he' had completed a bachelor's degree from Teachers

College and decided to move to Ohto.,._where-heLearned--a-mastariii"degree at

the University of Cincinnati. While there, he was appointed principal of the

University's Technical School and directed it for three yeara;'Switching

to the college classroom, he beers an assistant professor of education and

taught for three years. Returning east, he enrolled at Harvard Jere. he

earned a Ph.D in 1014. For his dissertation, he. studied how teachers' Mere

-appointed in urban school systems. The same year he received his degree,
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the Boston school superintendent asked him to head the Department of

Educational Itriestigation and Measurement, one of the few school districts

with a research bureau in the nation. For three years his ,department

administered, analyzed, and reported results from various

batteries of intelligence and achievement tests. The cutting edge of proT

grossly. pracitice in testing and the use of tests for grouping students

within classes and across curricula found Frank Bel/ou at the right piece

and time. In 1917, he lisspromoted.to assistant superintendent and for the

next three years helped organize and develop the newest form of school or-

ganization --the junior high school. At the age of fOrty.;one, he applied for

to the Washington, D.C. vacancy and was named superintendent. Like his Denver

colleague, Jesse Newlon, Ballou began his initial three year contract in

97
the summer of 1920.

Within the first decade of his tenure, halloo hied established himself

locally as a determined, frank, first-rate administrator unafraid to speak

his mind and committed to scientific management as a tool in solving school

problems. Nationally, his peers demonstrated their esteem for his talents

by electing him President of the Department of Superintendence in 1925. That

year he gave an address at the Indianapolis meeting of the NEA on the prog-

ress of a science of education since the turn of the century. ln Washington

he needed every bit of scientific knowledge and talent he possessed.

When Bellou railed at the city's WW1 Goldberg gowerminoo, hie Voide7joinia--7-

a growing chorus of witticism against the Organio Act(1906). That law passed

by Congress created a nine member Board of Notation appointed to administer

the largest segregated sohool system in the country. Unlike other big city

school boards, the District Board of Education split its authority (but not

responsibility) with three appointed District Commissioners who revised

the Board's budget estimates, controlled all expenditures, allocated and

4.

ite
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audited funds, and purchased school equipment, supplies,etc. In effect, the

Board of Education had. no independent authority in securing or spending

funds; including the purchase of /and and the construction of school

buildings. Bad as this was from a superintendent's perspective, it got worse

when Congress, which appropriated every penny going to the District, in

Bellou's words, "reviews, revises, and reduces" item by item, line by line,

the school budget--first in the House of Representatives and then in the

Senate. If the totals between the two Rouses differed a conference committee

settled the final amount that went to the schools.

The horror stories of delay, neglect of pressing needs, and confusion

were legion to insiders familiar with the byzantine process of securing a

budget in the District. In his 1921-1922 annual report, Rollout using

restrained language, detailed all the road blocks he and'the Board had to

overcome to improve school conditions. To make his case stronger, Rallou
o

drafted United States Commissioner of Education John J. Tigert to testify

in behalf of the District schools in the final pages of his report: "...

the superintendent is so fettered up with overhead organizations that he

is practically impotent, as I see it. I would not take the job at two or

three times the salary." Ballou then turned to an "authoritative work on

education" prepared by "leading American educators;" to describe the

organization of the District of Columbia schools. The Cyclopedia of

Education ,minced no words:

Educational conditions in Washington, from an administrative point
of view, are among the Worst to be-found in any city in the Union-, and
the school system is behind that of cities elsewhere of equsf sire....
Until Congress can be made to realise that it is incompetent proper-
ly to administer such an undertaking and will.give'to the Board of
Education the power and control which should:belong to it there is
little hope of a good, modern school nista* Mor the Distriot or
Columbia. The superintendency of the schools of Washington is
generally regarded as one of the most difficult and most undesirable
position& in the United States. 98

a

In a word much loved by superintendents, Washington schools were a
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challenge. By 1940, when Ballou formally tallied up, the achievements of

his administration, he um quite proud in listing changes that he had

manuevered through the labyrinth. The conditions he faced in 1920 and the

achievements he'defined asrimportant in 1940 suggest the directions Ballou

traveled in improving a segregated school system in the interwar period.

",School Achlevementsin'Twenty Tears," a dooweent Ballou submitted to

the Board of Education in 1941, categorised his successes into changes in

administration, new buildings, improvements in school organisation, and

improved supervision and instruction. Cat of. a 125 page report, 91 pages

dealt with streamlining administration, new buildings, and improved teaching

conditions (e.g. salaries, retirement, appointments and presotiont. ?Wetity-

five pages (20%) traced improvements in instruction and supervision. Of

these pages, most space was devioted to curriculum revision, expended testing
4.1

programs, and new grouping :proceduresin that order. No mention of teaching

methods, project activities, or any concerted effort to introduce progress-

ive practices into classrooms appeared, although a major change had been

announced in 1938 with the Child Development Program. Progressive language,

however, popped up in pumerous places: the formal statement of philosophy

produced through curriculum revision between 1938.1940 (printed twice in the

report) and a description of what a modern school should be like, sounding`

almost like it had been lifted from a course description at Teachers
99-

College.

The point of all this is to underscore Ballou's aims in administering

the District schools. Defining the major issues as the need for more

buildings,reorgariting to administer schools efficiently, and navigating

the shifting shoals of D.C. and congressional politics, Ballou plowed his

energies Leto dragging the system into the twentieth century. Ansa who

believed deeply in the science of education and the necessity for using

133
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it to improve schooling, he was out from the same cloth es those administra-

tive progressives who redesigned school systems throughout the first decades

of the century. On instructional issues, his interests inclined more toward

expansion of the junior high program, using tests as tools to distribute

students efficiently idto appropriate groups, aid a tightly-controlled

version of curriculum revision. Cloeer in spirit to New York City's

Mamiell, Ettinger, ankO'Shes than Denver's Revlon and Threlkeld and

Cowbell of New York, Ballou left his marks on the organization., On instruc-

tion, his fingerprints were less apparent.

The Setting

Let me look first at the conditione within which teachers worked during

these decades. A central fact of schooling in the District of Columbia was

that there were two separate school sytiony. In his 1911 report to the Board

of Education, Superintendent Alexander stakt described some of the effects

of having a school system segregated by lot. With 32% of t! students

attending black schools separate from whites, costs, he pointed out, would

be inevitably higher in a dual school system.

It is obvious that were it not for the exactions of the race
question no city of the size of illshington would consider it necessary

) or wise to maintain two deputy superintendents, two normal schools,
two expensive manual training schools....

A study of the location of school bOildings shows that to meet the
waft of _thesehite and colored children two smaller buildings have
been erected in the some (attendance area) which, under other con-
ditions, would have been merged into one larger building it greatly
reduced cost....

Bapeated.ezamples are fond throughout where a class of white child-
ren of a given grade is I one building and another mall class of
colored-children of the sami grade is An a nearby building....
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The same causes explain in part the enplopsent of a number of teachers
in excess of most cities where white and colored children attend
school together.... 100

Turn to class sine, Figures reported by the school dietriot were

averages: averages conceal important differenoes in class also. la 1927-

1928, for example, out of almost 1200 elementary classes, 29% contained 40

or more students (about equally distributed between white and black

schools). School Board policy was to allocate forty students per class

"as far as practicable.* For classes with less than 30 students, there were

18% (with RS% of those classes containing white students). Thus, 53% of the

classes had between 31-39 students. Still even these figures mask

differences between black and white classes. In just one "cede, differences

were marked for elementary classrooms:

TEAR CLASS SIZE
WHITE BLACK

0

1922 34.3 37.3

1927 34.9 37.9

"s

1932 30.8 36.1

FAfteen years later when Professor George Strayer oompleted the first com-

prehensive survey of District schools, the gap had widened: 32.0 for white
101

classes; 39.0 for black.

The buildings and rooms these students and teachers worked in between

8:30-2:30 daily changed substantially over the years. let even after the

major rebuilding campaign tellou and the Board of Education manuevered

through Congress in 1925, overcrowded, antiquated classrooms remained in

far too many buildings across the city, smiling, in George Strayer's lords,

"adequate instruction tspossible." Over half of the elementary schools were

built before 1925. Datil the 1940s, classrooms contained long rows of

stationary desks which accomodated forty pupils. "Today (1948) with

a recommended maximum'olass enrollment of 30 in the elementary school,
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Strayer wrote, "many of these classrooms are still too small and a great

many of them are oroWded....,Sluntly, Strayer said that the 'modern

Child Development Program" which the District had launched in 1938,

"requires 'informal groupings of Children, floor space fbr constructive
.

activities, cupboards, storage space for supplies..:." Even in the newer
102

buildings existing space was inadequate, seconding to Strayer.

4

As classroom' spece -changed slowly, so did furniture. In 1920, almost

two-thirds of the desks bolted to floors had been in use since the turn of

the century. Between 1920.1929, only 200 desks had been replaced. In 1930,

the first year of a five year program to replace stationary desks with

portable ones, 7000 were replaced. The depression slowed down the conversion

drastically. When Strayer's team surveyed classrooms, all elementary
103

schwas had installed movable desks and chairs.

Not so for the seoondary schools. For those built since 1925 (thirteen

of nineteen junior high schools and four of nine-high schools) single

pedestal desks and other movable furniture had been introduced throughout

the 1930s. For Central and Dunbar high schools, constructed in 1916, bolted-

down desks sat in rows, class after class, year after year.

While the type of desks were of some importance, what occurred in

classrooms often depended upon lbw teachers allocated time for instruction.

For years, teacher received copies of weekly schedules mandating the amount

of time they had to spend on each subject. At the secondary school a daily

schedule sliced the time into equal segments of 40-50 minutes for each

subject. Note that in 1927 elementary teachers, unlike their secondary

colleagues, had to teach:

handwriting
language (composition and grammar)
spelling and word analysis
reading and literature
arithmetic
history and civics

geography
elementary soignee
drawing
music
physical education

136



For the lastefolesubjects, in the second-column, special teachers would
101

give lessons once wiry three weeks.

For each of these subjects a standard time schedule it the expectation

fors each grade level. Geography was to..lbe taught ten minutes daily at' first

gradeeincreasing to's half...hour at the. fourth. Arithmetic was set for thirty-

i'ffve minutes daily' at the first grade and three and a half hours at third

and fourth grades, falling to two and a half hours daily at sixth grade. .

In 1936, another formal time schedule was adopted by the loard of Education

that xaried the time allotments slightly. When the Strayer, team visited

sdhools-in 1948, they found that the tips schedule adopted twelve years

earlier was still being followed although the Child Development Program,

initiated in 1938, called fibs,' different chunks of time for clusters of
105

subjects!

Just because a time schedule was approved by a school board did not

mean that teachers followed in-look-step the'exPected standards. Many didn't.

A number of teschefs and principals, how away I cannot estimate, intent

upon installing activity programs-in their classrooms, departed from the

schedule simply because it straitjacketed the flexibility essential for

infirm!! classrooms. Fres a:first grade classroom, the teacher-printed

daily schedule read:,

OUR BIG MailLAY

1. Look and see'our trailer. The boys made it.

2. Let's.go for a story ride.

3 Let'set's read our new story.
.

4. Is play hot potato.

.5. Have you done a reading 'card?

6. Let's be happy.'"

/ While such primary.olassrooms used flexible schedules end departed from the



Approved one, such approaches were uncommon. Teachers, indeed, differed

in how much tiles they sp*nt on reading, arithmetio, end geography but most

diverged within a range thitt was implicitly recognised as reasonable. After

ell, the organizational signals to teachers and principals were plain. The

Superintendent's words accompanying the time schedule available to each

teacher left little to interpretation: "Every officer and teacher in the

, elementary schools shall consider himself-governed by this weekly schedule,"

and principals were *sleeted to inspect Umbers' plans to "know that each

teacher is observing the distribution of time...."3FMrthermore, District

'teachers' instructional dorsals a half-hour shgier than most

diitricts of comparable size (five hours compared to fiveand a half

hours) which, X suspect, generated pressuroupon teachers to cover
1117

the crowded curriculum by following the prescribed time allotments.

The point is that an outdated Board-approved time schedule was ill-

fitted 46; a new program, especially owe that, was directed toward producing

a flexible classroom where teachers and Pupils jointly planned tasks. Such

a mix-up suggests, at worst, a bureaucratic oversight, or more probably, the

existefce of mixed feelings toward the new effort. Classroom teachers, less

adventurous and experimental than some colleagues who leaped upon the

progressike bindwagon, would probablythink twice before embarking upon a

revised time schedule, given the shorts; day and directivearof the superin-

tendent, especnily so if their principal lacked,enthusiasm for the new

venture.

Mixed signals also marked the curriculum revision efforts begun by

%lieu in 1925 and fitfully carried forward into the 1930.. As noted

member of the NEA's Department of Superintendence, Ballow jerted-on--ita-

ogrmAamocmdgaedol.Aieotaftm the elementary

science course of study which Washington administrators and teachers wrote.
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The product was published in the 192 Yearbook of the Department of Super.

1intendenoe. The course of study was owed by the Board of .Education, that
108

Fear;

in the same year, Ballou appointed committees to revise arithmetic.

reading and literature, English, and'tography oourses of study. At least

three major orgakzational differences separated Ballou from Denver'S Newlon

Threlkeld in approach. First, While teachers were assigned to committees,

District administrators chaired these groups until the late 1930s,ehen an

occasional teacher was chosen to direob A committee's work. Second, the

committees began their work after 3:00, on the teachei.'s time. Third, no

specialisti were hired to help the committees nor was any training given
109

to- committees on how to write objectives or a course of study'.

Similarities with curriculue development efforts in Denver existed, of

course. Teachers did participate. Progressive vocabulary and references to

activity methods studded the syllabi. Inservice education for teachers

increased. Networks of like*minded,professionals developed. All

of this somehow occurred in a slow-motion fashion unlike the Denver

experience. Delays in production of courses of study were common.

Because the work occurred after school hours the process stretched out

over yebrs. Finally, teachers began to object to committee work between

3:00-5:00 since othr cities provided substitutes to relieve staff from

work. Nonetheless, by 1940 seven elementary courses of study, (nineteen

in the junior high, four in vocational schools, and twenty -one in .

senior highs) were published. And teachers were iTpected to use them. Did-
110

they?

This question refbouses attention again on the classroom. Now did

District teacher.' teach? Nov extensive were progressive, preotioss in white

and black classrooms from'Anacostis to Georgetown? The conditions described
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so far.suggest some crude boundaries for a few answers. As in New York, but

less than in Denver, classroom spaosAind furniture presented more obstacles

than, opportunities for teachers to use progressive menaces. Of course,

the physical environment didn't prevent use of small groups, pupil-teacher

planning, activity units, and project work but for thoie teachers barely

willing to experiment, the lack of space and cumbersome furniture, in

addition to difficulties in securing supplies may well have discouraged th'm

from trying, Also,Fith over 35 studentin a class, incentives to work in

small groups and With individuals, to prepare extra materials, and to beg

for materialpisec,

Another constraint was.time. Already mentioned wee the five hour

instructional day in which seven to ten subjects were to be taught

Sub act opening exercises (Bible reading, collecting money, taking

a ndanoe) 'mid recess and add teacher concern for covering the prescribed

,subjects, particularly in view of an unexpected principal visit. The I

/ results are sharper limits upon introducing nett instructional practices.

fr

Another line of reti6iling is to,ask what organizational mechanisms

supported diffusion of progressive teaching practices. Clearly,

a curriculum revision procesa, wired into a local amWI

national network of similarly inclined professionals, helped.

While the District's organ onal linkages were hardly as systematic

or carefully °rifted as Denver's, yet one would reasonably expect

that a number of teachers and principals either were oaptuted by the

child- centered notions embedded in pedagogical progressivism, or, already

ooavbrted, found enough green lights from headquarters to rove ahead on their

owe.

Also teacher institutes, funded in pert by private,ogntributions from ad-

ministrators and teachers, brought locally and nationally known professionals

140 '77,TV:7701%
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to lecture staff (Blacks meeting at Dunbar and whites at Central) on varied

topics. Throughout the 19200 teachers heard from W. W. Charters (University

of Chicago) on curriculum revision, Florence Bomberger (John Hopkins) on

classroom efficiency, Elbert Fretwell Meeker. COlegel_c m. crawls:tag

social activities for junior and sekor high schools, Laura Zirbe (Lincoln

School, Teachers College) on progressive reading programs. In.addition,

teachers met monthly, again in separate sohoas, to study current issues.

Often done in a lecture format with either a guest or the assistant super-

intendent delivering the talk, topics in these compulsory meetings included.
- 111

the activity method, adapting courses of study to projectseetc.

-Another imwtentendition supporting the spread of progressive

ideas into classrooms was the teacher's level of education. The

assumption is that the higher the level of formal schooling, the higher

the awareness of modern trends in education, particularly if the schooling

was recently acquired, and therefore, a greater willingness to alter one's

teaching behavior.A pinch of skepticism suggests these assumptions

open to debate. School officials, however, implicitly accepted the

the premise and seldom questioned it. In 1931, 74% of high school

teachers had at least a oachelor's degree; 96% of elementary teachers

had from two to three years of Normal School training or a bachelor's.

The last figure is difficult to sort out until later when Strayer's

survey (1948) found that 61% of elementary school teachers were college

graduates. By 1948978% of the entire staff were college graduates. Among

elementary teachers, more Blacks had bachelors' degrees than whites (74% to

61%) While the ,reverse occurred among senior high teachers (85% of Black

teachers were college graduates; 93% of whites were). Tesbhers also reported

to Strayer when they last received their professional training. Within the

previous five years (1943-1948), 5!% of the teachers had taken courses; 29%

are

141.
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had taken their ;t training between 1933-1942.and'16% had not taken a
112

course since they had been appointed.

A review of those organizational characteristics that permit and limit

the introduction Of progressive practices into the classroom offer wide

pointers but no direct evidence drawn from classrooms. Turn now to teachers

in classrooms.

In The Classroom

That Black and white teachers used progressive methods to varying de-

----grees-is -Viable: A--group-of-Blsok-administretora-appoiated by Assistant

Superintendent Garnet'llilkinson to create the Department of Milian* and

Measurement for Divisions 10 -13,- consisting of sli theBleck schools, was

designed and implemented.in a five month experiment at Mott School and an

unnamed "traditional" school in 1924. The aim of the experiment was to com-

pare the effects of progressive education upon both teachers and students.

The new approaches used in the eight grade school includlid the testing of

students, new textbooks, additional materials, and movable furniture for

grades 1-4. Teachers were encouraged to convert the formal course of study

into projects. Mott teachers overwhelmingly approved the experiment,-acoord-

tog to a survey: 74% said projects produced superior results with their

students; 94% found students' interests in projects superior to usual school
113

work, etc.

Occasional articles in the Journal of the Columbian Educational

Association, a publication written by and forBlack educators in District
411111

schools, corroborated interest in progressive schooling. Miss Maple Lewis

of Bruce School reported in a 1925 issue the details of.her two day visit

to the third and fourth grades of Horace Minn, a New York City progressive

private school at Teachers College. At the Monroe Demonstration

School, an adjunct to Miner Teachers College, a number of teachers in

142
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concert with their student-teachers, introduCed and maintained classroom

centers, small-group work, jont Umber pupil planning, etc. Finally,

another piece of indirect, evidence is the annual exhibit of elementary

school activities where Black teachers presented projects their classeihad-
114

prodused.

Unfortunately, I have no way of assessing how widespread these practices

were in Divisions 10 -13'. In issues of the Journal, for each article

describing an activity-oentered classroom, three otters laid out exemplary

lesson plans revealing teacher direction and control at each step of the

plan without a hint of student involvement other than answering teacher
115

questions.

A similar problem surfaces in determining the extent of progressive

practices in the white schools (Division 1-9). That schools and certain

teachers introduced progressive methods in their classrooms goes without

question. Articles in national professional journals (_....21ChildimELMeliplyll

1932 and 1933: Progressive Education 1936; Grade Teacher 1939) featured

classes in Petworth and Ketcham schools constructing railroad stations,

studying ilexican life, and.painting. Thee Washington,

Post and other local papers carried articles on classroom

projects. Julia Hahn, an elementary school supervisor, deeply

involved in. San Francisco schools' progressive efforts prior to her coming

to WashingtOi3, worked directly with teachers and wrote articles on the

activity movement in District schools. I found it difficult to assess how

far theie practices had spread in schools and to what extent teachers
116

selected which ideas to convert into Classroom techniques.

The only appraisal of the diffusion of progressive methods in the

District schools took place in 1948 when George Strayer brought "his team

to Washington, at the Board of Education's request, to determine, among
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other things, how much of the Child Development Program had been imple-

mented in classrooms.

The program was equally as ambitiouS, but far less systematically

implemented than either New York City's Activity Program or Denver's

Eight Year Study, Ballou's forUl effort at installing progressive

education contained all the conventional vocabulary about "child-oentered

activity program" spreading throughout District schools, pushing out the

"traditional ... subject-centered program." Classrooms were to become

places where children shared in planning the work, assumed responsibilities

for both room and school duties, and studied actively the family, neighbor-

hood, city, and nation. Projects, centers, movable furniture, activity

periods, orafts--the often-quoted repertoire that pedagogical progressives
117

sought in public schools were central to the Child Development Program.

Headquarters' supervisors and principals were charged to establish

activity programs in the schools. Sawa schools, building on the cadre of

teachers who had experimented earlier with projects end centers, embraced

the Superintendent's oharge with great enthusiasm. Most schools, pinned to

existing practice, heeded the words of the Superintendent but did not,

or could not, apparently institute the entire program.

Strayer's team had as one of its objectives, assessing the degree that

the program initiated in 1938 had been implemented a decade later.

He found "many" classrooms that had met both the letter and spirit of the

Superintendent's mandate, in spite of numerous and enervating obstacles,

errors, and just plain poor judgments made by school officials that either

frustrated, or worse, contradicted Sellouts announced direction. Strayer

added them up:.

.teaohers were not given time or resources to produce new
curricula for the new program. This was a "serious error."

.only one new unit (math) was produced for teachers to use

+.0



in the new affair% in ten years,.

.rooms lacked woe, oMbinets, 04tipment; teachers lacked
textbooks and instructional enteritis.

.short school day

.large classes
101

.teachers looked preparation for change.

Too many teachers held fuzzy notions of that the program was-intend

to do and what they had to do, specifically, i.e. What am I supposed

Monday morning? Strayer divided District eleientory, teachers into t

groups: those with the child-development philosophy with its
.

the whole child and upon purposive learning" and those with the tradition-

al,' stress upon mastery of facts and skills. As with all s arbitrary

categories within the survey, Strayer offered no specifi hems,

47;;;\only such vague words as ." Hence, determining the spread of the
1

prograi is less easily done.

The closest Strayer comes to estimating diffusion of the program is

when he described how four staff members visited all elementary schools and

spoke with teachers, principals, and supervising directors. Based upon these

discussions and observations, they rated the schools they saw as Sumegore

Good, Fair, and Poor. Unlike the MorrisonFsurvey of New York's Activity t

Program in 1940 where scales were constructed, verified for validity and

reliability, observers were trained, and data carefully sifted, Strayer's

teen judged a school Superior,
..''.-

sis upon

if the program was designed to fit the needs of the children, ths4
purposes of teachers and pupils were clear. there wee a well organized
program of child development activities, an effectiv,e instructionsl,
program dealing with tunhamental knowledges, understandtngs and skills,
and a community program whioh secured the interests'and cooperation
of parents on the education of their children. 120

These observers fOund 19% of all elementary schools Superior; 35.7

Good; 27% Fair; and MI% Poor. Only by a courageouseitferential leap can one
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conclude that Child Development Programs existed in more than half of the

District schools, that is, by adding those schools rated Superior and Good.

Not only would such a leap be courageous, it would be precarious given the

aMbiguous end multiple criteria the observers used, the probable differences

among then in making judgments on such loosely-d4fined items, and, finally,

the obvious feat that within a schoole.differences among teachers exist as
121

they do between schools, e.g. Sew. York City's Activity Program.

Adding up Strayer's observations of the organisational obstacles to the

program's implementation and his statements of how spottily the Child

Development Program was executed, the picture that emerges is one of un-

certain, unsystematic, .and jig, -saw implementation in District elementary

schools.

Some help in determining the spread of irogpessite practices comes from

the fifty-three classroom descriptions (of which twenty were elementary

classes) I collected for Washington.'The graph illustrates that student-

centered teaching patterns appear in slightly more than one of three elemen-

tary classrooms. The numbers, however, are small and offer little more

confidence than Strayer's team judgments of individual school quality.

Combining the pieces of data, individually flawed as they are, with the

contextual conditions described earlier both pieces suggest that progressive

teaching practices, as defined by the Child Development Program, penetrated

a minority of the District's classrooms, although that minority may be as

small as one-quarter or as large as one-third. Equally as plausible is an

inference that certain progressive practices were adopted to'

varying degrees by substantial numbers of1District elementary teachers,

further broadening the numbers of teachers who expanded their range of

techniques. Yet, saying all of this In conditional and careful language

still leaves one fact undisturbed: teacher-centered instructional patterns

46
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prevailed in elementary classroom.

Turn now to the high school. The-graph shows patterns similar to New

York and Denver in that for every category teacher-centered practices at

the high school exceed percentages for those practices in elementary olloss-

roams. '.Drawn from the graph is a profile of a high ,school teacher

teaching four to five classes daily, facing rows of students sitting 1.4

desks. Three out of four times, the teachers instmeted the entire group,

talked most of the time,

within the room. One way

end permite0 little student-initiated movement

to corroborate, that profile is to take. a closer

look at some District high sohools, white and Black.

Consider the predominately academic Central High School. Perched on a

hill overlooking the Capitol, Washington-Monument, and downtown, Centralls

reputation for a splendid view of the city began when it opened its doors

of the new building to white students in 1916.

Both J. Edgar Hoover, subsequently Director of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation for a,half-century, and Helen Hayes, soon to become a world-

renowned actress, were Central students and must have read the student

handbooks that described school rules, curricula requirements for gradua-

tion, daily schedule, 'extracurricular activities, and school cheers. Take

the 1926 Handbook. Every student was to go to his or her section (homeroom)

for opening exercises by. B :55 A.M. "In classrooms absolute quiet must pre-

vail at this time," the handbook stated, because the students must have the

"proper attitude" and "frame of mind necessary to start the day right."

At 9:10 the bell rang to start the student's seven period daywets

recitation periods" and lunch. In four minutes, students were to move from

one clue to another. A rich array of activities were available at the end

of the day including the chance to write for the iVecky, the senior year-

book, the Journal, a literary review begun in 1886, and the Bulletin,

154
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a weekly newspaper. A glimpse into classrooms appeared in the weekly. 122

From the Bulletin, beginning in 1925 when a section called "Class

Notes" began until 1936 when the column lapsed, students wrote items on what

certain teachers did in their rooms. From these "Class Motes" I identified

302 descriptions of teschin. *.tivities for 55 English, social studies,

science, math, and foreign language teachers. Almost half of the teachers

were in the tglish department; one-quarter' in social studies; one -fifth

in foreign language and the remainder in science.

'Student reporters noted unusual items about teachers' classrooms:

1. instances of student participation in class recitation.

November 24, 1925. In Miss Florence Jayne's English class "various
pupils, or monitors as they are called, record the attendance, test
the rest of the'classe read the questions from the true and false
tests."

April 2, 1930. In Miss Alice Clark's Latin class %it each lesson
some member of the class acts as teacher.... One of the pupils
called on Miss Clark to answer one of the questions."

2. Classroom activities that departed from the routine, e.g. field
trips, lantern glides, radio programs, out.,Ide speakers, panel
discussions, acting out scenes from novels and plays,etc.

December 17, 1930. Miss Bessie Whitford's sixth period English class
debated the merits of high school fraternities.

October 20, 1932. Mr. DeShazo's third period chemistry class "per-
formed their first experiment by themselves.... They made oxygen
and found its properties."

January_.19, 1933. Miss Gill's fourth year French class held "a
bridge party with the players speaking only French...."

March 9, 1933. Miss Alma Boyd's second period English class present-
ed the Vicar of Wakefield through a simulated radio broadcast.

3. Unusual class activities where students determined what they study,
worked in groups, and created projects.

March 16c 1932. Students in Miss Ruth Denham's.second period class
made replicas of the Globe Theatre--"The theatre will be about large
enough to place on a card table."

February 15, 1934. Freshman Biology students in Miss E.C. Paul's
',class "are working on projects dt practical application. Allowed

to pick any topic in which they are interested, some students have
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chosen dish gaidens, sprouting seeds, eto."

Novem!lier 17, 1938.,Plorence Jayne's classes "voted for and attained
certain changes in the teacher's system of marking.*

In analyzing the 302 classroole activities from .55 teachers I found that

fifteen English and four history teachers captured two-thirds of all activi-

ties that involved student participation, as reported by the student news-

paperor about one-fourth of the entire faculty in the id-1930s. Of

course, the total sample of teachers is selective reflecting classes that

student reporters heard, about, which classes they tookeeto. The point,

however, is that within this sample there were a variety of approaches among

teachers using progressive practices.

Viewed this way: I found that less than 101 of all activities reported

by students in these classes included joint student-teacher planning, a

revised course contentvelated to current and future student needs, students

leading a recitation or discussion, and

committee work on,projects--the usual teaching practices associated with

pedagogical progressivism. Activities involving students undertaken by

a substantial _number of Central teachers stayed within a narrow band,

e.g. student reports, debates, acting out scenes, and leading

discussions (80%) --all were determined by the teacher and linked to

required content or text. The evidence, strong and clear, is that even among

the minority of Central' faculty who chose to use student participation to

refresh existing content and instruction, the dominant mode of instruction
123

was teacher-centered.

Instruction at Central, then, except for a small group of teachers

described 00 student newspaper over a decade, was seemingly tied to

large-group instruction, use of texts, question-answer exchanges initiated

and controlled by the teacher, scant student movement and

participation--all within classrooms arranged in rows ,of desks facing the
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blackboard and teaoher's desk.

Travelling down the hill on Thirteenth Street toward the White Nouse,

taking a left at 0 Street, and going another dozen blocks, a visitor would

have reached the steps of Dunbar, the Black academia high school. In 1.170

when it opened its doors to four Bleck students in a church basement, it was

the first Black high school in the 'lotion. Dunbar moved into a new building

the same year as Central did. New or not, oompered to Central, Dunbar

classes were larger, books were frayed, materials were fewer, furniture

was scarred by years of use, and, in the words of a teacher who wrote

lovingly of her school, even "the blackboards were cracked With confusing

lines resembling a map." Yet this was the school that produced, as

Thomas Sowell noted, the first Black general (Benjamin 0. Davis), the first

Black Cabinet member (Robert C. Weaver), the first Black federal judge

(William Nestle), the first Bleak senator since Reconstruction (Edward W.
124

Brooke), and the discoverer of blood plasma (Charles Drew).

Dunbar's purpose was clear: prepare students for college. Drawing from

a pool of Black students from across the city, to faculty, many of whom had

earned advanced degrees from northern and eastern universities,set high stan-

dards for behavior and academics. They shared a belief in the "Talented

Tenth," a cadre of educated Blacks who would provide leadership to the race.

Equalling and exceeding whites in knowledge, skills, and gentility was
125

gospel among believers in this faith.

From the 1424-1925 Crimson and Bleak student handbook, for example,

rules for English 'students were explicit: "Write all lesson

assignments in your notebooks. As you have at least three other

lessons to prepare daily, do not attempt to trust your memory.", For

history classes students were warned: "To study history intelligently the

student should follow the suggestions' of the teacher as to the keeping of
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.\in the fora of twelve rules for studying (with Rihil Sine Labor. es n

sub-title) were listed presoribing the kind of light and space at home that

would be adequate. Also included were "Alas for Dunbar Hoy, and Girls

e.g.'for girls, "silks, chiffons, georgettes, satins have no place'

in your wardrobe", for boys, "Wear ties socks,-and shirts of quiet colors.

Don't let them be oonspicuous and showy. Keep your shoes cleaned and polish-

ed." Rules for entering and leaving classrooms were stated with unmis-

124

notebooks, map work, collateral reports and wider reading." Advice

takable clarity: "lb talking or unnecessary moving about is to be allowed
126

after the bell has sounded."

The daily schedule of seven, periods with bells punotuating changes in

classes, except for those occasions when the electric bells broke down,

were the same as at Central, although the teacher load and class sizes

ran higher at the Black than at the white high school. The academia courses

of study and texts were the same including the one piece of required work

in the senior year that drove studenti to parody in their yearbooks and
121

literary journals--Edmund Burke's "On Conciliation With America."

What happened in Dunbar classrooms within a context of clear and pre-

else student expectations for academic work and behavior and a faculty with

a high level of academic training facing, from behind the teacher's desk,

classes of 35 or more students five or six timan_daily in after row

of bolted -down desks, can only bl inferred. Few descriptions of classrooms

were available. What these scattered photos, student newspaper items, year-

book vignettes, and official reports show are insta eebi project work,

student participation in classiork (e.g. reports, ebateseeto.) within a

larger framework of teacher-centered patterns of instruction.

Harriet Riggs, English and History Department Head for Armstrong and

Dunbar high schools, reported in 1920 that in English "the socialized
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recitation was found valuable in teaching pupils how to think and how to

study.... By this method of recitation each child contributed his part and

learned to work for the welfare of the group." In all history classes, she

continued, "emphasis was pieced upon geography and map study. In many

classes both teachers and pupils collected pictures and clippings bearing-

on the subjects studied. Constant effort was made to show the connection

the'pest and present." Senior English classes of Miss, Howard and Mr. Hill

did individual projects on eighteenth century England, creating their

versions of magazines like the Spectator, models of villagesemuralsteto.

The photos of English and Spanish showed familiar petterns'of teachers

talking to the entire class; one photo of a chemistry class shows the teach-

er conducting an experiment in front of the room and the students standing

in a half-circle around him watching. Data are few for Dunbar. Only partial
128

inferences are appropriate given the skimpiness of the evidence.

Until an intensive recovery of more classroom descriptions of Dunbar

teachers occurs, little more *than informed impressions can be offered now.

These impressions and partial inferences, laced with tentativeness,

link easily with the patterns revealed at Central High School and the set

of other descriptions from high schools elsewhere in the city. As tentative

as all of this is, a student essay on whet happened in 1942 when the

electric bells went out of order at Dunbar gives us peek at the reality

IVO
that somehow keeps dancing beyond the available evidence.

CLOCK TROUBLE

...When the Dunbar clocks are out of order, the efficient school

1),'

curriculum of Dunbar no longer exi s (Long Live Clock Trouble!)

The weary janiiors climb the stair and clang the ancient 'cow

bell' which sends children springing from their seats, dashing down

the hall, and puffing into their next hour class only to find that

the class before has not heard the bell and they will have to re-

turn to the class they had left. After they have returned, the

teacher proceeds with the lesson just in time to be interrupted

by the bell and leave the homework unassigned. (Ah, a good night's

sleep for once!) 130
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CHAPTER 3

THE NATIONAL MAP: RURAL AND URBAN SCHOOLS, 1920-1940

A Hillsdale County (Michigan) teacher in a one-room school wrote her

superintendent in 1939 of the changes she had initiated in her classroom

since attending a summer session on a scholarshiaffrom the W.K. Kellogg

Foundation. Leona Helmick reported whet she had done at Grubby Knoll

Sch6ol.
School began one September morning. Enrollment was taken. Classes

were called by a 'tap' (Children turn in their seats), 'tap' (children
rise from their seats), and 'tap' (children pass to front of room where
recitation occurred). This same call bell had called classes for fourteen
years before this. Exact assignments were given in all subjects, an
average of twenty-five classes were called (to recite to the teacher)
and by muoh hurrying, school Vas dismissed at four o'clock.... We did
art work once a week for enjoyment and training....

Now the little bell is no longer used. The children come in large
groups and sit with their teacher in a large circle at the front of
the roc". Here they read and talk as the need may be. Much of the
studying is done here. Quick pupils assist slower ones near them.

- This eliminates walking around. When the group is finished another
group comes. Arithmetic is privately worked out at their seats with
some drill and blackboard work. Each one working according to his
own ability end speed.

Instead of learning a lot of rules in grammar that many of them
never understand and others soon forget, we study birds and write
stories about them. We publish a bi -monthly paper. In this the
children volunteer original poems, stories, and articles

We still follow the textbook in Geography although we enrich it
with units on travel, transportation, special studies of products
and places. Last year we did a good unit on Michigan.

1

I have learned to think of the needs of the pupils.

At just about the same time Helmick wrote her superintendent, Time

magazine carried on its cover the portrait of Frederick L. Redefer, Execu-

tive Secretary of the Progressive Education Association (PEA). Pronouncing

that progressive education had "strongholds in the suburbs of greater

New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles," the movement was now "predominately a

public school affair" even "transforming" major school systems such Ms
2

Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York City, and Detroit.

While Time made no mention of rural classrooms, Leone Helmick's report

170
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suggests that progressive theory, as she understood it, penetrated at least

one Hillsdale County classroom. Tb what extent these ideas turned up in

other rural classrooms in the two decades between the world were is one of

a number of questions that this chapter will try to answer.

Hillsdale was one of seven rural Michigan counties that participated

in a three year project aimed at improving rural life through the schools;

Between 1936-1939, the H.K. Kellogg Foundation provided funds to "give

teachers and administrators a clearer understanding of the philosophy,

psychology, and procedures inycavid in the newer concepts of-education."

Through college extensi6b courses, weekend gatherings at the lbundaticin's

camps, and special summer college courses teachers were expected to parry

back to their one-room schoolhouses new skills and knowledge to use as
3

means for improving rural education.

In these seven counties there were over 1300 teachers working in one-

room schoolhouses. Their average level of schooling was two:years beyond

the high school diploma. In a remarkable document 193 of these teachers

who attended Kellogg Foundation-sponsored courses, workshops, or summer

sessions wrote to Henry J..Otto, consultant to the Foundation, describing

"the changes in olassroom teaching ... the administrative problems whica

had arisen in connection with these changes, and the procedures which were

*Because three of the teachers were listed as anonymous, I have used iqo
reports in all of the analyses.
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used to meet these problems."

The accounts ranged from sheer ecstasy over rejuvenated teaching to

an obvious, and almost emberissing, absence of any change whatt40ever. In

order to assemble a coherent portrait of these rural teachers' clime

activities, I grouped the reported practices into categories extracted from

progressive education literature on appropriate classroom technique!' and

constructed the following table.

Table 2. REPORTS FROM 190 ONE-ROOM SCHOOL TEACHERS IN MICHIGAN WHO
PARTICIPATED IN KELLOOG-FUNDED ACTIVITIES

Category, Number of Teachers Percentage

Physical Changes in Room
a. Remove/modify student desks 32 17%

b. Make room home-like,(e.g. curtains,
sofa, tableseeto.) 18 9

a. Create centers for students to
read, work,etc. 32 17

d. Did at least two of above 19 ln

Grouping Changes
Teachers report combining classes,
using small groups determined by
ability, individualising instruct-
ion, etc. 40 21

Schedule Changes
Teachers report any change in daily
or weekly schedulv aimed at introducing
a new practice, different subject, or
modified grouping. 37 19

Increased Pupil Participation
Teachers report change in governance

of class with students leading dis-
cussion, running oldbseelecting
officers. 43 23

Provisioning
Teachers report seeking out books,

supplies, equipment to satisfy changes
made in instruction, curriculum, and
other parts of the progrpm. 43' 23

Activity method
Teachers report using method, describing'

projects, and integration of two or
more subjects.) 80 42
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Extracurricular Activities
Teachers report initiating clubs

c(hot lunch, Mothers' Club, 4-Heetc.). 53 28

Changing Report Cards
Teachers report using a card that
focuses upon child's emotional de-
velopment and basic subjects; does
not use letters A-F. 25 13

Making Curriculum Relevant (excluding
activity method)

Teachers report use of field trips,
current events, examples from daily
life in instruction, etc. 77 40

Substantial numbers of teachers reported the use of activity methods,

including the use of projects to correlate different subjects and efforts

to tie curriculum more closely to the lives of children. Fewer teachers

reported other changes in how they grouped children, modified the daily

schedule, altered report cards, increased pupil participation, and re-

arranged class space--a pattern resembling teacher selection of classroom

practices elsewhere.

Since these figures summarize what individual teachers reported, no

sense of how many teachers employed one or more of these practices is con-

veyed. The table below suggests the breadth of teachers' activities.

Table 3. SUMMARY OF TEACHER ACTIVITIES,

Number Of Categories Reported Number Of Teachers Percentage

0 11 6.0

1 58 30.0

2 36 19.0

3 34 18.0

4 27 14.0

5 9 5.0
6 9 5.0

T 3 1.5
8 2 1.0

9 1 .5

10 0 0.0

lf 0 0.0

190 100.0
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Mo criteria yet exist for deterlining how many activities and which ones

define a teacher as progressive. Aware of all the problems inherent in

developing such criteria, I constructed two in order to analyse the data:

the number of progressive techniques teachers reported they used and any

rearrangement of classroom space. Notions of progressive practice generally

included numerous teacher behaviors (grouping practices, student activities,

pupil participation, arrangement of spaceeeto.) Also the tight linkage

between use of classroom space and furniture was a cosmonly-expressed and

sought afterefundamental in building a student-centered classroom.

Almost half of these Michigan one-room teachers reported using

only two techniques; one-quarter used four or more practices. Depending

upon how much weight an observer gives torearrangment of space as a

sign of progressive approaches, particularly in these one-room school-

houses where bolted-down desks were common, of the fifty teachers (25%) who

used four or more new techniques, two out of three made some ohmage in the

room (e.g. created space for learning centers; unbolted desks and put them

of skids; placed curtains on windows, installed tablesesofeeetc.). Of the
0

twenty-four teachers who reported four or more new practices, 87% had made

some physical change in the room.

Such data have obvious limits. The teachers are an atypical sample, only

15% of total staff in seven counties, and these were either recruited to

attend or sought out Foundation-supported courses. Moreover, self-reports

are selective, lack independent verification, and often suggest efforts

to please donors or supervisors rather than offer a realistic assessment of

practice. A number of researchers have underscored the irresistible infla-

tion of teacher estimates of their innovativeness. Despite these limits,

there are pose decided strengths to the data. They yield a glimpse of how

progressive concepts get selected and put into olaseroom practice.
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Through such varied filters as professors of education, foundation

reformers, books, other teachersclassroom practice changed unevenly

among teachers. Second, differing views among teachers regarding
5

progressivism appear clearly.

Alice Dean in Calhoun County, for,,example, let students work in-

dividually one period a day on arithmetic problems, helping one another

when necessary.In.the last two years,-she said, this was "the biggest

change in teaching that I have undertaken." Or Leslie Engle, another

Calhoun County teacher, reported her new system of recording each student's

personal, family, and school information as the sole innovation. Other

teachers instituting such changes as a science center, adding tables to a

a room, setting up a hot-lunch program in the face of a hostile parent

community or indifferent superintendent, consideredosuch changes as personal
6

triumphs and, in some instances, viewed themseives as progressive teachers.

Finally, the data make unmistakably clear that some rural teachers

who were isolated from one another and received little support from su-

periors,nonetheless introduced some new practices into their rooms. However,

the majority found it difficult to install more than two progressive techni-

ques over three year period.

Was southwestern Michigan a microcosm of rural schools across the

country? Yes and no. The "yes" half of the answer comes from abundant evi-

dence that progressive methods appeared in individual rural schools, both

newly-consolidated and one-room buildings across the country.

Highly publicized experimental rural schools garnered national limelight

in professional journals throughout the'1920s and early 1930s: Marie Turner

Harvey's work at the Porter School in Kirksville, Missouri; Ellsworth

Collins efforts in developing the project method in McDonald County,
.t

Missouri; Fannie Dunn's work at the Quaker Grove School in Warren County,

175
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New Jersey.

There were many less publicized effOrts.to introduce progressive

techniques into elaok and white rural schools. Some of these in-

stances were collected in a servey conducted by the Progressive Education

Association's Committee on Experimental Schools in 193T. The Committee

sent letters to over 300 schools and districts in 43 states. Seventy-eight

replied; 44 came from public schools. Of these, rural teachers, supervisors,

and superintendents in Connecticut, New York, North Carolina, Arizona, and

California reported curriculum revision, integration of various content

areas into school-wide programs, activity programs, and other student-
8

centered approaches.

Even less well known are the decisions individual teachers quietly made

when they tried different methods at great expense to their salaries and

their limited leisure time. Consider Mary Stapleton from'CUttingsville,

Vermont.

In the fall of 1932, I had an enrollment of about 2f) pupils in
all the grades. My superintendent told me about the Winnetka method
(an approach that stresses individual instructional materials matched
to differences in pupils) and suggested my reading some books....

During the fall and winter of 1932-33, I did a great deal of
research work, and in the spring I developed the technicatilin
spelling.... I divided the words into units of 25 or 30 wo s each
according to (students') grade placement and ability. This method
tests the children on words we want them to know before they study
them and allows them to concentrate on the words they miss in the
test, rather than wasting time studying words they already know.

This plan in spelling proved so successful that I decided to try
to develop arithmetic the next fall.. I collected all of my text-
books together with my state courses of study and divided thq year's
work of each grade into 8 units, each with 3 or 4 sub-units. The
next problem was the development of a set of diagnostic tests
covering each detail....

I found it helpful to exchange tests with other teachers. For a
small sum I obtained *me tests from Winnetka. I out out examples
and problems from orrhooks, pasted them on cardboard and placed
them id my /biles. The last and perhaps the most important job was
to supply the children with self-instructive practice material.

4+
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Printed drill pads in arithmetic and English have been found help.
ful....
By the end of the year I had fewer failures than ever before. The

Children had begun to realise the objectivesAif this instruction
and since there would be no repeating of grades, it was up to each
to progress at his own rate of speed....

The activity side of the instruction can be worked out effectively
in the social studies program.... For example, an activity dealing
with Indian life is an opportunity for children from the first to the
eighth grades to make a contribution.... The question-that confronted
me as I worked out my units was: where can I get the materials to
construct these activities? The question was answered by appealing
to the children.... 9

The "no" half of the answer comes from numerous state 'and local studies

of rural schooling since 1920.They provide a backdrop against which the

rural Michigan data can be compared to deterisine what teaching conditions

and classroom practices were elsewhere in the nation.

Rural schools were diverse. One-room schools in West Virginia hollows,

rickety shacks on a scrub brush half-aire on a Mississippi plantation, and

a newly-plastered room in a recently-built Iowa consolidated school merely

skim the varied surface of *rural schools. In 1920, almost half of all

children enrolled in schools attended rural schools, that is, ones located

in the "open country," and villages but not places over 2500 people. For

the most part, rural will refer to schools with one or two teachers, village

schools and ones consolidated through the closing of nearby one-room build-
10

ings.

Few writers at this time Sang the praises of the rural school. Pro-

gressive rhetoric and wisdom located the one-room school somewhere between

the flintlock rifle and the wooden plow. "Devoted reformers, philosophers,

and educators." a U.S. Bureau of Education specialist in rural education

wrote, "have been traveling the length and breadth of the land preaching
11

the inefficiency of the little old red schoolhouse."

Preaching and consolidation out into the numbers of such schools. From

an estimated 145,000 one-teacher schools in 1917, the number fell to 153,000
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enrolling 4,000,000 children a decade later. Still, some states contained

many one-teacher sdhools. In South Wets, for example, four out of

Five teachers taught in one-roam sohools. Self of the teachers in' North

Sokoto did and over 40% of the teachers in Iowa, Montana,. Nebraska, and
12

Vermoht worked in these schools.

More often than not these buildings were old, furnished with antique

equipment, and isolated. Teachers had little education beyond high school.

They were young (median age 21-23), had little experience, and were mostly

female. Turnover was high. Wages were low. From SO toS)0 a year(1920) for

one-teacher schools, dependin4
1%

on the state, wages ran 500 to
11

700 less

for jobs in village and town schools. Class sizes ranged from 20 to 60

students with the major difficulty being many grades in one room, i.e.

thirty pupils scattered across eight grades with the teacher required to in-
13

struct inall subject areas for each grade.

What did teachers do all day in these isolated yet densely-packed

rooms? In the mid-1920s, a Teachers College graduate student surveyed 550

one-room school teachers in twenty-four states. Verne McGuffey found

teachers repOting that they advised the school board on claisroont needs

(78%), visited parents (78%), provided drinking water (74%), oversaw school

Is

toilets (83%), and regulated heat and ventilation (88%). Instructionally,

. 73% taught all subject in eight grades

. 82% kept several groups busy While one recited .

. 75% presented subjeot matter At short periods 44

. 66% planned and executed work with little or no supervision

Look at teaching practices in eighteen Pennsylvania counties with

mainly rural schools in 1920. Neports'omme from 62% of the teachers

in one-room schools. Median age orteachers (of whom 76% were famalfs) wee

twenty-three. Most began teaching at nineteen. Almost four out of five

teachers lacked a high school diploma or any formal teacher training. Class

size averaged 26 in the eighteen counties with about one-quarter of the
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teachers reporting enrollments over 35 students!. Rmemsber that each class
15

contained students spread over eight grades.

When teachers say how many recitations they had, that is, how many times

a day they questioned students in each graJe within the class, figures

stagger teachers today."Oneout of four teachers said they had conducted 30

or more recitations a day. The median was 26. Since the school day. averaged

five ind a half hours (330 minutes), apart from recess and lunch, teachers
I

reporting 30 or more recitations met daily for at least ten minutes

'with one or more students, dismissed them, met with another groupeeto.

Even the State Department of Educationliformal course of study recommeded

23 daily recitations: All of this suggests the rugged, if not intense,

schedule,a teacher in a one-room school followed, acoordintto.both ex-
16

pectations and self-reports.

Shortly after the Pennsylvania study, Orville Brim, professor at Ohio

State University, led a survey team that evaluated Texas rural schools in

1922. Brim examined the published curriculum, surveyed county superin-

tendents and teachers pn how the curriculum was used, end, in a step

c

unusual among researchers then and now, trained a set of observers to

describe classrooms in 230 rural schools. These one-teacher schools, 33

elsewhere in the country, contained up to eight grades. Texas teachers, 3ike

`their counterparts in other states. had limited education, received low

wages, and ftzed similar-sized classes. In these one and two-teacher schools
17

the short alp (0 iod of two to ten minutes, 24 times a day was described.

What did -.rers do in these btief episodes, called recitations'

Brim and his colleagues summarized teacher practiees:

.Drill '345

.Formal textbook recitation 27%

.Meanink of text scught 27%

*Discussion of vital questions.4%
.Enjoyment 5%

.Construction work 4S

179.
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The textbook was the primary source of .the lesson (88%) with little

use ofocurrant events and childivnis experiefte (8%), according to Brim's

team. The investigators found that virtually no special work orNfrojects
18.

were ,given to students (found in 3% of classes).

Brim's final summary of whpt he and his team sailin recitations follows:

In practically all the work observed, the teacher is concerned
in drilling the children upon some facts they are supposed to know
or in asking questions that call for textbook answers. Occasions
for thinking are few. Little, almost no, attempt.is mode to enrich a
child's life With new interests Work does not grip p-the pupils.
They add little to the !WAS of the lesson.... The teacher then
arbitrarily assigns the next lesson in.the text without any effort
to develop interest or insight. The class is returned to its seat to
memorize the text for the next recitation. Here they work blindly
or half-heartedly or idly sit, with occasional admonitions from the
teacher to study their lessons.

This, Brim concludes, is the picture in "70 to 95 percent of the
19

schools" in all parts of the state..

In other states throughout the 1920s and 1930s the rigors of teaching

all subjects to a few students scattered over the grades produced in one-

teacher schools the staccato series of brief recitations bracketed by

opening exercises, lunch and recess. In North Dakota, to cite an instance,

actual daily programs from one-room schools were collected in 1928 for i

Masters' thesis. For s school with 24 pupils in School Number Three, Norway

District, Trani County, the teacher held 22 recitations, averaging

about fifteen minutes each'between 9:15 in the morning and 4:00

in the afternoon with two recesses and in hour for lunch. In the same

county, School Number Three in the Belmont District had 13 students. Twenty-
el

one recitations, also averaging about the same time, within the same length

school day, were held. For ai Cass County school where the new Rural Course of -

Study wee being implemented the teacher's daily program called for 22

recitations, about fifteen minutes each, for 19 students although in this

case the teacher had grouped students by primary,,inteivediate, and
20.

grammar levels rather than by grades.
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One researcher summarized eleven studies identifying in-

structtonal problems of over 3200 rural teachers in over twenty states.

1` All of the studies were based upon teacher reports of their blems. The

similarity in problems disclosed by these investigations is str ng. The

researcher distilled into a list the diverse problems described by eachers.

Heading\that list was the category of inadequate time. Teachers compl

that they looked time to:

prepare plans for every subject for all grades,

--help individual studepts,

--allow for pupil activities.

"There is general agreement in these studies," she concluded, "that the

most, frequent and most difficult problems of rural teachers are due to the
21

one-room ungraded type of organization...."

Yet ingenuity and persistence in the face of these obstacles turned up,

suggesting that teachers, like most other people, did the best they could

with what they had. On the everpresent problem of insufficient materials

for seatwork, for example, Stella Lucien of Lewistown, Montana described

what she did.

I obtain one copy of Laidlaw's Silent Reading Seat.liork for each
grade. Many of these lessons direct the child to make some article,
such as a bird house, a bubble pipe,etc, I out out such lessons and
paste them on cardboard. We then have seat work which may be used
over and over without additional cost. We keep them in boxes and
'usethem year after year.

Teacher Ruth Cederburg of Firth, Idaho wrote how she got primary

students to be neat.

I tacked a strong string across the front of the room; on this I
fastened a balloon in front of each row of desks. Each evening
before dismissal, aisles and desks were examined. If every child
in a row had tidy desks and clean aisles the balloon in front of
that row remained up. Rut if a single child had an untidy aisle or
desk the balloon was taken down and remained down tha following
day. It was not long before every balloon remained up. '23

None of these studies mention specifically Slack rural schools. Plagued
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by the sere working conditions described before, untrained, poorly -paid

teacher's with little formal education, teaching with few books and ma-

terials, faced the same structural problems that affected how they

taught: pupils of different ages spread over aright grades, mandates from

school board and superintendent to cover all subjects, and insufficient time

to do everything.

Fisk University sociologist Charles Johnson direcied the i§24 survey

of Louisiana ack schools. His team found the same dreary catalogue of

problems in their visits to 132 one- and two-teacher schools familiar

to informed observers of rural schools in other states. A typical situation

in these schools, representing 65% of all Black schools in the

state, iccoring to-JOhnson, was captured in a description of the Shelton

School in R Delta parish in eastern Louisiana.

Approaching the church in which the school was housed, the field

workers saw two small privies surrounded by thick welts mud next to the

front entrance. Inside the school sixty students spanning seven grades sat

next to one another on long wooden benches, fidgeting whilithey listened

to an overweight teacher talk. Because of the chill in the morning air,

there was much shifting around to salmi students to get closer to

warm areas near the small stove in the book of the room. No ventilation

in the room stirred the air except for the draughts that came through the

many cracks in the floor and walls. Smudged darkly with smoke, the walls

held kerosene lamps. One of the lamps hung from an equally dark ceiling. Just

above the pulpit, at the rear of the room, a washstand stood with a cracked
ma!

pitcher., The. was crowded.

The visitors watched the teacher pass out two half-Sheets of paper to

each Oupil Saying, "It's got to do you all day, so be careful with it." She

looked at one observer and said: " lie don't have no pencils; we don't have
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no books; we,don't have anything." She looked back at the class and began

giving out assignments in history and spelling, grade by grade, to the

restless but quiet students.

Take pages 45 to 50, seventh grade. Sixth grade take pages 20 to 3n,
Now read this and tell me what you read when I come back....
All right, fourth and fifth grade, spelling. The first word is

correspond. It means to write people. Second, instrument--somethlmg
you use. Do you know any instrument you'd like to play? Come on,
talk up. Do. you have a speller, Fred. No? Well, just sit and listen.
You'll just have to do without. Third, examination, sometimes we havers and no- - that's. Fourth, tennis--that's a game.
Fifth, artety, counting from one to ninety. All right, that's your
spelling. Use them in sentences.

The teacher, walking around the room with a switch in her hand,

then moved to reading for the lower grades. She read a single line from a

24
the- tesson- in

that manner.

Johnson also offered a portrait of a one-teacher school that, in his

judelient, "stands in sharp contrast to the mass of one-teacher schools in

the state." The Brooks School, a tiny white-washed frame building on a

cleared plot of ground in East Feliciana Parish, received a team visitor

the week before Christmas. On a table in the room was a class-built scene

of bhe manger and the Christ child. The work table in the rear and the book

shelves along the side of the room were covered in bright red and yellow

oil cloth while the shelves in the rear of the room contained water glasses

individually labeled for the students. The room was spotless.

As one group of children sat in their seats making gifts foi. a party,

another group stood at the work table making "favors" with scissors, paper,

and paste. The teacher moved from group to group quietly listening and

giving advice when asked.

The class had just completed a unit on cotton.

The teacher who had worked on a farm had shown pictures of the various

stages of cotton production and actual plants. The class
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had gone through the prooess from seed to clothes with all the grades,

using arithmetic and reading where appropriate. In the first grade she

used flash cards marked COTTON and related words. In second and third

grades, pupils made sentences about the plant, and in'iixth and seventh

grades they wrote short stories. On many occasions, the visitor was told,

all of the children participated in discussion. Even with all of the grades

and subjects to cover, the teacher moved the class through the subjects in
25

an orderly manner, the team worker reported.

The Brooks School was an exception. Of one hundred teachers, seventy-

five had never done a unit that included a project or similar activity. The

twenty-five teachers who reported that they had done projects listed: Indian-

Life, Gardening, Products of Louisiana, Health, Sewing, Cooking, and Life

at Home. Student participation in school governance was non-existent: of 132

one-room schools, 115 teachers either said they had no student government at
26

all or did not respond.

This coarse-grained picture of Slack and white rural schools began

with Hillsdale County teacher Leona Helmick and her colleagues

in southwestern Michigan who had received some formal exposure to progress-

ive methods of teaching. I had asked whether these one-teacher schools were

a microcosm of the rest of the country. Criss-crossing the country, a number

of state and national studies suggested yes and no answers. There were

numerous instances of progressive practices but they seemed to be tiny coral

reefs in a vast ocean of teacher-centered patterns of instruction.

The final data that 'I offer are 103 classroom descriptions (excluding

the 190 rural Michigan teacheri) I collected from thirty-two states in

every region of the country. Does this data converge with or contradict

the diverse studies already reviewed?

While the 103 photos and written accounts differ from the sources
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used in the studies aLrural schools described above they, nonetheless,

display a rough symmetry with that data. Teacher-centered patterns

of instruction register strongly; student-centered practices scale no

higher than 40% with most falling 25% or less. Very few of these 103

teachers tried projects or centers; they show up in less than 10% of the

elementary what); classrooms. Progressive practices,..as defined in these

categories, existed in rural classrooms nationally but were probably an

minority.

One curious note is the high percentage in group instruction

and class activities in *he mixed pattern of teaching.

Half of the teachers used a blend of large and small group

instruction accompanied by work with individual students; almost half of

the classrooms had activities where a mix of student-centered and teacher-

centered approaches occurred. Compared to the other settings; these percent-.

ages are high and may stem from factors within the rural classroom unlike

any faced by teachers in city schools. With students spread among several

grades in one room, for example, tesch4.41 would generally call upon a few

students to recite near the teachers' desk, leaving the rest of the class

to work on different assigned tasks until they were called to the reoltat-

e ion bench. Students working in groups and helping one another in one-room

schools, then, may explain why practices in ungraded rural schools varied

from those in graded urban schools.

The dominant patterns of instruction were teacher - centered and mixed--

similar to, but not identical with, configurations that surfaced in the

three cities.

So far Ihave tried to reconstruct teaching practices at the turn Of

the century and between World War I and II in three cities and rural

197
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schools. Now, I turn to teaching practices that were prevalent nation-

ally,in the intermit period. A look at schoolsbeyond the three oities-I

have described would set the stage for a summary of the similarities and

differences that I found in both rural and urban schdas played against a

national backdrop. Ihit summary would then bePcontrasted with teaching

practices in 1900 to determine what ahanges,if anyehad occurred in classrooms

by World War II.

In examining evidence of what teachers (lit: in their classrooms, I will

concentrate on those teaching activities- that were clearly targets for

change: formal recitation, whole group instruction, the teaching of separate

subjects, and lack of student activity or movement in the class. At this

point, summarizing data drawn from classroom descriptions on group instruct-

ion, classroom activities, and student movement in the four settings is

appropriate.

Recall that the teacher-centered pattetn for group instruction included

teaching the entire class as a unit while within a student-centered pattern

it referred to dividing the class into small, groups and individual work.

The mixed pattern described teachers who used varied grouping techniques

ranging from teaching the whole class to independent work. Elementary class-

rooms in Denver and New York City showed the least amount of whole group

teaching and the highest amounts of work in small groups.Xn these city high

schools the favored grouping wes the entire class although percentages for

rural classrooms were lower.Similarlyourban high school teachers infrequently

divided their classes into groups with rural teachers showing a slightly

higher percentage than their urban cousin's in using small groups for in-

struction although the number of teachers is small.

What emerges :tarkly in these graphs are divergent patterns in

grouping between elementary and high school classrooms: the incidence of
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whole group instruction occurred far more in high school than in elementary

classes; teaching in small groups took piece substantially more often,

except in rural schools, in the lower grades than in the high school.

Wder Activitiesk where recitation, discussion, project work,

seatwork, and the usual instructional tasks occurred, similar patterni

surface. More teacher-centered class activities and fewer student-centered

ones turned up in high school than elementary rooms. Otherwise. no clear
do.

pattern between and among city and rural .olassrooms'emerge.

For ',Student Movement", the same configurations between elementary and

high school tett:oilers, except for rural classrooms, appear again. More Stu-
.

dents move about in lower than upper grades with'Denver and New York class-

rooms showing slightly higher perintages in both teacher- and student-

centered patterns. Finally. the peroentage of elementary" classrooms that had

project work ran highest in Denver, New YOrk. City, and rural Michigan

classrooms although Denver's figure is inflated due to.the.sources. used.

These graphs describe frequencies in teaching behavior in almost.

300 classrooms. They show generallnstructional patterns suggesting

the extent that-student- centered practices surfaced in how teachers

organized their classes for instruction, the activities they structured,
.10

and the degree of student mobility they permitted. What about specific

teaching tactics like the'recitation, textbook, activity method,

cooperative planning between teacher and studenteeto? Moire is a small body

of evidence-describing what teachers did in their classrooms between the

two were that offer some answers to the question.

Take, for example, the recitation. Teacher asks questions; students

reciteramswere from either a textbooR , workbook, blackboard work, or

previously memorized content. The familiar pattern of Maw teacher questions

and short answers from students on specific subject-matter has

6
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been lamented throughout the last quarter of the nineteenth century by

both jo0rnalists, professionals, and reformers. laelett Stevens's trans-

soription of lessons in 1908.1911 docuMented what others had observed. In

the.decades that followed the publicetioi of her study ---I suggest no cause-

effect- relationship--the formal recitation softened. The gradual penetration

of the "socialised reoitation,R a technique that had students, instead of

the teacher, cover the subject matter through student-led discussions, re.

portsesteging of scenes from novels or plays, panels, and debetes.This prao-

ticle.t;ansformed the formal recitation. Verbal exchanges between teacher and

students still pivoted on questions asked by the teacher but could slip

easily into either a quasi-conversation or shift back toward the formal

recitation where the teacher delivered a volley of rapid-fire questions

to at'idents who returned the Tolley with one word answers, followed, in turn

by another burst of teacher questions. Students standing at their desks

reciting, a familiar image in classroomlifor decades had become, by the

1940e, a quaint custom in urban classrq(oms. Replacing it was the also very

familiar image of arm-waving pupils vyling.for the tesoner's attention.

Pedagogical reformers, divided as they were amtng themselves on what

classrooms should be like, probably/ saw the relaxation of formalism as a

plus. Butfar more was sought in cAssroc4 change. The informal recitation

was viewed as one of a number of peeing activities chosen

by teachers that involved students in the life of the classroom. They

sought, among other things, small groups working on topics that joined

different subjecti, joint teacher-pupil planning, explicit links with life,
beyond the school, and active involvement of students in class tasks

such as building replicas, painting murals, and dozens of other activities- -

all orchestrated by theteaoher in a subtle, non-directive way. Studies

of teaching practice between the two wars, however, suggest that Vivian
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Thayer's The Passing of the Recitation(1928) was premature and could have
27

been retitled !Me Persistence of the Recitation."

Some investigators in these years looked at teaching methods in *lass-

roohs, but of the few who did only a handful counted what they sew. Counting

has no special virtue given the varied meanings observers attached to such

words as "child-centered," "progressive," and "modern."

Hence, I have restricted myself to those studies that reported events that

were less judgmental, less vulnerable to, interpretation. In short,

behaviors that could be seen and counted, reduced the risk of misjudging

what had occurred in the classroom: groups of students working together:

students answering teacher questions: movable or stationary student desks,

students giving reports, leading disoussions,etc. Even with these hedges,

a risk of mistnterpretation remains but it is somewhat reduced. In comparing

the studies that I will describe here, a look at the graphs following p.152

shows similarities and differences between the classroom descriptions I

collected and categorized under "Group Instruction," and "Classroom Activi-

ties."

In 1922, a statewide study of Texas schools brought Mai-garet Noonan,

a New York University professor, to the-state to direct that portion of the

survey examining black and white city schools. An ardent

advocate of progressivism, Noonan stated clearly the standards by which

she would judge instruction in Texas city schofts: presence of group work,

joint pupil - telpher planning, evidence of connections between classwork and
2R

life outside the school, and "the whole-child must be kept in mind."

Trained observers used a list to 'check off what they saw in teaohirs'

rooms. Many statements were open to broad interpretation by the observer,

0'4. "students show enjoyment and appreciation of activity." A few items
24

on the checklist included specific items and behaviors.

207



Table 4. SELECTED ITEMS REPORTED IN 1922 SURVEY OF NINE TEXAS CITIES,
UNITE AND SLACK SCSOOLS

Category White Black

Furniture fastened
to floor

70 77

Activity suggested
by pupil or
class 2

Pupils atwork on
same a tivity 56 42

'pupils at work on

Arro4P.activity 14 22

Pupils at work on
individual act-
tivity 3 2

Current events
discussed 22 45

Pupils moving
freely ,

24 20

Number of classes
observed, (176) (10)

On a larger scale. than Noonan, Teacherb College professor, William

Bagley, conducted a national study on teaching methods in 1930 that summari-

zed results from state, city, and rural surveys between 1900-1930. "One

who studies such reports over a series of years," he said, "could scarcely

escape the conclusion that the work of the typical American classroom,

whether on the elementary or secondary level, has been and still is, cheroot-

erised by a lifeless and perfunctory study and recitation of assigned test-

30
book materials."

le verify the accuracy of these survey condlusions, Bagley wrote to

superintendents, principals, local and state supervisort of instruction

across the country asking them to use an observation instrument he had

developed to describe teaching methods. He 'received over 500 completed
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classroom forms from over thirty states unevenly distribUted between

rural (169) and urban t396), elementary (342) and seoindary (193). *Clw-

lodging that observers may have had varied perspectives in describing

teachers, he oautioned-readers that these Observations "cannot be regarded

31

as thoroughly-typical of what is going on in classrooms...."

Although some categories were collapsed to provide clarity, the main

results of his survey follow:

Table S. FREQUENCY IN TYPE OF =name AND PROJECT METHODS REPORTED BY
NAGLEYi 1929T1930, IN PERCENTAGES

Method Rural flea. Urban Elem. Rural Rift City High

Textbook
Recitation 16.6 10.4 28.R 22.5

Individual and
Group Work:

Individual ,
reports--

group or
committee
report--

individual
and group
projects--

7.3

5.0

9.0

7.7

5.2

12.2

10.0

1.1

5.5

5:5

3.1

6.0

TOTAL 21.3 25.1 16.6 14.6

Number of
classrooms (10R) (234) (61) (122)

How did Bagley explain the differences between those formal surveys

that concluded textbook recitations dominated instruction and these

results'from professionals Who'sat in classrooms and

found that student - centered practices had penetrated classes considerably

both in city and countryside schoOls? Was it because school officials

responding to a prOfessor wanted "to make as good a showing as possible in

the light of contemporary ideals,* i.e. progressivism? Or was it because

practitioners Visiting classrooms for Which they were responsible, exhibited
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a "natural tendency to interpret what they saw as conforming closely with

generally accepted staidards?" acting both explanations, Bagley

dismissed them and concluded that "contemporary educational theory seems

to be affecting elementary-school practice in a fairly profound fashion,

and it is apparently not without its influence upon the secondary school."

Whether or not a range of 15% -25% of individual and group work

observed in classrooms is considered "profound" influence, regularities

similar to ones I found appear in Dagley's survey. Differences between

elementary and high school are evident in levels of recitation and student-

centered activities., Also the magnitude of individual and group work is

comparable to percentages for student - centered instruction under. the
32

category "Class Activities."

In 19110, L. W. Krause, a public school teacher, completed a study in

ten Indiana cities of 217 fourth to sixth grade classrooms. Again, much

of the instrument he used to assess progressive practice required a great

deal of judgment by the observer, e.g. teacher conducted class on democratic

principles, children showed signs of self-discipline, teacher encouraged

clear thinking. Some items, though, did call for describing the

presence or absence'of actual activities, reducing somewhat, but not
33

eliminating, the margin for interpretation by an observer..
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Those tallies follow:
34

?Ole 6. AVINAO; FABOORNCT CF SELECTED =VMS REFORM IN
.

217 INDTAMA INTSIMitlet CLASSROOMS, 1940

Category Peroeistage,

Movable furniture #6

Several groups of
pupils at work

Variety of materials
present

Teacher has a unit of
work in progress

Students helping to plan
work

16

1
0

For high'schools, a number of studies between 192,-1910 concentrated

on what teachers did and said in their.classrooms. Covering all of the

academic: subjects in large and small, urban and rural, schools these in-

vestigators sat in classrooms, recorded, and transcribed notes for almost

600 experienced teachers in midwestern and California high schools. The

results are remarkably akin to the earlier work of Romiett Stevens (1012)

in revealing the high level of teacher control over the amount and

direction of classroom talk; the narrow margin of time available to students

to respond; and how few other activities occurred in the typical-fortf-five

minute period.

Between 1924.A926, university researchers visited 346 cleshrooms in

the Minneapolis, Minnesota area and found that four activities (tivcitstione

superiiised study, assignments and tests) accounted for 90'of each class

period. Recitation consumed an, average of 62% of class time. 7no

Northwestern University professors went".nto 116 Chicago social

studies classrooms in 1929 and concluded that "teaching is still

largely 'question and answer' recitation." They found that 82$ of the

4
211
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teachers asked questions, some as rapidly as 150 in a forty-five minute

period. They were surprised at how few students raised questions (10%) during

the recitation or offered any comment (R%). "The changes," they noted,

"being advocated in our methods of teaching are not finding their way into

the schools to any considerable extent." In the we year, A.S. Harr sat in

77 social studies classes of Wisoonsin teachers, designated as "good" and

"poor" by their prinoipals and superintendents. Within a forty minute

period, he found that the teachers asked 93 and 102 questions respectively,

Stenographic records verified that teachers manpolized air time during the

class reaching almost 60% for the recitation portion of the class alone.

He also found eight teachers who used the "problem. - project organization or

learning by doing." Finally, in 1930, a Stanford student observed

forty-two English and social science teachers in five San Francisco area

schools. Charles Borsch found that "class disetion" averaged 54% of each

35
class period.

Before more numbers blur the readers' vision let me underscore two

points: first, evidence collected by very different methods from large and

small, rural and urban, high schools,in different sections of the country

from teachers of academic subjects shows notable oonvergenoe with the data

I found in almost 175 urban and rural classrooms. Second, the pattern of

using the entire class as the primary vehicle for instruction, the question-

answer format, and general reliance upon the textbook that Stevens and

others observed decades earlier seemed undisturbed in the years between

the two wars in the nation's high school classrooms.

The core of progressive practices that entered some high school classes

was pared dowi from the core of practices that spread 'mops far more

elementary teachers. Projects, joint Student-teacher planning, small group

work simply did not appear as often or as in many places as they did in
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the lower grades, at least from the reports of observers who sat in

classrooms, from descriptions written by teachers and others, and from photo.

'I
graphs.

Yet evidence drawn from principals' and superintendents' reports, shows

far higher percentages of diffusion of certain progressiye methods in

high school classrooms. The oongressionally.mandeted three year Survey

of Secondary Education, 1929 -1932, for example, produced a massive body of

information from 5600 secondary schools, about one out of every three such

schools'in the country at that time. On the one item of project

methods, 27% of the schools said that they used this form of instruction

although only 4% reported its use "with unusual success." Similarly,

for the phrase "Individualized Instruction," 25% of the schools

checked off the space indicating use. Here again, 4% of the schools said

they used it "with unusual success." Part of the problem, of course, is

what the words mean to the people reporting the praotioe. If a handful of

social studies teachers out of a faculty of 100 in a school of 3500 students

produced a few projects the semester previous to the survey, the principal

would report the school as employing this approach. Equally as troublesome

in reporting was the ambiguity, if rot confusion, of terms like project

method. Quite often this and other phrases were indistinguishable (e.g.

Dalton method) from one another in school officials' minds. Furthermore,

curriculum changesel.e. revised courses of study, merging of subjects,

changing labels and content of conventional subjects, did happen. These

alterations often got entangled with descriptiolf of changes in teaching

practice, impulses- to be fashionable in joining current reforms, and

positive acceptance of those changes by those who responded to the survey.

J. Wayne Wrightstone, New York City schoolsystem evaluator and later

professor during the surge of interest in activity programs, made this
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point in a study he did for the General Education Board. He tried to

separate whet experimental practices high schools had undertaken in the

1930s. Leaning heavily upon the National Survey, cited above,the Eight

Year Study sponsored by PEA, and a netwark,of contacts he had cultivated-

with high school experiments across the nation, Wrightstone concluded that

major strides had been taken in introducing new subjects and content into

the high schoolAsurrioulum, especially the correlation of ichootsubjects.

Nut, he noted, the specific center of gravity in classroom instruction

remained pinned to the recitation, textbook, and instruction to the entire

37
class.

ARNIM

What conclusions can I draw from a study of four different settings and

an analysis of national studies of the years between the two World Wars a-
.

bout the extent of the sprood,of orogritosive teaching practices? Without

comparing the results here with what I will describe in tthe final

three chapters, a summing use st the half-way point is useful, if for no

other reason than to establish the commonalities that emerged from the

varied settings and types of data.

1. A ogre of progressive teaching practices penetrated a considerable

number of elementary schools but in the distrilts I examined and the studies

I reviewed the number of classrooms never reached anywhere near a majority

in a school district. This core of praotioes.-inoreased levels of student

participation through small group work; project activities; more student

expression; increased use of varied classroom groupings; increased Joining

of two or more subject areas; more contacts with community through field

trips; and more freedom to move around a rotewas unevenly implemented

within and across classrooms for only a portion of the school day. I estimate

that such teadhing"preotieeS seldom appeared in more than one- fourth

214



of the classrooms in any district that systematically tried to install

thise varied elements. Elsewhere, 4tAtle formal organisational;

energy was devoted to implementing these practices. The wumberof'teachers

adopting this core of practices probbly hovered lithe range of one out

of five to ten elementary teachers. The percentage would run higher if

certain practices were counted since teachers were quite selective in what

38
they chose to incorporate' into their classrooms.

The progressive prlotioes that turned up less frequently, in elementary

classrooms were ones that touched the center of the teacher's authOrity:

student decision - making on what content to study, the allocation

of time in the schedule; and movement in the classroom without requesting

,the teacher's permission.

2. In academic subjects at the high school,level even fewer progressive

practices modified teacher-oentered instruction in the interwar period.

In a few high school classrooms, scattered and isolated, except for Denver,

an activity program, varied groupings, flexible space urrannments, and

joint pupil-teacher planning did exist. Few progressive practices appeared

in most high school classes. Course content, generally in English and social

studies, changed. Some loosening of the formalism connected with the

recitation occurred with more discussion, student .reports, debates,etc.

Traces of child-centered practice could be seen in increased student pet-

tior)4tion in classroom talk, occasional trips to places in the community,

and subject matter that touched upon student concerns or life outside of

the classroom. But the percentage of time allotted to subjectsexcept for

those schools that tried out core curriculum or general education for a part

of the school dayremained the sameaven with movable furnitureespaoe often

-continued to be arranged with the teacher's desk at the front of the

olassroom facing rows of tablet-arm ohairs or portable desk- chairs.
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3. These reduced cores of practices in elementary and secondary class-

rooms beoame, in effect, hybrid versions of pedagogical progressivism simi-

lar to but, nonetheless, different than the cluster of approaches reformers

dreamed of installing in schools. These forms of teacher-centered progress-

ivism, with varying strains being evident, existed ins considerable number

of schools. A public'school version of a progressive classroom emerged

that had adapted itself to rigorous climatic conditions:Classes:with 15

or more students; courses oestudy with skills and content to cover; teach-

ers untrained in the approaches; an unseleoted, involustary, mass of students;

limited space, supplies, and inhospitable furniture, among other things.

Why particular teaching approaches were embraced and others rejected.ls a

puzzle I will return to in the last chapter.

Enough of the familiar rhetoric end symbolism of progressivism existed

in these hybrlds for school officials and teachers to drum up enthusiasm

for.doing the ispossible with few resources and to point with pride at the

minority of teachers whi) had incorporated these practices into their daily

instruction. Yet that very resemblance between practice and the dream drove

reformers outside the public schools to condemn these changes as only

an insignificant replica of the real thing. Whether thse hybrids were an

improvement for children is an important but, nonetheless, separate issue

that is beyond the scope of this study. That is evident is that Bullets*.

tial numbers of teachers did, indeed, modify somewhat their classroom

repertoires.

4. Where these cores of practice seemed to appear in strength were in

school districts where top administrators gave formal approval for the.

effort, established organizational machinery to carry it out, and sisted

in its implementation. Yet *von in Denver and Dew York,

theie new teaching practices did not penetrate a majority of classrooms.
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In rural districts where teachers were isolated, possessed limited

schoolincand had insufficient books :awns materials fewer progressive

methods seemed to have spread except for certain practices that were already

indigneous to multi-grade, one room schools, i.e. grouping practices. Also

islands of progressive practice appeared in those unique schools that grew

out of the persistence and dedication of tireless individuals, e:g. Fanny

Dunn.

The one effort to spread progressive approaches into rural schools that

I reported offers a glimpse of another way to change practice. The Kellogg
41.

Foundation in the mid-1930s used a strategy, shaped by the dispersal of

teachers in southwestern Michigan that concentrated upon the individual

teacher.Through extension courses and summers at colleges, some teachers

did alter their classroom methods, according to their reports, but in a

,'limited, hop-scotch manner. nigher percentages of teachers used for

instance, than were reported in other studies and the classroom

descriptions, I analyzed. More research is needed to trace what happened

over the years in teachers' rooms. Such evidence could determine if the

changes that occurred in one-tesCher schools in Michigan were

substantively different from those olassrooms where systemai to, district-

wide implementation occurred and whether such changes endured.

5. The dominant pattern of instruction, allowing for the substantial

spread of these hybrid progressive practices, remained teacher - centered.

Elementary and secondary teachers persisted in teaching from the front

of the room, deciding what was to be learned, in what manner, and under what

conditions. The primary means of grouping for instruction wee the entire

class.The major daily classroom activities continued with a teacher telling,

explaining, and questioning students while the students listened, answered,

read, and wrote. Seatwork or supervised study was an extension of these
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activities.

Restrictions on student-motament within the classroom loosedea some-

what. Teachers permitted more mobility Within the class. Movable

furniture provided an option fOr teachers to rearranged sks and chairs into

groups although moat teachers continued lining them up in rows. Formal

recitation, with students rising from their seats to speak, eased. In short,

the classroom climate softened sufficiently for teachers and student's to

cross the formal boundaries that kept them at arm's length from one another.,

John Dewey, writing shortly before his death in 1952, did oomment on

the changes in schools'that had occurred as a resUlt of the progressive,
14,

movement.

The most widespread and marked success of the progressive
movement has'been in bringing about a signifieant change in the
life conditions in the classroom. There is a greater awareness of
the needs of the growing human being, and the personal relations
between teachers and students have been humaiised, and democratized.
But the success in these respects is as yet liatted; it li largely
atmospheric; t hasn't yet really penetrated and'pegmeated the
foundations el the educational institution. The older gross mani-
festations of the method of education by fear and repressionphysical',
social and intelleotual--which was the established norm for the

s491

educational system before the pr ressive movement began have, gener-
ally speaking, been eliminated .. The fundamental authoritarianism
of the old education persist in various modified forms.

There is a great deal of talk about education being a cooperative
enterprise in which the teachers and students participate democrati-
cally, but there is far more talk about. it than the doing of it. To
be sure, many teachers, particularly Usi* kindergarten_and the
elementary schools, take the children into searing with them to* .

an extent impossible and inconceivable under the old system....
In the secondary schools ..., however, there isn't much sharing

on the'pert of teachers in the needs and conoerns of those whew they
teach.... 39

The evidence I have gathered leads me to agree with Dewey's ocements.

Yet looking back to 1900 I can see pat some important changes had occurred.'

If teacher- centered practice prevailed then and through 1940, there

were still substantial numbers of teachers who had Modified their classroom

teaching in varying degrees that were unapparent in Oblio schools at
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the turn of the oentury. Some Variety in practice, compared to 1900, is

evident. Alternatives to standard teaching methods were available, known

widely, used by a minority of teachers, and considered respeCtable by pro-

fessional mini. lbeiiirrow-range of misting, practice had stretched

to encompass a larger repertoire, although the implementation ofthose

practices' were, indeed, limited. Yet 71 must qualify even this statement

since the teachers of 1940 were not the ewe individuals as those who

taught in 1900. There were successive 'generations 01 Umbel, in these' .

decades.,Some teachers altered their Classroom approach; others were
A

converts soiling out of teeoher-education institutions who wire eager to

install `new pribtioes; and there were others who tried out new ideas and

then returned to familiar toihniques. Beyond this qualification, no.

hedging is necessary When the entire span of a .century is viewed to see'

if constants in practice emerged across different groups of teachers.

They do.
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CHAPTER

OPEN CLASSROOMS AM ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS: PROEM/SW/VIM
REVISITED, 1965-1980

In a North Dakota city of 35,000, a university researcher went to

an elementary school of 140 children and interviewed a second grade

teacher in 1972. a

I: ...To begin with, would you describe for us a typical day in
your classroom?

T: ...The morning is spent with children doing the activities they
schedule for themselves. We always gather together after lundh
in a group and I read to them: At this time, thorchildren also
schedule and announce if they are going to put oh a play or if
they have something to Show. We schedule a time for those kinds
of activities to 000ur later in the afternoon. The other child
ren choose whether or not they wish to attend. If they do, they

include that in their schedule....

I: Okay. Now I'd like you to describe the classroom....

T: As you oome in the door, we have e high shelf area. That is our
hospitality counter with our guest bop*, coffee, juice, and
cookies for the visitors and kids. The math center is on the
other side of these 'hely...There's a bulletin board right there.

We have a long combination blackboard-bulletin board at the
other end. A typewriter and our creative Writing area are in that
perticular.pert of the room. Then we have an old trunk. It is
our drama trunk and is filled with a variety of hats,'dresses,
coats, and some props like a cane. Then we have a table six feet
in length that has a listening center with reoondsve view master,
filmstrtikinoe-viewer, and a reading machine....

We have a large carpeted area that has a davenport, lots of
pillows wed stuffed animals. Bookshelves are on the sides,kind of

a reading center is what you'd call that. Going-onion have a, game

shelf, then the science center, plant and animal center. Then
you'd see the cooking area with recipe. written on chartioper
of 011 the things we've cooked over the yeari...

I: On; i typical day in the olassroap, **many children would be
nvolved in language arts and reading/

11,./The only time we would be working as a whole group would be during
sustained silent reading. Reading, though, is a part of each .

child's daily schedule. Wring the day when they come to that" part
of their schedule, they go into the reading oenter.They would
reed by themselves, to a buddy, to a tutor,or other adult that
might be in the room.... 1
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If a time machine could have swept fervent advocates or child-cintered

practices in the 1920a acres* decades .and sat them down in this second.

grade North Dakota classroom in the early 1970s, they would have felt far

closer in spirit to this primary teacher than to Mrs. Spencer in her 1924

New York City progressive classroom or to Leona Helmick's rural Michigan

one-room school in 1938--both of wham tried student-centered approaches.

The North Dakota classroom's use of space and furniture,

the high level of student participation both in instruction end

rule-making, the reach of a ourrioulum that touched both academic and

life-like situations, and the signs of student independence reported by

the teacher capture an informal, child-centered classroom. This North

Dakota teacher was part of a national surge in lay and professional

fervor' for open classrooms and alternative schooling that an earlier

generation might easily have been labeled progressive.

Hut the line of descent in, instruction between the 19300 and the

1970s is zig-zag and broken. Three decades separate an activity
4

program classroom in New York City from the above second grade

in North DakOte or a core classroom in Denver's East High School in 1936

from a school without walls in gishington,D.C. thirty years later. This

educational progress, in the words of Philip Jackson, "could be more
2

eastly-tree-e&--hy -a -butterfly-than- by b--bullet.-___ _

Rather than retrace the post-World War II history of public sohools,-

I will oonoentrate on those conditions that seemingly led to the brief

enthusiasm for informal and alternative schools which peaked in the early

1970s. By 1980, this tapulse'rbr change had almost disappeared from public

and professional radar screens as important ways to improvb instruction.

-In the midst of the media's fascination for informal and free

schools, Lawrence Cresols drew parallels between the earlier progressive

1
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movement and the then-eurrent ardor for these reforms: He saw two themes

in the *new progressive maseme.ati that resonated with the earlier one:

child-oenteredness and social reform.' Locating the rebirth of the child-.

centered theme in the publication of A. S; Neill's Summerhill in 1960,

a' book that was :waling over 240gnoo copies annually a decade later, Cronin

saw the writings of school critics John Holt, George Dennison, James

Herndon, and Herbert Kohl as contributing to the momentum for seeking diffe-

rent kinds of teachers aid schooling that would free children's'imagination

and creativity from deadening routines, tyrannical authority, and passive

3
learning.

At the same time, growing out of the civil rights movement, Cronin

pointed out, blacks and other ethnic groups tried to shape schools to fit

their aspirations for identity and a sense of community. "We have mere"

he commented, "a fascinating interweaving of the child-centered and political

refbrm themes in the literature of the movement, so that open education is

viewed as a lever of child liberation on the one hand, and as a lever of

radical social change, oc the other."'Noting differences between the

two themes, he found the literature "notoriously atheoretioal and ahistori-

cal." Those who established new schools "have not read their Francis W.

Parker or their Caroline Pratt ... with the result that boundless-energy

_____haslimmLimmult_inJmountleaa classrooms reinventing the pedagogical Wheel."

Tot he saw a fundamental sibilarity in both movements: the tool of,

reform remains the public school. Even Charles Silberman's Crisis in the

-Classroom, "surely the most learned and wide-range analysis to be newels-

ted with the present movement," proposedthe open olaearocm as "the keystone

.11

in the arch of educational reform."

Leaning heavily upon Creimn's work on the progressive movement, Vito

Perrone, Dean of the University of North Dskots's New School (subsequently
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renamed the Center for Teaching and Learning) and prominent in the national

Pettiork of reformers Witted to informal education, located the roots of

open education in'progressivism at the turn of the century. Although he did

not distinguish between thesocial reform end child-centered themes in

the surge of interestin open classrooms, Perrone described both. Re broad-

ened his search for roots beyond progressivism, locating it in thwalvil

rights movement, as did Creminebut alsoHie the growing public aeareness of

government policies concerning air pollution, the environment, and Vietnam

that were viewed,as mindlesso'inhumeoe and destructive. Moreoverehe credited

the English primary schools for giving "considerable stimulus," especially

after the publication of Children and Their Primary Schools (1967), to

the practice of informal education in the United States.

"land Berth's search for the sources of open education took him back

to 1961. John Deweris absent from the index. of-the.book. In that year,

William Hull, a Cambridge, Massachusetts private school teacher went ,to

1England to observe report on the work of primary school:1M. enthusiastic
.

words led to a growl number of American educators traveling to see firef.

hand the "Leicestershire plan," the "integrated day," and the

"developmental classroom." The Education Development Center in Newton,

Massachusetts where Hull worked became a center for. the exporting of

ideas and materials on English primery schools. Tracing the movement from

its early locus in an interlocking network of private 'schools, foundatichs,

and federally-funded currioulun developers fed by Joseph Featherstone's

articles in the New Republic and the publication of Silberman's Crisis

in the Classroom, to a broider enthusiessthat included state departments

of education, universities, public school administrators

and teachers, Berth pointed out the unsystematic, uneven yet persistent
6

spread of informal classrooms in the country.
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The explosion of articles in newspapers, popular imagines, professional

Journals, and books...supplemented by television °overage and. films--between.

1967.1973 documented the array of differences smontand between sohools #

categorized within the broad label of in formal education: open classrooms,

free schools, open education, alternative' schools, school-within-s-school,

personalised education,. humanistio schools, mini-school:sotto. While most

of the classes and schools shared a strong distaste for public schools,

often running to revulsion on the 'isnot some critics, most professional

and lay reformers believed that public school teaching could improve.

In sharpening the focus, I will concentrate on those efforts to alter

elassroom teaching practices in public elementary and secondary schools.

To be.olear about what I mean, I will use informal education and open

classrooms synonymously in describing changes in elementary schools. At the

secondary level, "alternative* will be the preferred term tor the range of

innovations that spanned the late 1960s and early 1970s. At both levels

there were a number of oommon elements that became targets for classroom

reform.

Consider first open classroom. After the initial surge of fervor for

informal schooling ran its oourse, advocates worried about the head-

long rush by school practitioners to freeze into orthodoxy something called

an "Open classroom". Assumptions about teaching, learning, the nature

of the child, and the process of developing an informal setting, they

argued, were the essentials not Oome product labeled: open classroom.

Roland Barth, Joseph Featherstone, Vito Perrone, Charles and Arlene

Silberman, Lillian Weber, and others wrote and spoke often shoat the dangers

of missing the fundamental issues is internal education by confusing means

and ends or in searching futilely for prescriptions to be grafted onto
O

classrooms. "Tempering "Fad," ran the headline of a New Republic article
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by Featherstone in 1971. *Although there are many prophets rising in the

land,' he wrote is mother article the use month, 'there is no educational
7

Gospel.% To no avail.
1.

In 1973, Barth oomplained that American educators have copied Walsh

pruhry classroomseindlessly. *We have made a neat package of the

vocabulary, the appearance, the materials, and sold it, to the schools."

Warnings seldom deflected the itrong impulse ,to define what was an open

classroom.Those researchers, school administrators, and board members seized

by the public and professional ,passion for informal schools in the early

1970s drew up lists of items that distinguished open classrooms from

conventional ones. Some advocates reasoned that there was a risk of making

a complex process trivial by such listings yet, they argued, that risk had

to be traded off against offering specific directions for converts to build

more informal classrooms. Checklists, diagrams, and ways of assessing the

digree of opennets began to appear by 1971. Language accompanying these

lists warned readers that teachers differed among themselves in

implementing these classrooms and that introducing new practices occurred

unevenly.

Even with these concerns, writers agreed upon some common elements. The

ityle of teaching in open classrooms was flexible both in use of spate and

methods; students were involved in choosing activities, the class-

room was provisioned with-abundant materials that ware handled directly
-tof

by students.Curriculum was integrated--moorrelated* to sn-earIter generation.

Grouping for instruction was most often by small groups and individuals
9

although the entire Glass wwuld be taught as one 'theca was appropriate.

Charles Silberman, sensitive to and` distillation that night sap the

vitality that teachers brought to open classrooms, warned advocates to be

cautious. He feared that unthinking, simple-minded true-believers in open

classrooms would do what drunks had done to alcohol: given it a bad UAW.
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By itaelfeldividing a classrodm into interest areas (learning

centers) does not constitute open education;

Creatiag large Opeis spaces does not constitute open education;4
Individualising instruction does not constitute ophn education....

For the open olassroom... is not a model or set of techniques; it
is en approach to teaching and learning..%.

Thus, the artifacts of the epee classrocm-.Interest areas, concrete
materials, wall displaysare not ends in themselves but rather means
to other ends.... Iii addition, open classrooms are organised as to

encourage

.active learning rather than passive learning;

.learning and expression in a variety of media, rather than
just pencil and paper and the spoken word;

.self - directed, student- initiated learning more than teacher.

directed learning; 10

The questions asked in previods-otpters about the extent of the

spread of progressive practices are now appropriate here. In assessing the

degree thit informal education penetrated classrooms, I will examine North

Dakota, a state that tried to reform teaching practices through an ambitious

state -wide certification program, New York City, and Washington, A.C. --all

centers of ferment over installing open classrooms between 1967.1975.

The signs of informal education that I will seek out, unfortunately,

will be the very artifacts Silberman warned stainst. If clusters of desks

with students facing one another, learning centers, unimpeded

student movement within the classroom, small groups and individuel instruct.

ion, student choice of activities are apparent then some indicators of an

open classroom are present. These practices will vary from class

to class. Oft, and the exception should be underscored, these

outward clues of openness reveal nothing.sUbstantial

about timbers' views of learning, children's' development or concerns fei

improving student skills. As a behavioral view of the classroom it can be

fairly criticised for being narrow and incapable of capturingthe holistic
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qualities inherent to infornal education. To such criticisms, t can only say

that teachers themselves saw these visible signs as evidence of moving

toward informal

tangible effort

open classrooms

classrooms and, at the least, such artifacts point to

on the part of the teacher to incorporate some version of

that they feel is practical in their oircumstances.

Finally,I recognise that what I am doing is a-primitive reconstruction of

a numb* of kdy components to classrooms yet as crude as'it is, such a

reconstruction is still a marginal improvement over studying only statements

from educational leaders and rhetoric about teacher fervor or intentions.

.

NORTH t*ROTA

The Saturday Revieu,Atlantiottlewsweeil4haders Digest, Life,

the New York Times, and the Wall Street dournmi within an eleven month

period carried festurotartioles on the new reform4Teping one-room schools,

villages, town', and smalcities in. the high plains of North Dakota. By

1972, the Public Broadcasting Corporation and CBS had shower documentaries

on the state's open classrooms. Hinterland as avante-guarde reform was too

irresistible an angle for media to ignore. The Carnegie Corporation-

sponsored study that Charles Silberman had published as Crisis in the

Classroom devoted a chapter to boosting the changes occurring in the state.

In all of these feature articles, professional journals, and books the

University of *moth Dakota's flew School of Behavioral Studies on Education,

(hereafter called the New School),played a primary role in generating ideas.
11

funds, teacher-training, and support for informal education.

TO understand how open classrooms took root in a rural, politically

conservative state and found leadership in, an institution, with a

New York-sounding name led by a Michigan educator whom teachers,

state legislators, and children called "Vito," requires explanation. The
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general outline of the story has been told in a number of'places. A

study in 1967 documented that North Dakota was des4 last among all states

in level of preparation for elementary teacherstwo out of every five

lacked a baOhalorts degreeand the range of school opportunities available

to its grade school children (e.g. few kindergarten classes, special

teachers, services Vor the handicappedosto.). TO upgrade the 404 of the

teachers lacking college degrees (average age 43), the study

staff recommended that an experimental teacher education school be

established to train these less- than - degree teachers in ways that would

match the circumstances many of them came from: small

schools with students scattered over several grades. Chance brought

Featherstone's New Republic articles On BritUb primary schools

to the attention of the staff, who saw a match between informal education

and the needs of smalllsolated schools in a rural state. The New'School,

as part of the University of North Dakota, was created not only to certify

teachers but to introduce *radical* changes in how teachers taught, their

use of the curriculum, and how classroom decisions were made.

Hiring Vito Perrone as the new Dean. sources agreed, provided the

ingenuity and emotional electricity to power the infant venture. Perrone

hired like-minded teachers some of whom. were knowledgable about English

primary schools or had worked at the Education Development Center in Newton,

Massachusetts where materials for opep classrooms were developed end

published. Perrone criss-crossed the state telling legislators, school

officials, teachers, and parents of the virtues of open classrooms and New

School interns (young men and men who replotted less -than- degree teachers

who then 'went tom the New School to get their degree and oertifloation).

Using imagery of rural soh,ols that parents found familiar, especially

many grades in one class and close .ties to the surrounding community, ,r,
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Perrone and his colleagues promoted InfOrmal education.

Between 1969.973. over fifty districts (*opt 2O oft ha state total)

with 00 schools (enrolling about half of the state's elementary school

children) had joined,the New School in its venture. The campaign of the

New School and other state aolipoes to aid teachers earn a degree reduced

sharply the percentage of less-i,han-degree teachers from 59t in 19M to
14

13% in 1973.

Interns introduced open classroom practices in Starkweather, Mint°,

k

Devil's Lake, Fort Yates, Fargo, Bisiarcks Minot, and Wend Forks. City,

town, village and one-teacher schoolell were touched directly or indirect-

ly by Net School interns orfederally-funded'outresch programs in the

initial five years. After 1973, hOwever, federal funding of New School

support programs across the state evaporated. Outreach activities dwindled

to include only whet those motivated and energetic New School teachers
15

aid on their own time.

Cautious about freezing open classroom concepts into a gospel; Perrone

and his colleagues also knew that parents had to both understand and accept

these different approaches to teaching and school life. The North nakota

version of informal education contained the core of approaches found in

British primary schools with the-addition.of areas that the New School

4
stressed, particularly on student involvement in classroom decisions, student

interaction Used as a way of teaching and learning, evaluation of important
16

non-academic growth, and parent involvement.

In determining to what extent open classrooms spread in the state, keep

in mind that no other.state in the nation had embraced as a matter of .policy

thip introduction of open classrooms. The uniqueness and reach of North

Dekota's effort prevents comparisons with other states and should be con-

sidered in any assessment of implementation. Open classrooms did spread

7,0
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throughout the .state in thWearly 19708.71n Fargo, foritample, in 1969, at

the request of the superintendent, the New swwxyr established' a center for

interns at Midison, a seheollath a record of perttsteatly lent. student Per-

formance. The two principals idlo served Madison. between 1969-1977 liere both

affiliated with the New School.

Principal Vincent Dodge described the changes that had occurred by 1973.

Walls between classrooms were torn down. Cross-grade teams were organized.

Learning centers in math, science, social studies, creative writing,reading,
O

artcontaining individual stations for students--were used to sari*,

motivate and link the community to the sohool between thirty minutes to an

hour a day. In addition, students made tables, chairs;

carrels, magazine racks, supply bins, games, puzzles out of

tri-wall cardboard and other mat^rials. Finally, no letter grades

appeared on report cards. Checklists of specific academic skills,

**operative behaviors, and interpersonal skills were sent home twice a

and two formal teacher-parent conferences were held. In short, this

year

aescription includes ill the artifacts of open classrooms as well as

the spirit of teacher-pupil planning and decision-making, according to the

principal. The Pargo-Moorhead Forum ran articles on Madison, Clara

Barton, Lewis and Clerk, and Horace Mann schools descrihing aenterse'smell

group activities, and freedom of student movement In classrooms. "Fargo
17

Schools Lead Education Revolution," one headline proclaimed.

Less than a hundred miles north of Fargo, Grand Forks, in the words of

Superintendent Wayne Wormer in 1969 had become a "mecca for innovation."

declared that there is not one school in the districi "where you find

thirty students in a box." The Washington elementary school established

a formal relationship with the New School, itself located a few miles

'away. Larry Hedberg, principal of the kindergarten through
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sixth grade school of 220 students (1970), described,how Washington

merged the "child's school world and his home world!" Photos and'

narrative captured smalVeomps, Arming centers, studente tree; movement,

and flexible space arrangmehts in which New School interns, parent
10

volunteers, and aidez worked.

In another (and Forks school, Jerry Abbott told how a federal grant

to introduce aides 4o a newly-built school helped create 'an open class-

roomprogram at the Klly School. Centers, small groups of studentipt olus-

tered desks, individualised reading Waimea, 'abundant materials, end Is

dozen other- ,outward signs pointed'to the presence ofppen classroom and

altered teaching practice. "What happens to the traditional role of the

teacher?" Abbott'asked. "Shovis no longer at the front of the room directing

the same ... lesson for all children. As the children Work in teams she is

free to move among them and to help those who need it."

Elsewhere in the state visitors and reporters noted the appearance of

informal classrooms in unlikely places. Arlene Silberman followed stOdint

around in classrooms in Starkweather (population 250i where the school 2n0

children in grades 1-12 had four elementary teachers (all Wm School degree

candidates) holding classes "more exciting and perteinly more innovative

than anything one can find in the Scarsdales, Winnetkas, Shaker Weights,

and Palo Altos of the United States." She visited classrooms supplied

with pegboards, cash registers, and Cutsenaire rods that were divided

into math, reading, science, and art ohms. She.saw small groups of students

working together, some individual childrendren by'themselves, and others at

table with the teacher,some in corners or.sprawled on a

Edmore (populatipn 405), Lakots (population 1,655), and

carpet. Classrooms in

Minot (population

33.477) staffed by MeV School graduates were elm') visited. Chapter Seven

.in.Crleie in the Classroom, based upon Silbenamn's research in the state.,

234
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resonates with the vitality of the informal instruction she saw carried

out in schocls.across the state. Articles in Life. ,Saturday NevieM,,

newepaperi and Nov School publicitions trace the spread of open classrooms

in Devil 's Lake, Ninth, and dozens" of other one- teacher and city schools
20

in the state.

Trying to document the extent that open. classrooms in various forms

spread through the state or the persistence in these practices over time is

more difficult than simply counting instroes. of such classrooms. Quite

similar to assessing the spread ofgprogressivismerthe problem is split

between determining the degree of implementation anal classrooms labeled

,. open and the inevitable variations between classrooms in whioh informal

practices (centers, mall groupseeto.) have been used.

The first part of the problem involves using the global construct

"open classroom" with teacher reports and direct observations providing the

data from which to draw conclusions. Such data is tough to interpret because

of the varied meanings that teachers and observers pack into the phrase

"open classrom." As T have already suggested in analyzing progressiviae,

informal education or open classroom as an unidimensional construct

is less useful than a construct composed of varied elements which

teachers have selectively and unevenly put into practice.

The second pert of the problem deals with the sources of information

themselves. Among researchers, there has been a growing awareness that

teacher reports of progressive and open, classroom practices tend to over-

estimate what observers in classrooms' teoord. Thus, teschei and principal

reports of how much infotmal practices have spread tend to be inflated.
21

The evidence I have collected on North Dakota is vulnerebleon these points.

Ole way to determine the extent of informal practices in the state is

to find out the number of New School intetns and graduates that worked

235
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in the schools. By 1973, over 500 New School experienced teachers and in.

terns had taken their ideas of open alassiooms into 80 schools or almost 15%

of the total schools in the state. Whether or not these New School

trained teachers continued their 'activities' over the years is an

issue explored in a studruompleted bye New School researcher. in 1975.

Through questionnaires he compared a sample of 56 New School interns'

classrooms With a random sample of 342 Borth Dakota teachers on a number

of dimensions related to informal teaching: the extent that teachers dealt

with children individually; the degree to Which the teacher centralised`

or dispersed classroom decisionmaking; different types of classroom sotivi.

ties and tasks; the linkages or integration of these experiences; and the

extent that all of the teacher's arrangements and classroom organisation
22

contributed to children learning from one another.

The researcher concluded that New School (by this time ,renamed the

Center for Teaching and ,.earning) interns "have classrooms significantly

more open than those of teachers in 'general in North Dakota."

While graduites v the Center for Teaching and Leirning (CTL) maintained

their commitment to informal education, there was "a tendency for their
23

overall attitude toward open education to moderate."

Although the study is limited, these results drawn from

typical teachers in the state indirectly suggest that most teachers did not

convert their classrooms into open ones, defined by New School criteria.

Buttressing' that inference is a small study completed

by a'Oniversity of North Dakota researcher who asked teachers to describe

the use of math materials such as fraction disoseCuisensire rods,chips, etc.

in their classrooms. These materials

were common to informal classrooms since they lent themselves to

individual and group use by children in centers; hence, the extent of their



use becomes a rough proxy for the diffusion of informal techniques. Almost

-1000 teacheri (or about ones -third of those in the state) from 116 schools

replied to the questionnaire.,Ninety percent of,the teachers reported that

they had two or more of these mintipulative Materials in their rocas. Teacher

useof these materials, however, was low. Almost half of the teachers said

they used them va little" and only seven-percent said they them

"extensively." Also,,the researcher found a strong relationship between.

Materials ,children handle and the existence of learning centers, that is,

the teachers who reported frequent use of rods, chips, discs, and metric

materials were also teachers who reported they had learning centers. Of

almost loon teaohers, 25% said they had learning centers with the highest

percentage located at kindergarten (40%) and shrinking until the fifth

and sixth grades where 14% and,15% of those teachers reported centers.

The impact of the New School in disseminating ideas and practices

about informal classrooms is demonstrable. The Johnny
/

Appleseeds of open classrooms from the New hoot sowed and reaped across

the state. Data, however, show the limit extent and staying power of the

changes. Far more needs to be collect `, yet what there li suggests that

1,4many North Dakota teachers between 8 -1.975 adopted in varying degrees

different versions of the open c14sroom as defined and altered by the

New School and individual teachers.

In 1981, I spent a week in Grand Forks and Fargo visiting six schools

and bbserving 63 teachers (or 20% of the grades 1-6 staffs in these two

cities) to see what teachers did intheir classrooms. Of the 63 teachers,

eight were New School graduates. I spent' time at Madison-and other

schools that had been sites for interns and university faculty.

Both cities had about a dozen elementary 'schools with class sixes

O
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eriging twenty7fivestudenta. At least one out of every four elementary

schools in each city contained open space, that le, large spaces separated

by movable partitions, eight-feet high dividers, or home-made walls built

from book oases and portable blackboards. In both cities, teachers told me

that they were pleased that the central *Ministration were about to

act on their requests for walls so that each teacher would have a separate

room, including Fargo's Madison elementary where walls had been knocked down

a decade earlier to,create,spacious double rooms. The teachers I observed

had advanced training beyond the baohelOrs' degree. Rooms.were copiously

stocked with overhead,projeotors, sets of books, math and science

materials and equipment. Project activities were evident.

What patterns Of instruction did I see while in classrooms of the six

schools?

Table 7. PATTERNS OF INSTRUCTION: GRAND FORKS AND FARGO, 1981

Class

'Teacher
Centered
Instruction

Mixed

Pattern

Student .

'Centered
Instruction

Number of Classes

Arrangement 43 30 27 (63)

Group
Instruction 62 25 13

Classroom e

talk 60 24 16

,

Student
Movement 37 0 63

Class
Activities 59 1 30 11

Classes with
One or More
Centers 32%

Keep in mind that my observations lasted between fifteen to thirty minutes
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per teacher, generallY occurred in the mornings when elementary teachers

concentrate upon tebohing basic skills, and involved more than one teacher

since in same buildings from a certain vantage point I could watch three

'to four teachers work with their classes stmultaneously. This manner of

observation is akin-to a series of snapshots.

The graph ohms that a majority of the.time teachers:taught the class

as an entire group, talked most of the time and structured classroom activi-

ties that concentrated upon listening to the teacher and working as a class

on workbooks or 'network. More than half the teachg6 arranged the furniture

in ways that encouraged students to talk with one another. Student movement'

inside the classroom was permitted without seeking permission from the

teacher in two of every three classrooms I visited. Small group and

individual instruction and student-centered class activities occurred in-

frequently.

In almost one-third of the classrooms, there was at least one learning

center. Four fifth and sixth grade teachers at Grand Forkselbn Franklin

school used one dozen centers for that, part of the morning or afternoon

when language arts and science was scheduled. They were the exception,

however. When I asked teachers how and when they used the centers, invari-

ably the response was before and after scheduled activities like reading,

language arts, lunch, recess, and as either enrichment, a reward for good

behavibr;, or practice of skills already taught. except for the four teachers
7

mentioned above, centers were used as a periodic supplement to the existing

program.

Teachers set aside time for each tisk in 2TS of the classrooms

where a daily schedule was posted. Of the eight New School, graduates teach-
.

ing in the schools I visited, and I had no wax of knowing how typical they

were of New School blubni, two used centers extensively for portions of the

239,
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school day. In the other six classrooms I saw no evidence of centers. Four

of those six had daily schedules on.blackbOardsjisting the tasks. the class

would do for the day..

By 1961,.elements of open classrooms could be seen in these

teacher rooms: student mobility, learning centers and

arrangment of classroom furniture. In organixiag the class for' instruction

through grouping and classroom teaks assigned tt students, however, the

primary mode of instruction in these 63 classroom clustered around a

variety of teacher-centered practices.

Turn now to the very different setting of New York City in the 1970s .

for a look at the enthusiasm for informal schooling that appeared and

richocheted like a cue ball between 110 Livingston Street and Schools

across the city.

NEW YORK CITY

Compare the school system in 1940 with 1980. There were still about

one million students in nearly one thousand buildings with over 50,000

teachers. There was still a Board of Education and a superintendent,

although the latter's title had been upgraded to Chancellor. When .I visited

DeWitt Clinton High School bolted-down desks, somewhat scarred, still
25

sat in rows, in classroom after classroom.

An inch beneath this surface familiarity, however, a number of

profound alterations had occurred in four decades to the New. York City

schools. Consider:

. Wave aster wave of newcomers since World War II changed a school
system that was predgminately white in 1940 to one that was
majority Black and Hispanic, with heavy percentages of poor children
from all ethnic backgrounds by 1980.

. One of ten children attended private school before World War II:

four decades later, one out of eight attended private schools.

240
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. In 1940, New Tori City schools were viewed as national leaders in
public education. The Activity Program, elite high schools, high

test scores produced much competition for teacher and adainistra-
tive vanameles. my 1900, fill img slassroahm with qualified
teachers became a major task. Test scores, reported
annually now in newspapers, had been in a downward slide for over
decade with just agAimmerfof turnaround evident. Istrenohment

measures resulting from the city's unprecedented fiscal emergency

had driven class sites up into the mid-30s amd low-fory.es, stripped
schools or critical. support services, and buried a number of novel
efforts to Improve, schooling. The image of the school System was
that of a troubled, chaotic organization unable to cope with the
problems st hand. 26

Signs of those changes in four decades were posted in the number of

superintendents that went in end out of the' revolving doors of 110 Living-

- stun Street. While four school chiefs served the system in the first forty

years of the century, six sat behind the top desk in the schools since 1960.

State laws had mandated the division of the school system into thirty-one

school districts (kindergarten through eighth grade schools), each run

by a community, school board empowered to hire and fire its Own teachers

and administrators. Protracted and divisive teacher strikes and parent

boycotts closed schools down numerous times between 1960-1470.

What had changed more than anything were public attitudes. Belief

in the legitimacy of the school board and staff as guardians of children's

intellectual and moral development had eroded. During the post-

World War II years confidence diminished in the public, schools to do what

they were supposed to do. In those years, New Yorkers heard of *school

officials' corruption in constructing new schools. They saw school boards

and superintendents paddling first on one side of the canoe 'then on' the

other side, keeping a straight course but reluctant to dimi

frankly with the issue of desegregation. They watched theounoeitain,

if not fumbling, attempts of top administratWrs trying to wrestle with

teacher union and parent activism. And New York parents with children in

the schools experienced the results, of squabbles between the Board and

241 ,
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unions and parent groups in repeated strikes and boycotts that shut schools

down for all childrenreaching a crescendosof raucous anarchy between 196R-

1970 when confrontations between union members and *ommunity-control

advocates unleashed racial bigotry, saw parents and teaoher-activists,

arrested, and led to intervention by the State Commissioner of Education

and the legislature. Substantial changes in the governance and organization

of the entire school system resulted. As the city watched thesirevents

unfold, official charges of incompetence,. public pleas for improvement,

and failed efforts to negotiate differences were displayed in daily news-

papers, on nightly television news, and national journals throughout the

27
1960s and 1970s.

While intense criticism of publio schools was familiar to New

Yorkersrecall the 1912 Hanus Report and barrages of charges that Superin-

tendents William Maxwelll'and hiS successors absorbed in their tenures--

the recent period differed, because criticism was somehow accompanied by

a hemorrhaging of the public confidence in the schools' capacity to improve

the lot of children. Within this political context of the late 1960s, open

classrooms and alternative schools popped up like mushrooms after a rain.

A vignette of a school program getting underway one morning in Harlem's

P.S. 123.

At 9:30 A.M. teacher aides and student teachers begin, to line the
small, L- shaped section of the corridor with tables and chairs. Out

of.. storage re" they bring out boxes full of materials and spread
the contents on the tables. There are scales, Cuisenaire rods, water
vessels, musical instruments, a doeen different kind of math puzzles,
_counting devices, hexagons, trapezoids:animals, clay.... Singly,

and in pairs, threes and fours, children filter into the corridor
from five classrooms, the doors of which are open and inside Which
teachers are conducting lessons

The corridor has become another kind of place. Some children move
directly to activities, having learned the corridor's offerings.
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Others, sometiees with a trieitd in tow, shop around before settling
down to one thing.... At one table a four year old girl is sumipti.

lett** a game about people, identifying relationship*. Behind, a six
year old has spread herielf on i peeie eowasprint on-the floor

while a student teacher tracesehar.form in crayon, !Isiah she will

then measure in blocks and hang on the well

Other children are pacing off distances, measuring with string....
A few feet away a group of four has been worktm steadily for an hour

weighing shoes....

Children return to their classes, others come out, work'continues
in all the rooms.... Inside the room, run along formal lines, there

is striking absence of restlessness. Children are hard at lark
despite the woods and movements from the corridor. In' Warp contrast,

Jp second graKolass next door operates informally in small clusters

of children...4. BY 11 A.M. the corridor begins to clear. Materials,

tables, and chairs have been returned to their storeroom. Left on the
corridor walls are the paper cutouts of children figure's. 24

This description of the first Open Corridor program, as gently

and astutely introduced by City College of New York. Professor

Lillian Weber in 1967, illustrates another variation of informal

education adapted to Americai. conditions. Weber had spent a year and a half
24

visiting British primary schools and had written about them.

In 1967 she found an opportunity in P.S. 123 to apply her ideas of'

informal schooling by placing student teachers there and in nearby schools.

In subsequent years. Weber pursued her convictions about the central import-

ance of the teacher as decision - maker, teachers joining the program volunt.

arilOnformal classrooms composed of children with different abilities, and

a deep aversion to labels about openness.Her strategy of change, working MB a

professor and later as director of a center for informal education--both

outsi e o the school system- -was encouraging a series of small

changes token individually and voluntarily by teachers and schools,

to produce, over time, transformed teacher and school. Never, she said,

"was it our intention to convince the whole New York City school system that

they should go this way. Instead, she wanted to work in a small wely.to
30

create an exemplar of what could be possible in the public schools...."

c;
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From five kindergarten-second grade teachers in P.S. 123, a network

of contacts spread outward in Manhattan until in 1971 ten schools and RO

classrooms were formally linked to Weber's City College Advisory Service

to Open Corridors which became the Workshop Center for Open Education. Four

years later, an inventory of schools and teachers affiliated with the

Open Corridors program listed 17 schools and 156 teachers with almost
31

4000 children in classes.

By 1978 when Veber's friends and admirers, including Charles Silberman

and Vito Perrone, gathered to celebrate a decade of her investment in in-

formal education, 26 elementary and two secondary schools had 200 teachers

with almost 5000 children in open classrooms tied directly to City College.

In addition, over a thousand teachers, aides, principals, and parents
32

visited the Workshop Center annually.

.Elsewhere in the city, whole schools and individual teachers .adopted

versions of the open classroom on their own initiative or with the helpitf

of other privately and publicly-funded groups working out of universities

and store fronts. Other teachers, unaware of the innovations or determined

to construct a form of open classroom tailored to their style and students,

CUP

just went ahead and did it. While Herb Kohl and Gloria Channon wrote books

about their personal odysseys in suncertainly opening up their classrooms,

other teachers wrote of similar journeys--some of then painfully
33

unsuccessfulin Masters' theses.

Between 1970-1973 national interest in open classrooms surged forward.

Locally, a similar welling up of enthusiasm among parents and teachers

occurred amidst the heavy emotional fallout from the 196R-1969 school year

of three teacher strikes and the creation of over thirty immunity school
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districts. It occurred also in the midst of a year -long national search for

a ptson to assume the newly-oreeted top post of Chancellor. Afterlargent

Sbriver, ArthOr Goldberg, Ramsey Clark,, and Ralph Ranchosell national ,

figureshad turned down the. Board of Education, Hervey Sctibner, Vermont's
.

34

Commissioner of Education, accepted theiinst in 1970.
&

During terse turbulent years, the naming of Scribner as Chancellor

and the forthright public position taken by United Federation of Teachers'

Albert Shenker in favor of informal education intersected neatly for a moment

in time, raising hopes for the futOre of qpen classrooms in the city.

Fifty-six year old Hervey Soribner, former rural Maine teacher and

Teaneck (New Jersey) superintendent prior to his stint in Vermont, rang all

the bells that informal classroom enthusiasts wanted desperately to hoer.

His "Vermont Design for Education" (1968) laid out seventeen objectives

that captured the main tenets of informal education. Re'quoted John Holt

in his speeohs. Reset with Gloria Channon, a fifth grade teacher

and author of a book on her conversion to open classrooms. He drew often

upon his experience as a rural teacher whic tried to get out of the way of

students who wonted to learn, as he often said. "There is no one design of

education that can serve the needs of all people," he told a reporter. "We

must give children an opportunity -to learn id their particular manner," he

said, "to proceed at their own rate, to work at their own level. We must

35
give them many alternatives."

Pledging to make decentralization work and to reform schooling in order

to produce more choices for students in classrooms and schools, Soribner

visited schoolse.spoke to teachers and administrators frequently, and

sought out like-minded people in the city in an effort to build coalitions

36
for change.

Working the other side of the street, Albert Spanker said to a reporter:
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intend to get"teschers to read Silberman (Crisis in the Classroom)

and see him as a hero, a,constructive critic." Ehdoriing thinfOrmal class-

room as a vehicle 'tor reforming schools, the toolbar union president pledged

tb inform union leadership of the merits of *pea elassrooms, sponsor

4

oommunity-forums, add, iupport system-Wide effgrts in that

dOection. At a later oity-wide meeting oeteachers, Shenker urged that

parents bb permitted to "shop around" to find.anhopen classroom. The

Awe Chancellor and savvy union president publicly supporting infbrmal

education was, inded, a special moment. yt lested no longer then a sand

37

castle in the incoming tide.'

Two and a half years into the job, Scribner announoed he would leave

the post when his contract ended in June, 1973. Hi. explanation: "a widen-

ing gap of confidence" between the Board of Education wit himself. Trying

to reform the New York City schools, Scribner discovered, was akin

to trying to turn around the liner Queen Elizabeth 2 in the East River. Ry

1973, even before Scribner left, Shanker4 public statements on the joys

of open classrooms were hard to locate. Ry 1975, union-supported Teacher

Centers largely ignored informal classrooms as appropriate targets for

teacher change. Budget cuts, ballooning class sizes, staff firings, shifting

teachers to other assignments, far more emphasis on improving test scores,

and basics skills instruction replaced talk about reform and informal class -
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rooms.

Why the brief moment of reform hopes disappeared is of much interest to

me but is of less importance in this study than determining What most teach-

ers did in their classrooms while talk from Union leaders and administrators

concentrated upon opening up classrooms and alternatives. Evidence that

hundreds of teachers began centers, rearranged furniture, provisioned

their rooms, taught email groups, and prized student participation has been



presented. 80 there were over 600 elementary schools and over 25,000 .

teachers To what extent did elements of open classroopp appear among them?

The answer hers is similar to thp one, offered before on progressive print-

ices two generations earlier. Definitions of openness varied; teachers

were selective in What they introduced; and the pattern of adoption was

uneven in schools-41oser to the spattering of ink than an inkblot.

What can be said with a modest degree of confidence is that the spread

of open classrooms, however defined and impleierted did not exceed the

generous 255 of teachers estimated by Loftus as were using activity methods

in their classrooms just prior to World War II. Recall that Re 'Bede his

fa.i/imate after years of high interest and a /40dr-formal experiment

sanctioned and promoted by the Superintendent and staff that involved over

75,000 children in nearly Seventy schools.

Scribner served less than three years; he shaped no explicit and sus-
.,

tained set of policieS and' organizational procedures; nor did his ideas

enjoy widespread support among central administration and middle-level

managers. Words were simply insufficient to %enerate changes beyond lin

Livingston St. Also, a general political instability pervaded the system

with the birth of thirty community school districts coming ih the backwash

of acrimonious teacher strikes. Thus no organizational drive for adopting

open classrooms existekl. Lacking a formal institutional framework, that could

boost open classrooms, teachers embriced informal practices on an ad hoc,

scattered basis, finding ow;asional support in colleges, private groups,

or cadres of like-minded individuals elselhere in the system. flow many

schools and hoi many teeohera eventually implemented open classroom

practices is impossible to determine with any precision since no formal

-classroom survey was ever undertaken in the 1967-1975 period.

If a survey had tmmn-done and it showed that more than one teacher in four

247



orflite had maintained-an open classrOom, even defined broadly, I would have

asked for a recount.. The basii,for eis estimate is narrow, Weever. While,

City College; Ferdham, !beam College, Monk Street. and the Creative Teach-

ding Workshop' were actite id spreading informal classroom techniques, data

for the Open Corridors is available and provides some basis for an estimate.

In the 17 elementary schools in 1975 where OpenCorridors existed there was

a total student population of about 13,000 and arpund 550 teachers. Of that

population, over 3000 students and 150 teachers were part of the program.By

1978, in 26 elementary schools linked with *drkshop on Open Education there

were 390Q children and 180 teachers involved in the program. These schools

had an, estimated 21,000 children and BOO teaohers.-And this level of in-
.

volvement was in schools Where one would expect diffusion to be.contaKious

since non-open classroom teachers worked next to colleagues heavily in-

volved in the program. No doubt sole schools had heavy participation he.

cause of the length of time the school had been associated with' City
39

College and other schools may have recently joined.

In other schools across the city where teachers looked outside support

from a university or advisers the level of involvement, I would guess, was
9

.Lower . None df this is to suggest that the influence of the Workshop,

. on Open Education and similar efforts was insubstantial. Teachers trained

in Open Corridors took administrative posts throughout the system and

worked elsewhere in school programs te.g.Teaoher Centers) . Also, when funding

was out for Open Corridors advisers, community boards often found accbunts
40

elsewberein the budget to continue the 'work of consultants.

Another baits for the estimate comes from the numerous reports I have

read of New York City teachers in these years and how they - wrestled with

. the daily issues of steering 30 or more students through a half-doxen

subjects in self - contained classrooms. Some of these teachers, intrigued
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by talk about idformal claasrooms, gingerly tried some techniques; most

:seemed too busy, too exhausted, too intimidated by superiors, too intent

upon surviingeor 1y disagreed with the directionjhey hesitated to try

out new approaches that required.freparation of materials, more contact

children in and out of the classroom, and pdasibly extra time et home rking

on classroom tasks.

In the late 1960s, a number of teacher accounts described conditions

under which teachers taught and whet they did in their classrooms. The

school Gerald Levy wrote about in Ghetto School located in a mid-town

slua,had 1300 children and seventktesohers, hale of whom were inexperienced

and newly-appOilted. He records passionately, and with such disgust how they

stumbled through 1967-1968, a year marked by a wildcat teacher's strike, pa-

rent action, and administrative fecklessness. Order replaced learning as the

primary goal. Except for the kindergarten teacher and one second grade

teacher, instruction was a series of mindless routines designed, he said,'

to keep children quiet and busy at-their desks. Needing like a topsy-turvy

version of Joseph Rice's dreary chronicles of drew York classrooms seven

decades earlier, the book portrays both children and teachers with a
41

strong distaste for schools.

Gloria Channon's frank description of how she'introduced twenty-two

Harlem fifth graders to. an open..classroom in - 1967=.1 968 contains unsparing

administrative memos and observations drawn from a painful internal

struggle to free herself of a mind-set that a dozen years in New York

schools had imprinted upon her. From the Staff Bulletin, a lin Livingston

publication, of January 31, 196R:

,During recitation lessons, pupils should raise hands to indicate
desire to make a contribution, they should be encouraged to speak

in full sentences....

.Pupils must ask permission to go to the bathroom
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'Gum chewing is torbidden.anywhere in the school building. The teacher_

must set the example....

.Pupils should empty their desks regularly under the routine super-
.

vision of teacher and everything other than approved books and

materials should be discarded on the-spot or taken home at 42

Channon observed that by the third grade the Mew'York ourrioulum "gets

whipped into shape."

Children sit at their desks for hours. Notebooks and-textbooks be-

come the main focus of their activity . Lessons are formally organized

into spelling, penmanship, reading, composition, and math. Silence

and good behavior are at s'premium, now as never before. 43 .

In another Harlem' school of 1350 children, Donna Deftetani.chronicled

her experiences in a building dominated by a principal she feared and Where

parents were pushing for open classroomi in 1972--her third as a teacher.

Her frankness is disarming. DeGeetano described her reactions to a formal

oobservation by her principal.

Knowing that she was to, observe you teaching resulted in such

actions as adjusting shades to regulation height, picking up stray

pieces of paper dropped on the floor, bringing your bulletin
boards up to date, and prepping the children on their behavior....

I admit I was a'coward, cowed by an authority I did not believe ,

in but had-not the strength to challenge. *5

After this principal retieed, four teachers (of about thirty) in

grades 1-3 opened up their classrooms slowly through centers and activities

chosen by students for an hour or so a day. Proud as she was of her

progress, the weight of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests bore down on

the teacher. "Too often the cloud of achievement tests," she wrote, "press-

urea teachers into compromises.... I know I will teach my children how to

take the Test, although I realize this is basically against what / believe

in." Why did she succuab to the pressure?

I do not-have the energy nor, at this point, the willingness

to fight the system. I know the scores of open education classed
in our school will be compared,with those,of traditional olasses.

The ockparison is itself fallacious. I know that But most

parents don't. Pinny administrators don't and'the system doesn't. 45

In a nearby school similar to DeGeetani's, Alicia Montalvo kept a

S
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diary of her third year as a primary teacher in 1971-1972. The six other

first grade teachers had classes "conducted in the traditional manner. Each

child has an assigned seat and all tables fee* the front of the room." /.

In Order to *tart an open olassrocii, a "Bonk Stieet" one as she defined it,

"I had to get special permission from the principal." Because she often

stayed after 3:00--the time in the contract that teachers could leave

school--to prepare materials end ohmse centers, the principal called her

in to say that she had to leave by 3:30 because no one could be responsible

for her after that time. "I really don't know if this whole Wes of
e

mine is worth the effort," she wrote in her diary for that day, "I'm so

disgusted." She got even angrier later in the year when she switched the

children from their work with Cuisenaire rods to the conventional way of

teaching addition and subtraction after the principal told her that "the

children were going to be tested to see whether or not they were learning
46

in the open classroom."

In P.S. 198 (Manhattan), Dorothy :"roughs, fourth grade teacher of

thirty students, unlike her.colleagues described above, enjoyed an easy-

going relationship with her principal. In a unique series of almost,a

dozen articles for the New York Times, Joseph Lelyveld spent an entire
47

school year (1970 -1971)periodically visiting Borough's class.

"A brisk, energetic, and strongly committed young teacher who is

usually among the first at school to punch in," Lelyveld described Boroughs'

. as a teacher dedicated to getting children to read at Or above the. fourth

grade- level. He described her when she laughed, scolded, pleaded with

children, and showered then with a mixture of touching praise and earnest

demands. The children responded with openness and seriousness, if not

outright affection for their teacher. Students sat at clustered desks facing

one another, working individually, in small groups or as an entire



class on tasks that the teacher had assigned. High teacher expectations

for achievement and behavior were evident daily in a vibrant chars that few

48
children could resit*.

Lelyveld also provides a glimpse of some organizational processes that

affect how and what Boroughs did. Take, _for example, the visit of her

supervisor, assistant principal Edmund Fried, to evaluate her teaching of

a social studies lesson. Sitting in the back of the room, Boroughs gave his

the daily plan composed of the aims, procedures, and activities that ape'

intended to follow as she taught the lesson.

Miss Boroughs had been worrying about the lesson plan for a
week (Lelyveld writes) but had not actually omitted any thoughts
to paper until the lunch hour that day. Normally she prepares
lesson plans to satisfy the demands of her supervisor but never
works from them.... 49

After teaching the lesson on explorers, Boroughs brought the period

to. a close with the question: "why are we studying the explorers?"

'Because he's here to watch,' said Shaun Sheppard knowingly, nodding
in the direction of W. Fried.

'Fooled you, Shaun,' the assistant principal declared, 'I know about

them already.'

On his way out, Mr. Fried noted that Pizzaro was the only Spanigb
explorer mentioned in the text who had not been mentioned in the
lesson. He told Miss Boroughs that later on he would go over with
her the comments that filled two sheets on his clipboard. 50

Or consider Boroughs exposure to the open classroom. In the storing

semester she had signed up with a handful of other P.S. 198 teachers to

,take an after-school course on open classrooms offered by Hunter College.

It

After hearing from her student tea her about three teachers.atPS..42.

on the Lower Eatt Side who had o ned up their classrooms without funds or

outside help, Boroughs got perm lion from her principal to spend a morning:

in these teachers' rooms. The Hunter College class and these visits spurred

Boroughs,"thinking and a mild rearrangement of furniture into one math

corner. When two of the P.S. 42 teachers were invited by the professor to
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speak to the P.S. 198 class, the principal announced on the public address

system that the entire staff of 55 were invited to hear the teachers de-

scribe howthey opened up their elasses.,Teelve teachers, most of whom.
51

were registered for the class, showed up at-the meeting.

Boroughs was interested in an open classroom. *But," Lelyveld wrote,

*she seemed uncertain as to how far or fast she herself would moved in that

direction. By the end of the week, *debate over educational theory had
52

faded: The supreme reality was Spring.°

Not far from P.S. 198, poet Philip Lopste worked in P.S.

in the early 1970s as a writer*charged to help teachers and children to write

creatively. Working in a bilingual, experimental school with open classrooms

Lopate received' advice from a friendly veteran teacher.

This school may look free and groovy on the surface but don't be
fooled, there's a lot of conservative feeling'. Nothing from the
outside will take root at P.S. 90 unless it's introduced very
cautiously and slowly.

After being in the school for awhile, Lopate noticed some classes were

mostly white while others were predominately Black and Puerto Rican. Denise

Loften explained why.

Denise said the reason for this was that the parents were given a
choice at the beginning of the year whether they wanted to
place their children in 'open' or 'more formal' classrooms. The
white, liberal parents of the Upper West Side tended to select
open classrooms. The parents from ethnic minorities opted more for
traditional classes, feeling that open education might be soft on

basic skills.... 53-

From these teacher and journalist accounts a flavor for the organ!.

zational context, not to mention the larger environment outside of the

school, suggests that versions of open classrooms spread in a hop-scotch

manner, following personal contacts and random information, yet seldom

dominating an entire school.

Supporting this observation are limited data drawn from over thirty

elementary classroom descriptions from across the city.
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. The graph shows that student-oenterbd practices **purred in over half

of the classes in furniture arrangement and student movement but

in grouping for 'instruction and classrooms tasks in. no more than one-guarter

of the classrooms did these practices appear. Two items,

however, are interesting. The substantial percentages of a mixed

pattern that turn up under group instruction and classroom activities;

the number of classrooms that contained at least one learning °enter.

I have already mentioned the problems accompanying any attempt to determine

the spread among teachers of informal practices. These figures support the

point that teachers were particular in what they chose to pyt into practice..''

Given the limits to the data I presented, it would still be fair to

say that open classrooms, at varying stages of development, dotted the

school map of the city in these peak years of interest in informal class-

rooms. But these dots probably didn't add up to more than one teacher in

four or five. What about high schools?

Regular and Alternative High Schools

Alternative schools were not simply the secondary counterpart

to open classrooms, although there were similarities. The roots of alterna-

tive high schools differed somewhat from the spumes of informal education.

These roots were located in student protest against university programs,

Vietnam, civil rights concerns, and a melange of issues that cisme together

in the late 1960s like metal filings hugging a magnet. Protest filtered down

to high schools. Growing disaffection with high school rules and behavior,

bigness, conventional instruction, a lack of participation in deCisions,

and a curriculum viewed-as alien to current youth concerns found expression

in student boycotts, undergr',und newspapers, drop-outs, and the establish-
54

sent of private and public alternative schools.
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Murray Need (Newton,Massachusetts) and New York's Harlem Prep opened

their doors in 196T. Wilson Open Campus School (Mankato, Minnesota) began

in 1968 and, a year later, Philadelphia's Partway program sent students,

-throughout the city to learn. At the height of the movement hundreds of

secondary alternative schools had been created by 1972. Hut the

mortality rate ran high. Still, by 1975, pmblio alternative secondary

schools were a fact of life that most school systems accepted and, in a
SS

number of instances, nurtured.

Schools without wells where the,city is the classroom, store -front

schools, mini-schools within larger conventional high schools, theme or

magnet schools (e.g. arts, scienceeetc.).--all fall under the heading of

alternative high schools. I do exclude vocational, continuation and other

schools targeted on certain groups of students, most of which were

established prior to 1965.

No easy generalisation, then, can capture the diversity in these schools.

A number of oommonalities, however, existed.

. school as community

. teacher as advisor

. active rather than passive learning

. student participation" in major decision-making

. needs and experiences of students incorporated into curriculum
and instruction. 56

Varying greatly, individual high schools stressed some of these:. themes

more than others. Nonetheless, in size, climate, teachers advising students,

and curricular decision - making -- particularly in constructing elective

coursesand ideological commitment, alternatives differed from regular
57

high schools.

What about instruction? With the individual student,

active learning, and curricular choice paramount values in alternative

257
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schools, what teaching practices occurred? Most of the research on alterna-

tive high schools has concentrated upon issues of governesses, curriculum,

composition of student body, studeatteacher relationships, organisational
58

processes; very little attention has been paid to pedagogy.

What little has been done stresses diversity in teaching methods. David

Moore tor example, cites, the range of practice that he observed and gather-

ed from the limited research: teacher-directed, programmed instruction, to

"relatively formless, collaborative investigations and activities." Die-

(suasion is the preferred teaching method, he notes. "COriouslyew he writes,

"lecturing happens more than one might imagine, but open talk is far more

common." Frequent field trips, guest speakers, films, and group work are

commonly used, according to Moore. Still "tesohers often take the primary

responsibility for designing and supplying - materials for courses." His

interviews with students uncovered that they wanted "instructors to assume

that role." Moore notes that there may be less innovative teaching practice

in of itself but the frequency and the mix of these practises may be new
59

in American educatioo."

Den Duke visited and studied six alternative secondary schools. In

instructional grouping he found mixed ability grouping in all six. Teachers

used a variety of classroom groupings, with small group and independent

study common to all but one of the schools. When he looked at teaching

practioes.he found that half of the aqhoolz had special rooms set aside for

students to work with tutors or individually. None, however, has "creative

room arrangements," i.e. learning centers, chairs arranged to increase

student exohanges,etc. One high school had team teaching and one used

older students to tutor younger ones. For student evaluation, three

schools used fixed scales that students were measured against; yet fmr more

stress woo reported to be ont individual, non.omapetitive grading. In tolling
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parents how students were doing in school, four alternative schools used

portfolios of what students had produced and teacher-parent conferences.

Aiter reviewing the results and the history of instructional reform, Duke

concluded that "contemporary alternative schools do not constitute
60

pedagogical revolution."

In New York City, alternative schools became an official plank. in

Harvey Scribner's platform to improve the city's high schoOls. Scribner

iwas in charge of over 100 academic and vocational high schools enrolling

over 300,000 students in the early 1970s. The academic high schools were

large by any standard. Most ranged from three to four thousand students with

175 to 215 teachers on the faculty. Amonw the smaller schools were the

vocational ones which enrolled between 1500 to 2000 studeRts; among the

larger schools in 1971 were John Jay (Brooklyn) with 5600 students,

Louis Brandeis (Manhattan) with nearly 6000 , and DeWitt Clinton (Bronx),

the largest New York high school, with almost 7000 students--all male.

Ethnic composition in the high schools (1971) was:

white 50.9%
Black 29.5
Puerto Rican 15.1

Oriental 1.4

Other 3.1

Daily attendance for academic high schools was 77( of the student body.

Almost one of every three students read two or more years below grade level.

Yet nearly eight out of ten graduates applied to either junior or four
61

year colleges.

The new Chancellor directed a massive operation. Yet even prior to

Scribner's arrival, a number of privately-funded store-front schools,

established through private efforts, aimed at salvaging able students who

had been either pushed out or dropped out:' of regular high schools.

The New York Urban Coalition and the Urban League, using funds raised



from banes. and corporations, established networks of these

schools in low-income, minority areas of the city. As the

grants ended, the private groups negotiated with the Boardof Education to

install them in the regular high sohoolsp mini.schools. Such schools had

75 -125 students with separate staffing and rooms in the main building or

in churches and rented facilities nearby, such as HiraWbee Prep in Charles

-Evans Hughes High School (Henhattan). Wingate Prep in the school of the

same demo (Brooklyn), and Huron High School, itself divided into fourteen
62

semi-autonamous mini-spools. E.

Under Scribner and his successor* these mini-schools and separate altera-

tive schools spread throughout the system so that by 1975 there were eleven

alternative schools enrolling 4000 students .and 90 mini-schools in all

five boroughs of the city with about 6500 students. In addition there were

a number of alternative programs, located in schools and central offices,

aimed at talented students. The executive High School Internship program,

Erasmus Hall's Institute of Music and Art, and Julia Richman High School's

Talent Unlimited program are examples of such programs. By 1976, all

of these alternatives including mint-schOols enrolled almost 16,000 students
63

or about 5% of all, high school youth.

The range of options, as mentionotearlier, was broad. Most mini- schools

were last-ditch efforts to save students feel dropping out, to recruit

truants back to school and to upgrade marginally ocedemio,but able,young men

and women who found it difficult to adjust to regular high schools. Small

classes of less than 25 students, with teachers who listen, make demands

and didn't mind being called by their first names, street workers who would If%

see students at home or at their job--these and other traits
69

marked many of these mini-schools.

The eleven alternative schools in 1976 included the City-As- Schools
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the Mew iOrk counterpart to Philadelphia's Parry program, Harlem Prep,

Middle College High School -- linked to. LaGuardia Community College--and
65

Park East High School, a school initially founded.by community groups.

Evidence drawn from journalists who observed over a doken classes at

Wingate Prep, Earambee, George Washington Prep, and Lower East Side Prep

suggest a range of teacher approaches well within the mainstreams of convent-

ional practice. While classes are smaller and less formal, teaching methods

are familiar. A sampling:
. A wide-ranging discussion on the use of drugs, the new state law
on punishing drug pusher, and the impact of peer cultures intensely
engaged students,

. An English class reading a Dorot hy Parker short story about a blind
Black child spoit part of the' period moving around the class
blind-folded prior to discussing the story,

Students reading parts in 6 play written by a contemporary Slack
writer halted periodically for moments of intense,
between the class and teacher,

mo
e . A history class that was a disaster. The teacher lectured, rambled,

apked questions and plunged on with answers to her questions:
students paid little attention, talked among themselves, ignored
teacher warnings. Mercifully, the bell rings, .

. A teacher wrote quadratic' equations on the blackboard shd.
students took notes silently.

. An astronomy lesson was interspersed with questions and answers
on astrology and horoscopes. 66 0

One reporter summed up his impressions of classroom teaching in

mini-schooli: "The classroom instruction and subject matter are not

essentially different from What might be found in many conventional high

schools." What was different in these ,alternatives was size of the

sohool informalitrin relations between teachers and'students, and
67

governance decisions that often involved students.

In .the conventional academic high schools, patterns of instruction were

like those practiced ih earlier generations. //Located photographs and

written descriptions of 33 teachers in 13 high schools between 1964-1975

Spare as the sample is, the convergence in teaching patterns it striking.

I

f



Teaching the entire class as group almost always, the teacher

talking almost two - thirds of the time, hardly any student movement within

the room, and most class activities built around students listening, writing

watchinceto.--this is teacher- centered instruction writ lam.

Profiles of two high.schools, including extensive classroom observations

by New York Times reporters offer additional data to the 33 that I

collected. Reporter William Stevens produced an in-depth article in 1971

on John Boyne High School (Queens), a school with a faculty of 200 for

3100 students, of whom 75% went to either a two- we four-year college.

Ethnically, Boyne was 65% white and 30% Kook, most of wham came as a result
68

of a Board desegregation plan.

Stevens sat in classrooms. He contrasted a radio electronics class

taught by Physics teacher Norman Hessel, where-students individually and en.

thusiastically built,radios, piece by plead', and a math class that gives

any teacher a sweaty nightmare--students throwing spitballs at one another,

playing cards, walking around the room, ignoring the teacher's directions.

"This year," Stevens wrote, "Bowne has been preoccupied with show to

create more situations like that in Hessel's class and change scenes like
69

those in the mathematics class."

Bowne had nearly 500 classes a day in about 75 different subjects..The

day was sliced up into nine forty-mihute periods. Solid discussions get

going,-teachers reported, and the bell outs them off. While the scheduling

of time aft instruction, teachers also pointed out to Stevens that

"traditional teaching approaches" drive students into boredom. "If we were

ever to teach sex the way we teach other things, " one teacher remarked,

"it would go out of style." And Stevens, after sitting in a number-or

classes, said that "the teacher is at the front of the class attempting to

interest everyone in the same subject at the same time."

fa`
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Hard as that'is.to do, teachers continued to do it. The.sociSl

studies department chairman told Stevens that each lesson is supposed to

`"*.--' have a specific objective and the sort of questions-that provoke students

to think,,to spark students into participating in classroom discussions.

One teacher in that department said that if he had one-third of
70

his class participating, he judged the lesson a success.

Efforts to individualize instruction through inpippendent study and

small groups were undermxy, according to principal Ruse Jay; "our

success has been minimal, but not zero." Many teachers, Stevens said,
71

still believe that "a quiet classroom is by definition good."

William Stevens also spent a week shadowing a Harlem ninth grader

who attended John F. Kennedy (Bronx) , a new (197?) eight-story high school

with 1800 freshmen and.sophamores that would grow in enrollment to almost

5000 as it absorbed more grades. Fifteen year old Natalie Wright was part

of the 40% of the school that was Black. The rest of the school was roughly

divided between white and Hispanic students. Stevens' casements and Netalie's

observations of her academic classes follow:

.Introductory Physical Science. The science teacher paired off students
to work on a second run-through of an experiment on the conservation
of mass. They heated sealed test tubes of copper and sulphur, weighed,
and recorded it. They spent two days on the experiment because the
teacher was trying to get the class to graph the results. "Very boring
to Natalie." Stevens wrote, because she had learned conservation of
mass in junior high school.

.Algebra. "Happy class." Natalie worked. on polynaminal multiplication
problems all period as the teacher circulated through the class helping
individual students. After Natalie_ finished, she began helping other
students. "I just like it," she replied to Stevens' question about her
interest in Algebra.

'Social studies. Natalie is bored on Monday. She couldn't care less
.711776Giiiithinals civil service system or their scholar-gentry
class. On Wednesday, students and teacher got into a lively discussion
of civil service, facia/ status, and class mobility.

:Spanish. Natalie had failed class in first nine weeks. Teachers were
switched. The lesson on Monday was based upon a story of a meeting
between a tourist and hotel clerk. Using a "Peanuts" cartoon. the
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teacher asked questions in Spanish and the class chorused replies.

.Creative Writing. Twitcher introduced onomatopoets. Question and
answers exchanges occurred after teacher explanation. When teacher
asked for examples, claim exploded bath a "oscaphony of bangs, meows,
buzzes, bow-wows, swishes, jingles, moos, oinks.... Much hilarity."

."2:45 P.M. Bell. Liberation."

Stevens summarized two entire days of olaises with the laconic: "Tuesday was
72

the same as yesterday," or "classes were the same."

Except for science where laboratory work had Natalie and a classmate

paired off, the other four classes were taught as a whole group. Discussion

or a mild form of recitation were the primary means of exchanging

information. Seatwork took up one entire period. Little student movement

was apparent, except for science. Each lesson was structured, directed,

and moved along by the teacher who covered the content. Teaching through

a textbook was common. As another J.F. Kennedy teacher put it a few years
73

later, "I have always felt that the best teaching machine is a book."

Stevens' narrative of two high schools overlap the 33 descriptions I

gathered. Teacher-centered patterns of instruction dominated both convent-

ional and mini-school classes with some variations in degree and frequency

-of particular practices being evident.

About the same time that Steven's account appeared, Scribner had

announced his resignation. Within a year Irving Anker, a New York City

educator of thirty-eight years service who had risen through the ranks as

most of his predecessors, assumed the Chancellorship. Improving test scores

and accountability were the new buzz words circulating among insiders in

the mid-1970s. Automatic promotions were abolished. Tougher standards for

reading performance were instituted before promotion to a higher grade

would be permitted. Open classrooms were no longer a hot topic. With the

onset of severe budget cuts in 1975, survival replaced talk about reform.

266.
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The fiscal emergency that jolted New York like a dash of cold water

drove public officials to cut back severely all government agencies, but

especially, the public schools.; Teacher lay.4ffs crippled programs. An Open

Corridor school (P.S. 84) had 26 of '52 teachers pink-slipped. The ripple

effects of layoffeihipped teachers with more seniority to vacancies

in schools where teachers with less years in the system, many of

whom were Black and Hispanic, had been fired. Massive staff dislocation

aborted many infant efforts at opening up classrooms. Class size ballooned

beyond the contractuil limits of 32 and 14 students in elementary and

secondary-schools, respectively. Aides were let go. Counselors and special

teachers were cut. Larger classes and less help added up to rurther plunges

in teacher morale. Not exactly the kind of climate that nourished teacher

initiative, risk-taking, putting out extra effort, or a spirit of

75

innovation.

Yet in 1981, P.S. 84 and a number of other elementary schools, with

a decade of history in Open Corridors and informal education, still re-

tained those classrooms. While the numbers of teachers and principals

appear to be fewer than a decade ago, that such efforts survived, indeed,

flourished in an indifferent, if not hostile, environment is a testimon-

ial to the tenacity of teachers and administrators.

At the secondary level, alternative high schools and mini-schools, also

hit hard by retrenchment, survived quite well. Tn 1979, 11 alternative

high schools enrolling almost 5000 students were still operating, exclud-

ing many students enrolled in mini-schools lodged in senior highs(e. g.
76

Seward Park High School, James Monroe High School, Haaren High School).

Turn now to Washington,D.C. in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Veteran school-watchers had never seen a year like 1967. In April,
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teachers voted 3-2 to have the Smerican Federation of Teachers represent

;

them at the bargaining table. eacher unions had arrived in a non-union

town. In Juni, for the first t me in the histiory of the District schools

judicial appointments created la Board of Education With a majority

of Black members, most of whom actively opposed the policies of Carl

Hansen, school chief for nine ears. Later in the same month; a year-long,

quarter-million dollar study by Teachers College of the entire school

system was released. The study severely criticised the Superintendent's

policies, the largely ineffective and inappropriate instructional pro-
,

gram,and called for an end to the four -track system of grouping students.

The very same day, federal Judge J. Skelly Wright reiadered a 1R3 -page

decision in the Hobsonv. Hansen suit. He ordered an end to the track

system, the busing of Black children from overcrowded sdhools to near -

empty white schools west of Rock Creek Park, and faculty integration.

Within two weeks, the Board decided not to appeal the Wright decision and

asked the Superintendent to implement the court order. Instead,

Carl Hansen, father of the Amidon Plan, a tightly-structured

program that placed the teacher at the center of instruction, and the

Four-Track system, resigned. Indeed, the events of 1967 shook the D.C.

system by the scruff of the neck, unnerving the organization profoundly in
77

the decade that followed.

One benchmark of the subsequent instability is increased super-

intendent turnover. For almost a half-century (1920-1967), four superin-

tendents served the District: Frank Ballou, Robert Haycock, Hobart

Corning, and Carl Hansen. Yet in just over a decade (196R .101p). six

school chiefs moved in and out of the large twelfth floor office in

the downtown Presidential Building.

Demography, court decisions, sad political change
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explain the turmoil at the top. The school system had grown

from over 90,000 students in 1940 to 150,000 in 1967, of whom more than

90% were Slack. Almost 8000 teachers worked in nearly 140 sohools(1467).

Washington was the largest predominately Black school system in the

nation. Although the Bolling v. Sharpe decision, the District's count.

erpart to Brown v. Board of Education required desegregation of schools in

1955 when nearly two of three children were Black, whites continued to leave

the school system as they had been doing since World War II. As these white

students were replaced by newcomers from the South, desegregation generated

much attention from the media and civic groups for its bolio value but a,

decade after the Bolling there were only 15,000 white chi dren

in a school system of 150,000 students, most of whom were caught in a web
78

of poverty. By 1967, other concerns shoved aside desegregation as an issue.

By the late 1060s and early 1970s, educating Mack children to perform

well slowly replaced desegregation as the fundamental issue facing the

schools. Rut the goal's.clarity and its pursuit often went astray

after 1968 when Congress, in the backwash of widescale rioting triggered

by the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., passed a series of laws

that gave pieces, of home rule to the District government. In addition,

the goal got muddied in the intense efforts of administrators to comply

with the judicial decree of the Hobson v. Hansen decision that mandated

the transferi of teachers in the middleol the school year to permit

equitable allocation of resources to all schools. Such massive transfers
7Q

of teachers disrupted school programs for the rest of the school year.

Electoral politics came to. D.C. initially with an

elected Board of Education in 1968; anything connected with schools

became contested items. The new, ard'is search for a superintendent to

replace Hansen produced William Manning from Lansing, Michigan. He lasted
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less than two years. His successor, a Detroit administrators beoeme the

first Black to head a big -city school system in the nation. Hugh Scott

appointed in 1970, came just at the time that the School Board independently

had arranged with Kennisth Clark, urban schools' critic, psychologist,

and member of the New York state Board of Regents, to put into the schools

his program design to improve District education. The Clark Plan,

an effort that focused the school system's energies on the teaching of

reeding and improving academic achievement, was handed to Scott to

implement. The plan met stiff resistance from the teachers' union because

of testing requirements and less-than-subtle hints by school officials

that teachers might be evaluated on the basis of test results. Constant

bickering between school board members, union threats to strike, and

bureaucratic foul-ups over executing the Wright decree buried the plan by
RO

1972 and Scott exited less than a year later.

Scott lasted less than three years. Hisciuccessor a Chicago school

administrator, believed deeply in active citizen participation in the

governance and operation of schools, the empowerment of Black people, and

the positive benefits of conflict. Barbara Sizemore had the two-fold

distinction of being the first female superintendent of the District

and the first superintendent fired after a public hearing of the Board of

Education. Sizemore had been superintendent two years.

The swinging -door superintendency halted with Vincent Weed's appoint-

ment in 1975. An insider who had risen through the ranks, served

as a high school principal, and had been a top lieutenant of the

three superintendents who followed Hansen, Reed re-established managerial

order to a system that was in profound organizational disarray after the

whiplashing of entering and exiting administrators. In 1976, he launched a

comprehensive program called the Competency -Based ,Curriculum(CBC).A massive
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staff development program that trained thousands of staff members how

to set lesson objectives, devise instructional strategies to achieve

objectives, and assess results of classroom instruction during

the year. In-service sessions, three-pound manuals of directions

distributed to the instructional staff, elaborate explanations to the

public, tactics to boost staff morale were various strategies

pursued in implementing CRC. A slim majority of the Heard approved Reed's

direction, including the end or social promotion and the setting of

minimal levels of competency that students had to demonstrate before

they could be promoted. In 1980, after a number of public displays

of superintendent-board friction and a deep split in the Board

over Reed's plans to create a high school,for the gifted and other
81

issues, the Superintendent took an early retirement.

This brief summary of. organizational instability at tne top between

1967-1980 sets the stage for examining what occurred within schools amid

turbulent Hoard-Superintendent politics and the inevitable confusion of

green and red signals given to principals and teachers on where to go

and when to stop. A snapshot of where the entire system was in 1966-1957

at the onset of this period of turmoil comes from the Teachers College

study called the Passow Report, after Study Director A. Harry Passow who,
P.

with nearly two hundred staff members, conducted the year-long survey.

After two decades under Carl Hansen and Frank Ballou's immediate

successors, Passow found the schools ifl need of fundamental changes if

Washington was to create a "Model Urban School System"--the formal title

of the study. The shortcomings of the system documented in the 593-page

study gave little comfort to Hansen or his supporters when they read it.

.a low-level of scholastic achievement.
.a

.grouping procedures which have been honored in the breach
as often as dbserved in practice....

271
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. 0 curriculum which, with certain exceptions, has not been
especially developed for or adapted to an urban population....

'central administrative organisation whioh combined overoonoen-

tration of responsibilities in some areas and proliferation and

overlap in others....

Nor did any of the conclusions on the instructional program throw
83

bouquets at achbol officials.

Teachers were "inadequately prepared." Pressures to staff

classrooms "at all costs" have led the school board to hire hundreds of

temporary teachers over the years. "The presence of so many ill - qualified

teachers," Passow concluded, "no doubt accounts for the many teachers -

who, according to classroom observers, are ritualistic, superficial in

presenting subject matter, and fearful of the normal activities, of
R4

teachers."

Curriculum was narrow. Schools "stripped subjects to their most

formal and least meaningful aspects." In teaching reading the narrowness

reached its peak in a program that "construed reading as word-recognition

and word recognition as phonics, thus turning reading into a program of

ritual code-breaking...." Other elementary school subjects "are either

given short shrift or detoured into further exercises in reading." Yet
R5

test results show "not enough children doe.in fact, learn to read well."

Tracking was ineffective. After reviewing student achievement, the

numbers of'elementary and secondary students that were in the different

tracks, what movement occurred between tracks, the task force studyin4

tracking concluded that "there are sufficient inequities, inconsistencies,

and inadequacies to warrant its abandonement."

And classroom! teaching? Twenty-three experienced teachers and adminis-

trators trained in observing classrooms visited 75 teachers in nine

elementary schools selected at randam."The clock Seemed to be in charge

of the classroom," one observer wrote. Daily schedules set who did what,
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when, and under what conditions. Lessons--consistent with the Curriculum

Bulletin on the Amidon Plan--were similar from one classroom to another.
10,

There was little evidence of teachers departing from the spirit of the

Plan or daily schedule."The striking characteristics of these class-

rooms," observers reported, "was the quiet and orderliness.... The

children seem compliant, obedient,and passive." Time was spent mostly on

"drill and reading and phonios,on reading for social studies information,

and on working arithmetic problems."

The general conclusion to be drawn from these observations is
that ... the teachers in Washington have been led ... to place
themselves in a highly directive role.... the child spent most
of his day paying the closest possible attention to his teacher,
following her directions, responding to her questions, obeying her
rules. The children were not encouraged to talk to one another,
either formally or informally.... 87

At the high school, observations were limited and offered even less

comfort to either teachers or administrators.

--Science: "In the main, the teachers lecture and the students
listen. There was minimal pupil-teacher or pupil
pupil interaction."

---Social studies: "In most classrooms, instruction seems to follow
a textbook approach...."

---Foreign language: "Their training for the textbooks, instructional
resources, and the direct method ... needs ... massive
upgrading.

---Mathematicil: "...teachers observed seemed either uncomfortable
with the material they were teaching or oblivious to its
nuances and implications.Wathematics errors or misconcept-
ions occurred frequently.... Continued organization of
large mathematics classes conducted by inept teachers is
a questionable policy." 89

The Passow Study portrayed teaching practices in 1966-1967 at both

elementary and secondary levels as mostly teacher-centered. The study

also referred to some promising classroom innovations that were underway

in individual schools and programs. In the turbulent years following

Hansen's resignation and the dismantling of the Amidon Plan and Four

273
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the peak of public and professional interest, opportunities surfaced to

expand these infant' efforts to reform classroom practices. The Model

.

School Division is a case in point.

Model School Division

Located in the Cardoso section of the aity,an area labeled for years

as a slum by newspapers and reformers, by 1969, the Model School Division

had been established as a decentralized unit enrolling 19,500 students

in five preschools and 18 elementary and secondary schools, including

Cardoso High.

Between 1964-1975. MSD was a 'holding company for almost every single

innovation that promised improvement for urban poor and minority

students. Established to be an experimental arm for the entire school

system, by 1970 when a program inventory was taken, over two dozen

curricular, instructional, and organizational innovations had been

installed (e.g. elementary science series, English in Every Classroom,,

-Madison Math Project, team teaching, nongroied primaries, Language

Experience in Reading). Federal, private, and local funds mixed

to produce a feisty ciliate resonating with optimism and change in the
4

Cardozo area, With the departure of Carl Hansen, reluctant parent of the

decentralized venture, the MSD,had even more discretion to innovate.

One showcase effort that brought much publicity while earning the res.-

pect of many educators, both locally and nationally, was the Innovation

Team. Composed of fifteen experienced classroom teachers, the team began

operating in 1967 under the direction of Mary Lela Sherburne, who had

worked with the Education Development Center in Newton, (Mess.).

Its initial task was to begin coordinating ttire myriad programs that kept

274
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spinning out of federal and local reformers' heads and wallets. Reyond

" coordination, the lean mos to help classroom teachers incorporate
. ,

new ideas and materials into their daily practice. That was 7

By 1969, when a formal evaluation of the Team was completed, the ob-

jectives had Shifted from convent 681 inservice training and technical

tessistance for teachers tower changing their roles, ma,

classrooms more active "where different learning styles, interests, and

1 paces can be acoomodated through a variety of materials and techniques,

involving teachers in schoolwide cooperative problem-solving and

decision-making." The Team, underwritten, In part, by EDC, had

held scares of workshops, visited 'hundreds of classroom! numerous

times--at the, request of teachers, and provisioned rooms with new math,

science, social studiei, and reading materials. In a small, but growing
90

number of MSD classrooms, science and math centers began to appear.

While much of the vocabulary used by Team membefs, the Director, and

Assistant Superintendent was consistent with.the language of informal

education advocates, seldom was there a reference to open Classrooms in the

MSD. Materials from EDC, using tri -wall cardboard to construct

learning oehters and carrels, and expanding the teacher's view of the

classroom as a place where children actively learn were all part of the

approach conveyed by the Innovation Team. Part of the reason may have

bevn that the philosophy of the team evolved in that direction between

19F7-11'3 and was stated explicitly in the latter year. The convergence

of ream's beliefs in active learning and the teacher's

central role ss primary decision-maker with the direction of

informal education, however, did not produce lords numbers of classrooms

packaged and labeled "open" in the MSD. 'some existed. More were in the

. process of developing by 1970. Rut the thrust of the Innovation Team was
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not to xerox open clissroo's.They were to listen and respond to teacher's
I.

requests for help. And teachers iq the MD endorsed the Team's work,

indicating in surveys that the fifteen teaches "had contributed to their
91

effectiveness as teachers more than any other source or MSD program."

In 1969 when Russell Cort completed-his evaluation of the Teem he

said that "improving performance at the school and classroom levels

will take continuous, dedicatedi persistent, focussed effort."
92

Within a year, the Innovation Team disbanded.

A new Superirtendent, Hugh Scott, stuck with implementing Kenneth

Clark's design for academic improvement, saw other uses for the Team;

less outside funding produced shortages Piet the DiiEFEEEICiiiit,

could not absorb; and changes in Team meAbership

help explain the abolition of the Innovation Team. In just over

three years, the Team had assembled, worked with teachers, and had been

dispersed. The promise of planned changed embedded in the Team slipped

away.

Innovation Team members moved on to p'inoipelships, central office

posts, and some left the system. Mary Lela Sherburne, first director.

f/l
of the Team, and member Olive Covington helped organize

the Advisory and Learning Exchange (ALE), a privately- ed group of

educators interested in establishing and spreading open classrooms in the

Washington metropolitan area. Created as a teacher center and support

group for those private and public school parents and educators seeking

to explore open education and similar approaches, ALE opened its doors

in a downtown Washington suite of offices in 1971. _Ay 197k, over 609'

workshop# had atracted teachers and parents from the D.C. area. By 1481.

however, the organization had undergone many changes and support of
93

informal classrooms was no longer its main interest.

1711.1.



Op!n Classrooms and Open Space

Elsewhere in the city, open classrooms appeared in the early 1970s.

Sometimes promoted by groups of white parents--as in New York City; some-

times installed by eager teachers. In the far Northwest of the city,'for

examOle,:at Hearst-Eaton schools, Joan Brown,a new principal(1971) and former

Innovation Team member, recruited new teachers enthusiastic for informal

education and expected the ones she inherited to open up their class-

rooms. .A summer workshop in 1970 trained twenty teachers to start open

classrooms in twelve schools West of Rook Creek Park, a predominately, hite,

-,
affluent area. Parents from schools { in the area lobbied school officials

ror the program. The summer workshop was led by Innovation Team members
' 94

LaYerne Ford, Mary Alexander, and others.

The Morgan School, the first parent-controlled school in the

District, began with open classrooms in 1967 under the aegis of Antioch

College. Young teachersemostly white, and community aides, mostly Black,

trained to use instructional materials from EDC, divided the school

into teams of children by age rather than grades, and embraced informal

education. By 1969, the first principal, Ken Haskins had left and Bishop

Reed, head of the Morgan Community School Board, had died. By that time,

Antioch College had severed its ties with the school. The few white

parents who helped establish the school and Negotiated the contract with

3

the Board of Education that gave Morgan its autonomy--had also left. A

ne, locil Board and principal set specific rules for.student condUbt,

brought back report oards, tested students, ,and told teachers to stress

95

basic skills and discipline.

By 1970, most of the original teachers and open classroomd had been

pushed out of the school. The principal recruited teachers from southern

Black colleges to-replace the ones thathad left. In 1971, seventeen of
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thirty teachers in the school were teaching for the first time. When

a newspaper reporter visited the school in 1973, six years after it began

as a community-oontrolled school, only- two of the primary teachers still

maintained infOrmal classroom. Most teachers "ran their classrooms

along highly traditional lines and say they are appalled by what

they regard as the diwrganizatiqp and lack of discipline in the classes

of some teachers at Morgan." Yet those few open classroom teachers

in the school looked forward to the replacement of the old Morgan school
96

with a new open space building in 1974.

Putting up open space buildings, like litany efforts in the District

requiring money, took much time in aligning properly the Board of Educe-

tion,District government, and both Houses of Congress in authorizing and

then. appropriating the necessary funds:. As Frank Ballou found out in 1925

when his first building program was finally approve:1041y all the necessary

agencies, patience, a sense of the absurd, and a rabbit's foot helped.

Often requests submitted in one year would take up to seven years to

appear in a document authorizing the Board of Education to proceed

with architectural plans already outdated. So it was with the replacement

of old, space-poor elementary buildings erected before and during
416.

Superintendent Frank Ballou's tenure.

Open space concepts had seized the imagination of school boards and

r
superintendents -across the country in the early 1460s. The District was

no exception. Requests for open space were submitted and, after lengthy

delays, were approved. By the mid-1970s open space schools appeared
2.0

at both the elementary and secondary levels (e.g. plans for replacing

the old Brookland elementary were approyadin 1967; the open ewe school

was finally dedicated in 1974; a similar span of time marked the erection

of the open space Dunbar High School).

eat
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Open space, as an environment, encourages teaming among teachers,

varied groupings of children, nbngraded arrangments, and diverse uses of

space. It is consistent with, but not essential for, open classrooms. Be-

ginning in 1971 when.the Ketcham addition opened, each year brought new

open space schools until by 1979 there were 17, costini1;63 million,
97

including the new Morgan school which had been renamed Marie-Reed.

In the District, however, open space wet wedded to open classrooms. Be-
-

tween 197171974, inservice workshops for teachers who volunteered to work in

open space were held. Six training cycles were sponsored by a federally-

funded Training Center for Open Space Schools. Few doubted -that the British

primary school, Lillian Weber-Le-

in general, were the models that D.C. school officials had in mind.

And it was pursued seriously. By that I mean that some principals, super-

visors, middle-level managers who shared a passion for open classrooms-

sought improved ways of training teachers who had volunteered for the new

buildings. But no Board of Education or any Superintendent since

Hansen's departure made a public commitment to informal education.

Consider Brookland gchool. Two years before the new school opened, the

principal and members of the six-teacher staff of the "old" school

attended workshops,,visited open space schools in the Washington

area, took courses at n.c. Teachers College, and spent two weeks

touring British schools at their own expense. The staff gave workshops to

Parents explaining open classrooms in open spice. The new school opened

in 1974 and was subsequently identified as the model open space school

99
for the District schools.

98

How widespread were open classrooms, even broadly defined, in Wash-

ington is difficult to estimate. As in New York City no survey

was undertaken after the Passow Report, With 130 elementary schools
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staffed by nearly 3500 teachers (1975), signs of diffusion are, at best,

blurred. Less them 15% of the schools were open space. I would be foolish

to assume either that all tem:there in open space conducted open class-

rooms or that open classrooms were located bely in open space. There are

some clues, nonetheless.

By 1974, in the last training cycle for 200 teachers electing to teach in

open space, 28% reported they had opened up their classrooms. For over half

of the teachers attending the workshop it was their first experience with

informal classrooms. The ALE reported-in 1975-1976 that over

700 D.C. elementary teachers had attended workshops.There was no indica-

--tion-that-the-number-mes-

Also consider the 46 classroom descriptions from twenty-three elementary

schools that I gathered from photos, newspaper articles, published inter-

views with teachers and an evaluation report. Note, however, thet the

percentages for student - centered instruction are prObably inflated since,

for example, of theten schools that had learning centers, twoMorgan

and Hearst - Eaton, appeared in the narrative. These two schools accounted
100

for almost half of the classrooms that had one or more centers.

A student - centered. pattern is strongest in furniture arrangement (62%),

learning centers (44%), and students moving around the classroom without;.

asking the teacher's permission OW. However, when it comes to small

groups and individual activities,.student participation in classroom

tasks and prevalence of student talk the range goes from 22% to 34%--

again with the caution that these figurei may be somewhat higher

because of the small number of schools and two schools contributing more

accounts than others. Tescher-oentered patterns still registered

highly: almost half of the classrooms were taught through whole

group instruction (40%) and engaged in listening, working at desks,
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and responding to teacher questions(45%). In over half of the classes,

there was little 'student movement (52%) and in nearly two of every

three of these classes, teachers dominated verbal exchanges in clasi-

rooms(62%).

What all of these scattered figures provide is a splintered, but

nonetheless considered, basis for an estimate of one in four or five

D.C. elementary teachers doing something in their classroom that could
101

.'be defined as open.

By 1975, interest in open education flagged considerably. Federal

funds for the training Center had run out. City deficits

produced lists of budget outs and protracted squabbles occurred between

the Board of Education and Mayor over which agencies.would bear what

portions of the budget cuts. The schools retrenched by cutting

aides, staff development, and other services that had nurtured open

education. By 1978, a small study that compared reading achievement and

and other student outcomes in 372 open space and self contained classrooms

found that "the self - contained classroom provided a better learning

environment than has theopen space classroom," The last nail was pounded
102

home.

More important, however, was the growing concentration on improving

basic skills and constant monitoring of progress by tests through

initially, the Clark Plan (1970-1973) and, later, the

Competency-Based Curriculum under Reed after 1(176. Teachers were charged

to provide specific and direct instruction in these skills, teachers

had tc know whether or not students had performed at. the appropriate

level each day.-Testing expanded. Standards for biannual promotions were both

tightened and enforced. For children retained, remedial programs

expanded. While open classrooms are not necessarily incompatible with
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such measures, this direction is far closer in spirit to the Midon

Plan, abolished in 1967, than the child-centered Olessrods. Many-

veteran teachers found the structured, teacher-centered approaches

called for in the Clark Plan and CBC quite similar to the approach favored

by Hansen years before.

The stress upon academic skills through CBC, the reduction of tangi-

ble support for open education, and the inherently greater demands

that accompany informal teaching may explain the difficulties that prin-

cipals had, after 1976, in securing volunteers to staffopen space class-

rooms. The jerry-built walls of portable blackboards and book oases that

teachers--some of whom were assigned to vacancies in o mice schools

to replace their less-senior colleagues- -threw up around students in

of effort to create self-contained rooms within open space may also be

explained by the concentration upon academic skills. Learning centers were
403

used less and less.

In 1981-1982 I spent two mornings at Bruce- Monroe and Brookland, open

space schools. Bruce-Monroe, with 525 pupils and 20 staff had a principal

who had worked with the Innovation Team. The new facility had opened in 1974.

At that time, centers on reading, math, science,social studies,

etc. dotted each "Learning Community" of three to four teachers, being

used often in the course of daily instruction. In 1981, when I

walked through the pods I saw a number of centers but they were used

sporadically by teachers, usually for practice activities after formal

periods on reading,math, and language arts were completed. Aides were

no longer present. Special teachers did pull students out of classes

104

for specific instruction.

Of the seven teachers I observed (14 on staff for grades 1-6) only one

had children sitting in rows of chairs facing the chalkboard; the six
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. teachers had students sitting at tables facing one another. Children moved

freely is they worked on tasks, asked the teaohers questions, etc. Four of

the teachers were working with the class as one group; the-rest used a

mixture of'amall and large groupings within the two hours I moved in and

out of-their pods canoe "Learning CoMmunities." Four of the teachers had

on the chalkboards the CDC objective for the day:

. "Circle the beginning sounds."

. "Add and subtract."

. "Review plural endings."

"Using contractions"

For classroom activities. five teachers gave directions to students and

the students worked at their desks from thirty to forty-five minutes on the

same task, i.e. textbook questions, topying from the blackboardeetc. One

telpher had the whole class sitting in front of her. She asked questions

on math problems of the students, who had texts in their lops, and answered

her questions. One. teacher had divided her class Into at least three groups

that worked on different tasks.

Six of the seven teachers had learning centers. They were not used

daily. Teachers told me that they were used occasionally as rewards or
/ft

prattice for CRC objectives when scheduled activities were completed.

Also opened in 1974, Brookiand had 450 students in kindergarten

through eighth grade. Large open spaces with few dividers made up the

"Learning Centers" as the grades were called. As with Bruce-Monroe,

aides had been cut. Teacher reductions had brought new staff to the

school whili sending others elsewhere. Art, musio,and home economics teachers

provided instruction for all grades. Only one classroom center was visible,.

in the entire school the morning I visited.

Of the nine teachers in grades 1-6, I spent two hours with six of them.
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Most teachers had their students sitting at round tables, facing one
.S

another. Children moved at will in the classroom space. Five of the teachers

worked with one group while the*rest of the class sat at their tables

doing assignments out of texts. One teacher had two groups working on,

different tasks. In four of the six classrooms where telpher- student

exchanges occurred for more than ten minutese.the exchanges were in the

teacher question-student answer format with the questions drown directly

from the text or worksheet. On the walls of every classroom were charts

listing CBC skills in reading, thinking skills, math, language arts, etc.

Also charts with students' names showing tasks that were completed hung

in five of the six classrooms.

Were these classrooms in the two schools open? The space was open.

The artifacts were there: centers, flexible #Urniture arrangment

use of space, freedom of student movement. Yet teacher direction and

centrality were obvious in steering who did what, when, how, and with

whom. Student participation was limited to tasks assigned by the teach-

ers. These mixed.behaviorsiresomble closely what an earlier generation of

teachers had created which I labeled a hybrid, a teacher-centered progress -
105

ivism.

If informal classrooms, at different levels of development, emerged

in elementary schools after 1967, what happened in District high schools

in those years?

High School Classrooms

As in New York City and elsewhere in the country, the lite 1960s

saw.university students protest against their institution's policies

and actions spill over onto high sohools. Washington shared the

same experience with Howard University except that initially, student

286
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protests Orsued racial issues, especially after the conflagration

triggered by the assassination of Martin Luther King in 1964. Development

of racial consciousness was the basis of the first public alterna-
106

tive school in the District.

Freedom Annex grew out of the work of a small cadre of Eastern

High School students who were dissatisfied with the quality of schooling

they received. They designed the alternative school, raised money for

It: chose the courses and selected the teachers. Billed as one of the

few student-run high schools in the nationg.Freedom Annex was supported

by George Rhodes, assistant superintendent oraecondary schools and

approved by the Board of Education but ho public funds were allocated.

Funding came from foundations and other private sources.

Over a hundred students took required courses in the morning at Eastern

High school and spent the rest of the school day at a nearby

chtstuch where they heard lectures and participated in discussion on

Black history, Black fiterature, Swahili, Black art and drama, and
107

community organization.

Two years later, with less than thirty students enrolled, private

and foundation grants spent, the school closed its door and boarded ..1,

up its windows. Eastern High School, with a new principal, had modified

its curriculum, instituted a number of changes, and the student leaders
1OR

who created Freedom Annex had graduated.

An advocate for choices, George Rhodes had been laying the.ground-

work for other alternative programs sponsored and fundedby the School

Board since the Freedom School mode local headlines. In 1970, Wash-

ington's version of Philadelphia's Parkway Program, New York's

City-As-School, and Chicago's Metro Program accepted its first students.

Called the School-Without-Walls, tenth graders from across the city .

Q



applied for admission. In addition, NhIdes end his assistants encouraged

a grou; of secondary towhees and administrators to establish mini.

school% in five junior high schools. A Literary Arts end Journal

Program, where Students would spend afternoons producing a city-wide

creative arts journal,'was established also. No mini-schools, howbver,
109

were developed at any of the eleven high schools.

As in other cities, there were privately- funded alternative schools

outside-the aegis of the public schools such as the Urban Leigue's

Street Academy, D.C. Street Academy, Rap Inc., and other ventures

that tried to reduce actual and, potential dropouts "from District high

schools and redirect students into renaming their schooling beyond

high school. The School Board did not, as the New York Board of Educat-

ion had done, incorporate these programs into the alternative school frame-
, 110

work that began to, involve in'the early 1970s.

By 1981, the School-Without-Walls, the Literary Arts Program, the

Lemuel-Penn Career Center, the Duke Ellington School of Performing

Arts, and the newly.4stablished Banneker High School forthe Gifted

constituted the altspnative high school program. Issues of governance,

size and instruction were ;teasingly subordinated to developing choices

for students.

I found no evidence that classroom instruction in alternative
An.

schools differed from the range of practiOes in regular high Schools.

Class size was smaller. Individual help from teachers was available.

Informal relations between teachers and students in the smaller programs

did exist. The frequency ofsmall groups and independent mark was

probably: higher in the programs where specific crafts and skills were
111

taught.

In regular high sohoolp, the picture that emerges from the following

bar graph based upon 86 classrooms (1967.1976) is acutely familiar.

288.
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As in New York City, the percentages in eaqh category for teacher-

*entered patterns shout their unif!ormit7 for 10 of the 12 high schools

from which thee desaript s were drawn. Nearly eight out of every ten

high whoa teachers described in these accounts or caught in photos

tight in a stunningly similar faOhion. So stunningly, that on a meter

of student participation, the needle would have barely moved off zero.

Nothing here contradicts my experience as a social studies teacher

and team leader in a teacher-training program for three yews (1967-4968

and 1970-1972) at RooseVelt Sigh School. My duties as team leader for

groups of interns in the building brought me in'contactwith many

teachers, especially in the English" and social studies departments, who

I.. observed briefly and informally. The patterns reported here for high

schools elsewhere in the District were similar to what I observed:

hole group instruction, little student movement, discussions

informal recitations, assigned seatwork, students at blackboards,

oceasional student reports and panelseetc. The textbook, chalkboard,

durrle vocal chords, and a pair of strong legs were the primary teaching

toole.

In 1979, Pat Lewis, a Washington Star reporter spent two months in four

high schools in the metropolitan area, one of which was Coolidge

High School. Sitting in a half - dozen classes, she described two

classes in detail. Here is a U.S. History class.

Fourteen don't answer roll call in room 230 at Coolidge. Ten

do.

'The test is tomorrow. Today I am going to review with you the

exact questions on the test.' Rita Dinnerstein tells her U.S.

History class.

'What's an act?'

'A someone replies.

'What was the National Labor Relations Act?'

289
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No one answers. 'It's in your textbook,' she says.

'It is?' someone asks quietly.

Four students saunter into clasveight minutes after it was
scheduled to begin.

'Three tardies are equal to a out,' Dinnerstein yells. 'And'I've
had it.'

'The National Labor Relations Act was passed in 1935. What did
it guarantee?'

Someone answers, 'oollective bargaining...!

There is lots of noise in the hallway. Faces appear in the windows
of the wooden doer and peer into the classroom.

'What's the difference between industrial and craft unions?'

No one answers.

Dinnerstein raises her voice. 'This is a review! We've done this!'

A student in the hallway steps into the room, holding the door
open.

'Mrs. Dinnerstein, someone wants to see you.'

Dinnerstein masehes to the door: 1,I'm about to .explode.'

It is eleven minutes after class is supposed to have begun.
Dinnerstein steps out into the hallway and comes right back. 'You
interruled my class,' she tells someone out there.

'Mist is a union?' she asks her class.

One student reads the answer from his notes. When he finishes,
Dinnerstein tells another student, 'If you want to play games, feel
free to leave.'

'Who said I'm playing games?' the student retorts....

'What is a union shop?' she asks.

One girl says the answer quietly.

'I can't hear you," Dinneistein tells her.

A bow ng next to the girl repeats the girl's answer for
his of correct.

The claim* is quiet now, 20 minutes after it began. The students
are listening. A few know the answers to the question, that
Dinnerstein first gave them on Monday. This is Thursday. CA Friday,
those same questions will be on the test. 112
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The reporter ircgeets that the class was a disaster in its law

level of contest, the amount of subject matter covered in .a week, and

hallway distractions and interruptions spilling over into the classroom.

Such vignettes judge implicitly the teacher's perforvance and give

teachers good reason to bar reporters from their classes. Since T

have seen Dinnerstein teach I do know that this episode from one

class does not in any way capture the overall quality of her instruction

, What it does convey is another, instance of the question.ansver forest,

reinfOrced by reliance upon the text, and teaching the entire class as one.

Summarizing patterns of instruction between 1967.1975 in three

settings at a brief moment of time when intense and widespread efforts

were undertaken to reform classroom teachiim islnecessary to determine

if what occurred in these varied places is comparable to what occurred

during the years 1920.1940 when the tides of progressivism ran strong in

school systems.

1. Core of Informal Practices. As with progressive approaches of

a generation earlier, a set of teaching practices that can be labeled

informal were evident in a considerable number of elemeOtary clasirocms

in the three sites from which I collected data. Artifacts of open classrooms

were present in learning centers, tables and desks clustered so that

students could speak and work together, the increased use of varied groups

for instruction, and relatively free movement of students

in the class space without securing the teacher's permission.

Uneven in development and selective in use, these practices seldom captured

more than .a fourth of the olaissrooms in any district, if that many. Even

fewer teachers employed other informal approaches such as student decision

.0
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making on what to study and determining how much time is spent on what

topics, or using learning seaters as the central vehicle of instruction.

Comparisons between the interUar decades and this period show rough

'likenesses in the extent of the spread in certain teaching approaches. While

there were a few teachers who strived to duplicate the entire panoply of

a.ch10-centired classroom, most of the elementary classrooms that showed

. some evidence of informal praotioes were selective in what was incorporated

into the daily routines. These mixtures of informal and formal practices

-remake. I believe, the hybrid forms of teacher-centered progressivism

that I described earlier. One major difference, however, was that--unlike

;Denver and Mew York in the 1920s and 1930s--44 no site that I studied, was

there formal sohota board or superintendent advocacy and organizational

mechanisms constructed to implement andrinoorporate open classrooms into

the teacher's instructional repertoire.

2. Instruction in regular and alternativm/high.sehools. Very little

evidence turned up in the two settings to show that classroom practice in

regular high schools varied substantially from that of a generation isrlief..

While content was.revised.in subject areas to link it to events in *students'
ti

lives or heighten interest and alias dispussions tended to be quite infor-
.

male the basin instructional sequences pnd patterns reported earlier re..
/ .

maimed in place.
/J 4

Even though the number of classrooms was only a tiny fraction and the
4

methods I use. to categorize imitate' the convergence in results is

striking--oonsideriqg that the accounts come from multiple sources and

cover diverse settings. In alternative high schools, the categories of

instruction, and here the evidence is, indeed.sparse, shows no substantial

difference in the range of techniques used by teachers although the trot-

quay of some approaches that involve students, especially in discussions

302.:
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and classroom informality, resemble elementary patterns for student..

centered. instruction. The picture of. high school teaching that emerges from

these mocounts is unmistakaoly teacher-centered and remarkably akin to what

showed up three to four daoades earlier.

3. Elementary and Hie School Instruction. As in the 192fls and

1930s, a higher percentage of student-centered practices entered the lower

rather than higher grades. .There is some eitidence to demonstrate that, in
k

both periods, the extent of student-oenteredness peaked in the primary

grades and descended until it bottomed out in the senior high school at a

fraction of where the elementary levels were. In other words, versions of

student-centered instruction appeared more'rrequently in.the elementary

grades, particularly in the primary years, and virtually disappeared by

high school.

4. Teacher-centered Instruction. Dominating the classroom were at

least two forms of teacher-oenteredness.The pure formm.-whole class

Instruction, teachers talking most of the time: while students listen,

limited range of activities done by tfie'entire class at sine time, and

little student mobility--characterizedithe high school. A hybrid form

of teacher-oenteredness with teachers using diverse classroom gebupings,

allowing more informality in instructional talk, movement and space

arrangements appeared. Student-centered instruction across the major

categories captured only a very small fraction of teachers at any given

time.

What appearfd as a direction by 1940 shows pp with more clarity by

1975. Certain child - centered teaching practioes become increaaringly, more

common in elementary classrooms: flexible seating patterns, student

movement within the classroom, and use of varied groupings. Other practices
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such as learning centers and small group work show up less frequently but

sufficiently to be noted. Looking hack to 1900, however, these modest

changes give the elementary classroom of the t970s a decidedly different

appearance. But the appearance masks continuities that the limited evidence/

suggests as remaining quite potent. Teachers continued to monopolise class-

room verbal exchanges; teachers determined whet activities would occur for

how long and who would participate. Working alone at a desk while the

teacher et her supervised or worked with another group continued as a

dominant instructional pattern.

In high schools, pedagogy since 1900 in the five academic subjects

altered very little except for the formal recitation. Raising of hands,

yelling out of answers, informal discussion techniques replaced standin4

at one's desk or in the front of the room to answer the teacher's questiovis.

Whole group instruction, teacher-controlled classroom talk, little student

movement, and little variety in tasks- -given the evidence from local sites..

marked'the high school classroom in the 1970s.
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Chapter 5

CWSROOM PRACTICE, 1147-1460

I first met Carmen Wilkinson in MS when in my regular visits to

schools I walked into her room at Jamestown Elementary and was stuftned.

In my first year as Arlington County Superintendent, I had already seen over

300 elementary open space and self-contained classrooms. This was the

.only one I had seen that had mixed ages (grades 1-4) and learning stations

in which students spent moat of the day working independently and moved

freely about the room; they worked in small groups and,indiviAtually1While
1)

Wilkinson moved about the room asking and answering questionsegiving advice,

listening, and working with various students. Called by parents, children,

and staff "The Castle," the class used two adjacent rocms.1Wilkinson teamed

with another teacher, and at that time, two student teache6. thi,lorches-

trated in an unobtrusive manner scores of tasks in a quiet, low-key fashion.

Had Lillian Weber, Vito Perrone, Charles ilberaan, William Kilpatrick.

Harold fiugg,end Elizabeth Irwin been looking over my shoulder as I watched

Wilkinson and her colleague work with the fifty children that April morning,

I am sure they would have been pleased with the presence of the "Castle" at

Jamestown. Had they walked the halls with me and looked into the other

seventeen self-contained classrooms, they would have seen only one other
1

classroom similar to the "Castle."
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Over the years I served as Superintendent, I visited Wilkinson, who

had taught fOr thirty two years(1990), at least ten more times and= saw her

classroom change into a one-grade self-contained room yet retaining flexible

groupings and learning centers that were integrated into the instructional

day. Wilkinson's infbrmal classroom was unusual at Jamestown and among 500

other Arlington elementary teachers between 1975-1980.

Unusual also was Bobby Schildt's social studies claisroom in 1975 at

Hofflean-Boston, an alternative junior high school in Arlington. When

Isaw Schildt's roam for the first time during mry visits in my initial

year as superintendent; there wasn't any class for me to see. Oho had

individualized her courses into a series of projects,00ntracts and learning

stations that she collectively called a social studies laboratory. For each

course, students would gather once a meek us a class to discuss same

topic. For the rest of vpit week, students worked at various tasks and centers

doppleting contracts they had negotiated with Sohildt. She spent class

time asking questions of individual students, helping some that were

stuck, and reading and oommenting on work that would be placed into student

cabbies along the wall. Teacher-made, teacher-gathered, and commercial

materials overflowed the room.

As with Wilklason, I saw SobIldt a number of times over the years.

When I last sawler in 19/11, she was still teaching social studies to

seventh through ninth graders although now it was in an alternative

se.sol that had been consolidated into a 7-12 grade seoondary

school. But the laboratory was no more. The high degree of independent

and individual ,work through contracts and learning station/were

now carried on periodio*lly, woven together with more whole-class

discussions, rimulationa, role-playing, and small group work.

The subtle changes that occurred in these Arlington classrooms mirrored

I believe, in a number of important ways what happsned nationally to efforts
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t
aimed at reforming teaching Practices. In this chapter, I

will sketch out the swift shift in attention Crap,

informal education to an renewed, intense preoccupation with the

teaching of basic skills; minimumpOtencies, and accountability that

swelled, in the mid-1970s and spilled over into the early 19R0s. Then

I will try to reconstruct what happened in classrooms both nationally and in

one school district, Arlington County, Virginia, after this abrupt shift.

The swiftness in which media and popular interest in informal

classrooms vanished was breathtaking. WIlhin a brief period of time,

roughly between 1968-1974, open classrooms and alternative schools

attracted national attention, became ado rigour innovation, and,

then began the slide off the edge of the public's radar screen. Mirroring

that rise and fall in both public and professional interest are the

number of references to newspaper articles, trade books, television

programs, journal articles, academia research, and research notes

in the Readers' Guide, Eduoatioial Index, New York

Times and Washington Post indices and other similar listings.

While other school reform impAses have surfaced and coalesced

into movements, as this one had, their Weapons usually stretched over

a few decades. Somehow this impulse of informal education and alterna-

tive schools was telescoped into less than a decade -- allowing for

regional and local differences. It seemed almost as if, by 1975,

public and school professionals, for any number of reasons, flicked the

dial and switched television channels to another station. Or to shift

images; I recall the cartoons I /Saw as a child when the narrator said

the -Sun set and I meths sun clunk down on the horizon. Wh*tover image

I would use, the point about the brief life span of inforpal education

is evident. By 1975. the climate surrounding open classrooms and

316



,alternative schools had changed substantially. Obviously: Such

sations about a country with nearly 15,000 sch9ol districts, millions

of teachers and children in the 1970s cannot hold for all schools. Yet while

an incoming tide seldom arrives evenly, there is still a high tide.

Exactly When the shift occusred.varies from place to pleas. One

reporter marked the end of the passion for informal schools in the

founding of alternative schools committed to traditional approaches.

Pasadena, California established its John Marshall Fundamental School

in 1973; Palo Alto, a leader in informal education, created theIloover

Contemporary School in 1974 with a program, according to its brochure, that

concentrated upon:

academia skills and subject matt0Find the establishment of
good study habits ... in a quiet and orderly environment.... A
majority of the school hours will be devoted to the teaching
of reading, writing, spelling, language and arithmetic.

More and more school districts established *Seel° Alternative

Schools' as Prince Georges County, Maryland did in1975..Arlington's

entry came in 1978 with the Page Traditional Alternative.School. "Book

to the basics,' a phrase with far more political baggage. packed into

it than gTection.for the familiar trinity of basic skills, became a
2

rallying slogan throughout the. mid-1970s.

Whether it was a knee-jerk reaction to the perceived changes that

.had occurred in schools and classrooms often captured in a code word

borrowed from en earlier generation of critics, 'permissiveness,' or

persistent reports of declining test scores, increasing sehbol vandalism

and disrespect for teachers, or the educational version of the political

conservative climate that spilled onto schools. with state mandates tor

teacher accountability.and minimum competency tests---X cannot say..

Whatever the explanations, there was a renewed passion for orderli-

ness, stability, and academic skills captured in symbols that
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desks facing.the blackboard and teachers desk, theiteaSher in front of

the room, required homework, detentions, dress codes, spelling bees letter

grades on report cards, tougher. promotion Standards and'ischoOl.wide

discipline rules.

Implicit in these slogans and symbols was that most teachers had

either converted or threatened to turn their classrooms into open

or quasi -open classrooms Where children made choices, standards were

undefined, basic skills were neglected and order was problematic.

The issue, I believe, is not whether this is a misrepresentation of

informal olassroom1--which it is, although a persists search among

two million classrooms would probably turn up instances of whatever

anyone would .ike to demonstrate about teachers. The issue is the gap

between the available evidence and this profound misconception of the

frequency and spread of open classrooms. As the limited and spare

data I gathered from New York City, Washington,D.C., and North Dakota

for 1967-1975 suggest, open classrooms did, indeed, turn up in

numerous and unpredictable places, catching on in an ink-splattering

fashion but at no point in the brief passion for the reform did it

capture more than a small minority of teachers and schools.

In no place could I find a majority of classrooms taught informally,

even broadly defined, for any sustained period of time. The largest.

estimate I came across was drawn from a researcher who olaimed that 60% of

the schools in Roslyn (N.Y.) had at least one open classroom. The other

estimate pane from a survey sect _by the Motional Open Education

Association in.1974 to superintendents of .153 cities with, over 100,000

populatinety.one cities. (59%) responded, meaning thtielther the

superintendent or someone else was delegated the task (Lillian Weber
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responded for New York City) to complete the questionnaire. The question from

which:an estimate of the spread of open classrooms lags constructed read:

"About % of the classrooms in my city make substantial use of open

3
approaches to education."

The problems of interpretation packed into the words "substantial" and

"open approaches" are no greater than having a central office person

whose interest in informal education is known make:a few inquiries or

phone calls to principals he or she knows has such classes and coMpile the

replies into a response of- how many teachers were using "open approaches."

The mean estimate from superintendents and their designees

in the ninety one cities was 17%; the median was 10%. Such estimates are,

at best, no better than informed guesses, laced with a heivy dose of hope.

They are not unlike the predicti01 0 of AO% of these awe administrators who
-%.

said that in the next five years (1975-1980) "open approaches would increase
4

in their cities."

I cite these figures only to underscore how limited the spread of the

movement as in public schools by 1974 even when optimism infused school

officials' statements. Lacking reliable national data on the frequency or

spread of open classrooms directs me to sample scattered descriptions,

studies, and accounts thitt have appeared between 1967-1975,in order to de.

termine if a fabric can be stitched together that either supports or rebuts

the data I gathered thus far.

In the late 1960s, John Goodlad and a team of researchers observed

150 primary grade classrooms in 67 schools in 13 states. They wanted to test

whether the widely publicized educational innovations of the 60a --team

teaching, ungraded primaries, curricular reform, individualized instruction

had crossed the threshold of the classroom. What they found were "remarkably
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similar" classroom programs in school after school, irrespective of local

differences. The classrooms they observed waremarked by:

... telling, teachers' questioningindividual children in
group settings, and an enormous amount of seemingly quite
routine seatwoiskq

The primary tools of instruction were the textbook followed by workbooks
5

and supplementary readings.

The common pattern of instruction in the whole group was question and

answer. When the teacher divided the class into groups for reading --a daily

activity--one group read to the teacher. one group read independently' nd

one group did seatwork related to current, previous, or future work.

"Rarely," Goodlad wrote, "were ihildren.engsged in self-initiated and self.

directed small groups or individual activity.* The report concluded

that in subject matter, materials, and teaching practice the 150

classrooms were "geared to group norms" rather than individual

differences. "Judging trod our sample," he wrote, "childhood schooling is
6

more vanilla than ... neapolitan."

Goodlad was disappointed. In looking behind the classroom door, he and

his associates found a dreary saneness--"a flatness " --at a level of school-

ing where-promised reforms had a reasonable chance for success. Reforms.

were "blunted on school and classroom door." His team, interestingly

enough, documented repeatedly that teacher reports of how innovative they

were contrasted sharply with what observers reported. "Teachers sincerely

thought they were individualizing instruction, encouraging inductive learn-

ing, iLvolving children in group processes." Observers found that they
7

were not, a finding consistent with results from other researaherbg

Examining a similar time spin, thellationsi 93101100 Foundation commiss-

ioned a survey of research studies in curricular.andinstructionil changes
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that had taken place in science, math, end social studies between 1955-

1975. The results, drawn from a synthesis of surveys classroom ebservation

Studies, and other research, were remarkably similar for the three subjects.

Meth: Summarizing seven studies on elementary and secondary teach-

era verbal behavior in olassrooms between 1968 -1976,

the teacher talks about two-thirds of the time,

.teachers tend to use a direct, rather structured approach.

In classroom practice, Suydam and Osborne cited eight studies

(including Ooodled's) between 1959-1977, end concluded that:

.telling and questioning, usually in total -class groups

is the prevailing teaching practice.

.tell7and-show and seetwork at the elementary level with
homework-lecture-new homework at the secondary level are
the dominant patterns of instruction. 8

Social Studies:A review of two decades of research including,

studies in the early 1970e, as with math, d'toloae a

similar pattern' that one researcher summarized, almost

sadly, as:

w... the students' social studies classes will be
strikingly similes' to those that many of us experienced

as youngsters: textbook assignmenti followed by reoltet-

ion led by a teacher who, in his or her own way, likes

students and tries to show concern for them...." 9

Science:Summarizing nine studies of elementary school science

(1963-1975) , reviewers found that:

."there is more use of 'hands on' and laboratoty types

of instruction...."

."However, a substantial number of teachers do not em-
phasize laboratory activities. Lecture - discussion is the

most oommon learning activity, followed by student
deqrstration. Deports and surveys indicate a substantial
number of teachers (probably about V.401) teach science

largely as a reading/lectOre class."

.at the secondary level, there is less lecture and more
"studetso-centered activity," than. there used to be but

"lectire and discussion is the predaminant'method used

by teachers." 10
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Another body of literature that allows a glimpse of existing practice

are the studies of failed in;:ovationsw that is, descriptions and analyses

of individual schools where a systematic and intentional effort to open

up classrooms occurred and, for a number of reasons, failed to materialize.

Smith's end Keith's Kensingston, a pseudonym for a St. Louis area elementary

school in the mid-1960s, was expectedito be a child-center4d, staff led

operation in a new building; Cambire School is another pseudonym for a Boston

elementary school in 1966.1967 where Gross end his colleagues documented

how an inept administiator and unclear expectations for classroom changes

such as student choices, small group work, individual attention, and centers

produced en educational disaster; Barth's Attucks-Lincoln program in New

Haven (1968-1969) where open classrooms staffed by bright, young

but inexperienced white teachers in a majority Black school were, again

for a variety of reasons, torpedoed. What all of thugs studies show is how
11

tough it was to plan and implement changes in teacher's classroom behavior.

To summarize, then, a few points are clear. That various stages of

openness in classrooms existed and that such informal practices spread among

some teachers is, as the evidence I gathered for North Dakotra, New York

City, and Washington, N.C. and scattered sites around the country,

undeniable. There was a distinct minority, in a number of. instances quite

substantial, of teachers at any given time, in any given setting, involved

in restructuring their classrooms to acme degree. Yet, equally as clear,

was the powerful tug of teacher- centered practices upon most classrooms

between 1967-1975. Until more data are gathered that would tttow the above

statements into-doubt, an overwhelming majority of teachers stayed within

the range that Can oomOortably be called teacher-cantereid practices. Nonce,

"back to basics" slogans had little grounding in what had occurred in
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schools. As one teacher said, "Back to the Restos? We never left." What the
1

slogans reveal about schools is less about what went on in classrooms but

far sore about the historic vulnerability of public schools to political

..,issues In the culture as selected and translated for the public by

newspapers, magazines, and, more recently, television.

What remains unclear, however, even puzzling, is why some teachers,

converted from teacher-centered practices to informal ones, Why others

modified their approaches by selectively incorporating some but not other

informal techniques, and.mihy acme of these teachers, over time, slipped

beck into their previous patterns. Also, why have most teachers ignored

both rhetoric and new practice, and persisted in their teacher - centered

classrooms. Finally; what about teaching practices since the waning of open

classrooms? The rhetoric of "back to the basics', hid more than it revealed

about teaching. As I have tried to show, there was some movement ,away from

the teacher-centered regularitiespracti;eswhich seemed consistent with

the claims of those venting more stress on fundamental skills. What occurred

seemed to be the introduction of more variation around teacher-centerednese

and the legitimacy, if not viability, of varied forms of student -centered
.

practices. To assess what happened ir. aissirooms since 1975, I shall look

at Arlington, Virgins, and then relpiew some recent national studies of

teaching practices.

ti

323
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ARLINGT0N, venania, 1974-4981

In turning to thin' school district. I MAO longer as historian

collecting data, evaluating sources, sifting the evidence, and drawing

inferences from uttered fragments of information --all filtered through

my valuend experience as a teacher and administrator. When I write

abOut Arlington, t write as a participant.

In 1974, I was aointed superintendent in Arlington. I served

nearly seven years and left in 1981 to begin writing this study and teatth

at a university. The seven years I spent in Arlington were both exhilarating

and exhausting. Viewing a school system from the cockpit of the superin-

tendent's office, however,. is a narrow perspective. While I will try to

broaden the view in the-narrative beyond what I saw, I raise the issue of

my position to signal readers that other accounts of Arlington would probe-

bly vary both in detail and emphasis.

Because of my position, I visited classrooms repeatedly over a

seven year period and gathered informally a greet deal of information about

teaching practices in the district. I saw over half of Arlingtonos teachers

in their rooms. Few people, professional or lay, have automatic access to
a

as many olassrooms as t superintendent does, should he or she choose to use

it. I did. My visits to classrooms began th the six weeks prior to formally

assuming the post. The School Board agreed to my request to spend a month

and a half visiting_schools and sitttng in classes in order for ice to be-

come acquainted with principals and teachers before I took over the formal

duties of the post. The. Board, staff, and community knew that my last job

previous to,becoming Arlington's superintendent was as a walla studies,

teacher in a Washington,D.C. high school. Because. he Board and I agreed
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that improvement of student perfOrmance was one of our top agenda items,

it was reasonable that I speed time with principals and teachers.

My routine for school visits.wes set in-those initial six weeks. I would
a

gounannourced to a school, stop in the principal's office, Chat with him

or her for a.feF minutes and than begin to walk through the building, stop.

ing in classrooms. Most often my stay in a classroom ranged between fifteen

minutes to's half -hour, with most being closer to the twenty minute mark.

I jotted notes in a folder about what the teacher and students were doing,

the arrangement of the classroom, and any unusual items I noticed

going on in c/ass, and student-teacher exchanges. If

it were possible to speak with the teacher without disrupting the class,

- I did." If I could, I often would. ask questions about the tasks students

were working on, the materials the teacher was usingeetc. As the years

went by, teachers grew used to these visits and would often take the

time to hit some items on their personal agenda in the school, the

district, parents, union, etc.

Often cryptic and in a pidgin-shorthand, I took notes so that I

could write to the teadher thanking her or him for answering my questions,

or praising *nothing about the class that I was impressed with, or simply

to continue a point that we had been discussing. While I did not write

every single teacher after each visit, notes from me were common.

The purpose for my visiting classrooms and writing notes was

explicitly stated and.reaffirmed.repeatedly in the articles I wrote in

a local newspapers, speechs to the staff, and statements at public meetings:

I believed that teachers should know thet the superintendent was as

concerned and interested in instruction as they were. One of the few ways

I had to demonstrate that concern was to allocate my time- roughly one and

a half days a week --to listening, watching, and answering questions in
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face.toface exchanges with teachers, principals and students. Tn addition,

at least twice during the school year, I taUght workshops for teachers and

administrators interested in improving thinking skill, through the use of

questions. All of these activities brought me in touch with a sUbstantial

number of teachers, and, I would like to believe, communicated some of
4

my prioPities about instructig; and student performance. A feu words about

the school district and community in these years are necessary to establish
12

the setting for the examination of classrooms.

4



The Setting,

Arlington, Virginia is located across the Potomac River trot Washington,

D.C. Once a quiet, middle-class White suburb with segregated schools, it

his become a city with a flourishing multi-ethnic population in the last

decade. In those years Arlington got mailer, older, and culturally

diverse simultaneously. The facts are plain: in the last decade

population has dropped from almost 180,000 in 1966 to about 160,000 in 197M;

there are fewer and smaller families with sohoolage children; there were

sharp jumps in numbers of young singles and adults over 55 years of age.

Coincident with these °Mises, scores of different nationalities had moved

into the county swelling minority population but with insufficient numbers
13

to counteract the other shifts.

The impact of these changes upon schools has been dramatic. Pupil,

enrollment shrunk from 26,000 in 1968 to 14,000 in 1982. From nearly 40
\ 0

schools, including three high schools, in 1468 to 31 schools in 1982.

Also from less than 15% minority In 1970, the number of ethnic pupils

doubled to over one-third in 1050. The Jump came most sharply in non-English
14

speaking minorities, particularly Hispanic, Korean, and Vietnamese ohildret*.

If demographic changes were one pinoer squeezing schools, the

other wee the rising cost of schooling. Spending more to buy less was as

true for a school system as it was for families in the mid- to late-1970s.

With less revenue allocated to the schools intersecting with inflation, the

pincers tightened.
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Since the appointed Moon= School Board is fiscally dependent upon

the elected five member County,Bo , state and federal revenue shortfalls

plus inflation unraveled school budgets badly in these yearsepreolsely at the

same time that the oumulative effects of the demographic changes were being

felt. Thus, the area of the pincers closed.

What prevented the pinch from hurting Arlington schools too badly was

that the County, measured by family income and assessed valuation of

property, was wealthy. That wealth eased somewhat the painful transformation

from suburb to city, especially during a recession. Arlington's prime lona-

Um...close to Washington and improved further by the Metro rail system--

and the County Board's cautious fiscal policies gave it the lowest

tax rate in the metropolitan area (1960). Nonetheless. the County Board

had*towstruggle with, the politics of retrenchment. Irate property owners,

most of whom no longer had children in school, wanted lower taxes. Their

demands oompeted with requests from citizens who wanted higher school
4

budgets, subsidies for the elderly, improved police, recreatit, and.secial

services.

Caught like everyone else in recessions, county officials tightened

belts, bit bullets, and pursued other less vivid fiscal metaphors. The

County emerged from the mid-1970s recession with most services intact, the

lowest tax rate in the metropolitan area,and a school system that had become

# an annual target for holding costs down and roducliaLexpenditures.. .

Political change also occurred. There had been a gradual but persistent

shift from a Republican Countyjbard to one composed of a coalition of

Indedendents and Democrats. By 1971, this liberal bloc had attained complete

control Or the County Board. By 1978, however, Three Republicans had been

elected to the five.meMber Board, thereby reasserting a majority they had

enjoyed a decade earlier. Since the County Board appointed School Board.

328
.:7,757.7a
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members, those who served on the School Board thrpughout the 1970s had been

appointed by tha liberal egdoriti. Because of the lag between the

Rapalicess attaining Majority bn the Owner 110Ard (197A)-sad appointments

to the County Board it was not until 1980 tt.st the School Board had a three-
15

member Republican majority.

As part of this political shift in the 1970s, change also occurred in

the School Board's relationship to its superintendent. When previous

Republican School Boards in the 1950, left operational decision-making

to its executive officer, appointees of the liberal majority intervened

more actively in what most superintendents would hive considered thjar turf.
4.4 0

',Inevitably, friction developed between the superintendent who had been

appointed in 1969 by a School Board content to let their hired expert trans-

act subool business and the new, far more a:tivist School Board. In 1974,

the superintendent resigned. Wit year I wee appointed.

I find it difficult to sUmmarize my tenure as superintendent without

succumbing to such temptations as listing achievements, Cloaking errors,

or telling battlefield stories. To avoid these obvious pitfalls, while

risking a tumble into less evident trope, I will try to summarize my

agenda and that of the School Board as it changed over the period and the

inescapable issues that seized substantial amounts of my attention.

The Board that appointed me in 1974 was concerned with the consequences

of shrinking enrollment, declining test scores, and what was viewed as an

experienced instructional staff growing older yet unaware or resistant to

further changes prompted by a diverse student population. In the first

few years my staff and I. spent much time in establishing a process by which

the Board and community could determine in an orderly manlier

Whether or not to *lose schools and, if schools were to close, which ones.

By 1975, the decision-meking process for school consolidation was in place
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and the death trauma from closing the first elementary school reverberated

through the affluent portion of the County. Byle80, five elementary

schools and two junior highs had, been merged with nearby schools. Moreover,

a secondary reorganisation that moved the ninth grade to the high school

and retained four intermediate schools (7th and 8th grades) had been

approved by the School Board. The merger process appeared resilient enough

to weather the controversy that erupted periodically over school closings.

The other-task that consumed myth time was creating an organizational

framework for improving student perrormence. By 1976-1977, a framework

for instructional improvement was put in place. The pieces to that4tramework

were as follows:

.School Board established a set of instructional goals for
system, e.g. improving reading, math, writing, and thinking
skills; improving students understanding of humanities and
human relations.

.Superintendent and staff established organisational devices
for converting those goals into school and olsqlzodh
priorities.

1.Each school staff, with advice from parents,
drew up an Annual School Plan that concentrated
upon the Board's goals.

2.Superintendent reviewed each School Plan, met with each
principal at mid-year to discuss progress and make
changes, and, at the and of the year received an
assessment of the plan.

3. Superintendent and principals discussed periodically
the School Academic Profile which listed test scores
and other student outcomes linked to the Board's
goals.

g. Administrator and teacher evaluation forms end proced-
ures were revised to incorporate the objectives of the
Annual School Plan into each professional's formal
evaluation

5.Currioulum objectives, kindergarten through twelfth
grade in all subjects and skill areas were being re-
vised to align them with one another and link then
to School Board goals. Instructional materials, in-
cluding textbooks, were reviewed end modified to rake
them ()connected, to curriculum objectives. County-wide



tests mere constructed to assess the aims of the
revised ourrioulum and to-determine their fit with
the materials in use. Analysis of test nests missed
on eounty.eldeataarieulum.based ests and natioul
standardised aohlevement tests were-completed and
shared with principals and teachers annually to
.determine areas for improvement.

In short, a major effort over a three year period was msde.to tighten

the generally loose linkages between system goals, district curriculum,
I

school goals, texts and materials, tests, and normal evaluation procedures

in order to concentrate the instructional stars attention on fewer,

worthwhile targets. In doing So, the School Board and I hived that a positive

climate toward academic improvenent would be generated.

Test scores --the coin of the ream in Arlingtonat the elementary

level climbed consistently for seven straight years. Plateaus In achievement

and some gains, but not many, were established at the junior and senior

high schools, but progress was less evident. The staff identified for the

School Board and oommunity substantial gaps in academic achievement between

minority and white students in 1978 and a beginning was made in

trying to close those peps. Other performance indicators such as

numbers of students continuing their education, dropping out of school,

County-wide tests, Scholastic Aptitude Tests also reflected well on the

efforts of the tesohirs and administrators.

This reconstruction of the years since 1974 suggests that

events and decisions involving the Board and Superintendent, flowed smoothly

, throughout the organization, falling neatly into their proper niches. Far

from it. Unexpected events proved disruptive and complioating,often produoing

stumbles, pratfalls, and unexpected consequences. Consider,

for example, how the transfer of a veteran principal from the mother

high school in the district produced a political controversy that trailed

the School Board and Superintendent for seven 'ears leaving in its wake,
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a court suit, the election ofone of the.traWerred advoostes

to the County Board, and. when the Republicans secured a majority on that

Board, the appointment'of that very principalothen retired, to the Sch6ol

Board.

Ct consider the GOvernor of Virginia suing Arlington in 1976

for carrying on collective bargaining unconstitutionally since

1967. The Governor lost in the local court but, on appeal to the State

Supreme Court, con. After a decade of bargaining and establishing personnel

procedures with four different unions (including all administrators), the

School Board.found it now illegal to sit down with teacher or administrator

representatives to negotiate salaries, working oonditionteetc.

At the same time of the 1977 Virginia Supreme Court decision, a number

of retrenchment measures forced onto the schools by the County Board,

itself coping with a reduced flow of revenues, saw the School Board cut

bank personnel and programs. Reductions in teaching positions and specialist

categories occurred throughout the 1470a. With 65% of the budget pinned down

in salaries and inflation soaking up existing funds, teachers saw their

salaries lag behind an unrelenting, spiraling cost of living. After the

collapse of collective bergaining,teachers received a 2% salary increase that

angered them as only a slap in the face could. The residue in resentment

left from this 21 increase erupted in subsequent years with the union call-

.ing for a work-to-the-rule action and a majority vote of the membership

-asking for my resignation in 1979.

Take a volatile political setting Where liberals and conservatives,

Arlington-style, periodically switched. control of

County offices --often using the schools as a community punching bag. Add

economic changes that yielded less revenues for County services. Mix in a

different direction charted by the School Board and Superintendent that
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caused staff climes and conoentrition'on different agenda items. Whet re-

sulted made for flashy headlines, seven years of evening meetings marked

by long hours, and a feisty climate for organizational change.

to much for the.setting.

Schools and Classrooms

Turn now to the schools. There were 36 schools Ln 1975 (25 elementary,

including one alternative;k six junior highs and three senior high schools

excluding two alternative secondary schools) . Of the elementary schools

six were completely open space and nine contained additions or `substantial

portions of the building that were open. Teachers were experienced (over

half were at the top of a fifteen-step salary schedule) and highly

educated (52% had a.Masters or higher &gra* Average class

size ranged between 22-26 students at all school levels throughout the

1970s.Aboks, materials, and supplies were adequate; in some cases,

abundant. Per pupil expenditure--a large proportion of which mirrored

teacher salaries--rose from nearly.2000 in 1974 tO.3000 in 1981. My

that year, five elementary schools and two'junior high schools had been

closed, the two secondary alternative schools had been consolidated into

one seventh through twelfth grade program, and a reorganization had pushed

the ninth grade into the high schools leaving the former junior highs as

two-grade intermediate schools.

Professional acceptance of innovation and responsiveness to most school

problems was high. A veteran Associate Superintendent of Instruotion(1964-

1980) had developed networks of teachers and administrators proud of and

loyal to Arlington schools as a pacesetter.' Under this leadership, the

school district had either adopted or, at the least, considered numerous

innovations throughout the 1960s, including terns teaching, individually -

prescribed instruction,. computer- assisted instruction, *new curricula (social

itudies, science, and meth) , alternative schools, open space, and, of course,
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infernal\ education,; No formal School Board or Superintendent mandate occurir.-

ed to apply system-wide these new efforts. There was, however. an informal

expectation that profesSionels wt.** to be On top of whatever novel

approaches were being tried elsewhere in. the nation andinvestigate their

appropriateness for Arlington. Like in archeological dig, traces of

previous innovations could be seen at various strata within the entire

organization when I bosom. Superintendent in 1974.

So it was with open oiassrooms. In the June, 1969 issue

of "Profile," a pUblication sent to all staff members, two of the

five pages described the new "Learning Center Approach." Acknowledging that

the "experiment" proved "exciting and creative" to teachers in Arlington and

across the nation, a'grouplme teachers at four elementary schools offered

enthusiastic endorsement of the practice. Workshops had been held

to train teachers in setting up centers, stocking them, and establishing

management systems to trick student performance in the centers. Already

variations in the use of centers had emerged by 1968.1969.

Some teachers prefer to have one or two centers for smaller
groups while they work pith a larger group.... There are those

who prefer to have their students involved in learning centers
for the entire class day while others will spend portion of the
day dealing with the entire class in a traditional manner and
then allot the rest of the time for the students-to pursue projects
in the centers. 17

Tempering enthusiasm with caution, teachers recognized that "learning

centers demand a great deal of work and creativity on the pert of the

teacher." Teachers who were interviewed saw the workload as "impolialble

without the help of teacher aides." Others were just skeptical. Bessie

Nutt at Henry said:

I'm still wondering in my own mind if this is a nee trend in
education or just another gimmiek. Meanwhile, I am keeping an open
mind and experimenting a bit It



At Jamestown where Carmen Wilkinson had begun opening up her class and

apace in 1966, three years later there were 50 fifth and sixth graders

being team-taught by three teachers whO jointly were responsible for eight

learning venters in science, social studies, math and language. The three

teachers spent a great deal of time arrangingfor materials in.each center.

All three, said that they spent pert of each weekend preparing materials

and activities for the following week.

I cannot ascertain how widespread the use of learning centers were in

Arlington-.as an index of informal classrooms--in the early 1970a.Wilkinaon,

who traveled to various schools in the County to give workshops end had a

steady stream of visitors to her classroom, estimated that two or three

teachers in each building opened up their classroais to various degrees:

The Drew Elementary school, an alternative.introduced centers,

nongraded primaries, and team teaching when it opened in 1971.

By 1975, when I visited all of the elementary teachers at least once,1

found about 25 teachers who used centers daily, permitted students to move,

freely, organized their instruction for small groups end individuals with

some time set aside for large-group teaching, etc. That teachers who

chose to establish centers in their roams varied in their embrace of open

classroom practices is evident from the quotes. That teachers could choose
19 A

to do so in ai climate of acceptance is also clear.

Between 1975 -1981, I informally observed, st least two or more times,

280 elementary classrooms, or about 40-50% of the teachers who served in

thoge years. The results of those visits are displayed on the following

Table with the resulti of my observations of 63 classrooms in two North

Dakota cities.

33
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Table 8. PATTERNS OF DISTRUCT1DM, SUMMARY, 1975 -1981

Classroom

Teacher-Centered
Instruction

Arl.

arrangement 42 43

Group
instruction 49 62

Classroom
talk 45 60

Student
movement . 60 37

Class
activities 34 59

Mixed

18

50

52

0

64

Classrooms with one or more centers

Classrooms observed in at at least two
school years with one or more
centers

---.
%

'Student-Centered
1M:ruction

timber of
Classes

30 39- 27 (223) (63).

25 1 13 (215 (63)

23. 2 16 (215) (63)

0 40 63 (125) (63)

30 2 11 (213) (63)

23 32 (209).(63)

. (NA) (150)

What is apparent in the County figures is oonsidereble reliance, but not

dominance, upon a teacher-centered configuration. Student - centered patterns

registered substantially in two areas: arrangment of space and student

movement. A Mixed pattern in instructional groupings (large, small, and

individual), classroom talk and activities suggest higher levels in student

participation. Just under one in four classrooms contained learning centers.

On °loser inspection of those classrooms with centers a half-dozen teachers

used centers as an integral part of the instructional day. In most oases, the

centers, were used for enrichmentirskill practice, or free choice activities

before and after formally scheduled lessons, e.g. at the end of the reading

period, before lunch, after rizoessioto. X did track a dozed teachers (8%)

who had centers when I visited classrooms during two different school years.

Of alI the teachers who had at least one center in the classroom, there was

no consistent relationship between the presence of the centers and the kind



of space the teacher, taught in, i.e. open space or self-contained , except

for one school where seven of the eleven classrooms had learning centers.

The school had been built as open space but teachers had thrown up bookcases

and temporary partitions to divide the space into self -aontained rooms.

Examine the figures for the Grand Forks and Fargo teachers whom I

observed briefly in 1981. While the percentages are not comparable in either

sample size or duratiot of observation, the visits occurred in a" similar time

period and in settings that were much like Arlington in e number of areas:

class sixe,.history of responsiveness to innovations, experienced

and highly-trained staffs.

What turns up, in the comparison is the two-fold similarity in strength

of teacher-centered instruction ,albeit to a higher degree in the twu

North Dakota cities, and less presenoe of student-centered instruction,

particularly in Arlington. Two student-centered categories, however, show

surprising strength: classroom aerangment and. student movement, quite

similar to what occurred in Washington, D.C. classrooms (1967-1976) in the

use of classroom space and New York City (1967-1976) for student mobility.

In visiting Arlington classrooms for nearly seven years I came to

expect a number of regularities. Almost half of the teachers (43%) put up

p daily schedule on the blackboard. If it were time for reading, the

teachers would work with one group and assign the same sestuvrk or varied

tasks to the rest of the class. If it were meth, social studies, science,

or language arts generally the teacher would work from a text witirthe

entire class answering questions from it or either frae.dittoefrewfte

workbooks. These regularities in alloting time and grouping stiffienti were

common except for those teachers who used learning centers, grouped more

often in subjects other than reading,,and assigned different tasks to

different students.

337
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High School

g Shift now to the high school. In the early 1970s, Arlington was no

,
different than many communities; in experiencing the growing ooncerns ex-

prsesed by students, teachers, and Parents over the Curriculum being

unrelated to problems students raosid,. rules for maintaining school discipline

that made seventeen year olds feel like two-year olds, and the lack of

opportunity to do independent work both in and out of the school. The,seatoh

for a type of education where students assumed responsibility for learning

drove a small group of teachers and students at Wakefield High School to

initiate experiments for a week where different classes were held 'end

students could choose anything they wanted to study for the week. These
20

experiments led to a drive for a separate alternative high school.

A group of teachers and students at Wakefield designed a pew school

mnd presented it to the School Board. Concerns for the size of high

schools, student deoisionmaking, electives, and a,variety of instructional

practices produced a plan for a small (225 students) alternative high

school open to any tenth to twelfth grader on the basis of a lottery. The

School Board approved the venture and Woodlawn opened its doors in a re-

converted, abandoned elementary school in 1971. Two years later an alterna-

tive junior high, prompted by similar impulses, was also endorsed by the

School Board and platted in the former all -Slack secondary school, Roffman.

Boston. In 1979, both schools were consolidated into one alternative

secondary school, grades 7 -12, called RA Woodlawn with an enrollment of

over 400 students and waiting list of parents hoping to gain admission
21

to the school.

Similar to alternatiVe schools elsewhere in the country that opened in

the early 1970s, the governance of the school through a head teacher and

a town meeting, its informality, small classes, and tolerance of differences
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marked the school clearly as unitue in Arlington. Students and teachers were

on first-name basis; a first-floor bulletin board became an. instant

communication center with its notes, sonowsmeits, and pleas pinned to

the wall; students designed-elective courses with teachers; teachers

developed internships in Arlington and Washington, O.C., including tutoring

in nearby elementary schools. During the day, there was much student traffic

in aid out of the building to take courses unavailable at Wbodlawn at

other high schools, in pe, and jobs.'

Teaohipgvin such a school was different, according to Amos Houghton,

a veteran teacher who volunteered to work in the Woodlawn program.

Teaching here is infinitely more challenging than in the traditional
school. Vs putting in more hours. I've never read so much in my
life. But the ultimate reward is the depth in which you get to know
the student personally in a school of 200 instead of 1600. oh, I've
had some adjusting to do. This is not .a neat and tidy school. But I've
been able to learn from my own son that this is not as important as
a relaxed atmosphere....

We (Wilt haver rules like hall passes that must be signed-by a teacher
for a student to leave the room. We've dropped the authoritative aspect
in the teacher-student relationship and we find that kids are not 23
tensed up, don't feel peibsecuted ind are more amenable to our ideas.

Discussions, student reports, lectures, independent study, textbooks,

projects--all were used by various Woodliwn teachers. Row different their

classroom practices were from mainstream teachers is captured partially

in the following Table.
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Table 9. RITTER'S or issmencie RI( scHool. AND 14.11 WOODLAWN, 1q'(5 -19$1

Class
Arrangement

Group
Instruction

Classroom
Talk

Student
Movement

Class
Activities

Teacher - metered
Instruction

H.S. H-NV
% %

Mixed
"

H.S. RAW
% %

tl

Student-Centered
InStruotion

N.S. H-OW
S %

Number of
Classes

H.S. H.SW-

85 61 10 0 1 31 (91) (11)

94 ' 36 45 0 18 (87) (11)

72 33 27 33 1 33 (85) (12)

96 27 1 0 2 73 (85) (11)

72 25 26 42 0 33 (86) (1?)

Regular high school teaching practices in Arlington resembled quite

oloqely those of New York City and Washington.D.C. between 1967-1976. The

niche that high school teaching occupies in Arlington notches the ones

that I have described previously: rows of tablet-arm chairs facing

a teacher who is talking, asking, listening to student answers, and super-

vising the entire class for most of the period --a time that is occasionally

punctuated by a student report, a panel, and a film.

I sat in classes and listened to discussions, recitations, and, on

occasion, student reports. I watched teachers send students to the chalk-

board, use the overhead projector, give tests, and run movie projectors.

What the teacher would probably do in any given high school class, I come

to realize, was one of the very few hunches that I would risk betting on

and have a decent chance of winning. The range and sequence of activities.



/ discovered, was predictable: teacher takes attendance; makes an assignment

from the text, collects homework done from previous day; picks up a point

from previous lesson or homework; questions students on points from the

textbook or homework. Periodically, a film, a test, student
4

reports, or a field trip would interrupt the above activities. The, sequence

of activities might dafer,from subject to subject, e.g. science labs or

language tapes, assignment given at end of period rather than beginning, but

the teacher activities listed above capture, I believe, about 90% of what

teachers and students did in the classrooms that I observed. The universe

of olasiroom tasks was a small one dominated by regularities that resembled

planets orbiting the sun in a predictable manner.

As this study has shown, teaching repertoires in Arlington differed

little from New York City and Wsahington,D.C. in the 1470s and looked
%

considerably alike the teaching of colleagues a generation earlier across

the country, allowing, of course, for exceptions.

One exception in Arlington was B.B Moodlawn, with half of the staff

represented in Table 9. Practices were similar but there seemed to be more

variety in the mix of techniques, particularly student participation, that

turned up in classrooms. Mixed and student - centered patterns in each of the

categories appear as frequently used alternatives to the familiar teacher -

centered instruction.

Between 1974-1991 in Arlington, a middle-sised district undergoing sub -

stantial demographic changes under the aegis of a school board and superin-

tendent that tried to steer a course of action targeted upon improving

student performance, classroom teaching showed traits common to

earlier periods when impulses for instructional reform weakened and slipped

away. Forms of tesoher-centered instruction dominated classrooms. The

qi
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Washington Leo High School, Math Class, Arlington, Virginia, 1975
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Yorktown High School, Science Class, Arlington, Virginia, 1977
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tediously familiar pattern of same variety in elementary teaching practice

within a teacher-centered and mixed configuration narrowing into a pristine

version of teacher-centeredness at the high school is apparent in Arlington.

Certain informal practices did penetrate elementary teacher repertoires

producing, as described also in other settings, a hybrid form of informal

teacher - centered practice. No such cross-fertilization seemed to have

octred at the high school level tm'Arlington, except for the oocasional

teacher in each building or at N-6 Woodlawn.

National Data on Classroom Practice

Arlington is one school district. A fair question to pose is whether

,classroom practice in Arlington in the 1970s and early 1980s. was unique.

Comparisons with 63 elementary classrooms in two North Dakota cities in 1981

suggest a general convergence in patterns, with the differences a matter

of degree, rather than kind. There is some recent data that offer more points

of comparison and contrast: two National Science Foumfation(NSF) studies

completed in 1978 and John Goodlad's large-scale "Study of Schooling" whose

results have just begun to appear.

The NSF Case Studies in Science Education (GSM) sent writers end

researchers into eleven districts across the nation in 1976-1977. Concentra-

ting upon science, math, and social studies programs in eleven high schools

and their feeder schools, the field researchers constructed from interviews,

documents, and observations richly-textured case studies of urban and rural,

large and small, wealthy and poor, white and black schools. To corroborate

the findings emerging from the case studies, NSF commissioned a survey

of over 7000 teachers, principalb, central office administrators, and state

supervisors. Cl

No clear portrait of elementary classroom teaching breaks through the

thick descriptions of the cases. The full range of teaching practice

is described, sometimes in painstaking detail when the observer takes the

34R



reader through a class discussion. that isn't going anywhere and tedium

blankets the reader's eyes or. on occasion, when, the prose about a gifted

teacher wraps itself seductively around the reader and won't let, go until

25
the last paragraph.

The mass of detail, however, overwhelms. Sorting out the details into

regularities in instruction is difficult since frequency counts were beyond

the scope of the writers' task and were alien to these case studies. None-

theless, amidst the variety of practices the observers described acme

general patterns were evident in nine of the oases that included elementary

schools. Principal investigator **art Stake found in the eleven cases the

teacher's centrality to all classroom activity. Moreover, the textbook was

the primary authority of knowledge and math, science, and social studies: it

was "presented as what experts hid found to be true." While these patterns

are evident in the vignettes that the authors sketched out, other instances

of instruction were described that again reassert the variety that existed
26

in the elementary school. Consider Mrs. B.

Alan Peshkin watched a fourth grade social studies lesson in rural

Illinois unfold before his eyes. Mrs. B. had tried learning centers in

language arts and science but not yet in social studies, "I'm not ready

yet," she said. The students were working in small groups when Ws. B told

them to return to their seats.

"OK," she says, "now you've got-to switch gears." Several students
make a gear switching noise.

T: Table two is ready. Robert's ready. Everybody's ready. OK,
switch from measurement to talking about the globe. (She holds up a
globe). This thing around the center of the earth is the equator. is
it really there?

S: No,

T: What does it split the earth into?
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S: Hemispheres.

T: Which one are we-in?

S: The western and northern both.

T: (Hrs. B. leaves her desk to pull down some maps) If you can't see
come switch your chairs to the front. The saps here show the eastern

and western hemisphere. Here's the equator. Right? OX, here is Antarc-

tica.. What hemisphere is Antarctica in?

S: South.

T: Yes, because it's below the equator. Another one?

S: Eastern.

S: ileStern.

T: Can everybody see the Indian (bean? Who can tell se what hemisphere
it's in?

S: Southern.

T: Yes, because it is below the equator. One more.

S: Eastern.

T: Is it below the equator?

S: Yes.

T: Yes, a little bit; just a smidge. Let's check out Africa. What
hemisphere is it in, Jim?

S: Northern and southern and eastern....

T: I think you got this down well. There's a couple of questions on
the worksheet about hemispheres. If the question is "N.A. is blank of
S.A.," start with the second one. Remember. Save yourself a hassle. Do
it the easy way. Start with with second one. If I said, "Africa is
blank of Australia..."

S: South.

T: Good grief!

S: Run that one by again.

T:(Mrs.03. explains the point again; students return to their desks)

If you're done before PA., (Physical Education), you have fifteen
minutes to find something quiet to do. Turn pour worksheet in first.

People, I think maps on the top of your page 1411 help you more than
anything else. (Many students go to Mrs. B. for help. She offers it
willingly and patiently, re-explaining often what she explained in her
general presentation) If you are not done, stick it in your desk and
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fin4gh it after lunch. Get ready for P.E. (Afterwards, they return and
Hrs. B. begins to talk abnut the unit oc space that is part of language

' arts.)

T: From your list of three choices I made up a list of people who will
work on the different topics. Sometimes there is only one person on a
topic. You might not want to work alone.,I tried to give you your
one choice, but there's no more than three in a group. If you want to

switch, this is your chance now.

5: I'm on Bars. Can I change?

T: Yes, if you want to. If you are satisfied with the group you're
on, pass the list on to the next person

Students come to the-rear table full of spice books. A pair of girls
get one'book and. go to the reading corner. Two boys come to find
references on Cape Canaveral. Soon, the students are clustered in a
tight knot at the table, searching for books that fit their topic.

Blends of teacher- and student-centered activities in Ws. B's classroom

underscore a variety of practice in daily instruction even when the
27

prevailing pattern is teacher-centered and dependent upon textbooks.

At the high school level, there is less ambiguity. Observer after

observer, after mentioning the occasional superb math or science teacher

who hooked students' attention and steered it elegantly for fifty minutes,

commented on the fundamental likeness in teaching that out across subject

matter, size of class, teacher experience, or curricular group. A sampling

from the cases makes this point.

. Rob Walker on the math department of Central High School (all names

of schools are pseudonyms) in a Houston, Texas suburb:

'I am a very traditional teaoher.-I use a chalkboard, a textbook,
and handouts.' If half the faculty did not say this precisely, they
came close. I believe it is a fair representation of the faculty's

pedagogical style....

. Mary Smith on Fall River High's science program in a small Colorado

city:

Introductory Biology-instructional methods are largely lectures*
lab investigations, review sheets, and mossional films and guest
speakers. The text used is from the Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study (green version).

Chemistry-the text Modern" Chemistry-is used but the approach is
traditional. The vast majority of class time is spent in lectures and

laboratory experiments.
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. Louis Smith on science in Alte High School' in a St. Louis suburb. He

lotted down a number of statements that summarized what he saw "across

schools, levels, disciplines, and departments :"

1.In most classrooms, a section of the blackboard with assign-
ments for each day of the week;

2.Teachers' grade books literally full, cell by cell, of pages
of numbers;

3.Teachers'carrying a stook of laboratory notebooks home to be
graded (in the evening) or into class to be returned (in the early
morning before school);

4.Lab books full of red ink comments;

5.Frequent classroom byplay around the question, "Does it count?*;

6. Reviews before tests, taking of quizzes and tests, returning and
checking of tests.... 28

If numbers appear infrequently in the volume of case studies, they are

densely packed into every page of another NSF volume reporting the results

of a 1977 national survey. Stratified for geography, soo10-yoonomic status,

and other Variables, almost 5000 questionnaires from teachers were returned

for a response rate of 76%. Teachers reported their classroom techniques

and manner of grouping students for instruction. In the following Tables

I have selected those techniques that approximate the ones I have used
29

throughout this study.
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Table 10. FREQUENCY. Ill ost OF SELECTED MATH AND SCIENCE TECHNIQUES, 1977

Meth Science
Wade: N-31:6 10-12 077W:g

% % 1 % t

Lecture

Discussion

Individual
Assignient =

Teacher
Demonstration

Students at
Blackboard

Tests or
Quizzes

Students use
Of lab ma-
terials and
asnipulatives

Student
Reports or
Projects

Sample number

47

86

80

71

58

88

83

64

90

87

61

53

40

76

18

35

66

90

42

37

81 78 58 12 18

45 64 78 7 30

66 34 14 37 36

12 10 5 19 18

(297) (277) (548) (287) (271)

Social Studies
10-12 K-3 A-6 10-1P
% % 1

67 56 5Q 80

89 88 91 95

46 27 52 42

41 NA NA NA

10 10 13 6

20 38 60

72 31 30 11

23 21 27 22

(586) (254) (781) (400)

Frequency is defined as a technique reported by teachers to be used daily
or at least once a week.

30
"Teacher supervises students working on individual activities."

351
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A number of commonalities are obvious from the self-reports. First,

lecture and discussion were favored methods throughout the grades, except
A

for elementary math. Second; certain teacher practices increased in Fre-

quency as students moved through the grades into high school: lecture,

discussion, tests and quizzes--except for high school science teachers' use

of lab equipment. Third, classroom practices asemisted with student-

centered classrooms such as student reports and projects, use of manipula-

tives and lab materials--either decreased as students got older (again,

except for science) or did not reach beyond a reported 25% in use.

When the Table on instructional groupings reported by teachers is

examined even more familiar patterns reassert themselves.

Table 11. AVERAGE PERCENT OF TIME SPENT IN VARIOUS INSTRUCTIONAL ARRANGMENTS

BY SUBJECTS AND GRADE RANCE

Meth Science Social Studies
K-3 EZ 10-12 K-3-1C-4 10-12 1C-3 4-6 10-12

Entire class
as group 36 38 54 52 52 '52 59 50 68

Small
groups 29 25 22 18 1R 19 15 15 11

Students
working
individually 36 38 24 30 30 30 26 35 21

Sample
Number (293) (271) (539) (272) (262) (576) (254) (2R1) (453)

Teaching the entire class as a group increases in frequency in the higher

grades, according to teacher responses, so that by high school, regardless

of subject, over half of the class time is spent in whole-group instruction:

teaching in small groups decreaies.in practice as the students move through

the grades, except in science. This form of instructional grouping, however,

did not exceed one-quarter of the time in the three subjects at all levels,
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except for K-3 math. Working individually is ambiguous sift* the question

included answers of teachers who assigned the entire class the same
31

task and students worked alone While the teacher supervised the work.

merging, then, from national cross-section of teachers' self -

reports in 1977 are regularities in practice generally consistent with those

in Arlington: tesoher-centered patterns in total group instruction,

classroom talk, and class activities converged with teacher self-reports

of frequency in lecture- discussion and whole group instruction. Furthermore,

the patterns of inoreasingteacher-centeredness as students move tram elem-

entary to high school oonverge. By "oonverge* I only suggest a similar path

in both cases although percentages do differ and categories are not identi-

cal. Mow much to discount for the inflation built into teacher reports is

another item that would have to be factored into, a judgment of how

closely the two sets of data overlap.

A final set of data come from John Coodlad's team, of researchers who

have been working since 1972 on "A Study of Schooling." A technical report

of over 1000 elementary and secondary classroom observations in 3R schools

across the nation, representing different regions, racial, socio-economic

and ethnic backgrounds of studens and school sizes was published in 1981.

Although the study covered the goals of schools, parent and student views

of what schools do, student expectations of the ouerioulum, and other

issues, I will concentrate on the report that dealt with what teachers did

32
in classrooms.

Classroom data were elaborate. Trained observers did Five

Minute Interactions (F4I), 'using an instrument to count tge number of

classroom events that occurred within five minutes, four times during a

high school class and sixteen times daily in an elementary classroom.

The target events were how teachers spent time on different tasks and
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exchanges between students and teacher: who is doing what to whom, how, and

in what context. This offered a continuous picture of classroom exchanges.

Another informStion pool came from Snapshot data. Brief, short descriptions

were taken in each classroom to locate what activity was going on, who

33
directed the activity and the form of grouping for the activity.

From both sets of data on over 1000 elementary and secondary classrooms,

Ken Sirotnik, who headed thii portion of "A Shidy of Schooling,* noted the

following:

.Approximately half of the time is devoted to teacher
Relatively speaking, teachers 'out-talk' students by a ratio of
about three to one.

.The modal classroom configurations which we observed... looked like
this: the teacher explaining/lecturing to the total class (or a
single student), asking direct, factual-type questions or monitoring
or observing students; the students 'listening' to the teacher or
responding to teacher-initiated interaction.

.The majority of students at all schooling levels--nearly two-thirds
in elementary and three-fourths in secondary--work as a total
class.... Less than 10% pre found working in small group configura-
tions. 34

0

In examining Sirotnik's tables, a number of specific activities

resembled closely those included in this;iiidy. For example.'observers

counted classes where there was a learning center. Of 129 elementary

classrooms, 39% had at least one learning center. io explanation of how the

centers were used appeared in the report, however:In one table of

activities in elementary and high school classrooms, I chose a number of
35

familiar classroom tasks already discussed at length in this report.
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Table 12. PERCENTAGE OP TINE TEACHERS USED SELECTED ACTITITTES

Elementary . Nigh School

Preparation for assignments
or instructions; oleanup

12.1 13.2

Explain, lecture, read
aloud 18.9 25.8

Discussion

work on written
assignments

6.8

29.1

5.2

15.2

Taking tests or
quizzes 2.6 5.6

TOTAL

For about two-thirds of each class, elementary and high school students

spent their time in only fire activities--ones generally labeled is teacher-

centered. These figures are generally consistent with the 1977 NSF survey

data which tallied teacher responses for frequently used techniques and

the Arlington figures for regular high schools in the category "Class

Activities." Percentages from °A Study of Schooling, however, exceed by a

considerable margin Arlington's figures for these tasks. In comparing th

various sets of data for another category-7grouping for instruction --keep

in mind that two of the data sets come fromdireot observation (albeit

with vastly different instruments) and teacher-reports in dissimilar

settings.

ti

1,
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Table 13. FORMS OF INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING*

Entire Class

Elem. High Sohool

Small Group--Individual**

Elem. High School

Study of Schooling 63 71 9 15

National Science
Foundation Survey 48*** 58 26 21

Arlington 49 94 1 0

North Dakota cities . 62 (NA) 13 (NA)

All percentages are rounded off

tli% Study of Schooling" has a category "Medium/Large" group which accounts
for the remainder. ,

***NSF separated math, science, and social studies. Percentages that I used
are means for the three subjects.

Degrees of difference in the figures are apparent. Precision in this area

is, simply stated, lacking. What remains significant, I believe, in the

face of differing methodologies, settings, and research designs are the

commonalities in grouping for instruction, i.e. entire class is frequently

used and small group and individual, a much less* common teaching practice.

Frequencies vary for any number of reasons ranging from the nature of the

data - -survey and direct observation--to the instruments used or actual

differences in classrooms.

No clear, unambiguous statement can be made about teaching practice

but perhaps these monotonous, repetitive configurations that show up per-

'sistently nail down the notion that there is, indeed, a stubborn stability

to, certain teaching patterns. Numbers, of course, help in making the

point. Narrative, however, may fill in gaps in the meaning that escapes

decimals and percentages. So I end this chapter with the experience of

Ellen Glans.
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Typical of that group of experienced teachers who work'in suburban

affluent, white districts, Glans spent year as a student in the high

stool in which she taught. In becoming a student she took her teacher

perspective and tilted it by sitting behind a student's desk in class after

awls, facing teachers, her colleagues. Her one-year experience
37

illuminates classroom instruction in an unusual manner.

.A social studies teacher for six years at Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High

School in Sudbury, a suburb twenty miles from Boston, Glans proposed

to her. superintendent a project that would enable her to find out

what it was like to be a student in high school. The superintendent gave

her permission to take courses like any other student, provided the teacher,

Glanz's colleague, agreed to her being in class. Glans enrolled as a senior

in 1978-1979. Her schedule included advanced expository writing, calculus,
38

Russtan history, advanced French, drawing, and trampoline.

Successful in being accepted as a student after the novelty wore off,

she attended classes, did homework, took tests, and., as she remarked

with a touch of pride, she was even "kicked out of the library for talking."

She kept a journal of her experiences and thoughts. Periodically, she

met with teachers to share her observations and, by the end of the project,

wrote two reports for the high school staff, parents, and students. Her

observations from the perspective of a teacher-turned-student, pull together
39

a number of points that both the text and tables made earlier.

"I was curious to discover how different other teachers' classes were

from those I attended as a child and a teenager." What she found out was

that they "were not very different."

Host teachers teach in much the same way they were taught--in
an essentially didactic, teacher- centered mode.... The teacher&
knows the material and presents it to students, whose role is
to 'absorb' it.

The system, she said, nurtures "incredible passivity." In class after

357
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CUSS, "one sits and listens."

In one class during my second week as a student, I noticed half
way through the hour that such of the class was either doodling,
fidgeting, or sleeping. Before long, I found my own mind wandering
too.

Yet this teacher was touted as one of the finest in the school. "I

realized," she said, "that what was boring was not what the teacher was

saying but the very act of sitting and listening for the fourth hour in a
40

row."

When it comes to teaching methods, Glanz observed that most techniques

teachers used "promote the feeling that students hove little control over

or responsibility for their own education." She pointed out the agenda for

the class is the teacher's. He or she plans the tasks and determines who

does what to whom, when. There is, she found, little opportunity for stu-

dents to "make a real difference in the way a class goes, aside from their

doing their homework or participating." She described how her English

teacher surprised the class one period by letting two students lead a

discussion. After some practice, "students were far more attentive and the

teacher learned when and how to intervene to lead the discussion ... with-
41

out taking control."

After completing the year, writing the reports, and returning to her-

five classes a day, Glanz asked about the stubborn regularities in teaching

'approaches that she saw. "We must realize that in all liklihood, despite the

problems I've described, classes will remain basically as they are right

now." Why? Beca!'se subject matter --- French, math, anatomy, history --

"dictates an essentially didactic class model since the subject matter is

not known intuitively by students and must be transmitted from teacher to

student. And the ultimate authority and control will and should remain
42

with the teacher."

While Glanz suggests ways of improving teacher methods, involving
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students in classroom activities, and reducing the tensions that she

saw clearly between the two separate worlds of teachers and students, it

is'apperent that she believes that the way it is in a high school can be

improved but probably will stay such as it is because of what is taught,

who has the knowledge, and where the authority rests. Olanzs description

of her life as a student is similar to a number of other books and research

efforts that put an adult into a high school for a limited amount of time.

It is also consistent with the figures presented earlier. Her

explanation, however, is en attempt to figure out why things are as

they a peered to her. That task is now before me. Of the two questions

I esker in the 'Introduction, I have answered the first one: how teachers

taught. The second question on Why teachers taught the way they did is
43

answered in the next chapter.

359
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Chapter 6

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

I must show the-school as it really is.
I must not attack the school# nor talk overmuch
about that ought to be, but only about what is.°

Willard Weller, The Socioloily of
Teaching, preface

Remember the metaphor of the hurricane. Images of storm-tossed waves

on the ocean surface, turbulent waters a fathom down and calm on the ocean

floor lent themselves well to agitated squabbles over curricvler theories

and their limited influence upon courses of study, textbooks, and classroom

instruction. In the years after reform impulses pumped different ideas

and practices into public schools the metaphor helps to reveal

the impossibility of generalising about teaching behavior simply from the

dominance of reform ideas and language in professional journals, popular

magazines, and discourse among educators. Even crude classroom maps are

better, guides to practice than reformer intentions or. rhetoric. Moreover,

those maps revealed the limits of the metaphor since it wasn't calm on

the ocean floor.

If anything, the last five chapters have charted some, but by no means

all, features of the classroom terrain. I have collected data in five cate-

gories, embracing an important portion of visible teaching behaviors that

educators label "instruction ". Note, however, that these categories in no way

equal the richness or complexity of classroom life. They do not capture the

artistic elegance of those teachers whose subtle techniques can individual-

ize instruction with the nod of a head, the wink of an eye, and a friendly

arm around a shoulder. Or the abundant wealth. in exchanges between students

and teachers that produce a classroom culture complete with traditions to.

be honored, norms to be respected, and roles to be played. Thus, the study

is limited in order to concentrate upon those practices teachers engage in
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regularly. .

Drawn from a large number of varied sources in diverse settings over

nearly a centuryorthe data show striking convergence in outlining a stable

core of teacher-centered instructional activities at the elementary school

and, in high school classrooms, a remarkably pure and durable version of

the same set of activities.

To the question--how did teachers teach ? -- answers can now draw from

a substantial body of evidence, direct and oontextual, from 1900 plainly

showing what the central teaching tendency was and What variations of

that dominant strain existed. Precision in methodology and sampling of hist-

orical sources were limited. However, the collection of almost 7000 different

'classroom accounts and results from studies in numerous settingsgrevealed the

persistent occurrence of teacher-centered practices since the turn of the

century --at the sizable risk of dulling a reader's sensibilities by present-

ing repeatedly similar patterns and numbers that flew like pigeons in and

out of a roost. This historical inquiry into classroom instruction and the

imprecise responses were in the spirit of one researcher who said; "far

better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often vague
1

than an exact answer to the question which can always be made precise."

Previous chapters also disclosed that changes in teaching practices

did, indeed, occur. Reforms left their signature on some class-

room chalkboards. Some teachers, mostly elementary, tweeted child-centered

classrooms where students could move about freely to work in activity

centers tied to their interests, where clustered desks made it easy for

students to work together, and where planning by teacher and students about
.

who would be doing what and when occurred daily. Subjects were correlated

in theze roams and ample time was spent by students working in small groups

and independently on projects.
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Other teachers.a much larger number--chose certain student-centered

practice to initiate for pert of a day or once a week what they felt would

benefit children end not unsettle existing classroom routines. Some began

grouping students for certein periods a day; others established a science

or reading center in a corner, of the room. Some pulled desks into a circle

or groups of four so that children could talk to one another as they worked;

others chose a unit, say,.on 'Indians, and tried to integrate many subjects

into the three weeks spent on the project. These new

practices, often implemented on a consciously selective, piecemeal basis,

were incorporated slowly into the regular modes of instruction that typified

the average day. Hence, practice altered.

The modification of teacher practices that produced hybrid forms of

teacher-centeredness occurred in substantial numbers of elementary schools

in the interwar years and since the late 1960s. Teachers chose particular

student-centered approaches and blended them into their daily routines.

By the 1980s, classrooms were far less formal places for children than a

century earlier. Varied grouping procedures, learning centers, student

mobility and certain kinds of noise were acceptable. But far fewer teachers

had incorporated teacher-student planning of activities, determination of

content, and allocation of class time into their lesson plan. Even less

variation was apparent among high school teachers..

Why did' these different patterns emerge? To ask "why" shoves a

historian into pursuing causation. Unambiguous cause- effect relationships

seldom march up to researchers and tap them on their shoulders. Moreover,

because of some exceases in previous writings, historians have been leery

of dealing openly with causes, substituting for the word such nouns as

"factors," "influences," and "elements." Yet historians, in my judgment,

cannot escape trying to oplain 'Let they have dooumented.
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Let me state plainly what I mean by "why" since the word is slippery.

To ask Why the dominant form of instruction continued to be teacher-

centered since the late nineteenth'century and why hybrids of teacher-

centered progressivism and informal education developed in elementary

but less in high school classrooms, could produce a search to:

.seek out motives, i.e. of reformers, teachers, administratorssetc.

.lay blame, i.e. teachers resistant to change, penurious echo's)/

boardseetc.

.justify the status quo, i.e. that's the way the system has been and
it workseetc.

.understand why something developed.

This latter meaning of the word "why" - understanding the sources

for continuity in teacher -centeredness and modest changes--is, I

believe, essential knowledge that policymakers, scholars, and school

officials need. This search for explanations is an inquiry into the

determinants of classroom instruction, a search that, if successful, could

produce reliable knowledge upon which informed improvement efforts could be

built.

This exploratory effort to map and explain classroom instruction

contains Mich imprecision in methodology. Nonetheless, there are criteria

that would help to sort out some explanations from others.,Cbviously: given

the data and its inevitable gaps, there is no obe single, comprehensive,

or final explanation. Explanations that mad meet certain criteria would

be, at best, suggestive and provide only further hypotheses for exploration.

My criteria for selecting explanations are drawn directly from'the patterns

that emerged from the data:

1. The argument explains the pattern of teacher-centered instruction
in bah elementary and high school-classrooms.

2. The argument answers why some instructional changes occurred at
the elementary and not at the high school level.

367
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3. The argument further explains why teachers selected particular
progressive and informal :practices, and not others.

These criteria exclude, for nowi,the possibility that there are sepirace

explanations for separate questions which are also mutually exclusive.

I exclude these possibilities now in the hope of initially finding simpler,

parsimonious answers rather than complex ones. Yet these possibilities do

exist.

Drawing from various sources, I have constructed five potential

explanations. Each has a plausible ring in explaining the persistent

stability in teaching practices. The danger of building weak arguments that

could be later torn apart in order to present the correct one is

inherent in this approach. I am aware of it and in building these possible

explanations I have tried to avoid that device by distilling from the

literature on stability and change in schooling those arguments and

explanations that have been used and reshaping than to fit the more narrow

issues of pedagogy raised in this study. Nonetheless,, it remains a danger

and I want to alert the reader to it.

POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS

Schooling as Social Control and Sortinic

The school is the only public institution in the life of a growing

child that stands between the family and the job market. The overriding

purposes of the school, not always apparent but nonetheless evident, are

to inculcate in children the prevailing social norms, values, and behaviors

that will prepare them for participation in the)arger culture. The struc-

ture of school life, what knowledge is highly valued, and what pedagogical

practices occur, mirror the norms of the larger class and economic

system. This explanation focuses largely upon schools being the primary
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mechanisms for social control, the sorting of diverse students into niches,

and distributing the dominant cultural knowledge to the next generation.

Those teaching practices that seek obedience, uniformity, productivity,

and other traits required for minimum participation in bureaucratic and in-

. dustrial organizations are viewed as both necessary and worthwhile. In the

'41vrimsry grades, for example, work and play emerge as a distinct dichotomy

wit` work considered more important by the teacher and play viewed as

something to be done after tasks are completed. Work includes whatever the

teacher directs children to do. Free-time activities are called play.

Moreover, time to work is stressed. Tasks must begin and end

when teachers say thefdo.Also work periods often involve every Child

working alone on the same task, at the Same time. Thus, classrooms with

those helper charts listing children's names with ~asks to be done and

daily schedules of activities that teachers place on blacktoards

reflect these points on work and time.

As the studentS grow older, homework, tests, grades, focus upon class-

room competitiveness and productivity. Within this argument, certain teach-
.

ing practices are functional: whole group instruction where waving

hands vie for the teacher's, attention; a question-answer format that rewards

those better at factual recall; classroom furniture arranged to produce a
\

uniform appearance; textbooks', a primary source of knowledge, yield reams

of homework to which credit is given pr withheld and becomes the basis for

tests and quizzes. Dominant teaching practices, then, endure because they

produce student behaviors consistent with the requirements of the larger

society.

Especially, in the high school. The origins of the high school as a

college preparatory institution serving a fraction of the population, cap-

ture both the social sorting and control floctimullorecisely--a000rding
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to this argument. College entrance requirements, Carnegie units, examine-
,

tiqns, varied curricula mirroring future vocational choloes channeled

students into classes where knowledge end instruction are matched to voca-

tion, e.g. business English, advanced placer English; physics and general

science; calculus and consumer math. These external demands of university

and marketplace shape most clearly the high school's structure and teaching

yet plumb deeply into the junior high and upper elementary grades with the

persistent press upon teachers to have their children up to grade level

to be prepared for junior high and, in turn, for junior high teachers

to have their students ready for the high school.

Progressive end informal education.pedagogy, on the other hand, nourish

iindividual choices, independent behavior, expressiveness, group learning

skills, knowledge from many sources, joint student-teacher decision-making,

and much student participation in both the verbal and physical life of the

classroom. Such behaviors are outside the repertoire believed to be matched

to the requirements of university and marketplace although they do describe

certain behaviors characteristic of future professionals, managers, and

executives. Such a fit helps to explain uhy progressive changes and open

classroois were torten associated more with pritate schools and groups cf

upper-middle class, highly educated parents living in affluent areas than

.$41:11 public schools in white and blue-collar districts.

This argument about schools as mechanisms for social sorting and control

explains the stabilit. in4Odagogical practices sire the turn of the
2

century.

School and Classroom Structures

These organizational structures channeled tea' hers into adopting certain

instructional strategies that varied little over time. Fly structure; I refer

to the way school space is'physioally arranged; how content and students are
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organized into grade levels; how time is allotted to tasks; and how rules

govern the behavior and performance of both adults and students. These

structural configurations, the argument runs, derive from the primary

impulses of public schooling: to get a batch of students to absorb certain

knowledge and, in doing so, maintain orderliness.

The classroom organization, located within the larger school structure

like a small Russian wooden doll nested within another larger one, is a

crowded setting in which the teacher has to manage twenty-five to forty or

more students of approximately the same age who spend--depending upon their

age--anywhere from one to five hours daily in a space no larger than a

luxurious master bedroom, involuntarily. Amidst continual exchanges with

individual students and groups -up to 1000 a day in an elementary classroom,

according to Jacksonthe teacher is expected to maintain control, teach

a prescribed content, capture student interest in the subject matter,

vary levels of instruction according to student differences, and show tangi.

ble evidence that students have performed satisfactorily.

Within these overlapping school'and classroom structures, teachers

rationed their energy and time in order to cope with conflicting and multi-

ple demands, constructed certain teaching practices that have

emerged as resilient, simple, and efficient solutions in dealing

with a large number of students-in a small space for extended pe tOds of

time.

So, for example, rows of movable desks and seating charts permit the.

teacher, like Gulliver in Lilliput, easy surveillance and help to maintain

order.Abe teacher's desk, usually mated 'in a visually prominent part of

the room near a chalkboard, underscores quietly who determines the direction

for what the class will do eaoh day. Class routines for studentp raising

their hands to answer questions, to speak only when recognized by the
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teacher, and to speak when ho one else is talking - -the principle of turn-

. taking--establishes an orderly framework for instruction when it is-

delivered to groups. Students asking permission to go to the pencil sharpen-

er or to leave the room reaffirm the teacher's control over student mobility

and the imperative of orderliness..

Teaching the entire class as one time is simply an

efficient and convenient use of the teacher's time--a most

valuable and scarde resource--to cover the mandated content and to maintain

control. Lecturing, question - answer format, recitation, seatwork, homework
0

drawn from texts are direct, uncompliceted.wnys of trantanitting_knowledge

and directions to groups. Given the constrictions placed upon the teacher

by the daily school schedule, and the tequirements that a course of study

be completed by June, decisions that few teachers determine --the above

instructional practices permit the teacher, in a timely and efficient

manner, to determine whether students have absorbed the material.

Student-centered approaches in organizing space: instructing in small

groups, correlating subject matter, encouraging expressiveness and student

decisioii-making generate noise, movement, a less crisp view of teacher

authority and make a shambles of routines 'geared bo.handling batches df

students. These approaches appear out of sync with school and classroom

structure and would seemingly require a complete overhaul of basic modes
4

of classroom operation, placing the entire burden of change upon the

shoulders of the teacher. It comes as lithe surprise, according to this

explanation, that few teachers are willing to upset their intimate world

for the uncertain benefits or a student-centered classroom.

This interpretation for regularities in instruction, drawn

from a number of sources that I cite in the endnote, stresses how teachers

coped with the,demands of organizational structures, over which they had
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little control, by constructing solutions in the shape of classroom routines .

3
and teaching practices.

The Culture of Teaching

A third explanation concentrates upon the occupational ethos of teach-

ing that breeds conservativism and resistance to change in instructional

practice. This conservativism, i.e. preference fot-stability and caution

toward change, is rooted in the people recruited into the profession, how

they are informally socialized, and the school culture of which teaching

Itself is a primary-ingredient.

Persons attacted to the classroom seek contact with children, appreciate

the flexible work schedule, and while acknowledging the limited financial

rewards still embrace the service mission built into teaching. Fatrants,

according-to this explanation, are usually young people already favorably

disposed to schools, having been students for many years. Moreover, of the

young who enter teaching women outnumber en, who often move out of the

classroom in search of recognition, more influence and higher saiaries.

Attracted by work schedules that permit fle'ible arrangements with family

obligations and vacations,, the argument runs, women and men, for different

reasOns,'invest little energy in altering occupational conditions. Recruit-

ment, then, brings in people who tend to reaffirm, rather than challenge,

Rs
the role of schools, thereby, tipping the balance toward stability, rather

than change.

Even prior to fonna4 entry to teaching via a brief training program,
a.

informal socialization has shaped newcomers' attitudes toward continuity.

Consider that as public school students for twelve years (over 13,000 hours).

entering teachers were in close contact with their teachers. Teaching is

one of the few occupations where one learns first-hand about the job

Whble sitting a few yards away, year of year. Teachers intuitively

Ova
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absorbed lessons of how to teach as they watched. Within this explanation,

the familiar assertion is heard that teachers teach as they were taught.

Similarly, the act of teaching presses toward preserving what is. The

first-year teacher, after a brief apprenticeship, is thrust into the class-

room with the same responsibilities as a twenty -year veteran. The private

anguish of a sink-or-swim ordeal which usually consumes the first few years

of the neophyte is alleviated by occasional advice and sharing of folklore

from experienced colleagues. from the very first day, facing the complicated

process of establishing routines that will permit a group of students to

behave in an orderly way While the subject matter is taught, the teacher is

driven to use those practices that he or she remembered were used or take

the counsel of veterans who advised their use. Experienced colleagues

may help informally and, in doing so, entrants absorb through a

subtle osmosis the norms and expectations of, the school and what it takes

to survive as a teacher. The folklore, occupational gimmicks, norms, and

daily teaching reinforce what is rather than nourish skepticism, es-

pecially if one wishes to persist in the profession.

Thus, classroom practiced tend to be stable over time. After all,

homework assignments, discussion, seatwork, tests, an occasional film to

interrupt the routine were all methods familiar to newcomers in their own

schooling and, more often than. not, seemed to keep the class moving along.

To use them in their own classrooms would be reserving, what some exemplary

teachers and esteemed college instructors had. used. Rather than making

fundamental changes-:-such as teaching in small groups, integrating

varied content into units, planning lessons with students, ,and letting

class members choose whatto do--tinkering with methods, polishing up

techniques, introducing variations of existing ones would be consistent
A

with the basic conservatism, according to this explanation, that is bred
4

by the occupation.
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Beliefs: Individual and Shared

The ideas teachers hold about the purposes of the school,

how children develop, the role of subject matter in instruction,

how classroom space should be organized, and the exercise of authority

determine teaching practices. This explanation stresses that nineteenth

century ideas of child-centered instruction. implemented by practitioners

such as Sheldon, Parker, Dewey, and others, reached a popular audience in

the twentieth century,after academics and writers wrote journal and newspaper

articles. Growing numbers of teachers, particularly at the elementary level,

put these ideas to work in classrooms. The Eight Year Study and other

experiments are instances of the spread of these ideas at the secondary
5

level.

The teacher who believes that children working together in mall groups

can teach one another much of what he Cr she wishes to convey, will

organize classroom furniture differently than a teacher who views learning

. as a filling-up process. Also the teacher who conceives of block-building

as an exercise to develop large muscles in five year olds will plan for that

task differently than one who views it simply as another play activity.

Finally, the teacher who looks for connections between textbook

content and daily events because he or she believes that knowledge related

to a context will be learned by students, will depart from the text far

more often than others to explore these connections. Coverage of subject

matter will be sacrificed in a trade-off that offers students a larger grasp

of deeper understandings than dates, numbers, or similar facts could convey.

Along teachers, however, other ideas are far more deeply embedded. Know-

ledge must be transmitted to young people; the role bf the school is to

develop the mind and instill social values; students learn best in well-

managed, noiseless classrooms where limits are made plain, academic rigor is
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prized, and where rules are equitably enforced by the teacher; and the

teaoherts authority, rooted in institutional legitimacy and knowledge, must

be paid respectful attention. These, and similar beliefs, are held by most

teachers, especially in high schools. They account for the perserverance

in such teaching practices as reliance upon textbooks, little student

movement, and a concern for tranquil classrooms marked by the "hum of know-

ledge." The familiar dichotomy of teaching- children -a-- subject or teaching-

7

a-subject-tochildren captures a substantial piece of these belief systems.

Beliefs, then, shape what teachers. choose to do in their classrooms and

explain the core of instructional practices that-have-endured-over tine.

Feckless Implementation

A core of teaching approaches endured because reform efforts to alter

those approaches were ineffectually executed. Had thoughtful, systematic,

and comprehensive efforts been undertaken to implement instructional

changes, the argument runs, far more progressive and informal educational

practices could be apparent in the 1980s.

Except for Denver and New York in the 1930s, rev school districts

developed conscious strategies that would put into practice new ideas about

teaching. Where classroom reforms were adopted, invariably, they

steimed from a decision made at the top administrative level. Imple-

mentation was given little thought beyond a batch of directives being sent

out and briefings for principals and teachers, according to this argument.

Indeed, seldom were teachers directly or formally involved in planning

or determining the conditions for implementation except, again, in Denver

in the interwar 'earl which still remains unique among school districts.

In most instances, formal endorsement occurred but there were few organized

efforts to put into classrooms progressive or open classroom approaches,

e.g. Child Dev4iopment Program in 1938 (Washington,D.C.); expansion of the
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Activity Program in 1941 (New York City); also in the same year, Denver's

decision to mend" General Education courses, results of the Eight Year

Study, in all high schools; open classrooms in Fargo and Grand Forks (North

Dakota) in the 1970s.

A laissez-faire, free market approach marked the posture of middle-

sized and large school systems after the superintendent and school board

embraced instructional reforms. A dogma-eat-dogma, Darwinian world where

reforms struggled among themselves for survival, often characterized school

districts. Individual advocates or bands of partisans for a special change

would fight doggedly for a niche, i.e. resources to last a couple of years.

If successful, the distribt grapevine and sporadic contacts with like-minded

professionals end parents would spread word of the change. Perhaps, if con-

ditions were just right, formal notice of the successful reform by a top

administrator, superintendent, or board of education would lead to its

expansion. Serendipity more than plan, would explain expansion. Absent, more

often than not, were administrative mechanisms to dispirse information, or-

, ganizational linkages between school practices and district-wide goals,

and teacher participation in the process.

Student-centered approaches, then, infrequently penetrated classrooms

because of the unwillingness or incapacity of school officials to convert

a policy decision of forieal approval of an instructional change into a

process that would gain teacher support for classroom adoption. The explana-

tion contains within it the adage implementors are fond of using: It was a

terrific idea; it is a shame that it wasn't ever tried. The exganation'also

suggests that the very adoption of the innovation without subsequent

organizational effort may have even strengthened the stability
9

of existing practices by spreading the illusion of classrnam change.
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All of these arguments hurdle the first oriterion of

explaining the durability of teacher centered instruction in

elementary and high school classrooms. In meeting the other two criteria,

however, dropouts occur. The lack of effective implementation, for example,

explains why so few ohanses in teaching practice did penetrate classrooms

except in New York City and Denver during the 1930s when concerted organi

zational efforts were undertaken. But the argument fails to account for why

studentcentered practices occurred among grade- school teachers

and hardly spread among high school staff.Nor does the interpretation account

for teacher selectivity in implementing some approaches but not others.

Similarly, the argument of a teacher culture explains nicely the

durability of a core of teaching practices. It accounts for high school

,classrooms especially retaining the look, smell, and activities of class

rooms of previous generations. But its elasticity is limited.

Evidence that teachers, singly and in groups, did establish studentcentered

classrooms in various places in both time periods when progressive and open

classroom methods were in I;Ogui reveals that large numbers of teachers, while

shaped by that occupational culture did break away from

its confining traits. Nor does the argument help in understanding why

hybrids of approaches developed among teachers.

The same problems afflict the social control end sorting argument. Its

power is rooted in connecting the larger culture and social structure to

the mundane activities that teachers carry out daily in their classrooms.

Partially, it even helps to explain the organizational structures that

were established in schools, i.e. grade levels, time schedules, curricular

tracks, one teacher for thirty student:motto. Stability in pedagogical

practices have social meaning --they are not simply artifacts independently:

379
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created, detached from a context. Yet the distinctions in amount of change

between levels of schooling and teacher-centered versions Of progressivism

and open classroom practices that emerge from the data are missing from

this argument. Finally, there is the larger, more substantial

issue accompanying any social control and sorting

explanation for phenomena: latent functions. That is, what teachers do

in their classrooms is only a surface reality for it masks the underlying

actual functions that are the true purposes of the institution, i.e.

social control and sorting of students into economic niches.

This may be true, although it borders on the impossible to prove what

are asserted as latent functions are, indeed, the real purposes. The best

that could occur, I believe, is a correlation between evidence and the

assertion that, for example, the teacher's domination of classroom talk is

a means of reproducing the larger social order's power relationships and,
10

hierarchial control mechanisms.

Individual beliefs as an explanation, is more robust because it carries

with it implicitly the notion of potential teacher change. Reliefs are-

learned. They can be dropped, learned anew, integrated with others into a

unique synthesis. Changes in ideas occur slowly. Hence, changes in teacher

practice follow shifts in belief patterns among teachers. This argument

hurdles two of the criteria: it accounts for durability because of entrench-

ed beliefs concerning what was appropriate teaching dating back, -to the late

nineteenth century; it accounts for some teachers changing their beliefs and

embracing new ones.

The argument explains why teachers may have-picked and chosen among

pedagogical practices since beliefs may be accepted partially at first and

then wholly as classroom experience meshes with belief. Classrooms are un-

forgiving crucibles for testing out ideas. A few meet the rigors of daily

379
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instruction fully; some have partial merit, while others are discarded

onto the ideological debris that surrounds public schooling. But the ex-

planation fails to clarify why more student - metered pedagogy turned up

in elementary rather than high schools.

What teacher beliefs lack in an explanation, the argument of school and

classroom structures supplies a missing piece. The suggestion that organize-

tional structures shape practice assumes that elementary and high schools

are similar in structpre but not identical. Where the two organizations

differ markedly is in complexity of content students face in classrooms,

allocation of time to instruction and external arrangemiii Imposed-upon

upon high schools from other institutions.

Children in elementary grades learn fundamental verbal, writing,

reading, and math skills. Content is secondary wsd often used as a flexible

vehicle for getting at those skills. Subject matter is relatively unimport-

ant, especially in the lower grades. But in the last year or so of element-

:

ary school, and certainly in the secondary school, not only are more

sophisticated skills required of students but these skills are hooked

directly into complex subject matter that in and of itself must be learned.

Literary criticism, historical analysis, solving advanced math problems,

quantatitive analysis in chemistry all require knowledge of complicated

facts and their applications. High school teachers will remain didactic in

methods because subject matter drives methodology in the classroom, accord-

ing to Ellen Glantz who spent a year as a student in her high 'school.
11

Far weaker an impulse is subject matter in elementary grades.

Also in elementary schools, student and teacher contact time differ

sharply with the high school.The selfroontained classroom remains the

dominant form of delivering instruction. Generally, teachers spend five

or more hours with the'same thirty, or more students. They see far more of
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a child's strengths, limitations, capacities, and achievements than a high

School teacher who sees five groups of thirty students less than an hour a

day.In terms of simple contaot,the elementary teacher sees a class of thirty

0- children nearly a 1000 hours a school year; a high school teacher sees any

one class(of the five he or she teaches) at most,200 hoUrs during the year

or about one-fifth of the time that elementary colleagues spend with pupils.

Contact time becomes an important variable in considering issues of grouping,

providing individual attention, varying classroom tasks and activities,

and rearranging furniture. In elementary schools, the potential

to-make-ehanges-in-these-and-other-arreww-i-s-presiParjult-bWauWtheiteacher

P

I

rr,

has more contact time with the same children; such potential .s absent for

?.5 studenti within a fifty-minute period. Whether such changes occur in the

lower grades, is, of course, an entirely separate issue, but the structural

difference in time allocation allows for possible charges in elementary
12

classrooms.

Finally, in elementary classrooms, especially in the primary gradei

but still apparent in the upper-three grades (4-6), external pressures from

accrediting associations, college entrance requirements, and vocational

choices are missing: In the high school classroom, strong pressures derive

from Carnegie units, College Boards, Scholastic Aptitude tests, Advanced

Placement, certifying agencies and other external constraints

that push teachers to complete the textbook by June, that drive

students to prepare for exams, seek jobs, and take the proper courses for

graduation. While similar pressures exist in elementary grades, particularly

the press to get children ready for the next grade, the measures seldom

pinch as they do in the higher grades. More slack time is available in

elementary schools. Flexible arrangements are more evident. Grades can be
Ly

combined; groups within a class can include a range of ages and performance.

381
4
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Retaining a student for another year, while uncommon, occurs more'frequent-

ly in elementary than in high schools. These three structural differences.- -

emphasis on subject matter , contact time, and external pressures--ms

well account for why changes occurred with same frequency in eIemen miry

schools and much less so in high schools.

If this argument meets the criteria and, also explains teacher-centered

instruction as a series of teacher-designed solutions to cope with school

and classroom structures within which they labored, then there is still the

last hurdle of explaining Why teactiers selected certain student-centered

practices ifflWrWit-others--Were-this-siremment-falls-short, It-AUmms-

not offer a plausible reason for why those teachers who embraced new

practices chose ones that produced hybrids of teacher-centered open

classrooms and progressivism, e.g. classroom rearrangments, more student

movement, learning centers, projects, and varied groupings wedded to

teacher-centered approaches.'

None of the explanations meets all three criteria. From the diverse

arguments, bits and pieces touch upon various facets, capturing a highlight

here and a significant theme there. Any sculptor could carve from these

five perspectives a number of reasonably coherent explanations that would

meet all three criteria. I will construct a hypothesis- -acknowledging again

that it would be one of many possibilities--that I believe explains why

teacher-centered instruction perservered; why elementary classrooms changed

more than those in high schools; and why mixed versions of progfessiviam

and informal education have developed.

An Hypothesis

My explenatJon is midway between speculation and a conclusion. It is

more informed than a guesa,but it falls short of being a confident assertion.

Why I (AVM this configuration of arguments rather than another set is

382
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because it net the three criteria, and rang true to my.quarter -century

experience as 0 teacher and administrator. My experfenoe--a fourth

criterion -- acted as a sieve. All of the findings that have been extracted

from the data fit this hypothesis in .1 satisfying manner, given my

experiences.

The school and classroom structures, I believe, established the

boundaries within which individual teacher beliefs and an occupational

ethos worked their influences in shaping pedagogy. Intertwined as these

two influences are, disentangling each and assigning a relative weight to

the influence of each, I found virtually impossible to do. The constraints,

pressures, and channeling that the school and classroom contexts generate

is the invisible, encompassing environment that few recognize as potentially

shaping what teachers do daily in classrooms. How difficult it is to

analyze the commonplaces--that which is seen daily and taken for granted

as organic, unchanging, brick-hard features of the environment. Seymour

Sarason, in an attempt to see the school differently, used the device of

a visitor from outer space asking basic questions about school structure.

Imagination is require40-A0r example, to envision a voluntary tutorial with a

student meeting daily in the ieacher's living room octitrasted with an eighth

grade U.S. History class of thirty students in a school of 150n students

is to see starkly the different environments, stripped of non-essentials.

How tutor/student and teacher/class define instruction and learning suggests

the overriding importance of organizational structures. Coping with these

structures, teachers invented pedagogical solutions that have proved works-
13

ble in maintaining control while carrying out instruction.

Within this organizational framework, the culture of teaching, itself

shaped by structural arrangments--further channels both newcomers and

,veterans into teaching regularities that folk wisdom reinforce as essentials
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for clAssroom survival. Teachers copying mentors and former teachers

was not wholly a knee-jerk, unthinking reaction but was also a realistic

appraisal of whet tesch4ng approaches were necessary to survive the year.

What leavens the du_ ministic drift of this argument is the potential

for change associated with teacher beliefs. Certainly, the larger social

milieu shaped belief systems. Moreover, organizational imperatives

influenced what people thought. Yet different ideas about children's

development, how they learn, and purposes for schooling beyond cultivating

minds, permeated the larger culture and penetrated educators' thinking

since the turn of the century. Child-rearing manuals were influenced by

developments in psychology. Radio programs, films, and magazines touted

the New Education. Both helped shape different attitudes toward children

and schools. TooAoftenl'one forgets that while parents and citizens absorbed

these ideas, teachersas parentsand in their professional roles did also.

Ideas once embraced are not easily let go. You cannot unring a bell.

17

What intrigued e continually as I worked through the data was the

recurring phenomenci of veteran elementary teachers, many of whom had

taught for more than? decade,were,for the first time, creating centers,

different seating arre$ements, projects, varied groupings,etc. Leona

Helmick in rural Michigan (1937), Mrs. Spencer (1921) and Gloria Channon

(1969) in New York City, :Carmen Wilkinson (1981) in Arlington, and others

who were often trained in conventional approaches and socialized by years

In the classroom, still adopted, partially or wholly, another perspective

of teaching. Generally, small number of teachers in a district and mostly

in elementary schools, ,these ware the teachers who persisted in maintaining

the alterations they made to their elapses long after the initial enthusiasm

for the activity method, prcjects, learning centers, and open classrooms

faded and colleagues returned to their familiar practices. Although these
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teachers were few, for iny number of reasons, they already had developed

over time, beliefs different from their fellow teachers about how children

learn and what classrooms should be. Within the organizational

_structure of the elementary school; where heavy external pressures were less

evident, larger blocks of time were available, and skills were stressed

more than content, pedagogical practices could flow more easily from these

ideas, Researchers might explore this phenomenon since it suggests renewed

attention upon experienced teachers who already control their classrooms

et wish to try out different approaches. Were there substance to this idea,

it would question a current notion that experienced 'teachers hold unchanging,

entrenched beliefs and attention should be paid to new (or young) teachers

as candidates for classroom innovators.

This argument, one of a number that could have been constructed, offers

an explanation that accounts for both stability and change in teaching

practice, although' the tilt is decidedly toward continuity. More important,

I believe, it suggests that teachers had some, but not 'a great deal of,

autonomy to make classroom choices derived from their belief systems. The

margin of choice, exploited to its fullest by a small number of teachers,

however, was quite slim.

The issue of teacher autonomy weaves covertly in and out of any hypothe

sis about classroom change. Of the five explanations, two suggested

that teachers were gatekeepers of reform practice and freely chose what

they would do in their rooms. The implementation argument assumed that if

certain organizational mechanisms were in place, teachers would have been

either coerced by formal authority, or persuaded by incentives of the virtues

in certain instructional changes. The other argument focused upon teacher

beliefs which could change were teachers exposed to different ideas about

children and learning. Within the other explanations, the degree of teacher
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freedom to alter what is done in classrooms is diminished greatly by either

adaptations to the larger social structure outside of the school or the

professional culture itself.

Thus, blaming the teacher for resisting instructional changes-"teacher-

bashing," as the British label this line of argumentis a common

response to the tenacity of teacher-oenteredness. Such a response assumes

that sos) teachers were free to adopt changes, if they merely chose to.

When they did not, it was ecause they were obstinate or fearful of

classroom consequences. Teacher-centered instruction became an artifact
14

of stubbornness or fear. Yet consider what basic decisions

directly affecting instruction were sealed off for decades from teachers:

1. How many and which students should be in the class?

2. Which students should leave the class because they are not profiting
from instruction?

3. What extra instructional help will students get?

4. How long should the school day or class period be?

5. Should teachers have planning time in the daily schedule and, if
so, when?

6. What texts will be used for each subject?

7. What grades or subjects will each teacher teach?

8. What should be the format and content of the report card?

9. What standardized tests will be given?

10. What content will the teacher teach?

The results of these decisions, nested in a structure outside the classroom,

established the context for what Lechers did in their classrooms.

The point here is to differentiate between contextual

decisions affecting. instruction over which teacheri have had little

influence from those classroom decitions that teachers could, indeed, shape:

.how the classroom space and furniture is arranged, (once portable
furniture was installed in rooms)
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. how students should be grouped for instruction,
O

.who should talk and under what oircumstanoes,

.to what degreemakunder what :circumstances, should students partici-
pate in clasarderictivitiese,

.what tasks are most appropriate to get students to learn what is
expected.

Teachers decided each of these issues; their decisions constituted.the

margin of change available to them. ?et these decisions could not escape

the influence of the twin impulses pumped into the classroom from the out-

side: teachers oust maintain order In their otassrooms and get students to

learn.

The issue of how much autonomy teachers had over school and classroom

decisions is fundamental to any analysis of instruction since What policy-

makers and school administrators assume teachers can and cannot do is often

built into decisions touching classrooms. Is the teacher-a captive of

processes that inexorably shape what happens' in classrooms? Is the teacher

a leader who determines what needs to be done within the classroom and does

it? Or is the teacher in the classroom an incredibly complex mix of captive

and leader that is contingent upon both circumstances and time? The

hypothesis I offered stressed that structural and cultural influenoes were

sufficiently potent to maintain teacher-centered practices, especially in

high schools. Invlassrooms, teachers had partial autonomy. A narrow margin

of opportunity for change existed --more in elementary than in

high schools. The freedom to alter the classroom and exploit that margin

increased in those teachers who, for any number of reasons, embraced

different beliefs about .children, learning, and what sohpols should do.

They believed that those ideas could be introduced to their classrooms and

forged ahead in a trial-and-error fashion.

Far more stability than change, my argument goes, characterised
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classroom instruction. Change did occur, most* at the elementary level,,

and tar less in high schools,but.it was limited to certall areas. What

have yet to explain is why hybrids of teacher-centered progressivism and in-

formal education appeared.

Recall that sore informality in seating and student

movement developed in elementary classrooms over the years. Varied

groupings showed up; teachers divided classes into two or three groups for

reading, math, or other activities.. Individual attention Prom the tit-Daher

increased somewhat. Activity centers and projects were embraced by substant-

ial numbers of teachers in one generation and learning centers by a later

one. Why these areas were selected, initiated and installed by growing

numbers of teachers (far from a majority, however) and not student-teacher

planning of content, alloting of time during the day, and

choice of activities, is a question that I now turn to.

Why did these hybrids develop?

This question can be split apart: why did teachers 0- chose to

introduce new techniques limit what they selected? Why did teachers choose

the particular student-centered approaches that mark these hybrids?

To answer these questions, I need to divide teachers since 1900 into

three general groups. First, the largest group and numerical majority

including well over 90% of high school teachers, contained teachers who

chose to continue instruction in a manner to which they were accustomed --or,

as I have arguedevere shaped by organisational structurea and occupational

culture. A second, and ontilderable group of teachers, probably up to one-

quarter of the teacher population -- accepted many of the ideas:but tried

out only a few, limiting .themselves to particular techniques. Finally,

there were a tiny fraction of teachers in a group, probably in the 5%
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10% range and concentrated in elementary schools, who believed in pro -

gressivism and informal education. They introduced as faithful a replica

of those ideas as they could that was tailored to their classrooms and the

available resources. These last two groups, I estimate added up to at least

one-third of all teachers, again, drawn mostly from elementary schools.

From these teachers mixed versions of progressivism and open classrooms

developed. And for these teachers, the two questions I ask are applicable.

Why did teachers limit theit choices to pertain student-centered

practices? Two reasons, I believe, dulled the appetites of teachers

Zor classroom change: the personal cost in time and energy and the lack of

help to put complex ideas into practice.

Begin with teacher-centered instruction. What most teachers do

ordinarily requires a major investment of time and emotional, if not physi-

cal, energy.Consider planning what content to cover and how to carry it off;

doing it amidst unexpected events; interacting with children continually

while teaching; making hundreds of small decisions daily while in front of

the class; marking papers;. handling disputes between children--and a dozen

other activities. These spell the difference between maintaining an orderly

room. To incorporate student-centered practices and begin revising the

customary role of teacher expends the personal investment of time, energy,

and effort.

Take supplying the class with varied materials in order to match up

stud, .s' interests and performance level with classroom tasks. To do so,

requires teachers to find new materials in the school or district and, if not

available,` then elsewhere.Otherwise, teachers make the materials themselves.

Recall rural Vermont teacher,Mary Stapleton and to what lengths she went in

her classroom in 1932 to individualize instructional materials similar to

what she heard about in Winnetkii. Or imagine how much work goes into starting
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learning centers for the first time, much less .the continuing work to

periodically change them. Or consider the emotional energy and managerial

skills that go into operating a class where children move about doing many

varied tasks simultaneously while the teacher listens to a child or speaks

to a small group.

Monitoring what children are doing, what skills they need to work

on, and resolving unexpected problems as they arise demands

the teacher's additional investment in radar equipment, if not an intens-

ive management course. Students deciding on classroom rules, content

to be studied, or similar areas require of the teacher certain skills and

more patience in anticipating, responding, revising, and accepting diverse

noises and student activity than they had been used to.

The initial five chapters contained many examples of different stages

in classroom student-centeredness. Such changes in conventions and.,classrocc

traditions imposed a direct, unrelenting obligation upon ,the teacher to

invest far more time and effort beyond what teacher-centered colleagues

invested. If there is any persistent theme in what teachers have said about

opening up their classrooms or introducing progressive practices, it is that

far more is expected of the teacher. Afternoons and evenings are often spent

in preparing materials and marking papers. Coming to school early in the

morning before the children arrive in order to rearrange centers and set up

activities for the day was common among such teachers. Arlington's Carmen

Wilkinson, with over thirty years experience, told me:

We have a lot of work. The curriculum Is overloaded and we have
so many assessments to do. So much paperwork. Yet Y teach Spanish in
the first grade. That's not in the curriculiam. Every other Friday, we
cook. That's not in the curriculum. But 1 feel that they need these
extras. Teachers need to expand their oun thinking and their own
creative ideas.

Anyone reading even a small portlin of teacher acoountaldescribing what

they have done in tMeir classrooms would come away impressed with the amount
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of work that had to be done to alter practice.

Help was necessary. Help was needed in the shape of another pair of

hands, another person to work with individuals and small groups, grade

papers, prepare seatworkeetc. Help was needed in developing

materials and building centers; how-to sessions in managing students

engaged in six different classroom tasks; how to distinguish between

instructional and disruptive noise, cope with distractions, and help pupils

work through decisions. Help was needed in providing time for teachers to

talk, plan, and work through some of the thornier classroom issues of

control, management, implementing curriculum, risking one's self in trying

something new, etc. Many student-centered classrooms in the

1970s had student-teachers, aides, parent volunteers to help in open

classrooms. The Innovation Team (Washington, D.C.), the New School's

support team (North Dakota), Workshop Center for Open Education (New York

City) are instances of the awareness ihat teachers lacked the resources

to do it all by themselves and needed technical assistance.

Most teachers who endorsed progressive and informal educational

ideas lacked access to that kind of aid or already felt over

loaded with existing classroom demands. In a sink-or-swim fashion, most

teachers who ventured into progressive and informal practices had to learn

these skills by themselves, from like-minded colleagues either in school

or elsewhere from books, summer courses, etc. Dorothy Boroughs, the P.S. 193

fourth grade teacher in 1970-1971 took a course in open classrooms, visited

a school where two teachers had opened their classrooms without any outside

help, and'had even placed a math center in one corner of the room. Yet, as

the article pointed out, doing all she had to do to keep abreast other

students, school requirements, and her expectations of what was necessary

to get her class. to read on grade level left her little time and few
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emotional resources to pursue actively changes in her classroom.

All of this is to say that that is required involves .far more rethinking

of daily classroom events, what materials must be secured,hom to spend time,

and what children are to do for those teachers who wish to adopt student-

centered practices. The time and effort burden falls directly and solely

upon the teacher's shoulders. What clear and consistent yield could

teachers count upon for their students and themselves from the additional

exertion? What organisational recognition and incentives were there to

increase the amount of work taken home and periodic remirerngement of the

classroom? What problems with students, other colleagues, and school

administrators might occur as a result of classroom changes? Are the

inner rewards worth the tradeoff in potential problems and additional

work? No crisp, unambiguous answers existed to these questions. 'this 'is

why, I believe, teachers in the second group restricted their embrace of

student-centered approaches to just a few.

1100-etween1980wh did a substantial number of teachers

rearrange classroom space and furniture, permit more student movement,

develop projects and learning centers, and use varied growinglusla

preferred student-centered approaches? Partisans of child-lentered

schools two generations ago and open classrooms a decade ago might ulnae

at these artifacts of reform. Informality in student- teacher relationships,

space changes, and student freedom to move around in the elementary

classroom are more apparent now then they were a half-century earlier.

Yet, according to Philip .Jackson, this informality at first glance may

be deceptive. He studied a group of fifty elementary teachers identified as

superior in suburban Chicago in the early 1960a. He found then informal

but made some careful distinctions.

'Informal' as these teachers use the term, really means less
formal rather than not !braid (Original emphasis), for even in the
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most up-to-date classrooms, much that goes on is still done in
accordance with forms, rules, and conventions. Today's teachers may
exercise their authority more caeually than their predecessors, and
they may unbend increasingly with experience, but there are real
limits to how far they can move in this direction. As a group, our
interviewees clearly recognized and respected those limits. For them,
the desire,for informality was never sufficiently strong to interfere
with institutional definitions of responsibility, authority, and
tradition. 16'

Jackson's comments echo John Dewey's observatipna of substantial changes

in "life conditions" of the classroom but such "atmospheric" modifications

have not "really penetrated snd permeated the foundations of the educational

it;stitution." Moreover, Dewey continued, "the fundamental authoritarianism
17

of the old education persists in various modified forms."

The key that might unlock the puzzle of teacher selectivity in choosing

certain student-centered practices, I believe, is what both Jackson and

Dewey touch upon -- teacher authority. Foimal power is delegated to the

teacher to transmit knowledge and skills to students in an orderly manner.

' Maintaining classroom control, an essential. exercise Of that authority,

is a fu ndamentel condition for instruction to- occur. Classroom control, of

course, can be expressed in a number of forms ranging from coercively direct

to charmingly subtle. Still, to the teacher, managing a group of students

in an orderly manner is paramount.

An asymetrioal power relationship in the classroom permits the teacher

to estabbish conventions that express the muscle that he or she implicitly

has: calling the roll, making assignments, changing students' seats,

asking questions, interrupting, students to make a point, giving directions,

telling students to perform tasks, drinking coffee in front of the class°,

giving grades, reprimanding students, praising individual effort, etc. These

actions reinforce daily the teacher's perogatives, makibg it' plain who is

in charge of the classroom.

While there are hundreds of such behaviors that teachers and students

393
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engage in weekly that certify the teacher's power, there are,
o

nonetheless, key decisions that are discretionary which touch the very Owe

of classroom instruction and the teacher's authority. Who, for instance,

allots time for each of the downs of tasks assigned daily? Who determines

what content will be studied? Why. determines whet instructional methods

will be used? These and other decisions can be arrayed in a series of con-

oentric circles with those closer to the center representing the core of

instructional euthqrity.

Many teachers exercise their authority by deciding what will occur in

met ring, from seating charts for students to which students will knock

dust from the ,erasers. To such teadhersestudent participation in any decision

in the outer rings are viewed cautiously. At the beginning of this century,

all decisions were made solely by the teacher. As progressive ideology

about children's development and learning entered the thinking of educators,

increased student talk, movement, and participation in the We of the

classroom became professionally acceptable forms of conducting lessons.

Substantial numbers of teachers, concerned with maintaining order

and limiting classroom noise, yet attrsIted to the new ideas about children

and their development struck,00mpromises between what was viewed as mini-

mum teaoher.perogatives (i.e. the inner rings) and the new ideology.

Because most experienced teachers establish student loyalty and compliance

to their authority in the initial weeYs of a school year so.that they

can count on students consistently responding to teacher requests, rearrange

ins cooks, students moving around more than they had, establishing learning

centers, or dividing pupils into groups is far less threatening and unpre.

.diciable to a teacher's control than students determining what should be

studied, when, and under what conditions. Not only are such increments of

student involvement in the classroom less threatening, once the teacher's
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mandate is accepted by students, but these levels of participation offer

the best of both worlds: control is maintained through the existing routines

and traditions established by the teacher that undergird the moral crier

of the classroomall within a less formal relaxed atmosphere. The fist
18

is tucked gently inside the pillow.

These answers to the two questions on the development of teacher-
.

centered totes of progressivism and, informal education offer one explanation

that is halfway between speculation and* confident hunch; this quasi-

speculation and earlier arguments to explain the general patterns that I

found in the data would need fUrther exploration and testing.

Testing the Hypothesis

There are ways, of course, to test these propositions I have developed

about teaching continuity and change since the turn of the century.

Researchers could study one elementary or secondary school over a quarter-

century or more describing the organizational structures, instructional

practices, and staff demography and beliefs. The district and community

context over the same period of time would provide a framework for the

examination of the school. The intersection of external contexts with

organizational structures, teacher ideas and instructional practice

in one school over an extended period of time should reveal the interplay

between stability and change within one school.

Another test would be to seek out those schools where studect attend-

ance is voluntary and where instruction is not confined to the classroom.

Describing the pedagogical practices that exist in those settings would

offer another view to determine the influence of structures upon

instruction. Independent and denominational private, public alternative,

and some vocational schools suggest themselves immediately as candidates
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for investigation. Also the Civilian Conservation Corps schools in the

1930s and the Job Corps of the 1960s and 1970$ would be appropriate settings

to test these hunches.

Additional microethnographies pursuing the studies of Smith and

Geoffrey, Mahan, Mist, McPherson, and others who have carefully described

what occurred in single classroois with certain teachers, especially. if

they encompass more than one school year, would provide competitive sources

of data to assess the explanatts in this study

Finally, schools in other countries could be studied where the'organi-

rational framework is similar. A group of British researchers have been

probing schools and classrooms, producing descriptions and analyses that

try to link up how teachers and pupils interact daily with the larger

social structure. Teacher practices in the comprehensive secondary school

especially, appear quite similarlto American high school teaching, but

19

20
would need to be compared and contrasted in more detail.

Five chapters of descriptions\ and data with one chapter of possible

explanations have been presented.\Mhat signifidance, if any, can be

attached to the varied patterns oftinstruction and the issues of continuity

and change that I have explored?

IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS

On a umber of issues of interest to polloymakers, school officials,

teachers, nd scholars this data on stability and change may have something

to say. Con ider ftehool reforms, teacher improvement, and current research.

Reform. i s is not the place for an essay on sehOol reform. I want

to conoentrat on those school reforms, aimed at improving classroom

instruction. ther ideas came from child - centered advocates, technol

cally..inspired r oreers who see microcomputers in every classroom,

enthusiasts dedica to outflanking teachers by getting



teacher-proof materials into student hands, or researchers

intent upon disseminating results of offeCtive teaching studies the

unchanging, consistent target was moving the olassroas teacher from one set

of practices to another. In all of these sporadic efforts to change teacher

classroom behavior was the dependable fact that future attempts would be

made regardless of what previous efforts had or had not demonstrated. T make

no-judgment here about the quality or value of any instructional reform

over the last o*tury; I do not assume that a proposed change was superior

to the practice it intended to replace; nor. do I assume that stable teaching

practices were ineffective in getting students to learn and thereby 'should

have been changed.

This study, if anything, demonstrates how impervious high school

classrooms were to such efforts for nearly a century. What few changes

occurred in curricular content, classroom talk, and the formal recitation

were overshadowed by the persistent continuity of teaching practices extend-

ing back decades into the shadows of a previous century. While

I try to avoid judgments on reform I cannot but marvel at the hapless ina-

bility of instructional designs ever penetrating the shields erected by

high school and classroom structures.

Plausible argument can be made that the reforms were either

inappropriate, sloppily implemented, or ill-timed and

the remarkable, century-long stability of high school instructional

practice is, if anything, a sign of resilient vitality rather than stone-

hard resistance. 'while the argument may be plausible, it would be, I believe,

unpersuasive. The same argument, as I have shown, cannot be made for

elementary teaching practice. Moreover, too may knowledgable and skilled

principals, teachers, and superintendents who were eager to modify high

school instruction have given up in exhaustion or despair over the

-
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difficulties in getting instructional reforms adopted, and, if adopted,

sustained. over time. The Denver experience in five high schools With 'the

Eight Tear Study offered a glimpse of how tough it was to spread the

experimental work of the Progressive Education classes into the rest of

faculties and the minor vestiges embedded in course content that remained

after 1943. And this in a district where top administrators support for

these changes had been present for almost two decades.

I raise this issue of marginal change because over the last decade in

which blue-ribbon commissions, panels of professionals, and prestigious

\tudy groups have studied the high schoolouriously little attention has been

paid to classroom instruction in any of their descriptions, analyses, and

recommedations. Most changes that were recommended in these studies

stressed organizational and structural changes aimed at making high

m:hooli more connected to students and the larger community. Little notice

was given to the kinds of instruction or Ats quality. What makes these

studies quaint, rather than curious is that students have spent and continue

to spend well over three-quarters of their sr!ool time sitting in

classrooms. More high school studies are imminent. Except for the Stanford

University study and one by both the National Association of Secondary

School Principals and the National Association of Independent Schools

which will include currioulue- and instruction, it appears that teaching

will play no larger a role in their analyses than an earlier generation of
21

studies.

Connections between high school structure and the external

context. that may havelvaa Wofound influence on what moues in classrooms

have not been explored in these studies. The assolption seems to be thst

teachers teaching five classes a day and studenti sitting in those rooms

over 75% of the school day are either unchangeable features of the
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terrain or presumed worthwhile and thereby unsuitable targets for change.

Whichever assumption is accurate, the margin for change in teacher

instructional patterns that emerged from this study is slim.

Within the current high school organizational structure that is hooked to

external set of demands, planned changes aimed at replacing

instructional practices --no matter how skillfully executed will fall
.40

short of blueprints.

Not so, however, for the elementary school. Nitre, the margin for intent.

tonal changes is broader and more promising given the historical record.

The structural differences between elementary and high schools offer a

potentially broader arena for reform, i.e. in the lower grades there is

sustained oontact with children for at least five hours a day and some

flexibility in alloting time to instructional activities.

I arguer however, that reforms aimed at altering teacher routines

need to secure the teacher's commitment. The teacher needs

to be persuaded that a change will be better for children, and not undercut

his or her authority and can be adapted to the current setting. Where mini.

mal changes have occurred, it is, I believe, because teacher have absorbed

competing ideas. They embraced different my* of viewing the classroom.Also

I have argued, based upon the data, that changing the minds'of teachers

needs to be closely associated with tangible, accessible help in putting

the changes into practice. Because most instructional reforms impose

increased demands upon the teacher's limited time and energy, help from

outside PI, classroom is, I believe, essential. While there are some

Miohaelangelos in the classroom, like most other professionals, teachers

fall for the most part --in the middle range and therefIre need aid at the

classroom level in implementing any alteration in baste classroom

conventions. The advisor,' network, limns, Innovation Teems, Workshop

4 0.1
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Center for Open Education, and other resources to permit teachers to plan
22

talk together seem to be minimum tools in modifying classroom practices.

Data on the enduring patterns of instruction suggest revised notions

of what constitutes effectiveness in putting classroom reforms into prac-

tice. Remember New York Administrator Joseph Loftus's generous estimate in

1941 that 25% of the system's teachers had initiated nu some degree"

activity methods. The source for the quote faintly hinted that the statement

was asserted proudly. If so, how could pride be expressed with

three-quarters of the staff continuing in the dominant teacher-centered

instructional patterns -- approaches that he found wrong-beadedT

In view of the constraints on teachers the difficulty in capturing their

attention, 25% may well be viewed as a victory: It certainly would be a

victory in other highly-competitive arenas. If Neilsen television

ratings, for example, register that high for a program, that show

is judged first-rate. Ore'lf a textbook publisher gains that share of

the school market, it is a bonanza. Direct mail executives would jump in

in joy over a 10% return. The point is that standards for judging the

effectiveness of an instructional reform penetrating classrooms hinges upon

an awareness of how limited teachers are in determiring what goes on in

their rooms. The usual standards of defining success of a reform may need

.to be revised in the light of evidence demonstrating that large numbers

of teachers selectively implemented different classivom approaches.

pilImovinteaherBEEnlasenle. Basically, there are four strategies

to upgrade the quality of classroom instruction: revise seleotion.polioles

in schools of education and districts hiring teachers; improve preparatiod

programs for apprentices; remove incompetents; retrain existing oorps of

teachers. Rather than go over. the pluses and minuses for each approache'let

me focus instead on the implications of the findings in this study for

402
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particular strategies. I derive two implications, provided that my assumpt.

ions are accepted. Assuming that this core of durable practices is a set

of tescher.construoted solutions to acne with the school and classroom they

find themselves in and a product of pational socialization that

newcomers experience, the following sugg ions emerge as plausible direct.

ions to pursue for those who work. with o idates for the classroom , new -
4

comers, and veterans.

1. Schools of Education.

Preparing entrants to the professio is one institutional form of

gradual change that has had a mil if not unfocused, effect'upon

instruction. Data on the end stability of teacher-centeredness

places college professors of Lather education committed to improving

classroom instruction in a Mar dilemma: prepare teachers for what

exists in public schools or prepare them to alter what is. Over the

decades, patchwork compromises have been faahloned, leaving those who

prepare and certify teachers, profoundly dissatisfied.

Current efforts in a number of states to upgrade credential

requirements for teachers, establish entry-level tests, and similar

measures also mirror public dissatisfaction with the classroom. These

solutions to improve teaching quality will produce teachers who can

pass test items issessing minimum literacy skills and who will have

spent more seat-time in college classrooms. Yet anyone serious about.

seeking instructional reform knows that, it is a courageous

leap to view a literacy test or course credits as anything more the.

proxies for teaching effectiveness that are remotely oonneoted to

what teachers do daily in their roses. Few states or colleges; however,

have yet pursued aggressively the obvious "suggestion concerning select-

ion and training. These approaches would need to be altered to produce
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classroom teachers who are more aware of the organizational

and professional constraints they must face; more adaptable,

resilient, and analytic problem - solvers; and more technically

proficient in those techniques that they must master in order to

survive. The ides is for a college to produce a teacher trained in

the craft, equipped with the generic intellectual skills necessary

to move beyond survival, and alter what occurs in the classroom,

if the teacher is so-inclined to transcend the typical instruction-

al pattern. Dan Lortie has offered a number of concrete suggestions
23

that develop some of these points.

2. District in-service efforts. Staff development could focus more

sharply on two areas. (e is improving teacher knowledge and skills

for those tasks that they carry out with predictable regularity,

regardless of whether aclassrooi is teacher- or student-centered:

questioning, lecturing, explaining, extracting meaning from

textbooks, etc. In short, there is a craft portion to teaching that

needs to be learned as an apprentice and improved continually even

while practicing techniques on a daily basis in the classroom.

The other area is teachers helping teachers. Seducing the

isolation and nourishing collegiality are necessary, but far

from sufficient, conditions to enahle teachers to pursue some

directions in instruction that were unfamiliar or risky yet were

viewed as helpful to children. Anyone reading a fraction of teacher

accounts since 1900 cannot escape the strong impression of how

lonely teaching is, how insulated the classroom is from other adult

contacts. .A shelf-full of studies have confirmed this classroom

Isolation. Staff development opportunities and strategies designed

to bring teachers together to plan, initiate, research, evaluate, and

0 404
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write can chip away at the Ordeal, and psychological barriers

that separate teachers from one another but, far more important, they

can mix practitioner folk wisdom, ingenuity, and organizational as in
24 .

efforts to solve acumen problems. _

Research. The findings of this study also raise some questions

while adding data to certain research issues. In particular, I see

releyance in this study for research on implementation, organizat-

ions, and effective teaching.

First, implementation. Recent reviews on this topic point out the lack

of theory and the abundance of descriptive models. at a growing number of

case studies of botched school innovations, research on "street -level

bureaucrats"(social workers, policemen, teachers, principals) who use their

discretiOn'in selectively coping with heavy demands that cannot all be met,

and an increasing sensitivity to a "bottom-ups rather than top-down Obr-

speotive of implementation have moved polioymakers to focus attention on
25

service deliverers, i.e. teachers and principals.

Educational polioymakers have generally given the rhetorical bow to

the importance of the classroom teacher and school principal in implement-

ing instructional or curricular change and then planned what each organi-

zational level was to do, assigned duties, and specified tasks. Offers of

aid were often.mixed with monitoring and threats of sanctions; these were

the frequently used engines that drove the implementation machine. Routines

and directives were the nuts and bolts that held it together.

This study showed repeatedly that this process occurred in Washington

with the Child Development Program (1938), the'expansion of New York City's

Activity Program (1941), and Denver's mandate for General Education (1941).

A generation later, alternative schools, high school reforms, and informal

classrooms were designetit lit) Livingston in New York, the Presidential

405 .
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Building in Washington,D.C., and the state legislature in Bismarck, NOrth

Dakota. This top-down implementation appiosoh was common. s'

Alternative approaches showed up in occasional effOrts to mobilize

teachers 1$ principals to plan to implement new policies that they were

charged to carry out. Uhder Nealon and Thi:elkeld (1922-1936), Denver
o 0

administrators and teachers jointly worked through a series of

complicated steps that produced a systemiwide'currIculum revision in

elementary and secondary subjects. When the course.of study was completed,

directives replaced collaboration; principals were directed to make

sure that teachers were using the course of study as intended and it is

unclear What provisions were made st each school to carry'off the final

step of the implementation process. Washington, D.C.'s first alternative

high school, Freedom Annex, was planned Wholly by teachers and students

although it lasted less than two years. Arlington's Woodlewn, the 1971

alternative high school, was designed by teachers, students, and parents.

Open Corridors in New York City worked only with those principals and

teachers who wanted to introduce informal approaches into their schools

and classrooms. These instances were uncommon.

This study on how teachers taught provides some data that can be used

to argue that teachers' commitment and involvement seldom responds to

mandates or coercive threats beyond brittle compliance. Where classroom

changek,occurred, again making the distinction between the appearance of

change and its effects, teachers seem to have been active collaborators in

the process. The point is that those researchers who approach implementation

from the viewpoint of teachers and not from the policymaker's downward

perspective can find. some support in this study.

Related to implementation is the concept of organizational

adaptation. Within an overall pattern of continuity, there were gradual
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changes in some classroom practices. Were teachers in the 1690s trans-

ported to class rooms in the 1960s, they would see similarities, to be sure,

but some changes Would j these -- especially student movement. levels, of

41L,1*acceptable noise The h Ads of classroom instruction that developed

were teacher -shaped tions to organisational and larger environmental

demands--I have argued. A slow, negotiated adaptation occurred, over time,

at an uneven pace and degree in elementary and high school classrooms. Now

substantial and meaningful such adaptations were are judgments I cannot yet

make since the relationship between these modifications and student perfor=m-

ance were beyond the scope of this study. That the changes did not touch

the inner core of those teacher practices that determined tasks, content,

and time allocation is one clue, however, that the changes were, at most,

incremental, and, perhaps, peripheral. These adaptations within a larger

curtest of continuity suggest that, if an historical perspective is used,

there are, what James March calls "stable processes of change" that can

charaotellse teaching behavioran essentially conservative process in

itself. Looking at the classroom as a catch-basin of stable processes of

changeeven when the changes may be unpredictable compromises with

environmental demands--is, I believe, a promising research direction to
26

consider.

Also how orgapisational structure and processes shape teaching behavior

especially the notion of loose-coupling, is another area about which the

data raise some questions. A number of researchers have argued that school

processes are linked only nominally to what ours in classrooms. They point

out that teaching activities and the outcomes of instruction, for the most

part, are uncontrolled and uninspected by principals and central office

supervisors.

Evaluation, for instance, by administrators is infrequent and
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often detached from serious efforts to improve instrisotioni'One teacher

told an interviewar.that "If I were to dropdood,*.the.Oily way they would

find out would be by the smell after few days." Exaggerated

sufficiently to muds the point, all the evidence I gathered

points to how little time was spent overseeing instruction by Supervisors

in rural and urban, small and large sohooli in the interwar decades and

in the 1900s and 1970s. Evaluation of instruction through the use of test

scores or similar signs of student performance to judge teacher or school

effectiveness was rarely, if ever, done. Performance coot:rooting wake

fad that lasted no longer that a fire-fly in,aine. Using courses of study

0
or syllabi to prescribe exactly what content had to Wroovered and what

methods were to be used was infrequent, also; although the use of DIstar

programs and CRC in Washington,D.C. are unoommonexamples of their use.

Just as uncommon are those principals who/Fire:All, determine whet reedimg°
27

or math methods teachers will use in their classrooms.

Thus, these researchers argue, what tepohers do in

classroomsthe essence of schooling --is

uncoordinated and uninspeoted by those in higher atehorityCIf classroom

activities are decoupled from the rest of the organization, what holds the

institution together? Other organizationaliftatbres, they sey,suoh as rules

that classify students, teachers, and subjects into categories acceptable

to both professionals and community and external requirements from

accrediting agencies and universities constitute the brinks and mortar that

hold thy organization together over time.
.L5;

This study yielded data that show resilient and enduring continuity

in certain instructional patterns. While concern tbr classroom inspection

and its coercive power mos apparent among teachers, I found little evidence

of frequent supervision or principal control of instruction. To. this extent,

co
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the data support the concept of loosely-coupled systems as applied to

oisasroom tastruntiwn..

A curious 'twist enters the picture with, the continuity in teaching

practices, apparent to prinOlpals and superintendents even in infrequent,

informal classroom visits. Suoh enduring practices left issues of

coordination and control almost irrelevant since most teachers taught in

a predictably familiar pattern. Significant departures from the routine were

not difficult to detect since school radar equituent that included student,

teacher , and parent infiarmation networks functioned reasonably well in

biinging sh4fts in teaching practice to adminiG:mators, attention. MinorBing

changes in classroom routines or variations among teachers were considered

insignificant.

In other words, the school and classroom structures that I have dwelt

upon, unintentionally4osme larger land, I believe, more effective,

guarantors of coordination than inspection, syllabi, tests,eto. What

organisational researchers, then, have put forth as descriptions of schools

as places that show classroom activities connected loosely to the rest of

the organisation, I phew as being tightly-coupled, for very different

reasons, to an institutional framework and prooesees--again, far more at the

high school than elementary level butenonetheless, clearly evident in both

settings. Also this unintentional tight coupling is ironic: classroom

architecture and scheduling of instructional time isolate teachers yet

,teachers know when deviance Zq a colleague ours; thus, they ere lipth
- 24

alma and connectedin ways unhelpful to one another.

Where the data in this study is silent is on the linkage between class-

room behaviors and studeist outnomes. Deosuie I concentrated narrowly upon

teaching practices and chose not to appraise the effentivenaii of these

teaching behaviors on student learning or their performance on tests, a mis-

409
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match betUsen these teaching practices and. student test scores may exist.

The final research area that this study may speak to ism the point

I just raised on effectiveness. Over the last half-century, researchers

have sought to pin down precisely what teaching effectiveness is, which

teaohers have it, and how they got it. The history of that search has

been documented numerous times. that is of special interest to this study are

recent findings drawn from a number of correlational studies of certain

teaching practices at the elementary level that have yielded strong,

positive relationships to student test scores on standardized achievement
29

tests in reading and math.

Which practioes'have shown up favorably?

30
.teacher focuses clearly on academic goals.

.teacher concentrates on teaks alloting the instructional period
to instructional tasks rather than socializing. 31

.teacher presents information clearly; organizing instruction by
explaining, outlining, and reviewing; and covers subject Otter
extensively. 32

.teacher monitors student progress toward instructional objectives,
selecting materials and arranging methods to increase student
success. 31

. teacher paces instruction to fit students. 34

.teacher feedback is quick and targeted on content of instructional
tasks. 35

*teacher's management abilities prevent disturbances by encouraging
cooperation. 36

BarakIesenshine, reviewing a number of studies, specified six

instructional "functions', that have shown repeatedly to have produced

mproved academic achievement, as measured by test scores:

1. Checking previous day's work

2. Presenting new eontent/skills

3. Initial student practice (and oh eking for understanding)

4. Feedback and correctives (reteaching, if necessary)

410 r
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5. Student independent practice

37
6. Weekly and monthly reviews

.

There are substantive; and telling, criticisms of correlational

research that isolates certain teacher behaviors, links them to high

student tea: performance at one point in time, and then uses these

relationships as a basis for instructional improvement efforts or teacher
38

education curriculum.

Putting aside such criticisms, the point is that this line of research

has surged ahead in specifying particular teaching practices as effective.

*Aloe that the sampling I have displayed resembles somewhat the stable

core of teaching practices in this study that have persisted since the

beginning of the century. The similarity, of course, is not Wholly aced-

dental. The practices that have been recently investigated, carefully

counted, and compared in effectiveness through pre- and post-tests are

themselves teaching activities that have been used for decades in classroom's

across the oountry with great confidence in their efficacy. Let me add

quickly that these practices identified as effective are not only associated

with teacher-centered classrooms: open classrooms, in their various incarna-

tions, contain most of these practices as was seen in the New York City
39

Activity Program, !Aorta Dakota schools, and Washington schools.

I said ',resemble. to avoid any foolish leap to inferences linking

what I detailed as durable teaching practices and these specific teaching

behaviors emerging from recent studies labeled.as effective. Deyond,the

substantive methodological issues associated with correlational' research,

there are a host of **Mastoid variables, often absent from such investi-

gations, that involve teachers, students, school, class size, grade,

time of observation, etc., that influence outcome measures.

The resemblance, however, seams to be sufficiently tantalizing
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to explore further those teaching practices that show up strongly in

correlational findings to determine what can be learned fiam their past

use in classrooms.

On what note I should end this study of continuity and change has

bothered me since I began writing the Introduction. My impulses tended toward

optimism. After all, one doesn't go into teaching and

administration, shuttle beck and forth between both kinds of jobs for a

quarter-century, without having some strong beliefs about children, improve-

ment of existing institutions, and public service--among the many motives

that impel men and women into public school work. Yet, I never felt NV

optimism soared or was unseasoned by modest expectations. Unlike

the Grand Academy of La sed° where Gulliver saw workers trying to extract

sunshine from cucumbers, turning ice into gunpowder, and weiving cloth from

spiderwebs, I had a restrained, cautious, but nonetheless, buoyant view
*1

of improving schools.

But the data can be easily interpreted as presenting an unrelenting,

pessimistic picture for any fundamental modification in teaching

behavior and school reforms that promise anything beyond marginal, incre-

mental tatters of change that may be insubstantial or, worse, irrelevant.

Perhaps.

Another interpetation can be drawn from the data that avoids the

dichotomy of optimism-pessimism and converts elements of both into a mix

that can be put: what schools and teachers can and cannot dO. Recall

the metaphoi of farming to describe schooling. Me essential point

was learning to work through an ancient, unchanging process of growth

by building efforts around what seeds, plants, insects, and climate

were likely to do. By understanding the durability and limits to this

412
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prooess, farmers can improve the yield of crops. But these organic forces,

over which a farmer is betpleas to control, have to be worked with, not

ignoreG.

Rased upon this study, there are, I believe, analogs of organic

processes like seeds, plants, and climate in schools and classrooms--

shaped by organizational constraints and other factors, that need to

be worked through in order to improve what happens within the walls of the

building. Certainly, those structures and processes that I have outlined

are man -made, not wind, locusts, and drought. Yet, until the man-made

structures are altered fundamentally, their power functions as an organic

force. They become, what Willard Waller called, the "human nature of-the

classroom," fundamental traits that need to be reckoned with if changes
42

are to occur.

I draw my optimism from these metaphors because they suggest clearly

that there is a margin for change, an elasticity that imagination and large

chunks of energy can stetch: There are, to be sure, effective farmers; they

produce abundant crops. There are effective teachers; their students' praise

recognizes them. There are effective schools scattered across the country

where principals and teachers have constructed settings, in the most

unlikely places, where learning, growth, and _deep satisfaotion exist.

Concentrating upon what teachers can do well in classrooms, on what

schools can achieve effectively within certain boundaries is a sensible

response to the potent processes at work in schools. Labels such as

teacher-centered4 traditional, childoentered, open classrooms may help

researchers and promoters but they do what all labels inevitably do:

categorize end simplify. Such nines help not a bit in identifying under what

conditions what will work with children in boosting both academic

performance and personal growth. I have found.no magic to either classrooms
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labeled one way or the other. Effective preaticeeexist in different

Settings in Spite of the severe conitreints teschers face. These practices,

once identified, should be cultivated, as carefully as a gardener who

anticipates the approaching harvest.

Thus, in steadfastly refusing:to touch the issue of instructional quality

and go beyond the question of how teachers Uptight, I confess that upon that

very issue of quality is'exactly where I end this study. The variety of what

teachers do in classrooms is finite. It is limited by a number of

circumstances over which teachers have little influence. Despite these

limits, questions of teaching effectiveness become even more demanding

'linoe the repertoire, of practices is-narrower than previoully thought

or promoted. In this study I suggested a basis for determining the quality

of what teachers can do well in classrooms. No longer should the central

issue about,classrooms be: how teachers ought to teach. Based upon my.

experience and study of classrooms over the last century, I believe the

central question that should be asked is simply: how can teachers teach

well?
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O

The five categories that I use to capture dominant instructional

patterns are: classroom arrangements, group instruotion, classroom

talk, student movement, and classroom activities. .I recognise that these

categories in no may capture the totality of teaching. They are, at
-

best, windows of the classroom. They are visible to observers. They describe

the terrain of the classroom While accounting for the major chunks of'time

thpt teachers and students spend together. And, of most importance, these

categories are within the power of the teacher to determine for his or her

classroom: how the space should be arranged, who should talk, what homework

to assign, where students should go within the room, etc.

The issue is whether or not certain patterns in these categories

cluster together to create regularities in classrooms. I believe that they

do. In the following discussion, I offer reasons for this'belief. References

are to those books and articles listed under Sources Used, pp. 347.361

1. Organization of 'space in the classroom. If movable desks or

student chairs are arranged in rows facing either the blackboard or

teacher's desk then there is a high probability that the instruction is
.1

teacher - centered. The rationale for the assertion is:

a. Such an arrangement is intentional (except for the classrooms
where desks where bolted to the floor). Furniture arrangement is
seldom outdated by a school board, superintendent, or principal.
The teacher decides (or accepts prevailing norms) use of class-
room space. FOrniture placement, consciously or not, expresses
the teacher's views of Inn, best to teach, maintain order, and
how students learn.

b. When all students face the teacher or blackboard where directions,
assignments, tests, or class recitation occurs whole-group
instruction is encouraged. Teacher-student ex es gain. higher
priority and legitimacy timers between students.

a. Surveillanoe is easier for a teacher with space arranged in this
manner. Threats to classroom order can be seen quickly and dealt
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with expeditiously.

d. such a configuration of classroom spans liana students' smvement
within a classroom to that which the teacher permits.

It needs to be mentioned, however, that for the early decades of this

candy when desks were fixed to the floor, there were teachers who

ingeniously and with much energy Overcame that obstacle and introduced

student - centered practices into the classroom. Such furniture my have

discouraged many teachers but it did not prevent some from altering their

teaching practices. With movable desks and chairs, other arrangements

became possible.

If desks are arranged into a hollow square, horseshoe, or tables are

scattered around the room permitting students to facie one another and

talk, student-centered instruction becomes a such stronger possibility. But

far more information about what hap in the classroom would be needed

since teacher-centered instruction can, nd often does, occur in these

seating arrangements. (Getzel, 1974; Wein Carol, 1979; Sommer, 196q).

2. Instructional trouping and classroom activities. If class space

is organized into student-centered arrangements, i.e. tables and desks

where students can face one another, carrels, rug- covered area for s'read-

ing corner, etc., one needs to look for evidence of student movement,

student participation in verbal discourse, diverse grouping patterns, and

the extent of project activities (or learning °enters) . Projects (a common

term used in the 1920s and 1930s to describe a child-centered activity)

and learning centers (a phrase used often in movement to install informal

education after 1967) assumed that students can learn effectively as -

individuals or in small groups while making decisions independent of the

teacher.

Thus, the external signs of a student-centered classroom would include

rurniture arrangements that encourage face-to-face exchanges and snail
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group meetings; work stations in the classrooms (project areas or learning

oenters),where individual and small groups of students.operate in a self-

directed manner, and evidence of students owing about without securing

the teacher's permission. The teacher's desk is no longer front' and center;

often, the room looks a discernible front and rear. (Barth, 1972; Silbc;rman,

1971; Sussis, at. 01.91976; Perrone, 1972, 14770

Let me add quickly that the simple presence of.a project corner or

learning centers, Like tables scattered around the room, do not make a

classroom student - centered. Much of the literature on such settings in the

1920s and 1970e focused upon a process of learning and the teacher's

grasp of the underlying principles in child development and learning.

Seating arrangements, projects, and centers ere a few visible signs but

In no way guarantee that the process will occur or that the teacher

understands the principles involved. To suggest that only the physical

arrangements and available artifacts recaptured in written accounts and

photographs repro t what a William Kilpatrick or Harold Rugg of the 1920s

espoused and a Lil inn Weber and Vito Perrone of the 1970s advocated would

trivialize complex processes.

3. Classroom Talk. The evidence that teachers talk far more than

students in classrooms dates back to Romiett Stevens' work at the turn of

the century. That pattern of teacher talk'consming most of the

instructional discount,e in the fors of telling, explaining, and questioning

is a proxy for a teacher-centered classroom. Student talk in such a

classroom is generally confined to responding to content questions from the

teacher, asking procedural questions (e.g. will it be on the test?), and

covert conversations with classmates. The teaoherr determines what questions

have to be asked, who should be asked, and the quality ofthe student

response. It is a classroom discourse that contains implicit rules that



students come to learn over time. (Mahan, 1979; Stevens, 1912; Roetker and

all:trend, 1969).

These five categories, then, contain the pieces that teachers arrange

into instructional patterns. Organizing the classroom space, grouping for

instruction, classroom talk, student movement, and classroom activities

as they materialise in schoo4la point to a variety of teaching patterns.

These categories, I believe, can extract from the data dominant instruction-

al patterns in classrooms.


